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“Since the real world of experience will never fail to afford material and reality
to our ethical investigations, nothing will be less needful than to take refuge in
negative conceptions void of content, and then somehow or other make even
ourselves believe that we are saying something when we speak with lifted
eyebrows of absolutes, infinites, supersensibles and whatever other mere
negations of this sort there may be, instead of which it would be shorter to say
at once Nephelokokkygia: we shall not require to serve up covered empty dishes
of this kind.”
– Arthur Schopenhauer [162]

Abstract
The widespread introduction of new types of computing devices, such as smart-
phones, tablet computers, large interactive displays or even wearable devices,
has led to setups in which users are interacting with a rich ecology of devices.
These new device ecologies have the potential to introduce a whole new set
of cross-device and cross-user interactions as well as to support seamless dis-
tributed workspaces that facilitate coordination and communication with other
users. Because of the distributed nature of this paradigm, there is an intrinsic
difficulty and overhead in managing and using these kind of complex device
ecologies, which I refer to as configuration work. It is the effort required to
set up, manage, communicate, understand and use information, applications
and services that are distributed over all devices in use and people involved.
Because current devices and their containing software are still document- and
application-centric, they fail to capture and support the rich activities and context
in which they are being used. This leaves users without a stable concept for
cross-device information management, forcing them to perform a large amount
of manual configuration work.
In this dissertation, I explore an activity-centric approach to configuration work in
distributed interaction. The central goal of this dissertation is to develop and apply
concepts and ideas from Activity-Centric Computing to distributed interaction. Using
the triangulation approach, I explore these concepts on a conceptual, empirical and
technological level and present a framework and use cases for designing activity-
centric configurations in multi-device information systems. The dissertation
presents two major contributions:
First, I introduce the term configuration work as an abstract analytical unit that
describes and captures the problems and challenges of distributed interaction.
Using both empirical data and related work, I argue that configuration work
is composed of: curation work, task resumption lag, mobility work, physical
handling and articulation work. Using configuration work as a problem de-
scription, I operationalize Activity Theory and Activity-Centric Computing to
mitigate and reduce configuration work in distributed interaction. By allowing
6users to interact with computational representations of their real-world activities,
creating complex multi-user device ecologies and switching between cross-device
information configurations will be more efficient, more effective and provide
better support for users’ mental model about a multi-user and multi-device
environment. Using activity configuration as a central concept, I introduce a
framework that describes how digital representations of human activity can be
distributed, fragmented and used across multiple devices and users.
Second, I present a technical infrastructure and four applications that apply
the concepts of activity configuration. The infrastructure is a general purpose
platform for the design, development and deployment of distributed activity-
centric systems. The infrastructure simplifies the development of activity-centric
systems as it presents complex distributed computing processes and services into
high level activity system abstractions. Using this infrastructure and conceptual
framework, I describe four fully working applications that explore multi-device
interactions in two specific domains: office work and hospital work. The sys-
tems are evaluated and tested with end-users in a number of lab and field
studies.
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1. Introduction
With the widespread introduction of new types of computing devices, such
as smartphones, tablet computers, large interactive displays or even wearable
devices such as smartwatches, the vision of Mark Weiser’s Ubiquitous Comput-
ing [185] is increasingly becoming a reality. Setups in which users are interacting
with a rich ecology of devices are becoming more common outside of research
labs. This, together with the move of information from local storage to the
ubiquitous accessible cloud, has shifted the focus from individual devices to an
ecology of interconnected devices (such as seen in Figure 1.1) that are portals
into a shared information space. These new device ecologies have the poten-
tial to introduce a whole new set of cross-device and cross-user interactions as
well as support seamless distributed workspaces that facilitate coordination and
communication with other users. More general, distributed interaction refers to
a new paradigm in which interaction with a computer system is dynamically
distributed over multiple (i) people, (ii) devices and (iii) environments. These three
elements change over time and are in a dynamic and ad hoc way related to the
task or activity people are doing. Information is no longer tied to one specific
personal device but devices have become mediators to the ubiquitous shared
information space supported by the internet.
Figure 1.1: The range of devices that are currently widespread among people.
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Despite the important advantages of distributed interaction, prior studies [51, 136,
156] have highlighted that it also introduces important problems. Users are often
overloaded with complex workflows that require them to move information or
applications between a set of heterogeneous devices owned by different users.
Despite the numerous available tools and systems, moving information between
devices is often still a painful process that forces users to invent workarounds,
spend a considerable amount of time setting up the devices and negotiate the
tools with other users. Because of the distributed nature of this paradigm, there
is an intrinsic difficulty and overhead in managing and using complex device
ecologies, which I refer to as configuration work. It is the effort required to set up,
manage, communicate, understand and use information, applications and services
that are distributed over all devices in use and people involved. At its core,
configuration work is related to the fact that devices are designed and perceived
as individual entities and not as part of the complex ecology they are often used
in. Moreover, because current devices and their containing software are still
document- and application-centric, they fail to capture and support the activities
and contexts in which they are being used. This leaves users without a stable
concept for cross-device information management, forcing them to perform a
large amount of manual configuration work.
Although configuration work in distributed interaction is a generic problem, the
focus in this thesis revolves around two important and well documented use
cases: (i) personal and collaborative work in an office setting, and (ii) mobile and
collaborative clinical work in hospital wards.
Consider first the case of a group of interdisciplinary knowledge workers as seen
in Figure 1.2. On average, these types of users own about three to six computing
devices [51, 85, 156], including desktop computers, laptops, smartphones, tablets,
e-readers and nowadays even smartwatches. Most of these devices are no longer
dedicated to just one specialized task but have become multifunctional devices
providing ubiquitous access to different sources of information. Together with
traditional all-purpose computers, these new types of devices form a device
ecology that provides access to an overlapping information space. Although
knowledge work is often perceived as individual, it is in fact highly collaborative
and includes many people and devices [51, 156]. Moreover, knowledge work-
ers often collaborate on several simultaneous projects in partially overlapping
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subgroups (as indicated in Figure 1.2) that contain a different configuration of
people and devices involved. Because of this dynamic and ad hoc characteristic
of knowledge work, resources are often shared and used by several people on
different devices. For these projects, the team members continuously collaborate
on shared parallel work, which requires some form of coordination between
individually performed work (e.g., sharing of files or awareness of each other’s
updates on those files). Although most devices, such as seen in Figure 1.1 and 1.2,
have network connectivity, it is mostly still a tedious process to meaningfully con-
nect devices and effectively exchange information. Previous studies [51, 136, 156]
show that users encounter a number of fundamental problems when interacting
with these distributed device ecologies, such as lack of transparency, control,
intelligibility and context. Additionally, studies [10, 50, 74] have shown that
knowledge workers often implicitly organize information, applications and other
resources in thematically higher-level constructions, that reflect the work they are
trying to do. Although these higher-level tasks are often individual by construc-
tion, their structure and properties influence other people that are part of the
work contained inside these tasks. Because most current systems are task-agnostic,
sharing information within these working contexts is very hard and requires
users to do substantial configuration work.
Figure 1.2: A group of knowledge workers that collaborate within a number of overlap-
ping activities.
As a second example, consider the case of a clinical work in hospital wards. The
workflow of clinicians in a patient ward can be described as nomadic. In addition
to sitting in an office or other fixed locations for managing, archiving and prepar-
ing patient information, clinicians also roam through the hospital while doing
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their work [19]. This work typically includes collaborations with many people
and requires the usage of physical tools and computing devices that are spread
over multiple locations. Clinicians often move from one location to another while
interacting with both mobile and stationary tools and devices, such as desktop
computers (Figure 1.3A), large interactive whiteboards (Figure 1.3B) and mobile
devices (Figure 1.3C). Despite the ubiquity and importance of these tools for the
information flow in the hospital, most of these tools are not designed, tailored or
suited for this nomadic use, resulting in a mismatch between the functionality of
the system and the actual work done by the clinicians. Fundamentally, all these
different systems and devices are intrinsically disconnected from each other,
forcing clinicians to manually reconfigure the active work setting according to the
situation. This results in work interruptions, information fragmentation and a
disconnected workflow across several resources. Furthermore, current systems
provide little support for the ongoing collaborative context, mobile situations or
specific role of the device, thus, increasing the amount of configuration work.
Figure 1.3: Devices used at a medical ward in hospitals.
1.1 Research Context
The research context of this dissertation is situated within the field of Human-
Computer Interaction (HCI), "a discipline concerned with the design, evaluation and
implementation of interactive computing systems for human use and with the study of
major phenomena surrounding them" [68]. The work presented in this thesis falls
within the area of Ubiquitous Computing, a concept and discipline in Computer
Science and HCI that focuses on the design and study of interactive systems that
are comprised of multiple devices or sensors that integrate into the everyday
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environment of users as they “weave themselves into the fabric of everyday life until
they are indistinguishable from it” [185]. More specifically, I explore how problems
in distributed interaction, in which interactive systems are spread across multiple
people and devices, can be addressed using Activity-Centric Computing.
The theoretical background of this work lies in Activity Theory, a socio-cultural
framework that describes human activity as a relation among the subject (S)
(human or group that acts in the world), object (O) (which is acted upon and
motivates the activity) and the community (C) (or social strata in which the activ-
ity is engaged) [112]. Activity Theory provides us with a broad framework and
vocabulary to reinterpret the core components of human-computer interaction
in a distributed interactive setting. A number of previous work has explored
the application of Activity Theory to system design [18, 113, 177], conceptualiza-
tion of human-computer interaction [36, 37] and analysis of empirical data [14]
leading to the Activity-Centric Computing paradigm. The work presented in
this thesis builds on this previous work and extends Activity-Centric Computing
with new concepts, insights and developments that are primarily situated at the
system design, concept and empirical study level.
1.2 Research Questions
The central problem that is addressed by this dissertation, is mitigating configura-
tion work in distributed interaction. I describe distributed interaction as interaction
with a computer system that is dynamically distributed over multiple people,
devices and environments. I define configuration work as the effort required
to control, manage, understand, communicate and use information, applications
and services that are distributed over all used devices and people. The central
research question addressed in this dissertation is:
How can activity-centric computing be used to reduce configuration work in dis-
tributed interaction?
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This question can be subdivided into three core research questions:
Q1 Configuration Work - How do users set up, manage, communicate, under-
stand and use information, applications and services that are distributed
over all devices in use and people involved? What constitutes configuration
work? What are the properties and processes of configuration work?
Q2 Activity Configuration - How can human activities be captured in a digital
system configuration? How is such a system activity configuration defined?
What are the properties and benefits of using activity configuration as an
approach to reduce configuration work? How is activity configuration
work performed? How are configurations constructed and shared between
users and devices?
Q3 Technology - What are the technical and user requirements for technology
that supports activity configurations? How can activity-centric technology
be used to reduce configuration work in distributed interaction?
1.3 Objectives and Contributions
My thesis is, that by allowing users to interact with computational representations
of their real-world activities, creating complex multi-user device ecologies and
switching between cross-device information configurations will be more efficient,
more effective and provide better support for users’ mental model on a multi-
user and multi-device environment. By explicitly using activities as fundamental
first-class computational structures, these activity-related configuration states
can be (i) constructed, (ii) shared and (iii) fragmented across devices and people,
thus, reducing the configuration work required to change ongoing work.
The central goal of this dissertation is to develop and apply concepts and ideas
from Activity-Centric Computing to distributed interaction. I explore these concepts
on a conceptual, empirical and technological level and present a framework
and use cases for designing activity-centric configurations in multi-device in-
formation systems. This leads to three fundamental research objectives and
contributions:
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Objective 1: Conceptual - Operationalizing Activity Centric Configurations
Because current devices and their containing software are still document- and
application-centric, they fail to capture and support the activities and context
in which they are being used. This leaves users without a stable concept for
managing devices and other artifacts as part of their work. To provide users with
a stable concept for distributed interaction that is grounded in their activities
and use context, we need to build a better understanding of what this human
activity and usage context entails and how these insights can be leveraged
for distributed interaction. As devices are increasingly becoming portals into
ubiquitous information spaces, it has become apparent that devices can no
longer be considered as separate entities, but rather as part of larger device
ecologies.
I describe the components and structure of configuration work and propose how
Activity-Centric Computing can produce activity configuration as a stable concept
for distributed interaction. Using activity configuration as a core computational
concept, I further introduce a spatial dimension to configuration work, called
activity-centric configuration space, and describe activity-centric signifiers which
externalize the activity configuration to the physical world. Finally, I introduce
an activity configuration framework to describe the relation between activities of
users and the devices they use as tools to attain those activities. Previous work on
Activity-Centric Computing has placed little emphasis on the role of computer
devices and analog artifacts when supporting computational representations of
activity. It is unclear how device ecologies fit into the activity abstraction or how
devices are configured to be part of changing activity systems. I extend previous
activity models with a new activity configuration model that explicitly includes a
device and tool abstraction.
Objective 2: Technological - System Design
First, since there are no existing technological infrastructures or frameworks that
support the design, implementation and evaluation of Activity-Centric Comput-
ing systems, we1 designed and implemented NooSphere, an infrastructure and
programming framework that mitigates the technical challenges in designing
distributed interactive systems. Second, because the success of Activity-Centric
1The use of we in this dissertation refers to Steven Houben and all co-authors acknowledged in
the publications related to the specific research projects.
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Computing can only be measured in terms of how it solves the real user prob-
lems in distributed interaction, the work in this thesis is focused on two specific
use cases: (i) ad hoc knowledge work in a situated office setting, and (ii) clinical
work in a patient ward. Based on the conceptual and technical framework, we
built a number of interactive systems to implement and explore the activity
configuration framework in depth. Each of these systems were designed to
tackle a specific sub-problem of configuration work in context of the use case.
I extend cross-device system research within Activity-Centric Computing with
three different approaches:
• Replication and Fragmentation of activity configurations that can be co-created,
shared and redeployed across desktop devices that are operated by different
users. Users can annex heterogeneous devices (such as tablets) to the
activity workspace and use them as physical views on resources and
applications.
• Spatial mediation of activity configuration using a configuration space, a digitally
augmented physical action space that visualizes the activity of the user
across all connected devices, using the surrounding space between the
active devices. The space can be used to configure devices, interact with
resources or share activities with other users. Furthermore, the space uses
proxemics to automatically configure devices.
• Instrumental activity configuration fragmentation using a smartwatch that
elevates the human hand to a reconfigurable instrument that can be used to
fragment activity configurations and their content across screens through
direct manipulation.
• Activity configuration surrogates that allow non-digital artifacts to be included
into the distributed digital workflow of users. The surrogate augments
non-digital artifacts with configuration, communication and awareness
mechanisms to allow it to be used as activity signifier.
Objective 3: Empirical - Field and User Studies
To gather evidence of configuration work in distributed interaction and under-
stand and relate it to the domain of knowledge work and clinical work, we
conducted field studies, surveys, contextual inquiries and interviews with a
number of users. These data were used for input to the system design and to
form a conceptual understanding of the problem. Three systems were also evalu-
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ated in a field study (co-Activity Manager), a lab study (ActivitySpace) and a
clinical simulation (Hybrid Patient Record) to get a better understanding on how
these systems affect users and how the introduction of activity configurations


































































Figure 1.4: The triangulation approach taken in this dissertation.
1.4 Research Method
This dissertation follows the triangulation approach [117] described by Mackay
and Fayard, who propose to take multiple perspectives towards approaching
problems in Human-Computer Interaction. These perspectives include (i) a
theory perspective, in which theory, models and frameworks can be studied and
employed to understand or conceptualize a problem domain, (ii) an observation
perspective, in which researchers study and observe how users interact with
the world and (iii) a design perspective, in which the analysis of data from
observations and theory are translated into new design artifacts, which in turn
can be the source of observational study and theorizing. To delineate the
difference between general technological frameworks and applications that are
specifically designed for our use cases, the design perspective is split into an
infrastructures and applications swim lane. Figure 1.4 provides a chronological
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overview of the projects and visualizes the different interconnections between
the methods and perspectives used for each project:
A. co-Activity Manager - A study of ad hoc collaboration in a multidisci-
plinary software development team led to the design of co-Activity Man-
ager (cAM). cAM is a multi-user activity-centric desktop interface that
is designed to share activity configurations between different users. The
system was deployed in a two week field study.
Methods: Survey, user interviews, iterative system design, application of theory
and field evaluation of system.
B. NooSphere - NooSphere is an infrastructure and programming framework
for the design and development of activity-centric distributed interac-
tive systems. The infrastructure was evaluated by implementing three
fully working activity-centric applications. Grounded in a field study and
demonstrating the multi-device configuration challenges in a hospital ward,
we extended NooSphere to the SmartWard infrastructure, which is a multi-
device patient management system and application that allows clinicians
to reuse and contextualize patient configurations across devices.
Methods: Literature review, requirements specification, infrastructure design,
application of theory and evaluation through example applications.
C. ActivitySpace - Based on a study of device usage on desks of knowledge
workers, we developed ActivitySpace, a multi-device interactive configu-
ration space, that allows users to easily move resources between different
devices in use. The system was evaluated in a scenario-based evaluation in
a lab setting.
Methods: Quick and dirty field study, participatory workshops, iterative system
design, conceptualizing and lab evaluation of system.
D. WatchConnect - To explore how a smartwatch can be used as a mediating
device that allows for easy fragmentation of configurations across devices,
we designed, implemented and evaluated the WatchConnect Toolkit. The
toolkit is designed to facilitate the design process of watch-centric cross
device interaction techniques and applications. Leveraging the toolkit, we
explore how activity fragmentation can be supported using a smartwatch.
Methods: Literature review, toolkit design and evaluation through example appli-
cations.
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E. Hybrid Patient Record (HyPR) - To mitigate the challenges in manag-
ing paper artifacts as part of cross-device information management, we
explored the Hybrid Patient Record (HyPR). HyPR is a paper patient
record that is augmented with an awareness and configuration device for
connecting the paper documents to a distributed activity-centric patient
management system. This system was evaluated in a medical simulation.
Methods: Field study, participatory workshops and clinical simulation.
F. Activity Configuration Framework - Based on all systems, I developed an
activity-centric framework that describes the creation, sharing, fragmenting
and signaling of activity configurations in terms of devices and users.
Methods: Conceptualizing and application of theory.
1.5 Dissertation Overview
The dissertation is organized into two parts. Part I provides an overview of the
motivation, conceptual background of the work and description of the technology
and systems. The goal of this first part is to provide a general overview and de-
scription of related work, the problem statement and the conceptual background.
Part II consists of a collection of 7 conference papers that contain concepts,
technology and user studies summarized and discussed in Part I. To maintain
the consistency, readability and presentation of the original publications, the
papers are included in their publicly available published formats.
Part I consists of 5 chapters:
Chapter 2 - Related Work
The first chapter of Part I provides an overview of work related to dis-
tributed interaction, Ubiquitous Computing and Activity-Centric Comput-
ing. Chapter 2 focuses primarily on systems and technologies and relates
them to the research questions and problem area that is proposed in this
dissertation.
Chapter 3 — Configuration Work
Chapter 3 analyzes configuration problems and challenges in distributed
interaction, specifically in the domains of knowledge work and clinical
work. Based on these challenges and problems, the chapter introduces
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the concept of configuration work, provides a definition, describes the
underlying processes and analyzes multi-device information management
patterns.
Chapter 4 - Activity Configurations
Chapter 4 extends Activity-Centric Computing to describe activity config-
uration as a stable concept to mitigate configuration work in distributed
interaction. The chapter details the types of device and user configurations
that can be created and proposes a framework that considers user and
device multiplicity in Activity-Centric Computing.
Chapter 5 - Technology for Activity Configurations
Using the activity configuration framework, Chapter 5 provides an overview
of the different systems and papers that are included in this thesis. The
aim of this chapter is to contextualize each paper from Part II in the activity
configuration framework.
Chapter 6 - Conclusion
The last chapter of Part I summarizes the findings from the different
papers, and describes future work in the field of distributed interaction
and Activity-Centric Computing.
Part II consists of 7 papers:
Paper C1 - Activity-centric support for ad hoc knowledge work: a case study of co-
activity manager.
In this paper, we introduce co-Activity Manager, an activity-centric desktop
system that (i) provides tools for ad hoc dynamic configuration of a desktop
working context, (ii) supports both explicit and implicit articulation of
ongoing work through a built-in collaboration manager and (iii) provides
the means to coordinate and share working context with other users and
devices. Our study showed that the activity-centric workspace supports
different individual and collaborative work configuration practices and
that activity-centric collaboration is a two-phase process consisting of an
activity sharing and per-activity coordination phase.
Paper C2 - NooSphere: an activity-centric infrastructure for distributed interaction.
As an approach to re-engineering problems in the design of distributed
interactive systems, we introduce NooSphere, an activity-centric infrastruc-
ture and programming framework that provides a set of fundamental
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distributed services that enables quick development and deployment of
distributed interactive systems. We describe the requirements, design and
implementation of NooSphere and validate the infrastructure by implement-
ing three canonical real deployable applications constructed on top of the
NooSphere infrastructure.
Paper C3 - ActivityDesk: multi-device configuration work using an interactive desk.
In this paper, we present the design and explorations of the ActivityDesk sys-
tem, an interactive desk that supports multi-device configuration work and
workspace aggregation into a personal ad hoc smart space for knowledge
workers. The main goal of ActivityDesk is to reduce the configuration work
required to use multiple devices at the same time by using an interactive
desk as a configuration space.
Paper C4 - ActivitySpace: Managing Device Ecologies in an Activity-Centric Configu-
ration Space.
To mitigate configuration work, we introduce ActivitySpace: an activity-
centric configuration space that enables the user to integrate and work
across several devices by utilizing the space between the devices. This
paper presents the conceptual background and design of ActivitySpace and
reports on a study with nine participants. Our study shows that Activi-
tySpace helps users to easily manage devices and their allocated resources
while also exposing a number of usage patterns.
Paper C5 - WatchConnect: A Toolkit for Prototyping SmartWatch-Based Cross-Device
Applications.
In this paper, we introduce WatchConnect: a toolkit for rapidly prototyping
cross-device applications and interaction techniques with smartwatches.
The toolkit provides developers with (i) an extendable hardware platform
that emulates a smartwatch, (ii) a user interface framework that integrates
with an existing UI builder and (iii) a rich set of input and output events
using a range of built-in sensor mapping. We evaluate the capabilities of
the toolkit with seven interaction techniques and applications that reduce
configuration work using the watch as a mediating device
Paper C6 - HyPR Device: Mobile Support for Hybrid Patient Records.
Based on design requirements derived from a field study, followed by a
design study using a technology probe, we introduce the HyPR Device,
a device that merges the paper and electronic patient record into one
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system. We provide initial results from a clinical simulation with eight
clinicians and discuss the functional, design and infrastructural require-
ments of such hybrid patient records. Our study suggests that the HyPR
device decreases configuration work, supports mobility in clinical work and
increases awareness on patient data.
Paper C7 - Collaborative Affordances of Hybrid Technologies in Medical Work.
This paper studies the use of the Hybrid Patient Record (HyPR). We
report on two studies: a field study in which we describe the benefits and
challenges of using a combination of electronic and paper-based medical
records in a large university hospital; and, a deployment study in which
we analyze how 8 clinicians used the HyPR in a medical simulation. Based
on these empirical studies, this paper introduces and discusses the concept
of collaborative affordances, which describes a set of properties of the medical





“There is more information available at our fingertips during a walk in the woods
than in any computer system, yet people find a walk among trees relaxing and
computers frustrating. Machines that fit the human environment instead of forcing
humans to enter theirs will make using a computer as refreshing as taking a walk
in the woods.”
— Mark Weiser [185]
This chapter provides an introduction to Ubiquitous Computing and distributed
technologies that are related to the research questions and problem area described
in the introduction. The purpose of this chapter is to provide a detailed sampling
of existing technologies and approaches and use this overview to motivate
and describe open challenges in Activity-Centric Computing. Section 2.1 first
introduces the ubiquitous computing concept followed by an overview of smart
space research and multi-device interaction techniques. Finally, Section 2.2
concludes this chapter by providing an in depth overview of prior work on
Activity-Centric computing.
2.1 Ubiquitous Computing
In 1991, Mark Weiser provided a detailed account on the future of comput-
ing [185]. He described a vision of modern computing, which he referred to as
Ubiquitous Computing (UbiComp), in which computers would be integrated into
the environment, allowing users to easily and seamlessly use computing power
as part of everyday interaction with the world. Arguing that “the most profound
technologies are those that disappear”, he set a benchmark in the age of computing,
which transcended the desktop computer designed for knowledge workers, and
introduced a new generation of devices, called tabs, pads and boards. These de-
vices were designed to support a range of specialized tasks and provided users
with seamless interaction spaces that could intelligently respond to changes in
the environment. Weiser envisioned a world in which hundreds of these devices
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would be interconnected to a Ubiquitous Network that would support embodied
virtuality, in which the virtuality of data is “brought into the physical world” and
computers are freed from their “electronic shells” [185]. At Xerox Parc, these ideas
were operationalized into a fully working roomware system that consisted of a
large interactive display, LiveBoard [60], a mid-sized hand-held device called the
ParcPad and the smaller ParcTab [184] (Figure 2.1). These devices were intercon-
nected and allowed users to seamlessly move information, input and output
between all present devices. Active Badges, small devices that transmit an infrared
identification signal, were used to track the location of users and devices, and
leveraged this knowledge to create an intelligent environment that could, e.g.,
automatically open doors or forward input and output to devices in range. The
Xeroc Parc systems essentially allowed users to grab and use any device in the
environment, based on the activity and the situation. Weiser realized the impact
of his vision on the interaction between humans and computer devices. Inspired
by the work of Suchman [170] and Lave [109], he described the paradigm as “a
radical direction, for computer science, away from attention on the machine and back on
the person and his or her life in the world of work, play, and home” [187]. The central
emphasis of Ubiquitous Computing is not on the machine, but on the role of
the machine in the world of the user. At its core, Ubiquitous Computing shifted
the focus towards understanding the “place of today’s computer in actual activities
of everyday life” [186], implying it should “focus on the task, not the tool” [188].
Furthermore, Weiser argued that the most challenging and profound changes
induced by Ubiquitous Computing lies in the focus on calm technology [189] that
engages both the periphery and center of our attention, and “overcome the problem
of information overload” [185].
2.1.1 Smart Spaces
Among many other research topics, the seminal work by Weiser and his col-
leagues spawned a wide range of systems and infrastructure research that fo-
cused on supporting seamless information spaces or roomware, in which comput-
ers where integrated into the furniture and architecture of the room [169]. In these
rooms, digital data is distributed across multiple screens, computing devices and
even physical artifacts. One of the earliest approaches, I-LAND [168], attempted
to blend the virtual and architectural space into one innovative workspace that
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Figure 2.1: The Xerox Parc roomware allowed users to pick up and use pads and tabs in
combination with desktop machines or large electronic whiteboards.
consisted of interactive walls, tables and chairs. I-LAND consisted of several
large interactive displays (DynaWall) to support collaborative setups in which
information was used by multiple people. It also included chairs (CommChairs)
that were augmented with pen-based digital slates or a laptop docking system.
Finally, I-LAND also included a number of interactive touch tables (InteracTable)
that could be used for ad hoc collaborative work. All devices were connected
through a custom infrastructure and software (COAST & BEACH) that allowed
for seamless information exchange using Passage, a concept in which informa-
tion is transported by connecting virtual data to physical bookmarks. These
bookmarks were readable by the different I-LAND components, thus, allowing
for physical and ephemeral binding of data to specific roomware devices. This
was to ensure that it was “no longer necessary to open windows, browse hierarchies of
folders, worry about mounted drives, etc” [168]. Similarly, the iRoom [90] system op-
erationalized the UbiComp vision of Weiser [185] using a room-based smartspace
system that consisted of interactive whiteboards, smaller PDAs, laptops and
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workstations, an interactive table and a number of peripheral interaction devices.
iRoom was designed to facilitate moving data, control and applications between
different available screens. Built around an Interactive Room Operating System
(iROS), devices with different operating systems (OSs) could be interconnected in
the room using a common data heap. iRoom also included scanners to integrate
paper sketches into the general digital flow and provided simple wireless devices
(e.g., sliders and buttons) to operate specific interface elements in the room.
Using the Pointright [91] system, iRoom allowed for pointer and keyboard redi-
rection to create a truly homogeneous workspace consisting of multiple machines
and users. Similar to I-LAND [168], the goal of iRoom was to “let the user remain
focused on the work being done, rather than on the mechanics of interaction” [90].
Inspired by the vision paper on ‘the office of the future’ [143], Rekimoto and
Saitoh introduced Augmented Surfaces [147], a continuous workspace consist-
ing of personal portable devices and pre-installed public computers. The core
idea behind Augmented Surfaces was to create an environment that allowed
for smooth and fast interchange of information between different collocated
public and private computing devices. Augmented Surfaces employed a large
camera-based interactive surface (INFOTABLE) as an extension to the workspace
of smaller private devices, such as a laptop. By placing the private device on the
surface, it was automatically connected to the surface but also to an interactive
wall (INFOWALL). Other users could join the setup, by similarly placing their
private devices on surface. To facilitate smooth and visual exchange of informa-
tion, Augmented Surfaces provided a number of novel interaction techniques
and visualizations, such as hyperdragging, that allowed users to drag and drop
data across screen borders while visualizing the cross-device movement of the
cursor using the anchor cursor visualization. Similarly to I-LAND [168], Aug-
mented Surfaces allowed users to attach digital information to physical objects.
Using visual markers to detect non-digital objects on the interactive surface, the
system projected a visual aura around the object. This aura represented the
virtual data spaces of the physical object and users could attach data to the object
by dragging the digital information to the aura. Rekimoto and Saitoh showed
how Augmented Surfaces allowed for a smart public environment that can be
appropriated into different individual or collaborative configurations.
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Realizing that existing systems and interfaces would continue to play a central
role in human-computer interaction, a number of other systems focused on
more explicitly overcoming their limitations and capabilities, to include them in
distributed information spaces. Project Aura [69], e.g., was built around the cyber
foraging concept in which surrogate servers were used as stable connection points
of the Ubiquitous infrastructure. The surrogates allowed for nomadic and mobile
use of PDAs and laptops, and integrated support for legacy systems, such as
Windows and Linux. This essentially allowed users to incorporate of-the-shelve
devices and operating systems (OS) into a distributed smart space system. To sup-
port users in expressing their intent, Aura included a task layer which was used
to abstract applications and services into higher level tasks that could be moved
between devices [69]. The Gaia meta-operating system [152] supported active
spaces, which are defined a physical spaces that are augmented with technology
to enhance the “mobile users’ ability to interact with and configure their physical and
digital environments seamlessly” [152]. Gaia OS included a number of meta services
(such as IO, file system, communication, error handling, and resource allocation)
in a distributed architecture that allowed both legacy computing devices and
specialized interactive devices to be interconnected into one seamless space. The
central goal of Gaia OS was to create a user virtual space that allowed users to
perform a wide range of activities, which were stored in sessions that could
be moved between different active spaces. Using Gaia [152] as infrastructure,
Aris [30] is a window manager that allowed users to easily share legacy windows
(from the Windows XP OS) across different heterogeneous connected devices. By
leveraging existing windows and introducing a world in miniature overview of
the smart space, Aris essentially supported direct manipulation for application
relocation and the redirection of input across devices. IMPROMPTU [31] is
an example of a multi-display interaction framework that specifically focused
on collocated collaborative work using legacy applications. IMPROMPTU al-
lowed users to share task information on shared displays to allow for multi-user
interaction. Using a number of extensions of the Windows OS, users could
share selected windows with the group or move applications to a large shared
display. For all applications users could change the sharing mode to allow for
read-only or full access to the content. Using IMPROMPTU, users could easily
share resources that were part of collaborative activities and use these resources
to create a shared awareness across all users. A final multi-screen approach
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that focused on integrating with legacy applications is Window Brokers [5].
Using an automatic, plug-in free window broker protocol, users could move
windows between devices in different locations by using a display server that
is connected to individual broker clients, that decided how the windows could
be accessed and organized. By integrating legacy systems, these approaches
essentially argued that the problem of creating multi-device environments lies in
providing a solid infrastructure that provides a number of fundamental functions
and services that allow existing applications and tools to break the boundary of
their original creation. Users are able to translate their existing knowledge on
computers to these type of distributed information spaces.
A number of other approaches moved away from legacy user interfaces, and
introduced new interfaces and concepts for multi-display environments. Dy-
namo [88] is an example of a multi-user interactive surface that was specifically
designed to support cooperative sharing and exchange of resources, that can
be moved into the space. Using a custom user interface that focused explicitly
on providing multi-user input and sharing capabilities, users could utilize and
arrange parts of the surface for their own work. Users were enabled to carve off
part of the interactive surface and share that surface with other users that are
relevant to the activity. Legacy files and resources could be added to the surface
using USB and would be parsed and visualized on the Dynamo UI. Dynamo
utilized a display server and a number of central managers to handle distributed
input, window management, telepointing and other services. Speakeasy [58]
employed the concept of Recombinant Computing [59] in which they re-envisioned
how interoperability between heterogeneous devices could be provided using a
set of common interaction patterns that leverages mobile executable code. Using
these interfaces and code, users are able to create device configurations and
cross-device applications with very limited a priori knowledge on the different
devices. These interfaces included data transfer, collections that described the
relation between entities, metadata providing contextual information and control
describing how users could affect the setup. Similar to Dynamo, Xice [4] is a
distributed application toolkit that uses a scene-graph or presentation tree to
model the user interface. These scene graphs are propagated across the net-
work using a custom protocol to allow multiple devices to render and show
the interface. Input is supported by allowing users to interact with the local
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scene and using that input to modify or change the tree on other devices. This
allows Xice to support a wide range of input redirection, window interactions
and cross-device applications, but also greatly limits its capabilities to a defined
subset of interactions. Based around the concept of Instrumental Interaction [24],
Shared Substances [73] employed a data-oriented approach in which function-
ality and data are loosely coupled, allowing for more flexibility in the design
and implementation of large scale multi-display environments. As demonstrated
in the WILD room [25], the framework and underlying concepts scale to large
display sizes, heterogeneous devices and big data, which facilitates exploration
of scientific data, as suggested by Rogers [151].
As described by Saha and Mukherjee [153], these pervasive systems require four
fundamental technical components: devices ranging from traditional computers
to fully embedded sensors, a pervasive network that can be used as the backbone
of the system, a pervasive middleware that is used as a distributed shell to interface
between different devices and applications that leverage the infrastructure and
network. Based on these components, they described six fundamental challenges
for Ubiquitous Computing [153] and distributed interaction:
C1 Scalability: How to deal with an increasing number of devices, applications
and systems that are distributed across different users and geographical
spaces?
C2 Heterogeneity: How to support cross-domain systems and applications that
are interconnected through the network and support different platforms
and devices?
C3 Integration: How to integrate existing devices and systems into different
pervasive systems and middleware? How to coordinate information and
data across distributed spaces?
C4 Invisibility: How to balance the relation between human intervention and
self-tuned smart environments? How to automatically support connection
of devices and applications?
C5 Context Awareness: How can computer systems sense the use context to
become intelligent environments that support user experience?
C6 Context Management: How can context information be translated into an
interaction that is meaningful and understandable to the end user?
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2.1.2 Context-Awareness
The core argument behind these smart space systems is that the focus should
be set on the task or activity of users, and the role of computing devices in the
everyday life of the user. This argument, however, implies that user is able to
express intent to these complex environments by translating this intent, ideas and
configurations to the machine. As argued by Abowd et al. [2], machines often
fail to understand the dynamics of implicit human interaction and fail to include
implicit situational information or context into the human-computer interaction.
Schilit et al. [157] provided one of the first definitions on context-awareness,
describing it as “systems that adapt according to the location of use, the collection of
nearby people, host and accessible devices, as well as to changes to such things over time.”
Context-aware systems include three types of context: “where you are, who you are
with, and what resources are nearby” [157]. Based on this early definition, Abowd
et al. [2] expanded the notion of context to: “Context is any information that can be
used to characterize the situation of an entity. An entity is a person, place, or object that
is considered relevant to the interaction between a user and an application, including the
user and applications themselves.”
Manual Automatic
Information Proximate selection and Automatic contextual reconfiguration
contextual information
Command Contextual commands Context-triggered actions
Table 2.1: Dimension of context-aware applications [157].
In their early paper on context-awareness, Schilit et al. [157] described four main
categories of context-aware systems that reside on the intersection of manual or
automatic work, and information and command input (Figure 2.1). Proximate
selection is a technique in which nearby information sources are emphasized
and selected in an effort to reduce the configuration time of the environment.
Important within this category are nearby or collocated computing devices,
people, physical artifacts and the places of interaction. In contrast, automatic
contextual reconfiguration uses this location information to automatically re-
configure devices. Using contextual commands, explicit input from users can
be contextualized based on the ongoing situation. However, this can also be
automated using context-triggered actions, in which implicit input by the user
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(e.g., movement or location) is used to automatically trigger actions that reconfig-
ure the space. Based on early research on the Active Badges projects [183, 185],
a large body of work focused on location aware systems that supported auto-
matic reconfiguration of applications and devices [1, 44, 110]. Although these
definitions and dimensions are useful to describe the close connection between
manual configuration done by the user and automatic context-aware configuration
done by an intelligent system, Schmidt et al. [158] argued that “there is more to
context than location”. By expanding the notion of context to a wide range of
features, Schmidt et al. [158] introduced a clear differentiation between context
in human factors and physical environment. Human-centered context included
the user’s physical condition, emotional state, social context of interaction and
the tasks or activities. The physical environment focused on location in the broad
sense, infrastructure and physical conditions. Recently, the notion of context has
been refined further into “proxemic interaction” [8, 76]. Inspired by the theory
of Proxemics by Hall [78], Ballendat et al. described how devices could have
“fine-grained knowledge of nearby people and other devices – their position, identity,
movement, and orientation” [8]. This fine grained context model, that describes a
granular spatial relation between devices, can be leveraged to support advance
cross-device interaction techniques and approaches.
2.1.3 Multi-Device Interactions
With the increasing widespread use of different types of devices, the ideas and
concepts discussed in early roomware systems (described in Section 2.1.1) are
becoming increasingly relevant. In recent years, we have seen an explosion
of novel devices, ranging from small devices, such as watches and phones, to
mid-sized devices, such as tablets and notebooks, all the way up to very large
interactive displays and tabletops. This spectrum of new devices has led to an
‘ecosystem of displays’ [175] that supports a wide variety of social setups ranging
from individual use, up to a many to many social group interactions [175].
The expanded notion of context-awareness of humans and their computing
devices [158] has initiated a number of new solutions for cross-device interaction
problems in these types of multi-device ecosystems. Captured in the ‘Gradual
Engagement Pattern’ by Marquardt et al. [118], many interaction techniques and
approaches have been proposed to mitigate the distributed configuration problem
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by using context as a mechanism to support users in (i) getting an overview
and awareness on the available devices and their capabilities, (ii) understanding
what information can be used on each device, and (iii) seamlessly transfer
these resources across devices. As summarized by Marquardt et al. [118], these
systems and interaction techniques focus on three important challenges within
multi-device environments: (i) device pairing, (ii) awareness and revealing of
information and resources, and (iii) transferring information from one device to
another.
There are different approaches reported in literature to pair and annex devices.
Hinckley [84] introduced interaction techniques that allowed users to physically
bump different devices together to pair the devices into a shared workspace.
Bluetable [190] used computer vision of interactive surfaces with Bluetooth to
detect and pair mobile devices to a large display. Similarly, Tide [164] allowed
users to pair a mobile phone to a large interactive table using computer vision.
Schmidt et al. [159] extended this method and were able to detect fine grained
movement and placement of the edges of the phone on an interactive surface
using a combination of computer vision and IMU data. A final example, is the F-
formation detection by Marquardt et al. [119], in which top mounted 3D cameras
were used to detect fine grained movement of devices that could be annexed into
one seamless space. Multi-device environments have opened up a large space
for cross-device resource management mechanisms and interaction techniques.
Some early work such as Pick and Drop [146] explored how users could apply
direct manipulation to multi-device environments by picking up information on
one device using a pen and dropping it on the screen of another device. Touch
and Interact [79] uses physical connection between a phone and a large display
to perform selections. Similarly, using Phonetouch [159], Schmidt et al. [160]
introduced a suit of interaction techniques that allowed users to interact with a
large interactive tabletop, using the phone as input device. Touch and Point [38]
uses a combination of mid-air gestures for social disclosure, with touch for
precise selection to support ad hoc group work around a large interactive display.
The approach allows users to interact in mid-air with the shared display, while
providing fine grained selection through a personal touch-enabled device. Deep
shot [42] utilizes the camera of a smartphone to capture the context and state
of the applications on another device, and moves this to the mobile application.
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This approach allows users to create a snapshot of a task and resume the task on
a different device. Recently, Duet [46] described a suite of interaction techniques,
specifically designed for a combination of smartwatch and tablet, in which users
could configure and share sensors and information across the devices in use.
Many of these systems and techniques, however, operate under the assumption
that data, applications and services are already set up and available for use. How
these techniques and ideas fit into how people actually use devices in information
dense environments, is unclear.
2.2 Activity- and Task-Based Computing
Long before the introduction of Ubiquitous Computing, Bannon et al. [10]
realized that within desktop computing, “current human - computer interfaces
provide little support for the kinds of problems users encounter when attempting to
accomplish several different tasks in a single session”. Inspired by Activity Theory [63,
98, 181], this early work initiated a new research direction, Activity-Centric
Computing, that revolved around using context models that are a reflection of
human intent. These computational activities are used to structure, organize
and share information within a defined workspace. Activity-Based Computing,
a term originally coined by Donald Norman at Apple Research [130], is an
interaction paradigm that provides explicit support for users’ activities, rather
than focusing on the tools needed to perform those activities. These activities are
presented as a computational context model that encapsulate all information and
resources relevant for that specific activity. The core idea behind Activity-Centric
Computing is, thus, to better support human activity in computer-mediated
interactions. Figure 2.2 provides a historical overview of recent Activity-Centric
Computing systems.
2.2.1 Activity-Centric Desktop Computing
One of the earliest systems that, perhaps unintentionally, introduced concepts
from Activity-Centric Computing into the desktop interface was the Rooms
system [82]. The Rooms system mitigates a number of window management
issues by introducing virtual workspaces. Each virtual workspace, or room,











Figure 2.2: An overview of the main Activity-Centric Computing systems researched in
the last decade.
essentially provides the user with a clean canvas that can be allocated to a
specific task. By switching between rooms, the window configurations of the
previous room is stored and removed, while the windows of the selected room
are restored on the screen. Users can name and organize each room according to
the specific task it represents. Using a number of built-in mechanisms, users can
share or replicate windows across rooms using doors. The Rooms system also
provides an overview screen that lists all defined rooms with their name and
pictorial representation of the window layout. This early work resulted in the
widespread adoption of virtual desktops in many Linux distributions, Apple OS
X and recently even in the Microsoft Windows 8 OS, demonstrating the relevance
and impact of virtual spaces.
Task Gallery [148] extended the Rooms metaphor to a three-dimensional view.
Multiple documents and windows can be hung side-by-side on the walls of the
3D space. By exploiting spatial memory and using an art gallery metaphor to
organize documents and windows, Task Gallery was designed to ease informa-
tion retrieval by organizing these resources into tasks, which are “collections of
documents and applications organized around a particular user activity [148].” Users
can move tasks around within the 3D space and can even segment the space into
separate rooms, thus, allowing for grouping of task windows. Using a number
of tool palettes and window banners, users can create and manage tasks, interact
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with windows and navigate the space. Interestingly, Task Gallery [148] explores
how spatial memory can be leveraged to reduce mental load when switching
between different tasks (or activities) at hand.
One fundamental limitation of the Rooms [82] and Task Gallery [148] systems is
that the content of the task is confined within one device and screen. To mitigate
this space problem, Kimura [116, 179] expanded the display space by including
a projector based interactive secondary display that can be used for “perusal,
manipulation and awareness of background activities” [116]. The peripheral display
is used to assist users in managing working contexts or montages by providing
an overview of previously automatically collected activity logs. Each montage
depicts the content of an individual room and is essentially an external visual
room overview [82]. Montages help users recall previous actions that were part
of an activity, thus providing awareness on background activities. The secondary
display can be used for peripheral awareness, but also to directly interact with
the montages. Since the display runs Flatlands [126], montages can be moved,
manipulated and deleted. Montages can be organized into spirals based on their
significance, spatially organized stacks or be interrelated with other activities.
In Kimura, the tasks as described in Rooms [82] are extended “to "activities"
that include more than just the documents and application windows currently being
used” [116].
The first approach that explicitly incorporated communication mechanisms into
a task or activity model, was Taskmaster [26]. By organizing email into tasks, the
focus of the user shifts from individual emails to a collection of relevant emails.
Because many individual messages represent tasks, they can be interrelated to
other tasks. Introducing the thrask concept, incoming messages are analyzed
and grouped based on their relevance. Taskmaster includes a to-do list with
thrasks that helps users to get an overview of the groups. Thrasks essentially
correspond to threads of activities. Users can rename and modify the thrasks or
design their own activity threads. By selecting a thrask, the interface provides
a mechanism to inspect attached resources. By adding meta-information to
thrasks, deadlines and reminders can be set that trigger automatic notifications.
To increase recognizability in thrasks, users can also add color or icons to the
representation.
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To place a more explicit focus on supporting the intention behind the activity,
Umea [97] moved away from virtual desktops, but rather supported a desktop
tool that captured events from applications to automatically build projects.
Projects are visualized on a calendar-style visualization that allowed users to
create, manage and delete projects. For each project the relevant resources,
such as documents, folders, URLs and contacts are easily accessible through
a floating windowed toolbar. Selecting a resource, automatically restores its
previous state. Umea actively tracks (a selected number of) applications to build
interaction histories that are added to the currently selected activities. This
allows users to create basic configuration for their activity and use the system
to automatically build up a broader context. In this way, the intent of users can
easily be captured and developed over time. The central underlying idea of
Umea is “minimizing overhead and making the benefits of creating project environments
apparent to the user” [97].
Groupbar [165] extended the standard Windows XP taskbar, that allows for
window switching, with a mechanism to organize and interact with a group of
spatially organized windows. Users can drag and drop window buttons on the
taskbar into a group, that represent a task or activity. This group visualization
can be opened and inspected to allow for traditional interaction with individual
windows, but users can also interact with the entire group. Using a context
menu, users can open, close, restore and layout the entire group. In contrast to
Rooms [82], restoring the window group does not remove any other windows,
but rather pushes the windows of the selected group to the foreground, allow-
ing the user to easily move them into focus. Groups can also be collapsed or
minimized to save space on the taskbar. In contrast to the application group-
ing mechanism that is used in current Windows OS, Groupbar allows for the
grouping of windows of different applications. Groupbar demonstrates how the
taskbar (or toolbar) of a desktop manager can be augmented and extended to
support activity-centric workflows.
Extending on the concept of automatic context inference on desktop systems,
Tasktracer [54, 163] is a task-based desktop interface that monitors users’ inter-
actions and activities to allow users to access previous activities and quickly
change the task context. Within Tasktracer, a task “is a set of information resources
(documents, electronic messages, contacts, etc.) and tools (computer applications, phone
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Figure 2.3: The activity bar allows users to interact with activities on a taskbar [13].
line) employed to access and manipulate these resources” [54]. Using a data collection
framework, Tasktracer captures users’ interactions with applications in order to
infer task profiles. The goal of Tasktracer is to leverage these task profiles to sup-
port users in recovering from interruptions and allow users to reuse knowledge
between tasks. To visualize tasks to the users, Tasktracer supports three different
visualizations: a stand-alone window listing all the tasks, a context menu built
into the standard taskbar, a list of activities integrated into the start menu and a
stand-alone window, TaskExplorer, that provides an overview of the resources
in each task. Selecting a task provides users with quick access to the resources
associated with that task.
Similar to Tasktracer [54, 163], the Context-Aware Activity Display (CAAD) [144]
automatically monitors interactions on the desktop interface to construct context
structures. The structures represent users’ actual work activities, which are
defined as “the sets of task-relevant information and people” [144]. The collected
structures are visualized on a secondary awareness display (the activity display)
as clusters of activities that can be edited and managed by users. By visualizing
groups of related information, the system provides users with an awareness on
their ongoing and previous work.
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Expanding on the idea of using a taskbar to visualize activities, the Activity
Bar [13] (Figure 2.3) is used as a central access point to select, represent and
interact with activity representations on a desktop. Using the Activity-Based
Computing (ABC) framework, “the basic computational unit is no longer the file
(e.g., a document) or the application (e.g., MS Word) but the activity of a user.” Within
the desktop interface, the Activity bar extends the standard task bar, since the
focus is no longer on applications but on activities. Each activity is confined
within a virtual desktop that allows users to organize information and resources
within that activity. The Activity bar visualizes all open activities and allows
for easy switching between activities by simply clicking the button associated
with the activity. The bar also includes action buttons that allow users to create
new activities, close existing ones or save the activity to a file. The interface
also provides an overview of all open activities on the desktop workspace in a
miniature view. Similar to window management, users can utilize shortcuts to
easily switch between activities.
Based on earlier work by Bernstein [29], who suggested that distributed work-
flows could be structured around tasks, ActivityExplorer [7, 70, 121, 125] sup-
ports an informal, ad hoc and easy to initiate collaborative mechanism organized
around activities. Similar to Taskmaster [26], Activity Explorer (Figure 2.4) allows
users to create activity streams in which messages, chats, files, folders, annotated
screen shots and to-do items can be shared among a group of people. Activities
are shared objects that “hold one piece of persistent information, and they define a list
of people who have access to that content” [125]. By including both synchronous and
asynchronous collaboration into one persistent activity, which is represented as
a dialog thread, Activity Explorer allows for an ad hoc collaboration model. It
provides dynamic membership, meaning that users can easily add and remove
team members to a specific activity. The interface is an email-like overview of all
activities and includes details on the activity threads, chat windows, an overview
of all contacts and details about the activity itself. In contrast to previous de-
scribed systems, Activity Explorer moves away from dedicated workspaces and
rather focuses on using activity as a mechanism for a stand-alone collaboration
manager that can be used as part of standard desktop use.
Similar to the Activity Bar [13], Giornata [177, 178] (Figure 2.5) extended the
concept of Rooms [82], and Kimura [116, 179] and introduced an Activity Theory
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Figure 2.4: The activity explorer user interface is composed of an email-like interface
that presents activity threads used to share objects between users [125].
informed desktop interface that allowed users to organize information and
windows related to the same activity into dedicated workspaces. In contrast to
the work of Bardram et al. [13], in which activities were relatively rigid structures,
Giornata focuses on providing a much more lightweight mechanism that allows
users to appropriate different approaches when interacting with activities. Rather
than explicitly defining activities, Giornata allows users to seamlessly create
anonymous activities which can be retrospectively named by adding tags to the
activity. Using the command + tab shortcut, users switch between open activities,
which are visualized with a name and snapshot of the workspace. As one of
the first systems, Giornata also included contacts management into the activity
desktop abstraction. Users can organize their contacts into groups that, similarly
to the windows and resources, are swapped when switching between activities.
This notion of “activity-aware collaboration” allows users to move parts of the
communication processes into the activity abstraction.
Critiquing the rigidness and lack of plasticity of using virtual spaces to represent
tasks or activities, TAGtivity [133] uses a flexible tag-based model to connect
windows and application on a desktop interface to a specific activity. Focusing
specifically on activity management, which they define as “supporting users in
managing their applications and application windows” [133], users are provided with
an interface that (i) augments each existing window with a TAGtivity bar (which
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Figure 2.5: Giornata allows users to organize their desktop using flexible and lightweight
activities that encapsulates windows and resources but also contacts [178].
is attached to the bottom of the window), and (ii) the TAGtivity manager, that
provides an overview of all open activities. Using the toolbar, users can add
color, tags, names and other meta information to the window, thus associating
it with a new or existing activity. Using the bar, users can easily modify or
update the relation of the window to any open activity. All existing activities
are visualized in the manager, which provides users with an interface to easily
browse the windows and applications associated with that activity, and launch
them if needed. The central idea behind TAGTivity is to provide more fine
grained activity management on the level of each individual window. This
allows users to quickly and easily create or modify the association between the
resources and windows.
2.2.2 Activity-Centric Multi-Device Environments
As mentioned earlier, most of the existing multi-device smart space systems
essentially point towards the need to focus on the task or activity of users, and
the role of the computing devices in the everyday life of the user. Early on,
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Lamming et al. [107] described a need to focus on Activity-Based information
retrieval in Ubiquitous Computing systems. The central vision behind this
idea was that users would carry portable memory aids that supported them
in “browsing through autobiographical data to find episodes corresponding” [107]. By
essentially linking context information to episodes or activities, users are aided
in information retrieval. In their reflections on the ’’Past, Present, and Future
Research in Ubiquitous Computing”, Abowd and Mynatt extended this idea of
using activities as a unit of analysis for everyday computing [3]. Although they
leave us without an explicit definition of the concept of activity, they exemplify
them as “orchestrating tasks, communicating with family and friends, and managing
information”. Activities do not have a defined temporal dimension as they are
continuous, meaning they can be interrupted by internal or external sources.
Because of this, multiple activities operate concurrently and users can suspend
and resume activities based on their interest and intent [3]. They also argued that
applications should use associative models of information to support activities
within Ubiquitous systems [3], because these “associative and context-rich models of
organization support activities by allowing the user to reacquire the information from
numerous points of view.” By supporting associative computing models that reflect
human intent, users are given a flexible and extendable mechanism to handle
information within the current context. As summarized by Abowd and Mynatt:
“as computing becomes more ubiquitously available, it is imperative that the tools offered
reflect their role in longer-term activities” [3].
Prekop and Burnett [141] operationalized this idea into an activity-centric context.
Because it is important “to understand the properties of context and the relationships
between context and other closely related concepts, especially, tasks or activity and users
or agents”, Prekop and Burnett proposed to view context specifically as a subset of
human activity. In their model, activity is defined as “something being done by the
agent”, providing a wide scope ranging from ’getting a cup of coffee’ to ’working
on a specific project’. The model places an explicit focus on human agents that
perform activities within a specific context. One of the central problems that
they tried to address is to get a better understanding of what information is
relevant to the activity performed. This includes resources such as information,
computing devices, applications and people. These resources are used as part
of a process, which describes how resources are related to the specific activity.
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Activity-centric context emerges from using resources of a specific activity within
a specific context.
Drawing upon early research on an activity theoretical analysis of cooperative
work in hospitals [12, 16], Christensen and Bardram applied the notion of Activity-
Based Computing [48] to distributed work in hospitals. They proposed to “model
work activities as first class objects in the computing infrastructure thereby lessening the
gap between the health care tasks and the work done using the computer” [48]. Crys-
tallized into the Activity-Based Computing framework, Bardram [18] proposed
a pervasive infrastructure to support clinical work across users, devices and
spaces, using activity as a central computational concept. The system allows
clinicians to organize patient-related information and workflows into activities,
that can be accessed from different workstations and PDAs running specialized
medical software. Using the Activity Bar [13] (Section 2.2.1), clinicians can switch
between patient cases that are represented as activities. These activities are
synchronized through an infrastructure to allow access from other workstations.
The system also includes a number of collaborative functions to allow clinicians
to start a synchronized desktop sharing session, in case remote collaboration is
required.
Figure 2.6: Clinical surfaces is designed to support activity-based access to medical
information on public interactive displays [21].
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In an effort to expand this paradigm to large interactive displays across a large
building, Clinical Surfaces [21] used the Aexo [39] infrastructure to support the
distribution of clinical activities across multiple public displays. The goal of
Clinical Surfaces is to facilitate the use of fixed and mobile public interactive
displays to navigate large amounts of clinical data. The interface running on
the displays (Figure 2.6) visualizes the context, such as current location and
nearby people, an overview of all activities and the applications, documents and
resources of the selected activities. Using a basic relevance algorithm, based on
location and nearby people, the interface adapts the activity view to push the
most relevant activities to the foreground. Resources (such as documents, URLs
or database files) can be launched using a local application. Clinical Surfaces
includes a privacy model that allows clinicians to operate the displays in public,
personal or private mode. In the default public mode, activities are presented
based on all people nearby; in personal mode, the view is adapted for one specific
clinician; and private mode can be activated by inserting a USB stick containing
private activities. Because activities are well defined within a clinical context
(e.g., patient data and related clinicians), the system places little emphasis on the
creation and maintenance of activities, but more on the access model.
Figure 2.7: The eLabBench allows biologists to move activities between an interactive
desk and their personal computer in the office [172].
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The eLabBench [171, 172] uses activities as a central mechanism to distribute
resources between a desktop computer and an interactive laboratory bench. In
order to support molecular biologists in performing experimental work, the
eLabBench allows them to easily construct, design and analyze exploratory
biology work using an augmented tabletop that is used as a work bench. The
activity-based infrastructure allows biologists to easily move the information
about the experiments between their personal computing device in the office
and the eLabBench. The interface of the eLabBench (Figure 2.7) includes an
ActivityDock that is used to switch between different ongoing activities. The rest
of the space is used to visualize resources that are part of the selected activity.
This includes a digital notebook, scribbles and native applications, but the desk
also recognizes physical artifacts. Augmented tube racks are recognized and
visualized on the space. Biologist can annotate and include the rack descriptions
into the digital workflow. Although very limited, the system demonstrates how
physical artifacts can be included into the activity abstraction and used beyond
the local space.
Figure 2.8: ReticularSpaces is a multi-device smart space that includes activity-based
support for large displays, tabletops and tablets [15].
Finally, in an attempt to build a complete activity-cased smartspace system
(similar to the original Parc system [185]), ReticularSpaces [15] provides a first
cross-device user interface concept using activity as a first class visualization
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(Figure 2.8). Using an activity interface that was the same on all connected
devices, the system provides a unified distributed view. The ReticUI interface
allows users to switch between the activity view, showing all activities and their
interdependencies, and an action view that contains all the resources of that
activity. The resources, such as websites or images, are encapsulated into touch-
enabled windows that can be moved and organized on the space. Any changes
to the location or content of each resource is synchronized with all other devices.
Similar to Clinical Surface [21], the system uses a location tracker to adapt the
activity view based on the people that are present in the room. The interface
includes a number of real-time communication mechanisms, including video
and chat, but also provides asynchronous methods using the activity log.
2.3 Summary
This chapter provides an overview of related work in the fields of smartspaces in
Ubiquitous Computing (Section 2.1.1) and the relation with Context-Awareness
(Section 2.1.2). Based on these early multi-display environments, Section 2.1.3
then briefly discussed a number of interaction techniques for the pairing and
distribution of information across devices. Finally, Section 2.2 provided a de-
tailed overview of system research within activity-centric desktop and pervasive




“Present-day IT infrastructure, “the real ubicomp,” is a massive noncentralized
agglomeration of the devices, connectivity and electricity means, applications,
services, and interfaces, as well as material objects such as cables and meeting
rooms and support surfaces that have emerged almost anarchistically, without a
recognized set of guiding principles.”
— Antti Oulasvirta [135]
In this chapter, I introduce the concept of configuration work by discussing
and analyzing a range of configuration problems and challenges in distributed
interaction. Section 3.1 first introduces the general configuration problems in
distributed interaction. Section 3.2 and 3.3 provide an overview of configuration
problems in knowledge work and in clinical work. In these sections, I summarize
findings from our empirical work described in papers C1, C3, C4, C6 and C7
and relate their main findings to previous literature. Based on these analyses of
our own work and previous studies, I define configuration work in Section 3.4 to
describe the overhead of managing activities, devices and resources in distributed
interaction.
3.1 Overview
In the last decade we have observed two major trends in end-user comput-
ing. First, there has been a widespread introduction of a whole new set of
computing devices, ranging from mobile portable devices such as tablets and
smartphones, to modern versions of the traditional desktop computer, such
as hybrid touch-enabled laptops, large interactive displays and recently even
a new set of wearable computers, such as the smartwatch and head mounted
displays. Second, connected to this device multiplicity, resources and services
are increasingly moving from traditional local storage to a ubiquitous cloud.
The focus has shifted from individual devices to an ecology of interconnected
devices that provides universal, shared and social access to users’ personal infor-
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mation cloud [123]. Since most of these devices nowadays overlap in the type
of functionality or tasks they support, users can hand pick which devices to
use for what task, based on the functional, interaction and social requirements of
the activity. Because of this, setups in which users are engaged with multiple
devices at the same time are becoming more common. The user-device-resource
mapping is changing from a one-to-one to a many-to-many paradigm in which
complex device ecologies are constructed and shared between users to access a
collaborative distributed information space. We refer to this computing paradigm
as distributed interaction, in which interaction with digital information is distributed
over multiple people, multiple environments and multiple digital devices. The setup
of these four aspects changes dynamically over time and is in an ad hoc way
related to the activities people perform.
Despite the many advantages of distributed interaction, it also poses users with a
number of challenges. Although there are many tools available to support a wide
range of multi-device scenarios, studies [51, 93, 103, 136, 156] show that users
encounter a range of fundamental problems, such as lack of control, context,
transparency and intelligibility when interacting with multiple devices and their
containing resources. In essence, employing multiple devices to perform a
particular task requires users to put a significant effort in what I call configuration
work, the effort required to set up, manage, communicate, understand and use
information, applications and services, which are distributed across several
devices and people. Within distributed interaction I identify three distinct
overlapping problem spaces that introduce configuration work:
1. Resources – What resources are people using?
Managing resources (such as files and applications), services, commu-
nication and collaboration processes across multiple devices, owned by
multiple users.
2. Devices – What devices are people using?
Aggregating and pairing multiple devices into one seamless space. Aware-
ness and understanding of the role of each device in a multi-device setup.
3. Activities – What tasks or activities are people doing?
Managing one coherent work task or activity across several connected
devices and people.
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To get a better understanding of how these problems related to activities, re-
sources and devices are manifested in both the office and clinical work setting,
the next sections discuss configuration problems in office and clinical work using
these three concepts.
3.2 Configuration Problems in Office Work
In this section, I take a general perspective on the configuration problems by
summarizing and analyzing our observations and studies. These studies include
a survey with 145 participants [C1], observational studies of a multidisciplinary
software development team [C1], a quick and dirty field study of desk usage [C3]
and a literature review [C4]. I relate these studies to previous studies and
observations around multi-device workflows in individual and collaborative
work. The results of the analysis are summarized in Table 3.1.
Type Problems
Resource - Synchronization work across devices
- Lack of transparent mechanisms to distribute resources in the cloud
- Users perform workaround using email and ftp
- Resources are locked in devices or file types
- Curation work to handle and archive files
Device Ecology - Moving resources between devices
- Handing off use context between devices
- Handling changing configurations of devices
- No support for device roles given by users
Activities - Organize work into higher level units or tasks
- Handling changes in device context when performing same task
- Cross-device task allocation or connecting applications on devices
- Collaborative tasks including multiple users and devices
Table 3.1: Aspects of the configuration problems in knowledge work.
3.2.1 Resource Distribution
Our studies showed that many people struggle with handling files and informa-
tion that are shared between different users and devices. Although many tools
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attempt to support users in automatically moving resources, such as files and
other data, between different devices, these tools often lack control, transparency
and integration, making it remarkably hard to move information between devices.
These tools are valuable for the technical distribution of information, but often do
not immediately communicate which other users that have access to the shared
data, nor whether the device can actually meaningful consume the data [156].
Managing and accessing information across different devices is still a significant
problem [51]. To deal with this resource distribution problem, users employ a
wide range of strategies to perform manual synchronization work. For overview,
people use a combination of storage solutions that include (i) external storage,
such as USB drives, SD cards or external hard disks, (ii) local storage, on the
hard disk of the device, (iii) application storage, in which data is stored within
application servers (e.g., email) and (iv) cloud storage or external services that
provide storage or backup facilities [51, 156]. These different storage mechanisms
are often used to separate working resources from older archived resources. Sim-
ilar to our observations, one study [156] reported that active ongoing work was
kept in open windows, applications and local storage, while recently closed
projects where kept on cloud storage, and irrelevant old projects where archived
(or disappeared) on hard disks or a back-up server.
Despite advances in cross-device interaction techniques (described in Section 2.1.3),
transferring information between devices is still a hard problem that requires
a combination of tools and workarounds. Although cloud storage is often per-
ceived as a good solution for cross-device information management, it essentially
moves the curation work of finding, organizing and relating files from the local
file system to an even bigger cloud storage that merges data from different users
and devices into one large online file system. Furthermore, users do not always
trust automatic file sharing. They often find it difficult to understand what
actions are applied to their information, and how they can reverse or undo these
actions [51], thus, pointing at a lack of understanding about the functioning
of the data synchronization. Users also point to other related issues such as
reliability and privacy around their data [156]. Although cloud storage facilitates
some technical challenges in distributing files and information, the disembodi-
ment of data also introduces a number of intelligibility issues. As described by
Odom et al. [132], cloud infrastructures “break “the rules” of how we understand
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possession of material things”, implying that we need to rethink how cloud data
can be visualized, represented and associated to a specific person.
Another frequently used approach is to appropriate existing technologies for
file sharing. Our survey showed that email is the most used collaborative tool.
Email is the prime example of a tool that is widely leveraged, and perhaps even
misused for both task management and file sharing, as “people sending attachments
sometimes go so far as to say that they “FTP the document to someone,” which shows
how e-mail and file transfer have now become blurred to the point of confusion” [55].
Studies [51, 156] show that in multi-device environments, email is used even more
for file and resource exchange. However, this introduces a number of problems
related to scale. The size of files that can be sent as attachment is limited, meaning
that the approach breaks down in specific scenarios, causing the user to find a
backup strategy. Additionally, making heavy use of email as file repository causes
increasing email overload [64, 156], producing “drawbacks such as cluttered inboxes
and inefficient document transfer” [156]. In essence, the widespread appropriation
of email for collaborative work, points to a fundamental problem in supporting
distributed workflows. As concluded by one of our participants: “there is a lack of
[a] cross-platform standardized way to share files and work”.
On smartphones and tablets, data are often owned by a specific application.
Several participants in our survey mentioned that “most devices have their own
propriety sync[-chronization] software and rarely can you get them to effectively work
together”. Moving them to other devices requires a user to first copy that file
from that specific application to a shared repository such as Dropbox. Then,
users simply synchronize the entire information hierarchy with all connected
devices and browse that hierarchy to find the correct information. An attempt by
existing tools to ameliorate this problem is to provide a simple view of the data,
and only download information on demand. This approach however creates
situations in which information is not accessible at all: when a device does
not have an active internet connection, the data can simply not be downloaded.
Specially in cases where devices are used in concert, this problem would break
the operation consistency [156]. Even worse, some specialized devices, such
as e-readers, allow annotation of books and documents, but lack a standard
connectivity and sharing model, implying that information is trapped in the
device. When sharing information, it is also often unclear to what degree a
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device can visualize and consume a specific resource [156]. Because resources
and files are in essence pure data, they have to be analyzed and visualized by a
local application or service. If this local interpreter is not installed, used or even
available, the resource is not usable. Although many file types are standardized
nowadays, there are still types of projects, documents or resources that can only
be used on specific devices. There is a clear need for an additional control layer
on top of these technical sharing and file distribution infrastructures that make
these underlying processes more visible to the end-user.
3.2.2 Device Usage
Users on average own between three and six computing devices [51, 85, 156],
including desktop computers, laptops, smartphones, tablets, game systems and e-
readers. With the inclusion of additional devices, such as cameras, music players
and smartwatches, this number can increase up to 10 devices per user [92]. Our
survey showed that on average, participants owned between 1 and 9 devices
(µ= 2.70; σ= 1.59) that they actively use. The primary device, meaning the device
they use most, of 65.52% of participants was the notebook, while other devices
(desktop computer 31.75%, tablet 0.69% and other 2.07%) are less popular as main
device. Respondents spend between 1 and 16 hours a day using their devices (µ=
5,11; σ= 3,13). Device multiplicity provides users with the opportunity to choose
the appropriate device based on its function, form factor, input and output
bandwidth and available interaction techniques. Despite the fact that using
multiple devices as information multiplexers has become a standard practice,
devices are still designed for single-user/single-device user experience and not
as part of a larger ecosystem [175]. This implies that devices are not aware of
each other or their capabilities, unless they are equipped with special sensors [8].
As discussed earlier, basic operations such as moving files and resources are
therefore cumbersome, as they require multiple steps and interactions with all
devices in use [51].
Devices are chosen by users based on a number of criteria, including (i) form
factor, (ii) task and (iii) device capabilities. First, the form factor of a device is
an import motivator to switch to a different device. For mobile or stationary
scenarios, users will employ different device configurations that leverage the
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situation and context. The physical design, such as display size, weight, portabil-
ity and orientation, and affordances [129] of the device influence the choice of
device [51]. E.g., when sitting at a desk, users will most likely use a combination
of their smartphone with a traditional desktop interface computer. However,
when at night they are reading documents in the couch, they will more likely use
a tablet, or perhaps a smaller laptop. Second, the task will also greatly influence
what device is used. When users, e.g., receive an email on a secondary device
such as a smartphone that requires them to do substantial work, they will often
switch to a device with better support for that particular task. Similarly, many
users employ a tablet computer, rather than their traditional laptop, for active
reading, note taking during meetings or sketching. Users also employ portable
devices for on-site data collection [156]. Some modern hybrid touch-enable
laptop device leverage this issue by allowing users to detach and use the screen
as a tablet, while still being able to dock it into a keyboard for normal desktop
use. Third, the device capabilities such as interaction techniques but also the
available software will cause users to switch to a secondary device. E.g., reading
a book on a high resolution full screen tablet using touch to scroll and zoom feels
much closer to reading a physical book than using a laptop or phone. Similarly,
using a CAD tool on a phone or tablet is simply unfeasible. Our rapid field study
showed that many participants used multiple devices, such as tablets, notebooks,
phones and also peripheral displays in their office setting, and that especially
tablets have become a popular addition to the desktop computer or notebook.
Furthermore, Figure 3.1 shows how desks are often used as a spatial container to
organize devices and other non-digital artifacts.
Figure 3.1: A set of desks used by office workers to spatially organize their devices.
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Devices are used in different configurations and setups, based on the task and
people involved. Device configurations are the “set of devices and non-computational
supported artifacts used in a situation, differentiating the active subset (those used at
the moment) and the passive subset (those available in the room but not used)” [136].
Throughout the work day, users actively manage the device configurations to
handle ad hoc changes, caused by interruptions or spontaneous events, but
also anticipate future use of the configurations. One study even reported that
users switch device configurations in intervals smaller than 5 minutes [136].
However, incorporating and pairing new devices in ongoing work creates a
device setup overhead, which influences and determines whether a device is
used at all [136]. Maintaining workflows across different devices is hard, as they
are not designed for parallelism [156]. To allow multiple devices to form one
seamless distributed workspace, devices would benefit from mutual awareness
about the information they contain, including their location and proximity,
sensors and input capabilities [118]. This would also allow for more advanced
interaction techniques such as cross-device drag and drop or push and pull
information between devices [45, 79, 146].
Users frequently consider their devices as being either the primary or master
device or being a secondary or slave device [92]. Most applications running on these
devices, however, do not represent or incorporate this notion of a device role.
Specially, in the recent shift of mobile devices from supporting specific tasks to
becoming full information accessors, the changing role of these devices can play
an important part in cross-device interaction. If devices can be aware of their role
and use pattern, they could better facilitate cross-device application and resource
management [51]. One example of such role-based functionality, is the ability of
a laptop (used as primary device) to send SMS’s from a desktop interface over
a connected smartphone (attached as secondary device) [136]. Finally, Santos
and Wigdor analyzed parallel device usage in distributed workspaces and found
four different role patterns [156]. These patterns point to sophisticated strategies
employed by users to handle information across devices by appointing different
roles to their devices depending on the work context.
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General % Work % Cross Device %
Internet 97.24% Communication 88.28% Web Surfing 88.97%
Work 91.03% Office tasks 83.45% Email 86.90%
Social 76.55% Research 53.10% Calendar 55.86%
Multimedia 69.66% Software 36.55% Multimedia 51.03%
Accounting 58.62% Accounting 28.28% Reading 44.83%
Writing 42.76% Design 23.45% Communication 44.14%
Games 31.03% 3D Modeling 2.76%
Table 3.2: An extended overview of tasks performed on the primary device for general
and work purpose, as reported in our survey with 145 participants [C1]. The last column
presents an overview of tasks performed on multiple devices.
3.2.3 Activity and Task Management
Our survey showed that the desktop or notebook is often used for the primary
activity while mobile devices are used as peripheral devices that are configured
to create interruptions (such as calls, emails and messages) or even operate as
a two-way communication device, that might change or influence the work on
the primary device. Table 3.2 provides an extended overview of the different
tasks and activities performed using the primary and other devices, as reported
in our survey [C1]. For general purposes the main device is primarily used for
internet (97.24%) but also for social networking (76.55%), multimedia (69.66%)
and games (31.03%). Interestingly, 91.03% of participants claimed to use their
main device also for work. Tasks performed as part of work were communication
with colleagues (88.28%), office tasks (83.45%), research (53.10%) and to a lesser
extent software development (36.55%), design and 3D modeling (26.21%) and
accounting (28.28%), thus, reflecting on a broad range of different knowledge
tasks. For multiple devices, 88.97% of participants reported browsing the web on
all devices. Email is a second frequently used cross-device task (86.90%). Other
tasks included reading books, articles or news (44.83%), calendar management
(55.86%) and more general communication (44.14%) including instant messaging
and Skype.
This fragmentation and overlap causes users to migrate information or context
from one device to another device. In highly mobile situations, users might
want to use their mobile devices to perform a task or interact with data, but
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when returning to an office, that mobile configuration might not be ideal for
continuing the task as better devices are available. In stationary scenarios, users
might employ a secondary device for peripheral or background activities as
described by Santosa and Wigdor, who observed that users “valued having a hand-
held device dedicated to peripheral or support activities, despite drawbacks” [156]. This
is in line with the findings of Grudin [77] who found that users with multiple
monitors use their second monitor for secondary or peripheral tasks that are
often used in direct support of the primary tasks. Furthermore, multiple devices
are sometimes even used simultaneous for one activity. Examples of this include
scenarios in which one device does not have all the functions or data needed,
or when users reserve one device for, e.g., personal activity and the others for
their work [136]. However, current devices are not designed with “migration
in mind” [96, 136]. This holds for information applications and resources, but
perhaps even more for communication and collaboration tools. Since many
secondary devices are used explicitly for these types of communication tools,
moving these to another device is either impossible or creates a breakdown of
work resulting in significant configuration work.
Figure 3.2: A group of knowledge workers collaborate within a number of overlapping
activities.
Modern knowledge work is highly collaborative [81] and many knowledge
workers collaborate on a number of simultaneous projects that include a subset
of other users and devices (as seen in Figure 3.2). Within these subgroups,
resources are often shared among multiple people and devices in order to
coordinate and articulate work processes among the collaborators. Activities
or tasks are fragmented across these users based on the individual role of each
participant. In the example of Figure 3.2, the team consists of three software
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developers, a historian and a designer. Although each of them collaborates
on the same projects, they all use a specific subset of resources, services and
devices for their part of the work. This delineation is, however, not always
very clear, implying that a subset of resources are used by multiple people but
also that there exists a set of interdependencies between individual users [142].
This interdependent work “involves a number of secondary activities of mediating
and controlling these cooperative relationships. Tasks have to be allocated to different
members of the cooperative work arrangement: which worker has to do what, where,
when?” [161]. The distribution of these activities have to be articulated to project
members [166]. Furthermore, with the increasing mobility of workers, they often
lack the social, technical and informal ad hoc resources needed to articulate this
activity distribution. This forces them to perform mobilization work [140], which
is the meta work that has to be performed to articulate work activities while
being mobile.
Distributing tasks across devices creates a distributed workflow that can span
multiple people and devices [51]. One of the central problems in multi-device
environments is that current devices are designed with an explicit focus on
applications and files, and not on the task or activity people are using the devices
for [51]. Studies [10, 50, 74] have shown that users often organize their work and
resources into thematically higher level constructions that are a representation of
the ongoing work. As reported by Gonzalez et al.,“throughout their day, individuals
are constantly moving from one topic to another and managing information streams
from a myriad of sources” [74]. Additionally, to achieve overview about ongoing
tasks and coordinate information with other people, users perform meta work.
This meta work is needed to structure and organize their workspaces for daily
work. Because the overhead of manually switching between multiple tasks is
significant [50], tools and software to manage and control this meta work are
needed. Users’ tasks are, thus, not confined or limited to one device and user,
but rather span across multiple devices that are setup in different configurations,
based on the active work condition and task [51]. This greatly amplifies the
project fragmentation problem [28] as projects are now not only distributed over
applications, but also devices and users. There are currently no tools to directly
support to migration and sharing of tasks across devices. As described by
Oulasvirta: “users essentially need new and more efficient ways to interoperate devices,
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plan action in the face of “seams”, understand and manage technological complexity, plug
their data into other devices, and align use fluently with everyday activities” [135].
In “Beyond the desktop metaphor in seven dimensions” [100, p. 350], Moran and
Zhai summarized that there is a shift from the classic application and file-centric
view to a multidimensional perspective in which devices are portals into a
shared activity-centric information space that allows for (i) diverse represen-
tation on data, (ii) device multiplicity by providing transformational interfaces,
(iii) new interactions and modalities to unlock the full potential of mobile and
distributed interaction, and (iv) incorporate intrinsic support for social interac-
tions and collaborative workflows. Providing more explicit support to seamlessly
move or fragment users’ tasks across multiple devices will allow users to bet-
ter appropriate the different interactive input and output capabilities of each
device that is used to work on the ongoing task or activity. As concluded by
Dearman and Pierce, “support for users’ activities should be neither application- nor
device-centric” [51].
3.3 Configuration Problems in Clinical Work
The second domain discussed in this thesis, is clinical work. Although clinical
work in hospitals encapsulates many of the properties, and by extension also
the problems of multi-device knowledge work, the clinical domain introduces a
number of additional challenges. In this section, I therefore describe configura-
tion problems (summarized in Table 3.3) that are part of clinical work. Similar to
the previous section, I relate the field studies described in paper C6 and C7 to
prior studies and observations. The field study applied observations, contextual
inquiries and interviews over a period of several weeks and was conducted to
get a better understanding of work at patient wards. Details on the study are
elaborated in paper C7.
3.3.1 Resources and Applications
Information and resource management related to patient care in medical work in
hospitals is organized and centered around medical records. These records are
legal documents containing detailed information about the patients’ personal
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Type Problems
Resource - Hard to access centralized digital record
- Handling parallel paper documentation
- Files and resources are kept in applications
- Resources and information kept on whiteboards
Device Ecology - Using and sharing public devices
- Collaborating through devices
- Including non-digital artifacts into digital workflow
- No support for connected device ecologies
Activities - Create computational representations of activities
- Mobility work when moving between different locations
- Coordination and communication across activities
Table 3.3: Aspects of the configuration problems in clinical work.
information, medical history and ongoing treatment. Within clinical work, the
medical record is used as a central organizational and coordinative repository
that allows clinicians to share, communicate and manage complex medical
procedures during day to day work in the hospital [27]. To increase the efficiency,
safety and quality in care, the Western world is investing a significant amount
of resources into digitizing processes within health care, with a special focus
on creating an integrated unified Electronic Health Record (EHR) [66]. EHRs
have a number of important advantages over traditional paper documentation
including higher quality of health care, efficiency in use, and a higher level
of patient safety [43]. Often, EHRs encapsulate a number of digital resources,
such as files, database entries and even applications or services. These are
mainly Health Information Systems (HISs) such as a Radiology Information
System (RIS), an Electronic Medication System (EMS), a Patient Administration
System (PAS), a Blood Bank System (BBS) and many others. These resources
and applications are important for daily operation of a hospital, as they are
primarily used to create new medical information. Clinicians often access these
HISs through a system portal or EHR, which contains an overview and links to
all applications and information.
Next to the EHR, many hospitals also use paper medical records (PMRs) as
part of the clinical workflow [173, 192]. During the study, we observed how the
PMR played a central coordinative role in daily hospital work. Although the de-
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Figure 3.3: A PMR consists of a plastic folder that is marked with the name and ID of
the patient. The PMR provides color-coded sections for nurse notes, treatment history
or other forms and observations.
tailed procedures differ between different departments of the hospital, the main
structure is standardized across the entire hospital in a unique PMR. Figure 3.3
depicts the PMR, which consists of a plastic folder that contains a bar code and
sticker with the name and ID of the patient. The record has color-coded sections
for a range of different types of documentation, including patient information,
the narrative treatment record (or ‘continuation’), nursing documentation, ob-
servations, test results (e.g., radiology examinations) and messages from other
medical professionals. It is a legal requirement that this record is at all times
present at the ward that is currently treating the patient.
Figure 3.4: The life cycle of the PMR consists of a (A) preparation phase, (B) admission
phase, (C) treatment phase and (D) dismissal phase. (GP: general practitioner; MD:
medical doctor)
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Figure 3.4 shows the four main processes involving the medical record. The
color code indicates whether only the PMR (blue), only the EHR (green) or both
records (red) are used for that part of the process. The patient is referred to the
hospital (e.g., for surgery) by the general practitioner (GP), who fills in an online
form. This form is printed by the administration of the hospital when setting
up an appointment for the patient. The form is stamped and approved by a
doctor and sent to the ward responsible for the patient (Figure 3.4A – preparation
phase). In the hospital, the general workflow surrounding the PMR is primarily
managed by the ward secretaries and the nurses. When a patient is admitted to
the hospital, the ward secretary locates the PMR. Most patients are readmitted
to the same department and this ‘home’ department, hence, physically stores
the PMR in the storage room. However, if a patient was previously treated at
another department, locating the PMR can be a rather cumbersome process.
Once located, the referral letter (e.g., from the GP) is added to the PMR. If a
new patient without PMR is admitted to the ward, one is created. The record is
then sent to the nursing station the day before (or on the morning) the patient
arrives. During the morning conference between the doctors and nurses, the
record is used to prepare the arrival of the patient and to plan the treatment
(Figure 3.4B – admission phase). Once the daily treatment and care of the patient
has ended (Figure 3.4C – treatment phase), the medical continuation is updated by
a ward secretary while nurses update the nursing record, the medicine scheme
and add relevant examination results to the record (Figure 3.4D – dismissal phase).
Once the patient is discharged from the department, the PMR is finalized and
stored at the ward. This implies that hundreds of archived records are at the
department.
This double medical record introduces a number of configuration problems
related to finding, using, and managing both the paper and electronic represen-
tation of the patient record. First, the usage of both electronic and paper records
causes synchronization problems between both representations [176], forcing
clinicians to deal with the paper and digital information simultaneously. Since
digital information is often only available through desktop computers, it requires
clinicians to sit at a desk when interacting with patient data (Figure 3.5). Second,
since many hospitals require the use of a unique paper record, it is often trans-
ferred between different departments and wards as patients and clinicians move
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throughout the hospital. This causes paper records to be physically misplaced in
the ward or even lost between departments.
Figure 3.5: Clinicians often use both digital applications and resources as well as printed
paper-based records.
3.3.2 Devices and Tools
This widespread use of paper-based working documents can be framed within
a larger web of coordinative artifacts [20]. Clinicians use a large amount of both
non-digital artifacts and devices to coordinate and share information as part
of their daily work activities. To maintain a close and direct feedback loop
between all involved clinicians, patient information is often managed on large
(sometimes interactive) whiteboards [32]. These boards include initials of the
responsible nurses, a brief summary and future outline of the treatment, the room
in which the patient is situated and the responsible and attending physician.
This information is often marked with specific colors or magnets to, e.g., indicate
which nurse or doctor has made the changes, or is taking care of the patient.
Furthermore, using symbols, nurses use the board to coordinate the ad hoc order
of activities. E.g., nurses mark a specific patient with a diagonal line to indicate
that the patient needs to be attended by a doctor. After checking up with the
patient, the doctor will add a second diagonal line, creating a cross, indicating
that the activity was completed.
Clinicians often move from one location to another while interacting with both
mobile and stationary tools and devices, such as desktop computers, large
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Figure 3.6: Clinicians use a range of different devices at a medical ward in hospitals,
including (a) desktop monitors, (b) large interactive displays and (c) mobile device.
(interactive) whiteboards and mobile devices [22] (Figure 3.6). Large static
display that are situated in different wards are, e.g., used to visualize the surgery
schedule in an effort to create a better shared overview of the planning [23]. Large
interactive whiteboards were introduced to replace the traditional whiteboard
in an effort to make them more stable and uniform across different wards [83].
In some hospitals, mobile devices, such as PDAs, are used to increase patient
safety by bringing redundant information closer to the patients. For example,
some PDAs were equipped with a bar code scanner, so that the administering
nurse could verify whether they were giving the patient the correct medication.
Most of these devices are also public, meaning that any clinician can pick them
up and use them during a work day. With exception of some workstations in
offices, there is no explicit ownership over any device at a patient ward. However,
next to this ecology of digital devices and tools, clinicians also still use many
non-digital artifacts. The PMR is a prime example of a non-digital artifact that
still plays an important and central role in daily clinical work [67].
Clinicians use a wide range of tools to coordinate patient information with other
clinicians. Despite the ubiquity and importance of these tools for the information
flow in the hospital, most of these tools are not designed, tailored or suited for
this nomadic use, resulting in a mismatch between the functionality of the system
and the actual work done by the clinicians. There is little support for the ongoing
collaborative context, situation or specific role of the device and non-digital
artifacts. Artifacts, such as the PMR, are completely disconnected and obsoleted
from the rest of the digital workflow. Fundamentally, all these different systems,
non-digital artifacts and devices are intrinsically disconnected from each other,
forcing clinicians to manually reconfigure the active work setting according to the
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situation. This results in work interruptions, information fragmentation and a
disconnected workflow crossing several information resources. As concluded
by Morán et al. [122], “these working conditions call for a new computing paradigm
for hospital work, one that supports collaboration and coordination, mobility, seamless
interaction with heterogeneous devices, and frequent task switching”.
3.3.3 Activity and Task Management
Clinical work is highly organized into a set of “well-defined tasks or activities that
must be carried out and are known and agreed upon by all clinicians” [48]. Activities in
medical work can be subdivided into (i) patient care and clinical assessment, (ii)
coordination and communication with other clinicians and (iii) administrative
work [122]. Patient care involves all processes that explicitly involves interaction
with the patient. Coordination work revolves around articulating the patient
case and plans with other clinicians through direct communication or shared
artifacts. Administrative work encompasses knowledge work processes and
includes examples such as patient information curating, ordering special tests
or procedures or simply inspecting the medical journal. These three types of
work are not explicitly separated but rather overlap during daily clinical work.
Clinical work is temporally organized as many activities have to be executed
in a specific order according to a specific plan [17]. Despite the highly planned
nature of clinical work, the actual daily work activities are highly volatile and ad
hoc in nature. As concluded by Bardram, “on the one hand, due to the contingencies
of the concrete work situation work has an ad hoc nature. Plans are not the generative
mechanisms of work, but are merely used to reflect on work, before or after. On the other
hand, we find that plans, as more or less formal representations, play a fundamental role
in almost any organization by giving order to work and thereby they effectively help
getting the work done” [16].
A patient ward (as depicted in Figure 3.7) consists of a number of rooms and
spaces allocated for patients and clinicians. Patient rooms, living- and bathrooms
and other communal areas are freely accessible by patients. Rooms such as the
meeting rooms, offices, nurse stations and medication storage rooms are used for
clinical work. A classic example of clinical activity on this type of patient ward
is the daily ward round [124]. During this daily procedure, one or two doctors,
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Figure 3.7: The physical layout of one of the wards from our field study. A typical ward
consists of an administration desk, a number of patient rooms (PR), stations for the
nurses, offices for the doctors, storage and medication rooms for medical equipment
and finally bath- and living rooms for patients.
accompanied by a number of nurses, visit all patients at the ward to check up on
their status, and discuss the progress of the medical treatment with the patient.
During this round, the team of clinicians move from one room to another, often
carrying a number of documents, paper records and other information needed
to assess and discuss the patient case. Doctors are also frequently allocated to
multiple bed wards. This means that throughout their shift, they are responsible
for patients that are distributed among different wards that are physically dis-
connected from each other. Nurses at the ward also continuously move between
the nurse station, the physical location where information is synchronized and
patient care is organized, and the patient rooms, where the treatment is provided
and the care is executed. Over the years, highly specialized medical treatments,
such as different types of surgery, but also specialized test, such as MRI or
CT-scans, have been centralized in specific parts of the hospitals. This implies
that patients are often moved between different departments whenever they
require any of these specialized tests and treatments. The workflow of clinicians
in a patient ward can be described as nomadic: throughout the workday both clin-
icians, and their tools and equipment, frequently move between different areas
of the same ward, different departments and even different buildings. Similar
to the earlier discussed mobilization work [140], the highly mobile character of
clinical work introduces mobility work [19], the spatial extension of articulation
work [166] and the overhead of aligning and organizing people, artifacts and
information during work.
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Clinical work is also highly interdependent on a large amount of clinicians
with different roles and specializations [145]. Activities are shared among these
clinicians but “individuals engaged in different activities will have different perspectives
on the same information” [145]. Therefore, collaboration and communication
are an important and intrinsic part of daily work in the hospital. During
clinical work, clinicians almost constantly communicate relevant information
with other clinicians and departments, and coordinate complex patient treatment
procedures and changes in patient treatment using common information spaces [9].
This highly collaborative aspect of clinical work causes clinicians to “receive
multiple interruptions, either face-to-face from colleagues, or through the paging and
telephone systems” [49]. This forces clinicians to frequently stop their ongoing
activity and switch their attention to another one. Studies show that because
of these interruptions, “clinicians reduce the time they spend on clinical tasks [...],
and may delay or fail to return to a significant portion of interrupted tasks” [138].
However, interruptions are necessary as clinicians interact with each other to
coordinate work, align priorities and reorient their focus [75]. The face to face
communication processes are important as they help clinicians to create a shared
understanding of their workflow and articulate their activities. The problem lies
in finding a way to support this type of ad hoc collaborative activities that are
distributed among different people and artifacts, while reducing the overhead of
switching between these different work contexts.
3.4 Configuration Work
All these aforementioned problems introduce configuration work, which is the
time, effort and work required to set up, manage, communicate, understand and use
information, applications and services, that are distributed across several devices
and people. It is work needed to configure the environment and setting in order
to perform tasks or activities.
3.4.1 Processes of Configuration Work
Depending on the setup of the distributed interactive systems, configuration
work can be composed of a number of defined subprocesses in any arbitrary











Figure 3.8: Configuration work in distributed interaction can be composed of curation
work, task interruption and resumption lag, mobility work, physical handling of the
devices, and articulation work.
order, duration or frequency (as depicted in Figure 3.8). These processes include
curation work, task interruption and resumption lag, mobility work, physical
handling of the devices, and articulation work. The different processes are highly
interrelated and have a direct influence on each other. The cumulative effect of
these interactions are the cause of configuration work.
Curation Work
Curation work (in literature often also referred to as metawork) includes setting
up file-, task-, contact-, and communication tools within a specific device. It is
the “work that enables work” [155], and includes processes to set up and prepare
a specific device for actual work. Curation work are activities needed to reflect
on ongoing work and prepare the system for new tasks. This curation work
is generally performed after the completion of other activities [74]. Within dis-
tributed interaction, curation work remains an important aspect of multitasking
as it linearly expands with every other device in use.
Task Interruption and Resumption Lag
When users switch between different ongoing tasks, there exists a delay associ-
ated with handling, understanding and processing the interruption that cause
the task switch and work required to restore the resources and content needed
to continue working on the new task. Interruption lag refers to the process of
cleaning up the workspace of the devices and “rehearse the primary task problem
representation” [154]. This interruption lag leads up to a task switch, after which
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users recall the new primary task and set up the environment using curation
work to continue work on the new task [154].
Mobility work
As “mobile workers are often impoverished in terms of social, informational and technical
resources” [140], they have to perform additional work to mitigate these limita-
tions. Bardram and Bossen [19] describe this problem as the effort of moving
people, devices and non-digital artifacts as part of creating an environment that
allows users to perform a task. Within distributed interaction, mobility is a
fundamental intrinsic aspect of work, implying that considerable amount of
mobility work is needed to achieve a workable environment.
Physical Device Handling
The physical handling of devices to create a workable device configuration, is a
fundamental problem in multi-device environments [136]. Creating, maintaining
and organizing physical device configurations, meaning being able to place,
power, configure and operate devices in a specific environment, is a central
precondition for the performance of tasks or any other work on any type of
computer device. Without a functioning, ergonomically organized device setup,
work is impossible.
Articulation Work
Articulation work (detailed in [161, 166]) is “a kind of supra-type of work in any divi-
sion of labor, done by the various actors” [167]. In order to handle interdependencies
between people and cooperate on distributed activities, workers need to perform
a set of secondary activities that involves how, when, why and where these
shared distributed activities are performed. “Workers have to articulate (divide,
allocate, coordinate, schedule, mesh, interrelate, etc.) their distributed individual activ-
ities” [161]. Articulating what activities people are doing, is an important and
intrinsic aspect of distributed interaction, and part of configuration work.
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3.4.2 Multi-Device Use Patterns
Configuration work plays an important role in the overhead of managing mul-
tiple devices and artifacts at the same time. Based on the discussion of our
empirical studies on managing devices, activities and resources in distributed
interaction, I present 4 generic usage patterns that signify how multi-device
configuration is done. These patterns are parallel use, alignment, fragmentation
and replication.
Multi Device Configuration Work - Parallel Use
work
D1 Configuration Work A  Activity A Configuration Work B Activity B
D2 Configuration Work C  Activity C Configuration Work D Activity D
Figure 3.9: Parallel multi-device usage with no cross-device configuration work.
Parallel Use
Often, multiple devices are used in parallel by the same or different users running
multiple activities. For these types of parallel device usage, the activities on each
device are clearly delineated and do not overflow or interact with activities on
other devices. As such, the configuration work for each of those activities is
independent and confined within each device (Figure 3.9). As described earlier,
an example of such a parallel device usage, is the case where a user employs
different devices for both work and personal usage. In this case, one device is
specifically focused on activities related to work, while the other devices are
only used for personal purposes. There is no information overflow between
devices and no cross-device configuration work is needed. A second example is
in the case where the group of knowledge workers (Figure 3.2) are working on
two parallel activities with no explicit overlap. During the study, we observed
how users swapped between these disconnected parallel activities whiles others
would work on shared activities.
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Multi Device Configuration Work - Alignment
work
D1 Configuration Work A  Activity A Configuration Work B Activity B
D2 Configuration Work A  Activity A Configuration Work B Activity B
Figure 3.10: When devices are used in tandem, the configuration work needs to be
aligned.
Alignment
When different devices (and non-digital artifacts, which I here include in the
‘device’ definition) have a distinct role or contain specific information, they are
used in tandem. Take the example of the paper and digital patient record, that is
distinctly used at the same time to get an overview of all information related to
a patient case. In this situation, both devices (e.g., the personal computer and
the paper folder) need to be configured in the correct way, aligned with the goal
of the activity, to create an environment in which the task can be performed.
If the paper record or digital record are not available, the shared structure is
incomplete and the activity cannot be performed. A second observed example
is a teleconference call between two team members. In order for both members
to engage in the distributed communication activity, the configuration work of
both instances need to be set up in context of the activity. The configuration
work of both devices need to be aligned as they are intertwined (Figure 3.10).
This means that configuration work of one device directly impacts the work for
another device. The activity can only be performed if configuration work on all
used devices is done.
Multi Device Configuration Work - Fragmentation
D1 Configuration Work A  Activity A
D2 Configuration Work A Activity A
work
Figure 3.11: When activities are fragmented across devices, configuration work is needed
to include the new devices.
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Fragmentation
As reported in previous studies [51, 156] and observed in both the hospital
and office case study, users often distribute tasks across multiple device in use.
During, e.g., writing or work, users might employ a tablet to proofread the
documents and use their phone to monitor emails or other IM tools. Even
within a group of people, one activity might be fragmented into smaller pieces
while keeping an active connection between the devices. Fragmenting activities
across devices introduces additional configuration work, as the resources, data
and applications need be communicated, set up and configured before they
can be used (Figure 3.11). In the case of the multidisciplinary team, individual
members would often share an entire project during a specific stage. When the
designer, for example, was done creating initial designs, he would share the
entire project with other members, so they could assess and use the designs for
project reporting and software design. Because modern computing devices are
not equipped with mechanism that allow for migration of an entire work context,
each fragmentation includes a high degree of configuration work whenever the
work across devices needs to be synchronized.
Multi Device Configuration Work - Hand Off
D1 Configuration Work A  Activity A
D2 Configuration Work B Activity B
Configuration Work C  Activity C
work
Multi Device Configuration Work - Replication
D1 Configuration Work A  Activity A
D2 Configuration Work B Activity B
work
Figure 3.12: Activities can be handed off between devices owned by the same or different
users. Replicating a work context on another device introduces configuration work.
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Hand Off and Replication
Within teams, units of information are often handed off between different mem-
bers. In a hospital setting, patient cases are passed along to different clinicians as
part of the different processes in patient care. This can be done through physical
non-digital artifacts, like the patient records that are sent with the patient to
different wards and consultations. Similar, digital resources, such as lab tests
or clinician assessments are handed off in the electronic record or by printing
the document. Similarly, project teams often hand off project folders (includ-
ing documents, contact information or other resources) between different team
members when a project milestone is achieved. As in the fragmentation problem,
handing off information induces configuration work, as there are no mechanisms
to migrate work context or merge newer versions of that work context back into
the previous version (Figure 3.12). Similar problems occur when users try to
replicate a work context across multiple devices.
3.5 Summary
This chapter summarized and related our empirical work to prior studies and
observations. After discussing the general configuration problems in distributed
interaction in Section 3.1, I presented an in depth description of the configuration
problems in knowledge work and in clinical work in Section 3.2 and 3.3. Finally,
based on these empirical data, I provided a definition and description of the
processes of configuration work in Section 3.4 to capture an overlapping concept
that describes the overhead of managing activities, devices and resources in
distributed interaction.
4. Activity Configurations
“The main benefits of continuing to import and develop theoretically based
approaches into HCI is the construction of new accounts, frameworks, and
concepts, which, in turn, have the potential for being developed into a more
extensive design language that can be used in both research and design.”
— Yvonne Rogers [150]
As observed in the empirical studies discussed in Chapter 3, configuration
work is introduced when users set up, manage, communicate, understand and use
information, applications and services that are distributed across several devices
and people. Configuration work is, thus, introduced when users try to align and
fit their artifacts to match the activity they are trying to perform. This chapter
provides an overview of the theoretical and conceptual background of the work
presented in this dissertation. Using Activity Theory, I re-analyze configuration
work in distributed interaction using human activity as a unit of analysis and
introduce artifacts and device ecologies into the Activity-Centric Computing
paradigm.
Section 4.1 first briefly discusses the role of theory in the field of Human-
Computer Interaction (HCI). Based on these reflections, Section 4.2 provides
a general overview of Activity Theory, which is used to frame and reference
Activity-Centric Computing in a theoretical background in Section 4.3. I then
introduce activity configuration in Section 4.4 as a concept to describe computer-
mediated activity across users and devices. Section 4.5 introduces a framework
that describes how activity configurations can be distributed and shared across
different users and devices. Finally, section 4.6 concludes this chapter by demon-
strating how the activity configuration framework can be used to construct
device ecologies.
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4.1 Why (Activity) Theory?
In the first wave of HCI, early theories applied cognitive science as a method
to analyze the interaction between humans and machines. Based on the early
work by Neisser [128], who summarized that “cognition is the act of knowing,
and cognitive psychology is the study of all human activities related to knowledge”,
Card et al. [40] introduced their human processor model, in which humans and
machines were modeled as symmetric information processor units whose input
and output processors where interconnected. Early on, this limited view on
HCI was critiqued as a theoretical ground for analyzing and understanding the
interaction between humans and computers [11, 170, 191]. Suchman [170] found
that human actions are not planned and defined but rather ad hoc contextualized,
flexible and situated as humans adapt to any situation based on their knowledge
and experience. Situated action describes how human activities emerge from
ad hoc moment to moment interactions between people and their environment.
In her seminal book “Plans and situated actions”, she concluded: “to designate
the alternative that ethnomethodology suggests more a reformulation of the problem
of purposeful action, and a research programme, than an accomplished theory, I have
introduced the term situated action" [170]. Inspired by Garfinkel [115], Suchman
introduced an ethnomethodological account on human-machine interaction in
the wild that displaced the idea that humans could be modeled like a computer.
Ethnomethodology is an anti-theoretical approach that rejects the idea of socio-
logical theorizing [98], and, as Dourish described: it “turned its analytic attention
to the ways in which everyday social action was achieved.” [53]. Using phemonology,
Dourish extended this view on situated action to embodied interaction [52], in
which he connected Ubiquitous Computing, Tangible User Interfaces (TUIs) and
situated action to explain how users act through technology, not on technol-
ogy. As part of this second wave of HCI, a number of post-cognitive theories
(summarized by Rogers [150]), including Actor-Network theory [108], Activity
Theory [34, 98, 112] and Distributed Cognition [86, 149] where introduced as the-
oretical accounts for HCI that encapsulated the complex analytical capabilities of
the ethnomethodological situated action but also provides abstractions that allow
for generalization and comparison within the theoretical framework. Although
these theories differ on a philosophical level, they often portray similarities and
it has even been suggested that Activity Theory and Distributed Cognition will
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keep informing each other and eventually might even merge into one theory for
HCI [127].
As we are currently in the third wave of HCI, the focus has shifted from work to
everyday experience. Computer devices have become, as Weiser predicted [185],
ubiquitous and their use has blurred the boundaries between work, leisure and
life itself. The focus shifted from purposeful work rational to aesthetics, emotion
and experience, leaving us with an “alternative agenda which focuses on designing
UbiComp technologies for engaging user experiences” [151]. This third paradigm,
summarized by Harrison et al. [80] as situated perspectives, approaches interactions
as phenomenologically situated activities that support situated action in the
world. However, as argued by Bødker [35], many post-cognitive theories are still
useful as analytical theoretical framing for the third generation of HCI. Within
the third wave of HCI, users or workers need to become engaged people whose
everyday life is part of design. Reflexive design prototypes need to play a role
to explore operation, transparency and use, thus, operationalizing frameworks
such as Mackay and Fayard’s triangulation approach [117] that proposes a multi-
perspective design approach. Finally, Bødker points to the rising importance of
reconfigurability and tailorability, in which users are empowered to co-create,
build and maintain components, configurations and mediators “away from end
user programming in isolation and towards configurations with multitudes of physical
devices” [35]. These aspects of HCI fit within the analytical power of these second
generation theories, such as Activity Theory.
Kaptelinin and Nardi [98] argued that as community “we need to compare, abstract
and generalize” to be able to communicate shared concepts [41]. Theory should
both capture the important aspects of interactions, as done, e.g., in situated
action, as well as be descriptive and generalizable to allow for comparison and
development. We need a theory that allows us to meaningfully describe how
humans act in the world, capturing both its context and its emergence; and more
specifically, how humans act with technology. As argued by Kaptelinin and
Nardi [98] such a theory can leverage design for (i) collaborative work using
technology, (ii) mixed-reality environments that blend physical and digital data,
(iii) more advanced activities, as suggested by the Ubiquitous Computing vision,
and (iv) general human experience.
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Compared to Distributed Cognition and Actor-Network theory, Activity Theory
emphasizes an asymmetrical relation between human and material agency im-
plying an intent or motive in human activity. Furthermore, this human intent
is objectified and mediated by tools and signs that allows humans to act in the
world. These two core assumptions of Activity Theory are a very important
analytic match to the problems described in configuration work, which funda-
mentally revolve around creating, maintaining and sharing representations of
these human intents across a stable device configuration. Although abstract in
nature, Activity Theory can provide us with a conceptual framework to analyze,
understand and design for computer-mediated human interaction. Furthermore,
the descriptive power of Activity Theory provides us with a strong multidisci-
plinary framework of existing concepts, design artifacts and even technology.
Relating back to Mackay and Fayard’s triangulation approach [117], I consider
Activity Theory a theoretical perspective that helps to inform and guide design
and empirical study.
Within this line of argument, Activity-Centric computing is an example of a
conceptual framework that originated from both empirical [3, 107, 130, 141]
and activity theoretical research [10, 18, 98, 97, 178]. Both the empirical and
theoretical perspectives point to the importance of shifting the unit of analysis of
HCI to human activity. Within this thesis, I follow this approach and use Activity
Theory, as introduced to the HCI community by Bødker [33] and summarized by
Kaptelinin and Nardi [102], as a theoretical perspective on approaching configu-
ration work in distributed interaction. This leads to a number of contributions in
terms of new concepts, interactions and technologies within the Activity-Centric
Computing paradigm.
4.2 Activity Theory
Activity Theory is a socio-cultural framework that describes and analyzes human
beings and their sociocultural entities through the creation, development and
processes of their activities in everyday circumstances [102]. In strong contrast to
cognitive science approaches, Activity Theory states that the subject and object
cannot be analyzed as separate components, but rather should be analyzed as
part of one unit, human activity. Activity Theory has its foundations in the
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work by Lev Vygotsky on cultural-historical psychology [182], and was further
developed and crystallized by Leontiev [112]. I here summarize the basic concept
of Activity Theory and refer to the work of Kaptelinin and Nardi [98] for a full




Figure 4.1: Human activity is a mediated interaction between the subject and object.
4.2.1 Activity
The basic unit of analysis within Activity Theory, is the activity (Figure 4.1).
An activity is a set of purposeful actions of a (human or animal) subject in
the world. It is a unit of life that is mediated by psychic reflections and real
functions that orient the subject towards the objective world [111]. A human
activity is the asymmetrical relation between the subject and the object that is
mediated by both material and psychological tools. The asymmetrical relation is
implied by the intrinsic need of human agency to act in the world as compared
to material agency that may act but cannot experience human need or intention.
The subject perceives the object world in terms of motives and goals and acts
on the world through tools or instruments. This motive may be either material
or ideal, thus, existing in perception or imagination [112]. Leontiev described
activity as “purposeful interaction of the subject with the world, a process in which
mutual transformations of the poles of subject-object are accomplished” [98]. This
implies that no properties of the subject and object exist outside of the activity.
Furthermore, activities are the source for development of both the subject and
object. Therefore, the subject’s properties are directly created, influenced and
shaped by its interaction with the object world. Activity Theory describes that
the human activity is directly influenced by sociocultural forces that produce
and shape the human mind, implying the existence of an intrinsic dialectical
interaction between the human and the world. In conclusion, an analysis of the
mind is an analysis of the subject’s act on the world.
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4.2.2 Object-Orientedness
A human activity is always oriented towards their objects as everything humans
do is connected to an underlying motivation or reason. This intentionality
motivates humans to act on the object world. This world is highly organized
and structured and provides affordances [6, 71] and resistances [102] that shape
how humans act. Activities are differentiated based on their object [112]; human
activities are objectified needs. The object is a central and necessary concept
to understand human behavior. Although objects shape activities, they do not
define them. Furthermore, objects can be either physical or intangible objects
such as ideals or visions; they can be individual and collective; and are hence
social and cultural, implying they are shaped by implicit and explicit rules.
The object transforms the activity of the subject, which in turn can produce a
reflection or image of the object. The dynamics between the subject and the
object shapes human activities but also creates subjective phenomena related to
the perception of the object.
4.2.3 The Hierarchical Structure of Activity
A human activity is defined as a mediated relation between the subject (S) and
the object (O) that is driven by a motive that defines, shapes and structures the
activity. The motive is an object that meets the need of the subject, implying
that activities are caused by needs. Activities can be analyzed on three levels:
activity, action and operation (Figure 4.2). The top level, activity, itself is a motive
oriented structure that fulfills a human need or intention. Each activity can be
decomposed into actions, which are smaller units that, although not directly
connected to the motive of the activity, contribute to the activity. Actions form
the conscious executions of individual objective goals that, combined, attain the
motive of the activity. Before actions are performed, they are planned by subjects
during an orientation step [106]. Actions consist of unconscious operations that
are automatically performed within the structure and conditions of the action.
Subjects are unaware of these operations and perform them as routine automated
functions. Activities are why we are acting, actions are what we are acting and
operations are how we are acting. The relation between actions and operations
determines the skill of a subject for a particular activity. Through learning,
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conscious actions can be automatized into unconscious operations. However,
operations that do not produce the desired effect can breakdown, forcing the
subject to re-evaluate the goal and perform an action. These automatization and
deautomatization processes point to transformations that can occur between the









Figure 4.2: The levels of an activity consist of the activity itself which is driven by
a motive, a number of actions which are conscious goal oriented processes that are
themselves decomposed into automated unconscious operations that occur in specific
conditions.
4.2.4 Internalization - Externalization
Activities are not separate units of analysis, but rather connected to the socio-
cultural environment. First, human activities are distributed over both internal
and external components. The interaction between the internal and the external
activity explains how humans are shaped by sociocultural interaction. Inter-
nalization is the process of internalizing a previously external component. For
example, when visiting a city for the first time, a person might need a detailed
map to navigate it. However, after a few visits, knowledge about the main layout
of the city might be internalized, implying that the map is no longer needed.
The opposite process is externalization, which is the act of externalizing internal
components to the object world. Sketching a drawing with directions for a lost
tourist is an example of externalization that leads to the development of a new
tool: the map. Both processes cause a redistribution of the components of an
activity, based on the situation. Internalization is often the result of learning or
practices, while externalization can be the result of a breakdown in internalized
knowledge. These processes also play an important role in socially distributed
activities. For instance, when teaching to another human, the teacher’s individ-
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ual internalized knowledge is transformed to social externalized knowledge. In
the map example, one person creates a new artifact (the map) to externalize
the internal knowledge to the lost tourist. There is thus a close connection
between the internalization/externalization processes and the individual and
social activity.
4.2.5 Mediation
Fundamental to Activity Theory is that human activities are mediated by tools
or artifacts that allow humans to act on the world. All human activities are
mediated by a complex system of both material and immaterial artifacts that
influence and shape human interaction with the world. Tool mediation is a
socially and historically developed objectified act in the world as tools represent
the experiences of humans, which “is accumulated in the structural properties of
tools, such as their shape or material, as well as in the knowledge of how the tool should
be used” [99]. Artifacts or tools are used to convey sociocultural knowledge.
Vygotsky originally made a distinction between external material tools, such
as a hammer or a computer, and cognitive tools or signs, such as a map or
mathematical formula. Both types of tools are mediators of human activity as
they shape and effect the activity. Within Activity Theory, culturally developed
artifacts are fundamental mediators of the subject-object relation that connect
the human to the objective world and to the sociocultural history [98].
Figure 4.3: Collective activity is a mediated subject-object-community relation (adapted
from [61, 62]).
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4.2.6 Collective Activity
Although, throughout his description of Activity Theory, Leontiev clearly ar-
ticulates that an activity can be composed of a collective subjects, he does not
systematically explore the implications of a collective activity. Engeström [61, 63]
therefore systematically extended the individual activity into a collective con-
cept that introduces a third fundamental component, community. To highlight
the highly social nature of a human activity, he proposed to embed all actions
performed by humans in a collective activity that can be defined as the mediated
subject-object-community relation. Within this model, the community represents
the social strata in which the subject-object relation is embedded. As mediation
is a fundamental concept within Activity Theory, Engeström introduced two
additional mediators: rules, mediating the subject-community relation and di-
vision of labor, mediating the community-object relation. The activity systems
created by the S-O-C relation are, thus, mediated by tools, rules and division
of labor (Figure 4.3). First, tools provide the subject with a way to act in the
world. They externalize the act in the world through enactment and are shaped
by affordances and resistances. Second, rules define how the act of the subject
is embedded in the social context. They socialize the act in the environment,
culture and world. Third, division of labour structures the relation between
the social strata and the object of the activity. It links the distribution of work
among community to the hierarchical motive towards the object. Engeström
[62] categorized four fundamental processes (Figure 4.3) that are interwoven
into collective activity. These processes are: (i) production, (ii) consumption, (iii)
exchange and (iv) distribution.
Activity systems are interconnected nodes and hierarchies that directly influence
each other. Engeström described misfits or problems within and between differ-
ent activity systems, which he called contradictions. He considers four different
types of contradictions (Figure 4.4). Primary contradictions occurring within
each node of the system point to instabilities or problems within a mediator;
secondary contradictions which are tensions between different nodes in the
system, cause a breakdown or problem; tertiary contradictions are problems
between the form and structure of activity systems and the outcome, pointing
to a fundamental mismatch between the system and the projected motive; and,
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quaternary contradictions reflect instabilities and problems within a network
of activity systems caused by mismatches between different connected activity
systems.
Figure 4.4: Contradictions in activity systems [41].
4.3 Computer-Mediated Activity
This perspective of using mediated subject-object-community relation as a basic
inseparable unit of analysis differs substantially from the classic HCI view in
which users and systems were analyzed and modeled as a formal closed and
independent information processing loop [40]. The focus of Activity Theory
shifted this narrow analysis of human-computer interaction to a broader per-
spective that considered the real life implications of human activity by including
the sociocultural context into the unit of analysis. Because “humans act through
the interface” [33] the focus within HCI moved to computer-mediated activity [94]
in which computers are considered as a special type of mediating material tool,
that is used and appropriated by subjects to act on the world. Humans rarely
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want to interact with computers directly, but rather use them to access informa-
tion or processes relevant to the activity. Computers can thus be considered as
general purpose tools that are reconfigured and appropriated for each activity.
This tool mediation in Activity Theory is a dialectical relation between the tool
and the user. To delineate this border between the individual and the tool,
Kaptelinin [95] describes the concept of functional organs. A functional organ
is a functionally integrated goal-oriented configuration of internal processes
and external mediated resources. It describes how external tools can become
an integrated part of individuals to augment human interaction. Notebooks
augment human memory, a scissor allows users to more efficiently cut paper
and glasses allow people to see better. Computers provide access to tools that
are integrated into functional organs. The question is how computer tools can be
integrated into human activity? [95] Computers do not have a fixed function but
can be considered as meta-tools whose internal state can be changed to match a
tool that integrates with a functional organ. The assimilation of these meta-tools
is a continuous process that is related to both technological advancements re-
shaping the meta-tool possibilities, and, more importantly, the developing needs
of the user. This assimilation process leads to frictions within tool configurations,
especially considering the increasing number of devices.
4.3.1 Activity-Centric Computing
Activity-Centric (or Activity-Based) Computing is an interaction paradigm and
Ubiquitous Computing approach that operationalizes the core argument of Ac-
tivity Theory —human activity as the unit of analysis— into a computational
platform. Activity-Centric Computing revolves around computational activities
that encapsulate a number of services, applications and resources into a com-
putational model that is a reflection of human intent. These activities can be
created, shared and used by multiple participants. Bardram [18] captured most
work described in Chapter 2 into a generic and reusable model for Activity-
Based Computing (ABC). Figure 4.5 depicts the hierarchical model in which
multiple participants interact with an activity that contains a number of services
(applications or other tools) to access data and other resources. In this approach,
activities become first class computational entities that users can directly interact
with.
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Figure 4.5: A computational activity organizes all related services, resources, and users
into one context model that can be used by multiple users [18].
Based on both empirical and theoretical work, Bardram [18] proposes five high-
level principles for Activity-Based Computing:
P1 Activity-Centric - Human work is organized and abstracted into activities,
which are high level computational artifacts that encapsulate resources and
applications into one goal-oriented interaction model. This model suggests
moving away from the classic application-oriented interface and to focus
on supporting activity-oriented workspaces. Users interact with activities
rather than applications, resources and services.
P2 Suspend and Resume - Users can interact with multiple parallel activities.
Switching between activities is done by suspending and resuming them.
Suspending an activity stores the state and removes the visualization
from the interface. Resuming re-initializes the activity and restores the
applications and resources associated with the activity.
P3 Roaming - Activities are used as a computational abstraction on both the
user interface and infrastructure level. This implies that activities can be
accessed by multiple users. This allows users to suspend activities on one
workstation and resume it on another.
P5 Sharing - Activities can be shared with other users. Users that are added to
an activity as participants, can access and modify it. Sharing can occur both
synchronously and asynchronously. When multiple users access the same
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activity, a collaborative and synchronized setup emerges that provides a
real-time connection. Asynchronous interaction is possible by different
users that suspend and resume the activity at different points in time.
P6 Activity-Awareness - Because activities can be used by multiple people,
they are aware of their use context. The location, amount of users, but
also the social setup can be sensed and used to automatically select the
correct activity. Activity-awareness can also be leveraged to suggest tools
or applications to users.
4.3.2 Artefact Ecology
The Activity-Centric Computing paradigm, however, places very little emphasis
on the increasing amount of devices employed by humans. It is unclear how
activities can support cross-device setups, interconnections among devices or
how a user would include new devices into an activity. The model essentially
falls short in capturing the dynamism between users and devices. These device
connections and dynamics are described by Jung et al. [92], who proposed the
notion of an artifact ecology, which is “ a set of all physical artifacts with some level of
interactivity enabled by digital technology that a person owns, has access to, and uses”
[92]. Building on the ecology concept introduced by Gibson [72], they describe
the existence of implicit and explicit relations among interconnected devices that
are part of human life. Devices cannot be analyzed and perceived as individual
entities but “artifacts must be understood as part of an artifact ecology” [37]. Based on
ongoing work, device ecologies are adapted and changed in an ad hoc manner.
However, users strive to stability in these configurations with maximal flexibility
to handle change [136]. In a stable state, “the artifacts of the artifact ecology have
found their role” [37]. Unfortunately, this definition carries two fundamental
assumptions. First, it does not differentiate between computing devices with
complex multiplexing capabilities (such as laptops, smartphone or tablets) and
peripherals (such as mice, screens or printers). Second, the definition does not
emphasize the activity of the user. Fundamentally, devices are used as dynamic
tools to accomplish goals. Users do not act with computing devices, but rather
through computing devices. Bødker and Klokmose [37, 36] therefore propose
to relate this notion of artifact ecologies to human activities because “the artifact
ecology of an individual is highly dynamic” [37] as it is constructed by the user
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through their activities. However, as described in Chapter 3, with an increase in
meta-tools, there is also an increase in configuration work.
Although configuration work increases with every new device or user that is
part of the activity, it is primarily a problem of configuring what is on the
device. A computing device has both functional features (what can be done)
and operational features (how it can be done) [34], and Bødker describes user
interfaces as the operational aspects provided by the application running on
the device. User interfaces are thus how actions can be done, implying that
computer applications are externalizers. Based on this assumption, Bødker [34]
distinguishes three aspects of interfaces: the physical aspects, which are operations
and handling of the physical device; the handling aspects pointing to transparent
operations and handling of user interfaces; and, subject-object aspects describing
the operation conditions of the artifact. From an activity-centric perceptive,
configuration problems can be described as breakdowns or misfit of tools within
a specific activity system. Material meta-tools have an intrinsic property that
they require some form of configuration to create a stable tool setup that allows
the subject to act transparently through the artifact. Breakdowns can occur on
multiple aspects within computer use [34]: in the handling of physical artifact,
in the ability to understand or operate the artifact; and, in the match between the
goal of the user and the current configuration or capabilities of the artifact. The
tools used by the subject to interact with the world can break down and force
the subject to perform configuration work, in which the tools are reconfigured
and aligned with the motive of the activity. In this situation, the unconscious
operations through which the subject acts fail, initiate a de-automatization
process in which the act is shifted from the tools that are aligned with the
functional organ, to direct interaction with the meta tool. For example, when
clinicians have the incorrect patient information loaded on a tablet, their focus
shifts from interaction with the patient to configuring the tablet to match the
motive of the activity. Configuration work is thus the activity of stabilizing the
tool configuration through re-automatization of the action; it is a tool creation
activity.
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4.4 Activity Configuration
To decrease the level of configuration work, I propose an activity-centric system
approach that revolves around using context models that are a reflection of
human intent. In summary, given that previous approaches have placed very
little emphasis on the role of devices and material artifacts, I both extend the
existing Activity-Based Computing model proposed by Bardram [18] with a
device layer, and reconceptualize their basic notion of a computational activity into
a broader activity configuration. I define activity configuration as a description of
an interaction and social context (including files, devices, applications, material artifacts,
other meta information, and coordination and communication tools) that is a reflection
of the real ongoing activity. I make this distinction between a computer mediated
activity configuration and an activity to clearly delineate the difference between
the real human activity, and the part that is mediated and controlled by a set of
computing devices. An activity configuration captures: which users are part of
the activity, what resources are used, and what devices are used as part of the
activity. Compared to the traditional Activity-Based Computing model [18], I
introduce a new device and artifact layer. In addition to sharing or distributing
an activity configuration among users, activities can be also fragmented across
devices. Thus, a single activity configuration and its resources can span across
several devices and material artifacts, and changes to its state are propagated
and visualized on these attached devices. By explicitly using activities as funda-
mental first-class computational structures, such activity configurations can be (i)
constructed, (ii) shared and (iii) restored across a device ecology. I describe users’
device ecologies as ad hoc and dynamic interrelations among interconnected devices
that are part of the same motive-oriented activity. By connecting the activity of users
explicitly to their devices, users are presented with a cross-device representa-
tion that moves away from the predominant application and document-centric
paradigm. Activity configurations are used to reduce the amount of configura-
tion work when working in a distributed interactive setup, by allowing users to
manipulate configurations across devices. Figure 4.6 depicts the structure of an
activity configuration, which consists of subjects, devices, signifiers and digital
configurations.































Figure 4.6: An activity configuration consists of subjects (A) that employ a number of
computing devices, material artifacts that are augmented with surrogates and configura-
tion spaces (B) to interact with a digital configuration of information and data (D) which
is externalized to the user in the form of a signifier (C).
4.4.1 Subjects
Subjects (figure 4.6A) are human agents that are digitally represented in the
system as part of the digital configuration. Subjects can be both actors and
secondary actors. Actors interact with the system, motivated to complete the
objective of their activities. They act on the system by using devices that are
relevant and related to the activity. Actors own, shape, define, consume, and
share activity configurations by interacting with the system. Secondary actors
are not directly involved in the situation of the interaction of the activity, but
contribute to its relevance. They represent external stakeholders that influence
and define the object of the activity. Both the capabilities of actors and secondary
actors are defined through roles, which describe what actions are accessible and
executable by each subject.
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4.4.2 Devices
Subjects employ devices to interact with digital information (figure 4.6B). Devices
are computers used to directly interact with user interfaces that provide access
to digital information. Devices can be used in ensembles in which digital config-
urations are fragmented across multiple devices. Next to standard computing
devices, I also introduce two new classes of digital devices: configuration spaces
and surrogates. Configuration spaces are devices or digitally augmented spaces
that provide subjects with possibilities to directly or indirectly interact with digital
information through a specialized mediating device. They are special computer
devices that actively mediate configuration work between devices and users.
Configuration spaces are active spaces that sense users and devices and provide
a platform for cross-device configuration work. An example of a configuration
space is the ActivitySpace system [C4] in which an interactive desk is used to
mediate interaction across devices. Non-digital artifacts are included into the
activity configuration using surrogates. Surrogates are specialized devices that
augment non-digital artifacts with sensors and digital capabilities to include
these artifacts into the digital representation of activity. They augment non-
digital artifacts into TUIs. An example of a surrogate is the Hybrid Patient
Record device [C6] that augments a paper patient record in order to connect it
to a digital mobile device. Summarized, I distinguish between three types of
devices:
Personal Devices - Personal computing devices include desktops, laptops,
tablets, large interactive displays, smartphones and smartwatches that are
used by subjects to directly interact with digital information.
Surrogate Devices - Surrogates are specialized devices that employ sensors to
augment non-digital artifacts to connect them into the digital information.
Configuration Spaces - Configuration spaces are specialized augmented spaces
that actively mediate digital information across a number of different
devices.
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4.4.3 Digital Configurations
Digital configurations are snapshots of digital information that are a reflection
of a stable set of digital tools, such as applications, services or other digital
representations of information, in a particular activity. These configurations
include applications (or views on data, depending on the underlying paradigm),
files, database items, access models of users, metadata and communication
and coordination mechanisms. Similar to previous approaches [18, 178], all
these information items are encapsulated into a stable digital representation
of human intent. The configuration of digital tools is a device agnostic work
configuration that can be appropriated, used, shared and fragmented between
devices and subjects. This appropriation and distribution are captured in specific
sub-configurations that describe how each device or subject is accessing or using
the digital configuration, which allows for device or user specific interpretations
of activity configurations. These digital activity configurations are not rigid
models that dictate or force a specific work style as they neither enforce a specific
interface paradigm nor reject existing approaches. The digital configuration
mechanism is an abstract configuration tool that users can apply to organize
information and communication across devices and artifacts.
4.4.4 Activity Signifiers
To externalize and socialize the activity configuration, it is represented as an
activity signifier. An activity signifier is a psychological or cognitive tool, that is
used by subjects as a social reflection mechanism to describe digital configura-
tions [98]. They externalize, describe and reflect the configuration constructions
into a simple tangible and stable sign. The sign can exist both in the digital
world, e.g., as a user interface element, or in the object world, e.g., as a real
physical object.
Digital activity signifiers have been frequently used in previous work in the
form of Activity Bar buttons [13], Alt+Tab overview [178], floating touch-enabled
UI elements [21, 15], overlapping document montages [116, 144] or Situated
Glyps [104]. Each of these interfaces leverages basic signs, such as text- and color-
labels, icons, pictorial representation or novel UI elements to convey information
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about the content of the digital configuration. Norman [131] describes these
types of signs as social signifiers, he explains that: “we search for significant signs
in the world that offer guidance. In the social world comprised of people and technology,
these cues are social signifiers”. Furthermore, digital signifiers can be used as a self
reflection mechanism to handle large amount of digital configurations.
Physical activity signifiers are material instruments that use the physical dimen-
sions, affordances and properties to signify activity configurations. Using shape
changes, color, sound or other augmentations of physical objects, the content
of the activity configuration can be shared across different subjects and devices.
These material social signifiers have basic affordances, like any material artifact,
but also have a set of collaborative affordances that support subjects in physically
externalizing activity configurations with other subjects. Although basic affor-
dances exist as a configuration of physical properties, its perceptible meaning
is often dependent on the social strata and can thus change or differ among
environments or social settings. Based on these prior interpretations of the social
role of affordances [101, 105, 180], I describe collaborative affordances as ‘physical’
properties that afford collaborative perceptions and actions within a specific
social context. Collaborative affordances contextualize basic affordances in a
social structure, thus, allowing subjects to signal the activity configurations into
the physical world. Collaborative affordances are mediated actions that emerge
from social practice within a cultural setting and (re-)define social activity within
that practice. An example of a physical activity signifier, are the reconfigurable
colored lights on the Hybrid Patient Record device [C6].
4.5 Activity Configuration Framework
Activity configurations operate using device and user multiplicity: activity con-
figurations can be used by one or more subjects that employ different sharing
mechanisms using different device configurations. We distinguish between: three
types of subject configurations, i.e., loose connected, semi-shared and shared
configurations; and, four types of device configurations, i.e, replicated, frag-
mented, surrogated and mediated configuration. User and device configurations
are combinable, thus creating a configuration matrix design space that visualizes
the possible activity configurations. Figure 4.7 depicts the design space result-
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Figure 4.7: The activity configuration framework describes how activity configurations
exist across subjects and devices. This leads to a configuration matrix of possible user
and device configurations, in which device configurations can be replicated, fragmented
and surrogated; and subject configurations can be loosely connected, semi-shared or
shared. Each possible configuration can be mediated as indicated in the bottom row of
the matrix.
ing from combining both types of configurations. The central purpose of this
approach is to support users to:
1. Produce new activity configurations that capture a set of digital tools used
during work, thus, creating digital configurations that are a reflection of
human intention.
2. Consume existing activity configurations using a wide range of devices
and locations allowing subjects to move their device agnostic activity
configurations between different work settings.
3. Exchange activity configurations with other subjects and devices reusing
other subjects’ digital configurations to create a shared overview or template-
based sharing mechanism.
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4. Distribute and Fragment activity configurations across different connected
devices in use supporting one seamless interaction space.
4.5.1 Configurations Across Subjects
Activity configurations operate using user multiplicity: multiple subjects can
access, share and use the digital configurations. Subjects (either alone or in
group) can create, manage and deploy activity configurations on a set of devices
(discussed in the next section). Configurations can be used between subjects in
three fundamental approaches: as (i) loose linked configuration, (ii) semi-shared
configuration and (iii) shared configurations. Although these three approaches
highlight the levels of shared usage, they can overlap into hybrid approaches or
transform over time.
Figure 4.8: A loose connection model in which several activity configurations exist as
separate disconnected configurations that contain communication and coordination tools
that link the actors.
Loose Connection
Within a loose connected activity configuration (Figure 4.8), two separate digital
configurations exist that have connected communication and coordination tools
within the configurations. This allows multiple subjects to create individual
activity configurations with separate activity signifiers (shown in the figure
as blue and orange blocks) that contain a similar but modified set of digital
tools and resources. Especially in work environments, such as office work,
these types of activity configurations can be used in shared project models or
highly collaborative project teams. This allows subjects to appropriate a generic
configuration, such as a project template containing files, contact information
and other resources, and create an individualized activity configuration that is
tailored specifically for their role in the collaborative setup. These individualized
configurations can be shared and reused by other subjects, thus creating an
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asynchronous configuration sharing mechanism. Although there is an overlap in
resources and tools in use, they are not explicitly shared within the configuration
model, but rather split up into individual activity configurations. This setup
provides users with a high level of freedom on how to share resources from
within the activity configuration.
Figure 4.9: Semi-shared activity configurations are separate configurations that contain
an overlapping resource container.
Semi-Shared
Next to loosely connected configurations, there are also semi-shared activity con-
figurations. If loosely connected activity configurations have shared overlapped
resources or applications, they become semi-shared configurations (Figure 4.9).
Although the configurations are separate as they have different signifiers and
digital configurations, they share a container for real-time distribution and repli-
cation of a delineated part of the digital configuration. This allows subjects to
externalize part of their configurations and create shared overlapping informa-
tion repositories. These repositories can be created ad hoc based on needs of
multiple subjects that are coordinating on a work activity, but can also exist
as policy induced by a company or a work team. Therefore, separate digital
configurations contain an overlapping subconfiguration that contains a set of
resources that are synchronized and shared with all subjects that have access.
Subjects that constructed a loose connected setup can easily move back and forth
between the loose and semi-shared setups. The containers of resources can thus
be constructed and removed from ongoing loosely connected activity configu-
rations. This mechanism provides subjects with the ability to easily co-create
shared constructions to support emerging collaborative work.
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Figure 4.10: A shared activity configuration where multiple subjects access the same
configuration.
Shared
If multiple subjects interact with the same activity configuration, the configura-
tion is shared among all subjects (Figure 4.10). Because of the user multiplicity
principle, all subjects have equal access limited by the description of their role.
This means that all changes to the digital configuration are updated, shared
and replicated across all user sessions. This type of configuration is used in
more rigidly structured environments that require a high degree of collaborative
work, such as hospital work. In these environments, the configuration has to be
continually updated, synchronized and shared to create a shared overview of
work. The activity signifier is also co-created, through work practices or dictated
by policy and is a reflection of collective activity. Shared activity configurations
are thus shared synchronized digital configurations of work that are co-created
and mostly part of formal work practices. Note that a shared activity setup is not
the same as sharing the entire digital configuration of a semi-shared setup. The
central difference is that although they both share the entire digital configuration,
the semi-shared setup has separate activity signifiers, i.e, within activity-centric
systems the configuration is visualized, depicted and organized in a different
individualized way. In a completely shared setup, there is one unique shared
activity signifier, creating consistency across users and devices. Finally, in a
shared activity configuration, there is no subject ownership over items in the
digital configurations as all of them are co-owned by all subjects.
4.5.2 Configurations Across Devices
Activity configurations also operate under device multiplicity as digital configu-
rations can be replicated, fragmented and shared across devices. As described
above, I consider three types of devices: personal devices, ranging from smart-
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watches to tablets and laptops, all the way to large interactive displays; surrogates
that augment non-digital artifacts so they can be included into the digital ab-
straction; and, configuration spaces that mediate activity-centric configuration
work between other devices. Within devices, I distinguish four types of deploy-
ments of one specific activity configuration: (i) replication, (ii) fragmentation, (iii)
surrogation and (iv) configuration space mediation.
Configuration A1 Configuration A2
Figure 4.11: Activity configurations can be replicated between approximate homoge-
neous devices.
Replication
An activity configuration can be replicated across multiple devices (Figure 4.11).
This means that an activity configuration is captured, packaged and sent from
one device to other devices with similar capabilities. This second device has the
ability to interpret, deploy and locally situate the activity configuration. This
creates an exact but disconnected replica of the initial activity configuration, and
depending on the type of user configuration, the device configurations are con-
nected through communication and collaboration (loose coupled configurations),
partially overlap with resource containers (semi-shared) or have a real-time
synchronization between the views (shared). Replication allows subjects to
grab a working context on one device and send that context to another device.
Depending on the type of activity configuration, this allows for asynchronous,
synchronous or hybrid collaborative setups. Replication in part captures how
many other activity-centric systems currently operate. For example, systems
such as the ABC system [18], ReticularSpaces [15] and Activity Explorer [125],
allow the sharing of an entire activity model that is replicated across the devices
of different users. In these setups, users have a copy of the entire activity that is
either automatically or manually synchronized during work.
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AConfiguration A A
Figure 4.12: Activity configurations can be fragmented across multiple heterogeneous
devices.
Fragmentation
Activity configurations can also be fragmented across different devices (Fig-
ure 4.12). Fragmented means that parts of the same activity configuration are
distributed across a set of devices employed by the same or different users.
The content displayed on the different devices belong to the same digital con-
figuration. Within this setup, devices employ roles that define how digital
configurations are distributed and synchronized: a master device is always iden-
tified to maintain the configurations and to push part of the activity configuration
to secondary or slave devices. These devices include the same signifier but only
display the specific allocated subset of the configuration. Any interaction on
these secondary devices is immediately synchronized with the master device.
This mechanism allows users to employ secondary devices as physical windows
or resource containers that are easily connectable to the master device that holds
the main activity configurations.
Configuration AA
Figure 4.13: A surrogate augments a non-digital artifact so it can be included into the
activity configuration.
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Surrogation
Surrogates are sensors or augmentation platforms that augment a non-digital ar-
tifact with a number of interactive capabilities allowing the artifact to externalize
part of the digital configuration using its properties or form factor (Figure 4.13).
The surrogate is a mediator that provides duplex interaction between the non-
digital artifacts and the activity configuration. The configuration can thus be
visualized or externalized on the properties of the artifact, while any reconfigu-
ration of the physical properties of the artifact changes the digital configuration.
In other words, surrogates morph non-digital artifacts into TUIs that are part of
the activity configuration. The surrogation process is a structured mechanism to
include real physical objects into the activity configuration. Surrogates also allow
subjects to create material activity signifiers, in which the sign representing the
activity configuration (or phicon if I use Ishii and Ullmer’s terminology [87]),
is a property of the augmented non-digital artifact. Finally, it is important to
note that depending on their capabilities, that are dictated by the sensors or
augmentation, surrogated artifacts can be attached to any device configuration







Figure 4.14: A configuration space is a special device or augmented space that mediates
activity configurations across heterogeneous devices.
Configuration Space Mediation
To mitigate the challenges associated with handling activity configurations
among a larger amount of devices, a special mediating device or space is em-
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ployed to visually mediate cross-device activity configurations. We draw upon
spatial models, such as the Situative Space Model [139] and Proxemic Interac-
tion [8], that describe how the spatial organization of objects (and devices) as
well as the action possibilities of human actors influence human perception as
well as human tool ability. Because devices exist in the material world, they are
intrinsically tied to spatial configurations. Subjects carry, align, position and
move devices inside such physical spaces as part of their interaction with activity
configurations. These spatial models suggest that knowledge about the spatial
relations, such as orientation, distance, movement, identity and location, of both
humans and devices, can leverage humans’ spatial memory and create a better,
more intelligible interaction environment that reduces configuration work.
To manage complex cross-device activity configurations, I introduce the concept
of a configuration space to reduce configuration work across multiple devices
and activity configurations (Figure 4.14). A configuration space is defined as a
digitally augmented physical action space [139] that visualizes the activity configuration
of the user across all connected devices, using the surrounding space between the active
devices. The configuration space is created using a specialized device (such as
a projector, interactive surface, or a body worn projector) that mediates the
interaction between other devices and their user interfaces. A configuration
space can be either public or private and has three fundamental functions:
Device Management - Dynamically and visually create and manage device
ecologies by coupling or decoupling devices. Based on the changing focus
of the users, the space allows users to automatically or manually change
the role of the device.
Activity Configuration management - Create, copy, move, share, distribute,
and fragment activity configurations across all devices in the ecology. The
space allows for auto-configuration of devices using the configuration of
previous activity states or other similar devices.
Interaction Space - Configure devices by manipulating resources through in-
teraction or by the physical properties of the configuration space. By
leveraging the physical dimensions of the space or interaction techniques,
users can pair devices, move resources between devices and re-configure
activity configurations.
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A configuration space is activated by placing the master device in the space. All
other devices that are added to the space become part of the same activity space.
The space visualizes the content of the activity configuration as distributed
among devices. The configuration spaces can support replicated, fragmented or
surrogated device setups. Moreover, the space allows users to visually transform
their activity configurations between the 3 different setups. Configuration spaces
materialize activity-centric configuration by externalizing internal configurations
in an actionable perceptible space.
4.5.3 Mapping Related Work
The framework can also be used to classify related work in multi-user and
multi-device activity-centric systems. Figure 4.15 depicts all previous systems
that support multi-user or multi-screen activity-centric computing in the con-
figuration matrix. Only one previous system [26] supports a loose connected
activity configuration which connects multiple users through specialized tools
that allows them to collaborate and share information within those disconnected
activity configurations. In this system, emails and other resources are sent
through the system to other users who can organize them in activity streams.
Giornata and ABC4GSD [174, 178] are currently the only approaches that allow
for shared resource containers between different users in the form of a shared file
region on the desktop and by allowing developers to select a subset of resources
that need to be shared within one activity configuration. Most other existing
systems [15, 18, 21, 125, 172] employ a shared replicated approach in which the
entire activity configuration model is synchronized and distributed in its entirety.
The model itself, however, ranges from systems that utilize activity configura-
tions as basic resource containers to systems that include complex collaboration
and communication tools into the activity configurations. Finally, although they
technically do not support multiple devices, two previous systems [116, 144]
allow for the fragmentation of one activity across a second screen, which in both
cases is used to visualize the activity signifiers.
The systems that are introduced in Chapter 5 and the papers in Part II explore
the open or sparse part of the matrix and contribute specifically to supporting
semi-shared knowledge work setups [C1], fragmented multi-device setups [C2,
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C5], mediation of devices using different types of configuration spaces [C2, C3,
C4] and surrogation of paper documents in clinical work [C6, C7].


























co-Activity Manager [C2]WatchConnect [C5]
HyPR [C6,C7]
Device Composition [C2] ActivityDesk [C3] ActivitySpace [C4]
??
Figure 4.15: A set of previous systems that support multi-user or multi-screen activity
configurations. The blue background emphasizes currently unexplored spaces in the
matrix. The red colored references are systems introduced in this thesis.
4.6 Exploring Activity Systems
Using the conceptual activity configuration framework, we can model domain
specific activity systems that are composed of different connected activity config-
urations that are being used and developed by a number of users who employ an
ecology of devices and artifacts to interact with the digital information. Within
this thesis, I focus on two specific domains, office and hospital work, and I here
present two conceptual examples of setups that use the basic components above
to describe a multi-user and multi-device activity systems.
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Semi-shared activity configuration with two users 
(U2,U3) that is fragmented across three devices 
(D2,D3,D4) and is connected to A1 and A2 
Semi-shared activity configuration with two users 
(U4,U5) that is mediated by S1 across four devices 
(D5,D6,D7,D8) and is connected to A1 and A3 
Loosely connected activity configuration with one 
users (U1) that is used on one device (D1) and is 
connected to A2 and A3 
Figure 4.16: This model of office work depicts a team of knowledge workers that
collaborate on a number of overlapping activities using a range of device setups.
4.6.1 Office Work
Figure 4.16 depicts the office work example that consists of three activity config-
urations (red, purple and yellow) which are created and used by a number of
users which are part of the same team. The red configuration is being used by
user U1 who employs device D1 to interact with a digital configuration A1. Since
the configuration is loosely connected, he can contact and communicate with
the rest of the team from within the activity configuration, but cannot access
the signifier or content of the other activity configurations. The purple activity
configuration is in use by two remote users U2 and U3 who have fragmented one
activity configuration across several devices in use. U2 is employing a desktop
interface and a tablet (D2 and D3) to interact with the digital configuration A3.
This configuration is fragmented and thus synchronized with a third device D4
used remotely by U3. This purple configuration is loosely connected to A3, which
means U2 and U3 can communicate with U1 from within the configuration. The
configuration is also semi-shared with A2 through a shared resource repository
containing information synchronized between the two configurations. Finally,
the orange activity configuration is used by two collocated users U4 and U5 that
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are using a public mediating configuration space S1 to physically spread the
digital configuration across four devices in use (D5, D6, D7 and D8). Any changes
to the digital configuration is automatically visualized on the configuration space
and automatically synchronized across all connected devices. Similar to the other
configurations, this activity configuration is also loosely connected to A1 and
semi-shared through the resource repository with A3.
U1 U2 U3









Semi-shared activity configuration with two 
users (U2,U3) that is fragmented across three 
devices (D2,D3,D4) and is connected to A1
Shared activity configuration with four users 
(U4,U5, U6,U7) that is used across four 
devices (D5,D6,D7) and one surrogate (Su1)
Semi-shared activity configuration with one 
user (U1) that is used on one device (D1) and 
is connected to A2
Figure 4.17: This model of clinical work depicts a team of clinicians that collaborate on a
number of overlapping activities using a range of device setups.
4.6.2 Hospital Work
Figure 4.17 shows a conceptual example of three activity configurations being
used by clinicians at a ward. Again, for simplicity, the example consists of three
activity configurations (blue, purple and gray) created and used by a team of
7 clinicians. The blue activity configuration (A1) is semi-shared with A2 and is
used by user U1 through a single device D1. Similar to the previous example,
the configuration is semi-shared through a resource repository and allows for
direct communication with the activity configuration A2. Also similar to the
previous example, the purple configuration is fragmented across three devices
(D2, D3 and D4) and used by two remote users U2 and U3. The third gray activity
configuration is a shared configuration (e.g., a patient case) that is used by four
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users employing four different devices. User U4 is using a tablet D5 to access the
configuration remotely and on the move. Similarly, U7 is using the configuration
from another remote location, through a desktop device D7. Users U5 and U6
are collocated and are accessing the configuration using a large display D6 and a
paper document augmented with surrogate SU1.
4.7 Summary
This chapter first introduced the use of theory in HCI in Section 4.1. Motivating
the choice for Activity Theory as a theoretical perspective, Section 4.2 introduced
the basic concepts and principles of human activity and activity systems. Sec-
tion 4.3 re-conceptualized human-computer interaction into computer-mediated
activity and Activity-Centric Computing. Extending Activity-Centric Computing
with a devices layer, section 4.4 introduced the concept of activity configuration.
Section 4.5 described a framework that explains how activity configurations are
shared among subjects and devices. Finally, Section 4.6 exemplified how the
framework allows for the development and design of activity systems, which are
collections of interconnected activity configurations. This chapter presents the
conceptual background and framing of the papers, which are summarized and
linked to these concepts in Chapter 5.
5. Technology for Activity Configurations
“The major difficulty for HCI is that the object of study is not an independent
natural phenomenon, as in all of the sciences. Nor is it solely the creation of new
artifacts, as in the design and engineering disciplines. HCI studies the interaction
between people and artificially-created-artifacts”
— Wendy E. Mackay and Anne-Laure Fayard [117]
The previous chapters described the significance of configuration work in dis-
tributed interaction and introduced activity configurations as a conceptual ap-
proach to this problem. Using activity configuration, devices, users and their
activities can be connected and represented in a computational framework. This
chapter presents an overview of tools, infrastructure and systems that opera-
tionalize the activity configuration framework and demonstrate how technology
can be designed to support human activity in rich device ecologies.
Section 5.1 first provides an overview of how each system fits in the activity con-
figuration matrix (Figure 5.1). Section 5.2 presents an infrastructure, NooSphere
[C2], that is designed to allow for the prototyping, design and deployment of
systems and technology that apply activity configurations. Using this infras-
tructure and the activity configuration framework as a conceptual background,
Section 5.3, 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6 introduce four systems: (i) co-Activity Manager
[C1, C2], (ii) ActivitySpace [C3, C4], (iii) WatchConnect [C5] and (iv) Hybrid
Patient Record [C6, C7]. Each of these systems operationalize on cell in the
activity configuration matrix discussed in Chapter 4 and demonstrate how the
framework can be applied to mitigate the configuration work problems discussed
in Chapter 3.
5.1 Overview
Figure 5.1 provides an overview on how each of the developed systems and
papers fit into the activity configuration framework. The papers and systems
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Figure 5.1: An overview of how different technological systems operationalize the
dimensions of the activity configuration framework.
presented as part of this dissertation explore open quadrants of the framework
and can be classified into five projects that cover different spectra of the activity
configuration framework matrix:
Project 1: NooSphere - An infrastructure designed for the prototyping, devel-
opment and deployment of activity-centric systems that apply the activity
configuration framework [C2].
Project 2: Co-Activity Manager - An activity-centric desktop manager that ex-
plores replication and fragmentation of activity configurations in a semi-
shared setup [C1, C2].
Project 3: ActivitySpace - ActivitySpace that explores device mediation for dif-
ferent subject configurations using an interactive table as configuration
space [C3, C4].
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Project 4: WatchConnect - Toolkit and applications that explore how loose con-
nected activity configurations can be fragmented across several displays
using a smartwatch [C5].
Project 5: Hybrid Patient Record - Hybrid Patient Record (HyPR) devices that
explores surrogating a paper patient record and aligning that record with
digital information on tablets and large interactive surfaces [C6, C7].
This chapter first discusses the infrastructure side of the activity configuration
framework. To explore how activity configurations can be used to approach real
problems in distributed interaction, we designed four systems that attempt to
solve various aspects of configuration work both in an office and clinical setting.
The chapter provides an overview of each of these systems, but refer to each
paper for details.
5.2 Infrastructure for Activity Configurations
Many of the problems, discussed in Chapter 3, that introduce configuration work
are not only conceptual but often also challenges related to technical limitations
of existing technologies and paradigms. These challenges, that Edwards et al. [57]
refer to as “the infrastructure problem in Human-Computer Interaction”, point to the
fact that applications, interfaces and systems are never designed in isolation, but
are rather built on top of toolkits and infrastructures that provide a wide range
of services and concepts that reduce engineering efforts. Distributed interaction,
thus, does not only have conceptual problems, but also an infrastructure prob-
lem. Within distributed interaction, these problems first of all relate to storage,
replications, synchronization and contextualization of information sources such
as files, databases, web sources or even applications. Furthermore, considering
device multiplicity, there also exists a wide range of challenges with the dynamic
ad hoc pairing, discovering and connecting of a heterogeneous set of devices
that are owned and used by multiple users in different locations. Although there
are a number of solutions to many of these individual challenges, the holistic
interconnected character of distributed interaction often still introduces funda-
mental engineering issues. A central technical problem in supporting distributed
interaction is, thus, to physically connect devices, resources and applications
into one seamless technical framework. The activity configuration framework
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connects these underlying problems and challenges into a computational abstrac-
tion, but does not explain how these services are implemented and designed as
the framework assumes transparency to users and even developers. At its core,
users interact with activity configuration abstractions that have intrinsic support
for user and device multiplicity. This transparency, however, requires a technical
framework or infrastructure that provides distributed services to users, in terms
of activity configuration abstractions. We therefore designed NooSphere [C2], a
framework and programming model that supports the design, development and
deployment of distributed activity-centric systems.
5.2.1 Requirements for Distributed Interaction
To support the vision behind distributed activity configurations that operate
using user and device multiplicity across locations, the technical implementation
of that configuration should encapsulate a number of fundamental services. By
including these services into the activity configuration abstraction, developers
can construct distributed systems using these technical activity configuration
components, without the need for direct use of the underlying technical services.
Based on previous work in Distributed and Ubiquitous Computing (detailed in
[C2]), we derived 7 fundamental services that are required to support distributed
activity configurations:
Service 1: Persistence - to support storing of activity configurations, the in-
frastructures needs to provide a storage mechanism that can be used to
store, access and modify resources (such as files, data or other informa-
tion) from different types of devices, different locations and different users.
Additionally, the infrastructure needs to handle this data persistence and
modification by including, e.g., permissions and offline cashing.
Service 2: Distribution - to support distribution and fragmentation of activ-
ity configurations, the infrastructure needs to provide support for the
synchronous and asynchronous distribution of activity configuration data
models and attached resources. This needs to be supported both in a local
environment (such as between devices) but also between different remotely
connected systems.
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Service 3: Discovery and Pairing - to allow for device multiplicity in activity
configurations, the infrastructure needs to provide support for the auto-
matic discovery and pairing of devices and their containing applications.
The infrastructure should allow for the set up of various types of device con-
figurations as well as ad hoc changes in the composition and aggregation
of device ecologies.
Service 4: Coordination and Communication - to support user multiplicity in
activity configurations, the infrastructure should allow for intrinsic coordi-
nation and communication mechanisms. This means that the infrastructure
should provide mechanisms to attach sharing mechanisms, communication
tools, events, workflows and other messages to the activity configuration
model.
Service 5: Configuration - to capture new activity configurations, the infrastruc-
ture should allow users to create, manage, share, distribute, fragment and
delete activity configurations. To seamlessly move information between
different applications or devices, the infrastructure should support the
configuration of information on one or multiple devices for one or multiple
users.
Service 6: Context Handling - to include the material world into the activity
configuration, the infrastructure should provide mechanisms to include
context-aware functionality into the activity configurations. This means
that the infrastructure needs to provide context processors that can handle
location tracking, embedded sensors and devices as well as other real-world
readings.
Service 7: Interoperability - to mitigate the integration problem of using activity
configurations across existing application-centric operating systems, the
infrastructure should provide an operating system agnostic platform and
protocol that allows developers to use the infrastructure across different
types of devices. This will allow future inclusion of new platforms.
5.2.2 Architecture
The fundamental concept behind the NooSphere infrastructure is that it imple-
ments and abstracts these seven services into activity systems that provide access
to distributed activity configurations. The activity configuration model includes
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resources (such as files, data and other information), coordination structures (such
as users, roles and messages) and configuration states (such as application descrip-
tions, connected devices or context information) making it a well suited match
for a multi-user, multi-device and multi-location environment.
NooSphere is a flexible, dynamic and reusable infrastructure and programming
framework that is based on the concept of communicating activity systems: by using
a two-layered architecture and activity configuration model, different devices,
applications and even entire distributed systems can be interconnected into a
distributed web of systems. NooSphere is composed of (i) NooCloud, a cloud-
based platform for data storage, persistence, interconnection and accessibility;
and (ii) NooSystem, a local distributed system that provides discovery, pairing
and ad hoc configurations of applications and devices (Figure 5.2). Both the
NooCloud and the local NooSystem abstract all distributed services into activity
managers and systems. Data, services and applications are thus not confined
within one distributed system, but can be consumed in all interconnected systems
through adaption. This infrastructure architecture allows for the construction
of a wide range of domain specific systems (as conceptualized in Section 4.6 of
Chapter 4) that can be interconnected in various ways and allows for advanced
and evolving architectural patterns.
5.2.3 NooCloud
NooCloud is a cloud-based service platform that provides support for the persis-
tence and distribution of activity configurations and their internal components.
Using a modular approach, data storage, user management and event distri-
bution are abstracted into an Activity Cloud Controller (ACC) that provides a
central entry point for the cloud part of the infrastructures. Developers and local
activity systems thus interact only with the ACC and only with entire activity
configurations. Internally, the ACC splits up the model into data packages, user
models and events, which are internally stored in separate controllers that follow
the Front Controller design pattern. Each controller is individually responsible
for CRUD1 operations for each sub part of the activity configuration model. First,
the Storage Controller (SC) provides support for the storage of all infrastructure
1create, read, update and delete
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Figure 5.2: The architecture of NooSphere is composed of two components: (i) NooCloud,
a cloud infrastructure that supports data storage, event distribution and activity man-
agement, and (ii) NooSystem, a dynamic distributed system that supports cross-device
activity management, file and event distribution as well as a discovery and pairing
mechanism.
primitives such as files, device descriptions, user models, events and also en-
tire activity configurations. The SC stores these primitives in either a registry
(implemented though a NoSQL database) or in pure storage (implemented as
Amazon binary blob). The registry only stores the ID of each primitive as well
as a pointer to the location of the entire primitive in the binary blob. Because
activity configurations are flexible definable models, they are saved in pure stor-
age. Second, the Event Controller (EC) handles the connections made through
the ACC, and stores information about which users and devices are connected.
When changes in the ACC or SC occur, the EC pushes notifications down the
connections to update local devices. The EC uses a key-value store to cache and
manage events and supports distribution of the models. Finally, the Contact
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Controller (CC) handles user models by inspecting the role of a user in a specific
configuration as well as by keeping track of connections between users. The
CC thus checks and verifies which users should be able to access (a part of) the
activity configurations. The ACC exposes all activity configurations as a REST
service over a persistent HTTP connection that allows for real-time cloud-based
publish-subscribe support. Using the API, developers can create, read, update
and delete activity models and containing resources through pure REST HTTP
requests.
5.2.4 NooSystem
NooSystem is a local dynamic and distributed service-based infrastructure that
supports activity configurations across devices and users within one specific
locally deployed activity system. This part of the infrastructure uses a flexible
just in time service model in which activity services can be spawned ad hoc to
create connections between devices and users. NooSystem encapsulates services
such as distributed event management (over websockets), file and resource syn-
chronization (through file system integration), discovery and automatic pairing
(implementing Bonjour and WSDiscovery) and a distributed context processor
(that integrates with hardware that connects over serial ports). NooSystem is
internally composed of two layers: (i) the implementation of the core distributed
services and (ii) the activity system, which merges all underlying services into
an activity configuration abstraction layer that provides two types of activity
configuration containers: the activity manager (AM) and activity client (AC). A
master AM is typically connected to the ACC in the cloud as it functions as a
local cache of a set of activity configurations that are used by the local activity
system.
The AM stores activity configurations locally and acts as a mediator between
the ACC and the local systems and devices. The AM can run in isolation mode
when it is used on only one device, but can spawn HTTP REST services that
provides distributed access to the internal functionality. The AM then broadcasts
its existence over the local network and allows other slave AMs or ACs to connect.
Once connected, all changes to the activity configurations are sent to all connected
devices, thus keeping a synchronized model. Activity Clients are lightweight
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Figure 5.3: The local infrastructure NooSystem, can be deployed in different configura-
tions: (a) manager and client on the same devices, (b) peer to peer connection between
manager on different devices, (c) traditional client server approach with a manager on a
dedicated device or (d) hybrid setup composed of both dedicated and local managers.
activity configuration containers that do not cache any local data, but rather use
an AM to access (part of) the activity configurations. Using a combination of
ACs and AMs, local activity systems can be created, modified and changed ad
hoc. As depicted in Figure 5.3, the manager and clients can be connected in
a wide range of architectures allowing for a flexible mechanism to distribute
activity configurations within or across devices. Moreover, the infrastructure
allows for runtime changes in the type of activity container (manager or client)
and runtime connection with other nodes in the activity system. This allows
developers to design activity-centric systems that can allow for ad hoc creation
of device configurations that can change over time and be reconfigured by the
end-user.
5.2.5 Contributions
Paper C2 provides an in depth evaluation of the infrastructure by describing
how three distributed systems (Figure 5.4) were built using the framework. This
approach of building example applications on top of a programming framework
and infrastructure has been proposed as a robust method to demonstrate the
stability, performance and feasibility of the infrastructure [56]. The main contri-
bution of NooSphere is that it dramatically reduces the development effort of
distributed Activity-Centric systems that allow for the ad hoc composition of
device- and user configurations over different locations. It uses a combination
of a modern cloud platform for scalability and connectivity and merges that
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platform with a local dynamic infrastructure that can be run on a single machine,
thus, eliminating the need for any type of special servers. NooSphere encapsu-
lates complex network code, discovery mechanisms, file and model replication
into a transparent activity-centric platform that can be accessed over HTTP REST.
The architecture of the system allows for a broad range of setups ranging from
local, client-server to peer-to-peer or even hybrid setups. Noosphere provides
a robust technical framework for the design, development and deployment of
activity-centric systems that apply concepts and ideas from the activity configu-
ration framework. Various parts of NooSphere were used for different stages in
research projects discussed in the remainder of this chapter and the infrastructure
is currently still being used for various research projects in our lab that require
synchronization of complex data structures. The infrastructure is released as
open source software at https://github.com/StevenHouben/NooSphere.
Figure 5.4: NooSphere was evaluated by designing three distributed systems that employ
different aspects and services of the infrastructure [C2].
5.3 Co-Activity Manager
Modern knowledge work consists of individual work that is often part of larger
collaborative activities that spread across a number of different users across mul-
tiple locations. Knowledge workers, thus, employ a range of personal computing
devices, such as a desktop or laptop, tablets and phones, to perform individual
tasks that are dependent and connected to the work of other team members.
Despite the fact that there is a high degree of collaboration between team mem-
bers, users still prefer to organize and tailor their part of the collaborative work
according to their personal preferences. Going back to our knowledge worker
team, introduced in Chapter 3, and depicted again in Figure 5.5, we observed
that these types of multidisciplinary teams continuously collaborate on a number
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of partially overlapping activities that require some form of synchronization and
articulation. There are a number of articulation, collaboration and configurations
problems related to handling these parallel semi-shared activities. Current desk-
top interfaces provide very little support for these problems and essentially force
users to employ and appropriate a range of external tools and methods.
Figure 5.5: A group of knowledge workers that use a range of devices to collaborate
within several sub-activities.
To mitigate these configuration, articulation and coordination problems in ad
hoc knowledge work, we designed co-Activity Manager [C1], a desktop interface
that extends the standard Windows 7 shell with an activity-centric layer that
provides support for:
Activity-Oriented Workspace - The workspace allows users to organize appli-
cations, files and resources into activity configurations that are visualized
and captured into virtual desktops that can be given an activity signifier in
the form of a name, icon and color.
Activity Configuration Sharing - Activity configurations can be captured and
sent to other users who can deploy the system on a different machine. This
sharing mechanism allows users to ‘grab’ their work context and share that
context with another user or device.
Activity-Centric Communication and Collaboration - co-Activity Manager in-
cludes collaboration processes, such as instant messaging and file sharing
into the activity configuration abstraction, allowing users to control their
collaboration lists for each specific activity configuration.
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5.3.1 System Description
Co-Activity Manager (Figure 5.6) allows users to organize files, folders and
applications into activity configurations, which are implemented as virtual
desktops that are called activity workspaces (Figure 5.6A). All interactions with
windows and files are confined within the workspace, and switching between
different workspaces causes the system to repopulate the desktop with the
windows and files that are associated with the activity configuration. This
means that within each activity configuration, users can simply drop their
files on the desktop. Inspired by earlier work [13, 165], activity configurations
are represented to the user on an activity taskbar (Figure 5.6B) and activity
start menu. Each open activity configuration is visualized through an activity
signifier (a button with the name and icon). Clicking this signifier will cause the
system to suspend the ongoing activity configuration and to resume the activity
configuration represented by the signifier. The bar also contains a ‘quick launch
area’ that can be used to auto-hide the bar, copy windows between different
activity configurations or quickly create a new empty activity workspace. The
start menu (Figure 5.6C) allows users to create new configurations, load existing
configurations that are stored online or on the file system and manage the options
of the application. Furthermore, through the start menu, the user can change the
workbench, which is the set of all open activity configurations on the taskbar.
This allows users to swap the entire activity bar based on changing context,
such as switching between home and work activity configurations. The system
also includes a context processor that uses the SSID of the Wifi to automatically
switch between existing workbenches.
co-Activity Manager includes collaboration and communication processes into
the activity configuration abstraction. It provides a built-in collaboration manager
(Figure 5.6D) that allows users to select contacts that are relevant for that specific
activity. By clicking the light-bulb next to the contact name, users are added
as collaborators to the activity configuration. This implies that these selected
collaborators will see the user as ‘online’, while other collaborators will see the
users as ‘offline’. Switching between activity configurations causes the system
to repopulate the collaboration manager and to update the availability based
on each activity configuration. This means that collaborators will see the user
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Figure 5.6: The interface of co-Activity Manager consists of (A) a per-activity workspace,
(B) an activity task bar to visualize activities to the user, (C) an activity start menu to
manage activity configurations and applications, and (D) a collaboration manager to
interact and share with contacts. Each contact is visualized with an avatar, name and
status field. The interaction menu (E) can be used to share a folder, chat or share an
activity configuration (F).
appear ‘online’ or ‘offline’ depending on whether they are added as collaborator
to the selected activity configuration. The collaboration manager provides filters
that remove all non-related collaborators, thus providing users with a mechanism
to contextually construct a collaboration list of each activity configuration. From
within the collaboration manager, users can create shared file containers, start
chat messages or share an entire activity configuration (Figure 5.6E). Sharing
an activity configuration launches a special window (Figure 5.6F) which allows
users to select which part of the ongoing digital configuration should be sent to
the collaborator. The receiving user is notified that a new activity configuration
was received and can select to accept or queue the configuration. Accepting
the activity configuration causes the system to create a new activity workspace
with the digital configuration provided by the user. This ‘template’ can then be
appropriated and changed by the user.
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Users can also attach a tablet or phone to co-Activity Manager. Tablets can run
a discovery service and if the correct key is provided by the user, the device is
attached to co-Activity Manager and visualized in the activity tray (as seen in
Figure 5.4, outer right). If the tablet is successfully connected, users can drag and
drop resources, such as files or websites, to the activity signifier (button), which
will automatically send the resources to a viewer on the tablet. This mechanism
allows users to easily fragment the resources of one activity configuration across
multiple devices in use. The application on the tablet allows users to annotate,
browse and organize the attached files; by clicking a button on the tablet, the
resource is synchronized back to the desktop interface and visualized on the
desktop.
5.3.2 Field Deployment
co-Activity Manager was deployed for a period of two weeks in a multidis-
ciplinary software development team that consisted of five people (3 male, 2
female, mean age = 31). The team included users with different backgrounds
including a historian, designer and three software engineers. All participants
were instructed to use the system on their main machine as part of their daily
work. During the two week period, participants were observed and interviewed
regularly throughout the deployment. After the deployment was completed,
participants were asked to complete a Likert-scale survey which was used as
input for a semi-structured interview. Table 5.1 highlights the results of the
5-point Likert scale survey that ranged from "not at all useful" (1) to "very useful"
(5).
Questions Min Q1 x˜ Q3 Max Iqr
Usefulness cAM 3 3.75 4 4 4 0.25
Activity-centric concept 1 3.25 4 4.25 5 1
Sharing Activity Workspace 1 3.25 4 4 4 0,75
Activity-centric collaboration 3 3.75 4 4 4 0.25
Activity Cloud support 3 3.75 4 4 4 0.25
Table 5.1: The result of the 5-point Likert scale survey that was used as a basis for the
interview. The table shows an overview of the minimum, maximum, median (x˜) and the
interquartile range (iqr).
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In summary, the study showed three main results. First, during the deployment
we observed how the lightweight activity configuration mechanism allowed
for a flexible and diverse organization of work. Some users would employ the
activity bar for ‘project-based’ configurations, while others used it as to-do’s, in
which each activity configuration was created up front to represent the work
they planned to do during the day. More general, we observed how users
appropriated the activity configuration mechanism into a distributed life cycle
(Figure 5.7) in which activity configurations were created, shared and used for
different purposes. This led to three types of activity configurations: (i) long
term configurations that were high level representations of work, (ii) short term
or transitional configurations, that consisted of more focused units of work and
(iii) ad hoc activities, which were used for quick operations that required a
clean workspace. These types of configurations do not necessarily point to their
temporal dimension but rather to their intention. Within the activity cycle, users
would move between these different types of activities and shared these across
the team.
Figure 5.7: Activity Lifecycle - activity configurations are created as anonymous ad hoc
configurations before disappearing or evolving into short or long-term defined configu-
rations. From within these defined configurations, new ad hoc activity configurations
would emerge, that in turn would disappear or evolve.
Second, Activity-Centric collaboration emerged in two distinct phases. Users
would first share an entire activity configuration template with another user, who
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would be able to set up a similar working context. In this sharing phase, users
would align the semi-shared activity configuration. In the second coordination
phase, users would employ the built-in manager to collaborate from within the
semi-shared configuration. This mechanism essentially allows users to create an
individual activity configuration template that forms the basis of a semi-shared
activity configuration that provides the team with a consistent distributed project.
Participants described this mechanism as a ‘workflow’ that helped them bundle
and organize temporal steps in the projects.
Third, the contextual contact list was perceived as a useful feature but also had a
number of drawbacks. Frequent switching between configurations would cut of
collaborators mid-sentence as the main user would suddenly appear ‘offline’. Our
study also pointed to a number of privacy and confidentiality issues. Because the
collaboration system would automatically distribute the signifier of the ongoing
activity configuration to all collaborators, potentially sensitive information could
be leaked. In one instance, e.g, the name of a still undisclosed project that
was used as name for one of the activity configurations, was unintentionally
distributed among all contacts. This was especially a problem considering the
fact that users often mixed both work and personal contacts into the collaboration
manager (e.g., because they wanted to be able to chat with their wife or husband)





Figure 5.8: co-Activity Manager supports semi-shared replicated and fragmented activity
configurations.
5.3.3 Contributions
As indicated in the overview in Figure 5.1 and 5.8, co-Activity Manager explored
how activity configurations could be used in semi-shared replicated configura-
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tions that support the ad hoc nature of collaborative knowledge work. The main
contribution of this work is the design of an activity-centric desktop manager
that supports both personal and collaborative activity-centric workflows by in-
tegrating activity-centric collaboration and interruption management tools into
one activity configuration representation. The novelty of this work is how con-
figuration, collaboration and articulation tools are included in one central desktop
interface. Fundamental to this approach is that it allows these tools to become an
intrinsic part of the entire activity-centric workflow, rather than using external
tools that need constant (re-)configuration. Furthermore, users can attach tablets
and phones to these desktop configurations to support cross-device resource
sharing. Our study shows how the fragmentation and replication of activity
configurations create semi-shared setups in which individual users can maintain
their individual workflow but are provided with tools that allow them to easily
externalize these workflows to other team members. We identified a distributed
life cycle of activity configurations in which the basic configuration is appropri-
ated in a wide range of different practices that can be connected to one central
collaborative workflow.
5.4 ActivitySpace
One of the core observations in the co-Activity Manager study [C1] but also
other previous work [139, 8], is that space often plays an important role in ad
hoc collaboration between people. Although collaborative mechanisms, such as
the one presented in the co-Activity Manager system, are valuable for structured
collaborative work, they fail to capture the high degree of physicality of human-
computer interaction. Especially with an increasing rise of the amount of devices
people own and use, the physical form factor but also the spatial relation between
users and devices plays an important role in how people share information.
Going back to the desk pictures (Figure 3.1 in Chapter 3) we observed how
people spread their devices and physical artifacts, such as paper and sticky
notes, over a physical space using highly organized strategies. Analyzing these
strategies resulted in a ‘meta desk model’ (Figure 5.9) that is discussed in depth in
paper C3. This model, based on an analysis of 15 desks, shows how the space is
organized into specific zones that are allocated to (i) active work and interaction
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Figure 5.9: The zones defined in this meta-desk were found in all analyzed desks.
with artifacts, (ii) storage and archiving and (iii) focused and peripheral output
of information. This analysis is in line with spatial models, such as the Situative
Space Model [139] and the more generic Proxemic Interaction framework [8],
suggesting that the function of these zones can be extended to support digital
exchange of information or even to create device configurations.
5.4.1 System Description
ActivitySpace [C4] is an implementation of the configuration space concept dis-
cussed in Chapter 4 and is designed to reduce the amount of configuration work
when interacting with a set of resources that are distributed over a number of
different people and devices in an ad hoc context (Figure 5.10). The system
allows for activity-centric resource and device management. Using an interactive
surface as a spatially stable configuration space, users can connect different
heterogeneous devices to the ongoing activity configuration sessions by simply
placing them into the space. Using computer vision, devices are detected and
added or removed to the distributed activity configurations. The first device
that is placed in the public configuration space becomes the master device and
takes ownership over the space and allows the space to access the activity con-
figurations on the device. When the configuration space detects a new device,
it adds a visualization to the space to indicate a physical connection. If there is
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already a master device, the newly detected devices are automatically configured
into slave mode, and attached to the activity configuration of the master device.
Removing slave devices disconnects them automatically from the master device
and removes access to the activity configurations. If the master is removed, the
first attached slave device becomes the master. If no slaves are in the space,
the session is terminated. The device visualization provides two icons that (i)
allows users to pin the device to the space, meaning that it can be removed and
carried around without losing connection (Figure 5.11D), (ii) indicates whether
the underlying connection is successfully established. Within the configuration
space, activity configurations are fragmented across all connected devices. These
devices can be from one or multiple people, thus, supporting both individual
and collaborative workflows.
Figure 5.10: ActivitySpace supports activity-centric resource management spanning across
(A) laptops, (B-C) tablets and (D) phones using an (E) interactive desk as mediating
configuration space. The configuration space visualizes all devices (H-I) and their
allocated resources (F-G), that are part of the current activity. Additional devices can be
added by placing them in the configuration space. Moving resources to a device is done
by drag and drop. When the user suspends an activity, the entire space configuration on
all linked devices is stored. When the activity is resumed, the entire configuration is
reestablished.
The system supports three types of devices: (i) laptops, running a modified and
newer version of co-activity Manager (Figure 5.10A), (ii) tablets, with a resource
viewer that allows for active reading (Figure 5.10B-C), and (iii) phones, that run
a special notification system (Figure 5.10D). Each device can be used as master,
in which all open activity configurations can be inspected, created and used,
or in slave mode, in which it can only access resources that are allocated by a
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master device. If more than one device is located in the space, the resources
that are allocated to each device are visualized on the space as icons that are
attached to the device frame (Figure 5.10H). These icons are touch-enabled and
can be detached from the allocated device and be used inside the configuration
space using a range of interaction techniques. The techniques include: double
tapping to create carbon copies of the resources (Figure 5.11A); inspecting the
content of the iconized resource by semantically zooming (Figure 5.11B); docking
the resources to the side of the space in case they are not used by any device
but simply need to be stored in the space (Figure 5.11C), and drag and drop
iconized resource to attach it to a device (Figure 5.11E). Attaching a resource
to a device sends the resource automatically to that device and shows it on
the screen. Resources can be either attached to a device or simply be used or
spatially organized and stored in the configuration space.
Figure 5.11: The configuration space provides a number of basic techniques to interact
with resources and devices. User can copy (A), scale (B) or dock (C) resources on the
space or drag them to another device (E). The space also allows users to pin their device
(D), copy entire device configurations (G) and use spatial orientation to configure device
properties (H).
Switching between activity configurations on one of the devices (e.g., the activ-
ity bar of the laptop) will update the entire configuration space, including the
physical layout of all icons and device visualizations. This means that activity
configurations store the entire cross-device allocation of resources, and users
can easily switch between these spatial configurations. Creating a new activity
configuration clears all resources on the configuration space and creates an empty
blank canvas, similar to a new physically distributed spatial virtual desktop. To
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allow for quick multi-user fragmentation of activities, entire device configura-
tions can be copied by bumping physical devices together, or intersecting their
iconized visualizations. Finally, the space also uses spatial orientations to update
functionality on the devices: the phone, e.g., can be put in silent mode by simply
rotating the screen upside-down.
5.4.2 Lab Study
ActivitySpace was deployed and evaluated in a scenario-based lab evaluation
with 9 users (two female, seven male, mean age = 30) from different backgrounds
including clinical work, software development, business, and research. After
introducing participants to the system and concept, they were asked to conduct
a scenario which revolved around collecting, comparing, selecting and sharing
resources as part of the design of a new website. The scenario (that is detailed
in C4) was created to explore (i) device coupling and decoupling, (ii) cross-
device resource allocation, (iii) activity switching, (iv) multi-user interaction, (v)
interruption management, and (vi) local mobility. After completing the scenario,
participants were asked to complete a Likert scale survey which was used as
input for a semi-structured interview. The entire experiment was videotaped
and detailed interaction logs were captured during interaction with the system.
Figure 5.12 highlights the results of the 5-point Likert scale survey on the general
usefulness of the different aspects of the system.
The study first of all showed that users were very quickly able to perform
complex cross-device information curation operations that in current systems
are hard or even impossible to perform. Users valued the idea of using the open
physical space between devices for (i) externalization of resources in use and (ii)
visually moving information between devices. One participant mentioned:
– “I really like the idea of using the empty space between devices to show
what’s on them. Most of my devices are currently already on or around my
desk, so why not use this space.” – P4
Already during this short evaluation, we observed how users quickly took
ownership over the desk. The concept behind a configuration space is that it is a
public mediating device that needs explicit permission to access information on
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Figure 5.12: The results of a 5-point Likert scale questionnaire on the usefulness of
the different parts of the system. The numbers in the bar represent the amount of
participants.
the user’s device. However, participants argued that, similar to normal desks,
people should be able to ‘take ownership’ over the desk and customize and claim
the configuration space for personal work. During the scenario, we observed a
number of recurring patterns of use. Users actively pushed and pulled devices
around to optimize the space for using resources on both the devices and the
space. Unused devices were frequently placed on the edge of the configuration
space, outside of the tracked zone. We did, however, notice that users would
‘pin’ these devices, just in case they wanted to use them anyway. Interestingly,
some users even appropriated inactive tracked devices as physical folders: they
would allocate a set of related resources to one device, simply to be able to move
this physical resource container around and not deal with individual resources.
As predicted by our ‘meta-desk’ and seen in the plot of touch interactions in
Figure 5.13, users often moved devices to the front of the desk into the ‘active
zone’, while pushing secondary devices to the back. Furthermore, we observed
circular movements of devices indicating that users maneuvered devices around
resources in focus.
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Figure 5.13: Touch interaction data of 9 users plotted on the desk space. The data shows
circular movements of resources around visualizations (orange color). Other colors
represent the touch input of participants which is primarily focused in the front middle
of the desk.
Fragmenting activity configurations between users is done using a social sharing
model in which users allow other users to place their device into the space. Once
connected, both users can agree and physically and visually share resources
within the shared activity configuration. This approach mitigates a number of
technical and disembodiment challenges in ad hoc collaboration, but also intro-
duces a social public—private tension. We observed how almost all participants
created implicit zones on the space that were allocated for personal use and
zones allocated for devices from ‘visitors’. These visitor zones were created using
the spatial positioning and proximity of the devices of the owner. Although
this sharing approach creates a very stable social mechanism for information
exchange, it also opened a discussion about privacy and accessibility, pointing to
situations when, e.g., the owner was not physically at their own desk.
ActivitySpace currently only provides support for the visualization and fragmen-
tation of one activity configuration, the one that it is mediating. Participants,
however, almost unanimously argued that this should be extended to multiple
activity configurations and even to more advanced ‘meta’ functions, such as a
cross-device task bar that would allow switching applications across devices, or
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a cross-device sound and display property manager, and even a centralized noti-
fication system that bundles interruptions from all devices and visualizes them
in the space. It was clear that participants suggested offloading configuration
work of all devices to one mediating device to keep the interaction with all other




Fragmented configuration on a 
configuration space
Figure 5.14: ActivitySpace uses a configuration space to mediate fragmented activity
configurations.
5.4.3 Contributions
As seen in Figure 5.1 and 5.14, the central purpose of this work is the oper-
ationalization of the configuration space concept. The contribution is a novel
activity-centric cross-device information management system that uses an in-
teractive surface to mediate and visualize interactions within an ecology of
heterogeneous devices. This approach proposes to use a stable physical space,
augmented with an active tracking zone, to allow users to create device con-
figurations, perform complex cross-device information curation activities and
set up shared activity configurations using a social sharing model. Our study
demonstrates that users are able to perform complex cross-device information
management tasks using activity configurations as a computational construction.
We highlight a number of interaction patterns that show how users appropriate
the space and interact with an ecology of devices. Finally, our study indicates
that the social sharing model is conceptual very easy for users, but holds a
number of potential limitations, related to privacy and accessibility.
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5.5 WatchConnect
After the widespread success of mobile devices, such as smartphones and tablets, a
new generation of wearable devices, such as smartwatches and interactive glasses,
are increasingly finding their ways into the consumer market. Smartwatches
provide people with a lightweight and immediate access point to their digital
information, such as messages, notifications and other resources. As standalone
device, smartwatches provide users with easy access on the go, but combined with
other devices, they open up an interesting design space for novel interactions
that allow for seamless configuration of resources across devices. The current
generation of smartwatch technology, however, only provides limited support for
exploring cross-device applications and systems. Because of this, there are only
a few previous explorations into these types of applications and techniques [46,
120]. Smartwatches have the potential to become a central mediating access point
to users’ digital information cloud. We see smartwatches as a wearable portal
or key that can be leveraged to configure and move information within device
ecologies, using physical interaction with the watch hand. By leveraging the
sensors of the smartwatch, the watch hand can be elevated to a reconfigurable
instrument [24] that can modify digital information and devices.
A Input Watch B Input Screen C Joint Output
Figure 5.15: The interaction and configuration space of a watch-screen setup consists of
(A) watch input, (B) screen input and (C) a joint output space.
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The interaction or configuration space between the watch and any interactive
display is created by blending the input and output spaces of both devices
(Figure 5.15). First, the watch allows for three types of input: (W1) on the watch
using a touch screen, interactive bevel or watchstrap, (W2) above the watch by
sensing the proximity or distance and (W3) using the relative three dimensional
position of the watch using a built-in motion sensor. Second, the interactive
display also supports three types of input: (S1) identification of the touch point
in two dimensional space, (S2) physical multi-touch input in two dimensional
space and (S3) physical movement in the three dimensional space around the
screen. Finally, the combination of screens on both the watch and display allows
for three types of joint output space: (O1) output of the distributed interaction
on the display, (O2) output of the distributed interaction on the watch and (O3)
output of the interaction distributed over the two displays. Using a temporally
synchronized combination of these input and output spaces provide users with
a temporal interaction framework that allows them to easily configure and move
resources between different devices.
Figure 5.16: The different components of the WatchConnect toolkit.
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5.5.1 System Description
To build and deploy watch-centric cross-device applications and systems that
allows for the fragmentation and distribution of activity configurations across de-
vices, we designed and implemented the WatchConnect [C5] toolkit (Figure 5.16).
The central purpose of the toolkit is to provide an event-driven and extend-
able platform for the rapid prototyping of watch-centric cross-device systems
and interaction techniques. The toolkit consists of wired prototyping smart-
watches that are equipped with sensors and a programmable microprocessor
(Figure 5.16A) that can be accessed through a flexible and extendable hardware
layer (Figure 5.16B). WatchConnect also includes a software development plat-
form providing user interface components and a rich set of input and output
events and gestures (Figure 5.16C), that facilitate the rapid prototyping of cross-
device interactions (Figure 5.16D) with other interactive surfaces (Figure 5.16D).
The toolkit is designed to support the rapid prototyping of systems that fit
into the aforementioned distributed interaction space between a smartwatch
and an interactive screen. Its flexible hardware platform allows developers to
easily add new sensors both on the physical device and in the software. By
abstracting all the complex hardware code into high level objects and event, the
toolkit provides a low threshold for developers to use hardware, gestures and
postures through machine learning and complex distributed software designs.
Moreover, the toolkit integrates with the NooSphere infrastructure, thus allowing
for distribution of configurations across multiple users and devices.
The toolkit is built around a wired prototyping watch emulator that resembles
a real watch but is composed of a miniature screen, a number of touch and
motion sensors and an integrated programmable microprocessor. The default
watch probe included in the toolkit (seen in Figure 5.17) is built around an
Arduino microprocessor and contains a light sensor, two infrared proximity
sensors, an 8 channel capacitive touch sensor, a six-axis MEMS motion tracker
(gyro + accelerometer), a RGB led, a flexible force sensing potentiometer and
a 2 inch TFT display. The hardware components are soldered on a PCB which
slides into a 3D printed enclosure that can be worn on the wrist. Watchprobes
are connected to the main devices using a special USB/VGA connection.
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Figure 5.17: The standard watchprobe used in the toolkit.
To use the flexible prototyping platform, WatchConnect includes a software
development platform and a watch runtime environment. The software platform
integrates all sensors and serial input into a number of high level objects and
events that can be used in a Visual Studio C# environment. The toolkit integrates
with the standard Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF) tools and allows
users to create drag and drop cross-device applications using the Xaml design
language. The watch runtime is a configurable runtime environment that can
be launched on the actual watch or in a native Windows window to simulate
the watch output in case no physical device is connected. The software stack
includes modules for machine learning to support three dimensional gestures
and postures, a serial processor that provides event-based access to low level
sensor output and an extensible input management system. By default, the
toolkit includes numerous events, such as mid-air swipes or hover events above
the watch, touch events on the bevel, screen and strap of the watch, and gesture
motions with the watch hand itself. The toolkit provides an easy to use API to
access and extend all objects and events in the software framework. Finally, the
toolkit includes visual editors and tools to monitor, debug and capture sensors,
touch events and machine learning detections.
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Figure 5.18: An overview of 7 systems built on top of the standard toolkit.
5.5.2 Applications
To explore how the toolkit supports instrumental fragmentation of activity con-
figurations using a smartwatch, we designed 7 interactive applications and
interaction techniques that explore different realistic scenarios for the use of a
smartwatch as mediating device while interacting with a standard laptop with
touch screen. Figure 5.18 provides an overview on how each of the applications
uses the toolkit. Paper C5 provides an in depth overview and discussion of
each application, but I will here detail two examples of how activity configura-
tions can be fragmented across devices. All applications use only the default
software and hardware stack of the toolkit and do not implement any custom
functionality.
Resource Management
As described in Chapter 3, one of the core problems in distributed interaction
is providing fast, intuitive and flexible ways to support the transfer of files
and resources between different devices in use. A large body of research,
including [118, 146, 159], have explored different ways to support seamless cross-
device data transfer. These techniques can be extended using a smartwatch
as a wearable mediating storage device that allows users to easily fragment the
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resources of an activity configuration across devices by physical and instrumental
interaction. The touch and swipe technique presented in this approach allows users
to physically touch the display with the watch hand to create a data connection.
To distinguish between touches done with the watch hand and the other hand,
the system shows a colored rectangle on the screen only if a watch hand touch is
detected. The rectangle fills up (like a progress bar) over a period of two seconds
to give users a time-window in which the activity configuration on the watch
can be fragmented and shared with the display.
Figure 5.19: Application that detects watch hand touch input and allows users to move
resources to the display using mid-air gestures.
After the time window is passed, the touch is degraded to a normal touch input.
The color of the rectangle is the average color of the resources on the watch
to represent the possible connection to the user. During the two second time
window, users can perform a left-to-right swipe above the watch face. This
swipe will send the resources from the watch to the touchpoint on the screen
(Figure 5.19A - B). The resources can then be manipulated and moved on the
touchscreen of the display. Users can toggle between different resources of the
activity configuration on the watch by tapping the wristband of the watch. When
users touch existing resources on the display with the watch hand, the system
visualizes a signifier on the watch (Figure 5.19C - D) to reveal that the resources
can be used and sent back into the watchface. During this visual connection,
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users can perform a right-to-left swipe above the watch to send the resource back
to the watch, hence removing it from the display. During general interaction,
the display can thus distinguish between watch hand and normal hand input to
allow for a rich set of interactions.
Figure 5.20: System that utilizes the watch hand as an instrument to interact with a
menu-less active reading application.
Active Reading
Previous work and our analysis in Chapter 3, demonstrate that second screen
devices are often used for active reading or browsing of news and documents.
Most of these applications are often hard to use and heavily based around
menus that allow users to switch between browsing, annotating or sketching. We
implemented the gesture and touch interaction technique to provide a fluid menu-
less interaction with an active reading application. The core concept behind this
application and technique is that the watch is used to configure the hand into a
specific instrument [24] that can be used to interact and modify the content. The
non watch hand is used for passive browsing, while the watch hand is used
for active input or modification of the documents. Using the non watch hand,
users can scroll through the document using default touch and swipe gestures
(Figure 5.20A). The watch hand can be configured into four different active
modes by touching the capacitive bevel of the watch (Figure 5.20B). These modes
include: (i) black marker for sketching (Figure 5.20 C), (ii) a translucent brush to
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mark entire regions or paragraphs (Figure 5.20D), (iii) a yellow marker to mark
sentences or words (Figure 5.20E) and (iv) an eraser. Furthermore, by leveraging
the sensors and machine learning techniques built into the toolkit, the system
can distinguish between different finger input or hand posture of the watch hand.
This means the display can recognize the difference between touching the display
with the index finger, pinky, thumb or knuckle. In this application, e.g., touching
the screen with the knuckle of the watch hand allows users to select and copy
text (Figure 5.20F). The activity configuration representation is, thus, fragmented
between the watch face, that provides the tools to reconfigure the hand into an
instrument, and the screen, which shows the resources in use.




Figure 5.21: WatchConnect supports fragmented activity configurations using a watch.
5.5.3 Contributions
As indicated in Figure 5.1 and 5.21, WatchConnect and the example applications
demonstrate how a smartwatch can be leveraged to become a mediating device
that elevates the users’ hand into a reconfigurable instrument that can be used
to fragment activity configurations and their content across screens through
direct manipulation. The contribution of this work is twofold. First of all,
because there is currently no standard technical solution to prototype these
types of interactions, we presented a novel approach for rapidly prototyping and
designing smartwatch-based cross-device applications and interaction techniques,
using simulated hardware and software. The WatchConnect toolkit abstracts
complex hardware management, sensor fusion, machine learning algorithms and
input and output management in high level objects and events that are easy to
use and integrate with an existing visual design language for interface design.
The toolkit provides developers access on all layers of the abstractions, thus,
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also providing access to the raw sensor data or allowing for the design of new
machine learning approaches. Second, using this toolkit and the NooSphere
infrastructure, we designed and built 7 applications and interaction techniques
that are focused on exploring different approaches to fragment resources from
one activity configuration across a watch and interactive display.
5.6 Hybrid Patient Record Device
As described in Chapter 3, the medical record is the most important artifact in
medical work as it used to organize patient information, communicate relevant
information with other wards and clinicians, and coordinate complex treatment
procedures. In recent years an increasing amount of effort has been put into
designing Electronic Health Records (EHRs) as a replacement of the classic
Paper Medical Record (PMR), as they increase quality of care, accessibility and
standardization across wards and hospitals. However, by attempting to replace
the classic paper records, the intrinsic advantages and affordances (such as
handleability, manipulability and portability [114]) of paper-based interaction,
that fit very well with nomadic work in hospitals, are also removed. Further-
more, EHRs are often complex applications that force standardized workflows
and mechanisms. Because of this, the EHR often operates only as a passive
information repository that is supplemented with a PMR that holds informal
documentation, as part of a working record [65] or transitional artifact [47]. The
reality of today is that many hospitals still operate using a dual record that
consists of both an EHR and a PMR. This dual record, however, introduces extra
configuration work related to synchronizing the content of the digital and paper
record and finding and handling the dual record in a nomadic workflow.
Prior research on medical work (e.g., [47, 137]) and our field study [C7] point to
a range of challenges associated with handling medical records. At its core, these
challenges are tied to clinicians’ need to handle, align and coordinate physical
and digital information simultaneously. Rather than designing for the ‘paperless
hospital’, there is a need to design for the parallel management of both paper and
electronic medical records, thereby supporting a hybrid medical record. Inspired
by our field study [C7] and prior work, we propose the following three design
principles to support a dual or hybrid patient record:
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D1 Dual Use - Because the paper and electronic version of the record are al-
most always used simultaneously, setting up and removing the connection
between the paper record and a device representing the electronic record
should be instant and easy. Both representations should be usable sepa-
rately, without any changes to their original purpose or use. Since the paper
record is used to identify the patient case, the hybrid record should use
this patient context to load and visualize the correct data. To facilitate the
usage of the double record, it should be integrated with existing practices,
devices and technology.
D2 Recognizability - To support easy identification and recognition of a patient
record (e.g., in a cluttered office space) the patient record should be able
to relay and display various kinds of status and awareness information.
Temporal visual and auditory cues (similar to the analogue affordance of,
e.g., sticky notes) should be supported to provide clinicians with an easy
and fast configuration mechanism for self-reflection or coordination with
other clinicians.
D3 Mobility - The patient record should support the nomadic workflow in
hospitals, meaning that both the electronic and paper representation of
patient data should be available in a portable and traceable form factor.
To support clinicians in finding and managing the location of the record,
the supporting infrastructure should support location tracking and remote
access to the state of the paper record. Additionally, the location should be
used to ease information retrieval.
5.6.1 System Description
To support this dual record in nomadic work, we introduce the notion of a
Hybrid Patient Record (HyPR) that consists of (i) a classic paper record, (ii)
a tablet, phone or other mobile devices that provides access to the EHR and
(iii) a HyPR device [C6], a mediating sensor platform that augments the paper
record with a notification system (color and sound), location tracking and ad
hoc integration to a tablet that provides access to contextual relevant electronic
patient data (Figure 5.22). The dual record is modeled as an activity configuration
that is distributed over a device and a surrogate that connects the paper record
to the digital workflow. The HyPR device, the surrogate, is a rectangular plastic
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Figure 5.22: A Hybrid Patient Record (HyPR) device augments the paper patient record
with color configuration and location tracking, while allowing clinicians to pair a tablet
which shows the digital information associated with the paper record.
plate with the same width and height as the paper record. The PMR is attached
to the plastic plate using metal clips to create a permanent fusion to the device.
Each paper record has one unique attached HyPR device. Clinicians can interact
with the HyPR by placing a tablet or phone on top of the augmented paper
record. This causes the underlying infrastructure to pair the mobile device to the
record and push the correct activity configuration, in the form of an EHR, to that
mobile device. Any changes made to the record, are updated and synchronized
in real time with all other devices. The HyPR device is thus a small configuration
space that provides clinicians with quick and easy access to patient data by
physical connection between the mobile device and augmented paper record.
This mechanism allows clinicians to very quickly reconfigure their mobile device
to the activity configuration of the rigid surrogated artifact, the paper record. This
dramatically reduces configuration work during, e.g., ward rounds or emergency
situations in which manually finding the activity configuration of the patient
would be too time consuming or inappropriate. To carry both the augmented
paper record and mobile device comfortably, microsuction tape is attached to the
paper record to keep the tablet or phone attached to the record. Once the mobile
device is paired to the record it can be moved and used separately without losing
the connection. Devices can also be remotely connected to the HyPR device
by simply looking up the patient case in the application. Once the devices are
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paired, the clinician can modify the color scheme of the led matrix that is built
into the HyPR device (as seen in Figure 5.22), to signal status information. The
colored lights can be used as a physical activity signifier that externalizes the
workflow through physical changes of the surrogate. This information can be a
patient status (e.g., Early Warning Score) or the color can be associated to the
nurse or doctor who is responsible for the patient case. The lights can also be
set to ‘blink’ in different patterns to signal more complex workflows such as the
arrival of new blood tests. Clinicians can also turn on a sound signal on the
device, which can be used to help locate records, which may be scattered over
the ward or located in a cupboard. The HyPR device is also equipped with an
ultrasound location tag that can be used to look up where the paper record is
located.
The HyPR device operates within a large infrastructure, called Smartward, which
is based on NooSphere and provides activity-aware patient management and
information access designed to support multi-device location-aware collaborative
workflows in patient wards. The infrastructure supports (i) large interactive
screens for shared collaborative workspaces, (ii) tablet applications for mobile
personalized activity configurations in the form of detailed patient information,
and (iii) desktop systems for activity-centric integration with existing applications
and services. The HyPR application running on the tablet is a web-based
stripped down electronic patient record that consists of a patient overview screen
(Figure 5.23A) and a detailed patient record (Figure 5.23B). In the overview screen,
all patients that are currently at the ward are listed with basic information
including their name, medical procedure, assigned color and room number.
Using this patient overview, clinicians can set the colored lights of a specific
patient record to ‘blinking’, thus asking for attention. Clinicians can also turn on
the buzzing sound (which automatically stops after 15 seconds) of the record to
quickly locate it when it is in a drawer or on a stack of other records.
The tablet is synchronized with the paper record through physical proximity.
Placing the tablet on top of the paper record, automatically opens the detailed
patient information of that patient to the tablet (Figure 5.23B). This view lists all
detailed medical information and allows clinicians to add new medical data or
messages. It can also be used to change the colored representation of the patient
state. Changing this color in the details view updates the color on the HyPR
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Figure 5.23: The details of the patient record.
device. When medical information is added remotely, through another tablet or
computing device that is not physically paired to the paper record, the device’s
colored lights start blinking to signify an update. Once a clinician pairs the tablet,
the new data is shown and the record stops blinking. All patients were modeled
as shared activity configurations in which all information, collaborative flows
and interaction possibilities with the HyPR device are centralized. The color and
name of patients are used as activity signifiers that are synchronized with the
color of the HyPR device.
5.6.2 Clinical Simulation
Because doing a field study with this type of pervasive technology in a real
hospital is not safe and feasible, we conducted a clinical simulation in a separate
1:1 simulation environment. In the last decades, simulations have been increas-
ingly used to train clinical personnel in new procedures, surgery or medication
prescription. Recently, this approach has also been used to test, verify and
evaluate systems and software that are used in a clinical environment [89]. The
approach allows for the deployment of experimental software and hardware
with representative users doing representative tasks, in an ecologically valid
setting. During the two-day simulation, 8 senior clinicians (5 female, 3 male,
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mean age = 46) with different specialties (such as surgery, psychiatry and in-
tensive care) participated in the experiment. Participants included 5 doctors,
2 nurses and a psychologist. The entire simulation was recorded using video
and audio as well as extensive note taking and observations from inside the
observation room through a one-way mirror. This simulation facility supports
the simulation of different hospital departments ranging from patient wards to
surgical departments and emergency departments. For our study, we set up the
facility to be identical to a fully equipped patient ward with two patient bed
rooms. Figure 5.24 shows the layout of the setup consisting of five zones: two
patient rooms, a nurse station, a coffee room and the hallway. One human actor
performed as a patient in a bed in room 2 (Figure 5.24, green dot). The other
patient beds were equipped with simulation dolls, each connected to a monitor
displaying the vital signs of the ‘patient’ (such as heart rate, saturation, blood
pressure, temperature, etc). The setup included artifacts such as a traditional
whiteboard with patients’ data, desks in the nursing station with a stationary
computer and nursing carts with medical equipment.
The study applied a scenario-based evaluation with scenarios that were drawn
directly from the empirical field study (discussed in depth in paper C7). The
scenarios revolved around interacting with the patients (both the actor and
simulation dolls) to assess the patient case, update the status in the EHR and
add or remove all necessary documents to the PMR. Scenarios included:
S1 Ward Round – Clinicians were asked to perform a ward round to assess the
situation of four patients. By examining the patients and monitoring vitals
signs on the monitor, they had to calculate an Early Warning Score (EWS)
to describe their current status.
S2 Blood Result – Clinicians were asked to order a blood test result while
working on the case of patient P1. After receiving the results they had to
visit the patient, re-calculate the EWS and discuss the situation with the
patient.
S3 Lost Record – Clinicians were asked to find a number of PMRs, which, after
a shift change, were not at their usual place. For this scenario, they could
employ information on the patient’s location, the last treating doctor, the
current treatment procedure and the location of the HyPR.
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Figure 5.24: The simulation setup consisted of a medical ward with five zones including
two patient rooms, a nurse station, a coffee room and a hallway. The simulation facility
is equipped with hidden cameras and an observation room behind a one-way mirror.
The simulation included three simulation dolls (patients) and one human acting as a
real patient.
We did not provide any detailed instructions on how to perform the scenarios,
which patients to look at first or how to use the system. Because we were inter-
ested in how clinicians would leverage their existing practices while using the
HyPR setup, the scenarios were deliberately open ended: no explicit instructions
or training on the system was given to them and the facilitator only intervened to
solve technical issues. Because the initial field study showed that most medical
work is highly collaborative, involving both doctors and nurses, the scenarios
were conducted in pairs of two clinicians from the same department. Table 5.2
highlights the results of the 5-point Likert scale survey that ranged from "not at
all useful" (1) to "very useful" (5).
Summarized, our study showed two main results. First, as described in paper
C6, clinicians were able to very quickly use the HyPR as part of typical clinical
work. Throughout the scenarios, we observed very similar use patterns among
clinicians. During the ward round, most clinicians would almost immediately
pair the mobile device with the HyPR device, before checking the vital signs
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HyPR Usefulness (N=8) Min Q1 x˜ Q3 Max Iqr
In general, the HyPR is useful 3 4 4,5 5 5 1
Pairing the PR and ER is useful 3 4 4 5 5 1
Color feature is useful 3 3,75 4 4,25 5 0,5
Tracking the PR is useful 4 4 5 5 5 1
Table 5.2: The results of the 5-point Likert scale questionnaire on the usefulness of the
basic functions of a HyPR device. The table shows the minimum, maximum, median (x˜)
and the interquartile range (iqr) of the scores. PR: paper record; ER: electronic record.
of the patients on the monitor or reading the content of paper forms. This
configuration or artifact alignment process was thus the starting point for the
interaction with the patient. During the patient assessment, clinicians would
detach the mobile device from the HyPR and distribute it among both clinicians.
One clinician would typically hold the tablet to enter information about the
assessment while the other clinician browsed through the paper documentation
to provide an overview on the patient case. Although the feedback on the design
of the device was very positive, clinicians generally argued that the device was
too heavy and thick and should be reduced to flexible paper-like constructions.
Clinicians quickly appropriated the colored lights to structure their ward round
or communicate workflows. During the scenarios, clinicians would organize
the ward round based on the assigned color of each HyPR device. The colored
lights were used as a shared workflow planning mechanism used to prioritized
patients and externalize work process. However, the colored lights also opened a
discussion related to effects on patients. Some clinicians argued that although
the colored lights were a very useful workflow mechanism for clinicians, the
effect on patients could be quite significant, as they might not understand why
the color is changing,
Second, as detailed in paper C7, when comparing the interactions and workflows
done with the PMR to those of the HyPR, we observed a range of existing
collaborative affordances that were translated from the PMR to the HyPR. These
collaborative affordances include mobility and portability, collocated access, shared
overview and mutual awareness. We observed that the support for the mobility
and portability in HyPR is very close to that of the PMR. The HyPR essentially
acts as a portable place [134] as it can move across space and time but retain
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the indexical structure which points out relevant participants, places and times.
Using the HyPR provides clinicians also with a high degree of plasticity to import
a digital device into standard operation configurations, e.g., at the bedside of the
patient, thus providing collocated access. The HyPR supports ad hoc and easy
configuration of a distributed overview, as we observed how clinicians would
break open the record during bedside patient interaction. Furthermore, when
placing the HyPR device in the ward, it would be positioned in such a way
that the colored lights where clearly visible during ward rounds or in the nurse
station. The HyPR device was used to signal important information between





Figure 5.25: The HyPR supports surrogation of paper patient records to include it into
shared activity configurations.
5.6.3 Contributions
Figure 5.1 and 5.25 situate the HyPR device into the activity configuration
framework as an exploration into surrogates that augment non-digital artifacts to
connect them to activity configurations. The central contribution of this work is
twofold. First, we introduced the HyPR device and underlying infrastructure as
a mechanism to reduce configuration work while using both paper and electronic
records in nomadic clinical work. The HyPR approach supports flexible and
dynamic configuration of paper and digital information, which allows for a
gradual transition between a paper and digital workflow. Second, we conducted
a field study to capture how the dual record is currently being used in hospitals
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and used those observations to conduct a medical simulation in which the
system was deployed and tested in an ecologically valid environment. Based
on these two studies we introduced the concept of collaborative affordances,
which denotes a set of properties of physical devices and artifacts that support
collaboration. These collaborative affordances include: mobility and portability,
collocated access, shared overview and mutual awareness. The concept of
collaborative affordances can be used in the analysis and design of collaborative
technologies.
5.7 Summary
This chapter presented an overview of the tools, infrastructure and systems that
operationalize the activity configuration framework. Through these systems, I
demonstrated how technology can be designed to support human activity in rich
device ecologies in real world scenarios and domains. As described in Section 5.1,
each of these systems operationalize one cell in the activity configuration matrix
and demonstrate how the framework can be applied to mitigate the configu-
ration work problems discussed in Chapter 3. Section 5.2 first presented an
infrastructure, NooSphere, that is designed to allow for the prototyping, design
and deployment of systems and technology that apply activity configurations.
I then presented co-activity Manager (Section 5.3), ActivitySpace (Section 5.4),
WatchConnect (Section 5.5) and Hybrid Patient Record (Section 5.6) as examples
of how users interact with activity configurations in both complex and real office-
and hospital work settings.
6. Conclusions
This chapter concludes Part I of this dissertation. In this dissertation, I explored
how activity configurations can be leveraged to reduce configuration work in
distributed interaction. Using a triangulation approach that takes a theoretical,
empirical and design perspective, this dissertation approached multi-device
configuration work in both clinical and office work. Chapter 3 took an empirical
perspective and analyzed configuration problems, that we observed during
field studies, related to resource, device and activity management. Based on
this analysis, I introduced a definition and description of configuration work.
From a theoretical perspective, Chapter 4 explored how insights from tool
mediation in Activity Theory could be used to conceptually extend Activity-
Centric Computing with a device layer, opening up a design space for cross-
device and artifacts interactions and systems. In Chapter 5, this design space was
translated into an infrastructure and four systems that attempt to solve various
real configuration work problems in both office and clinical work. These systems
were developed, evaluated and deployed with real users through an iterative
design process. This dissertation demonstrated how activity configurations can
be used as a concept to reduce configuration work when interacting within
complex workflows that are distributed over multiple devices and users.
6.1 Addressing the Research Questions
The overall research question that was addressed in this dissertation is: “how
can activity-centric computing be used to reduce configuration work in distributed
interaction?”. Summarized, this question can be subdivided into three core
research questions:
Q1 Configuration Work - How do users set up, manage, communicate, understand
and use information, applications and services that are distributed over all
devices in use and people involved? What constitutes configuration work?
What are the properties and processes of configuration work?
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To address Q1, Chapter 3 presented an overview of empirical work from the
co-Activity Manager [C1], ActivitySpace [C3, C4] and Hybrid Patient Record [C6,
C7] papers to provide an analysis of the problems and challenges in distributed
setups. The chapter concluded that employing multiple devices to perform a
particular task requires users to put a significant effort in what I call configuration
work, the effort required to set up, manage, communicate, understand and use
information, applications and services, which are distributed across several
devices and people. Configuration work in distributed interaction is composed
of several subprocesses that can occur in any order, duration or frequency. These
subprocesses are curation work, task resumption lag, mobility work, physical
handling of devices and articulation work. A number of multi-device use patterns
can be derived that crystallize how users employ multiple devices. The patterns
exemplify where configuration work is induced during parallel use of devices,
alignment of information across devices, fragmentation of data between devices
and replication or hand off of information between different devices.
Q2 Activity Configuration - How can human activities be captured in a digital
system configuration? How is such a system activity configuration defined?
What are the properties and benefits of using activity configuration as an
approach to reduce configuration work? How is activity configuration
work performed? How are configurations constructed and shared between
users and devices?
As an approach to reduce and mitigate configuration work in distributed interac-
tion, Chapter 4 addresses Q2 by proposing to use Activity-Centric Computing.
By emphasizing the tool mediation aspect of an activity theoretical analysis of
human-machine interaction, the original concept of Activity-Centric Computing
was extended with an explicit device and artifact layer, leading to the activity
configuration concept. To make a clear delineation between real human activities
and their computational representation, I defined activity configuration as “a
description of an interaction and social context (including files, devices, applications,
material artifacts, other meta information, and coordination and communication tools)
that is a reflection of the real ongoing activity”. Activity configurations are compu-
tational representations of real activities and are used to reduce the amount of
configuration work when working in a distributed interactive setup, as they can
be shared, distributed, fragmented and used on multiple devices that are used by
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multiple users. By connecting the real activity of users explicitly to their devices,
users are presented with a cross-device representation that moves away from the
predominant application- and document-centric paradigm. Activity configura-
tions can be used on three types of devices: (i) personal computing devices, that
are used by people for direct interaction with information, (ii) surrogates, that
augment a non-digital artifact with sensors to connect it to digital information,
and, (iii) configuration spaces, which are active spaces that visualize and mediate
the management of information across device ecologies.
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Figure 6.1: An overview of all the systems introduced in this thesis.
Using activity configuration as a basic unit of analysis for distributed interaction,
I conceptualize how activity configurations are shared across users and devices.
This resulted in the configuration matrix (Figure 6.1) that provides us with an
analytical framework for the design and implementation of multi-device and
multi-user activity-centric systems. The framework considers three types of user
setups: (i) loose connected configuration, in which separate activity configura-
tions are used that are connected through communication and coordination tools,
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(ii) semi-shared configurations, in which a subset of the activity configuration is
shared through an overlapping resource container, and, (iii) shared configura-
tions, in which the entire activity configuration is synchronized and distributed
across users. Grounded in the patterns identified in Chapter 3, the three types of
user configurations can be setup and used in four types of device configurations:
(i) replicated configuration, in which the activity configuration is copied across
devices, (ii) fragmented configuration, in which the components of one activity
configuration are fragmented across multiple devices, (iii) surrogated configura-
tion, in which a non-digital artifact is augmented with sensors to connect it to a
personal device, and, (iv) a special configuration space setup, in which the prior
three device setups can be visualized and mediated inside an active space.
Q3 Technology - What are the technical and user requirements for technology
that supports activity configurations? How can activity-centric technology
be used to reduce configuration work in distributed interaction?
To address Q3, Chapter 5 provides an overview of the systems and technology
described in the 7 papers of Part II that aim to solve real world configuration
problems in distributed scenarios. To address the infrastructure problems in
distributed interaction, the chapter first introduced NooSphere [C2], an infras-
tructure to prototype, build and deploy distributed activity-centric systems and
applications. Using a two-layer architecture and a computational representa-
tion of activity configuration, the infrastructure implements and supports seven
core distributed computing services including data persistence and distribu-
tion, discovery and pairing of devices, support for integrated coordination and
communication, application and activity configuration management, context han-
dling and interoperability. NooSphere abstracts these services into distributed
activity nodes that can dynamically be created and used in various architectural
patterns to allow for a wide range of different device configurations.
As summarized in Figure 6.1, we constructed four systems that explored different
cells in the configuration matrix. First, co-Activity Manager [C1, C2] was de-
signed to explore multi-device and multi-user activity configurations that reduce
the overhead of manually sharing and organizing team work. The deployment of
this system showed that users appropriated the activity configuration mechanism
to support a wide range of different work practices, and that configurations are
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used in complex distributed activity lifecycles. Second, building on the idea of
supporting fluid cross-device information spaces that allowed for the easy config-
uration of devices, ActivityDesk [C3] and ActivitySpace [C4] were designed as
examples of configuration spaces that mediate and facilitate activity-centric con-
figuration work across devices. Our lab deployment showed that, similar to the
co-Activity Manager [C1] study, users appropriated the cross-device configura-
tion mechanism in several ways, but also that users employ a number of different
strategies to spatially organize their devices and resources. Third, to explore
in more depth how activity configurations can be fragmented across devices
using our hands as reconfigurable instruments, WatchConnect [C5] introduced a
toolkit and set of interaction techniques and applications that explored how the
input and output space of smartwatches can be leveraged to allow for fluid cross-
device activity configurations. Using a watch probe, we demonstrated, through
7 interaction techniques and applications, how the characteristics of a watch can
be used to easily move information or input and output between devices. Finally,
to explore how non-digital artifacts can be included into complex distributed
workflows, the Hybrid Patient Record (HyPR) device [C6, C7] augments paper
patient records with (i) near-field communication, to allow for the configuration
of paper and digital patient data, (ii) a notification system, that equips the record
with reconfigurable colors and sound that externalizes distributed workflows,
and, (iii) an ultrasound location tracker, that allows clinicians to find the record
in the hospital. Our clinical simulation demonstrated that the HyPR is a stable
concept that supports existing work practices of clinicians but also dramatically
reduced configuration work.
6.2 Future Work
Although this dissertation demonstrates how activity configurations can be used
as a flexible and generic approach to build systems that reduce configuration
work in distributed interactions, this work spawns a number of new research
questions and topics that require further exploration.
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6.2.1 Distributed Activity Configuration Lifecycle
A fundamental open question is how the entire multi-device and multi-user
activity lifecycle can be supported and visualized. Although we have done early
attempts at understanding and visualizing this lifecycle, the Activity-Centric
Computing paradigm currently lacks conceptual tools to describe the complex
interdependencies and lifecycles of activity configurations. It is currently unclear
which processes are part of distributed activity configuration lifecycles, and how
users would leverage these processes to construct temporally stable information
structures that support distributed work over long periods of times. A second
question about the lifecycle is on the tension and differences between highly
formal workflows, such as those in hospitals, and more loose workflows, such as
office work. These tensions are currently not embedded into the concept of an
activity configuration but left in the hands of the designer.
6.2.2 Spatial Mediation
The configuration space concept explored the use of a physical action space
to mediate devices and visualize and externalize activity configurations across
connected devices. Device configurations are not static since device roles change
during interaction with the world. Moreover, some devices have the expressive
power to mediate interaction between other devices from the same or different
users. Future work could explore how this class of mediating devices (such
as interactive surfaces in stationary situations, or projection-based interfaces
in mobile scenarios) can reduce intelligibility problems and support users in
interacting with complex distributed device ecologies. The configuration space
concept could be extended to a configuration room, in which the user is tracked
using proxemics [8], that allows for larger scale and fine grained control over
spatially organized devices and their containing resources. Furthermore, the
social impact of this type of implicit body-centric configuration work could
be explored to create a better understanding of how users would utilize these
spaces.
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6.2.3 Physical Configuration
With the increasing amount of personal devices, the role of those devices is
becoming more important. Extending on our WatchConnect toolkit, future
work could explore how wearable devices, such as head-mounted displays or
smartwatches, can be leveraged as mediating devices that transform the human
body into instruments that can be used to configure other devices, artifacts and
other objects in the world. This approach opens up an interesting design space
to explore how interactions with activity configurations can be done in a more
physical way. Users could employ their personal wearable device to enable
interaction with any public device or surface by simply looking at a screen or
grabbing the device. These look and use or grab and use approaches can disconnect
users from personal devices, and place a focus on one mediating device that can
enable and control other public devices in range.
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ABSTRACT
Modern knowledge work consists of both individual and
highly collaborative activities that are typically composed of
a number of configuration, coordination and articulation pro-
cesses. The desktop interface today, however, provides very
little support for these processes and rather forces knowl-
edge workers to adapt to the technology. We introduce co-
Activity Manager, an activity-centric desktop system that (i)
provides tools for ad hoc dynamic configuration of a desk-
top working context, (ii) supports both explicit and implicit
articulation of ongoing work through a built-in collaboration
manager and (iii) provides the means to coordinate and share
working context with other users and devices. In this paper,
we discuss the activity theory informed design of co-Activity
Manager and report on a 14 day field deployment in a multi-
disciplinary software development team. The study showed
that the activity-centric workspace supports different individ-
ual and collaborative work configuration practices and that
activity-centric collaboration is a two-phase process consist-
ing of an activity sharing and per-activity coordination phase.
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INTRODUCTION
Knowledge work is typically composed of both individual
and highly collaborative work. This means that knowledge
workers use personal computing devices to perform individ-
ual tasks and activities that are part of a larger collaborative
working context. The individual work is in many cases de-
pendent on and driven by information that is provided by co-
workers or other stakeholders that are part of the overall activ-
ities. There is thus a high demand for collaboration amongst
co-workers which results in an increased level of project frag-
mentation due to the large number of tasks and activities one
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typically performs at the same time [7, 11, 25]. Nevertheless,
despite this highly collaborative nature of knowledge work,
many users still want to tailor their part of the work to their
personal preferences.
Figure 1. A multidisciplinary software development team. The groups
(a,b,c) symbolize some of the collaborative relations between the mem-
bers.
Figure 1 shows a multidisciplinary software development
team. This team collaborates on different projects with dif-
ferent colleagues in partially overlapping subgroups (marked
as a, b and c). For these projects the team members continu-
ously collaborate on shared parallel activities, which require
some form of coordination (e.g. sharing files and being aware
of each other’s updates on those files) between individually
performed work.
Current desktop interfaces, however, provide very little sup-
port for this type of activity-centric collaboration. Although
many stand-alone tools are available to users, studies have
shown that these are frequently the source of interruptions
and project fragmentation because they are disconnected
from other tools and functions, which are used in the same
activity [10, 18, 21] .
In general, research has pointed out that there is a fundamen-
tal mismatch between the design and functionality of mod-
ern desktop systems and the need for more activity-oriented
support in a work setting [5, 23]. As we will discuss in the
‘Related Work’ section, many of the proposed solutions focus
very much on the individual interaction with the desktop in-
terface, often minimizing the importance of the collaborative
aspect of knowledge work.
This paper introduces co-Activity Manager (cAM), an
activity-centric multi-user desktop manager integrated with
the Windows 7 operating system. co-Activity Manager was
specifically designed to facilitate collaboration by supporting:
1. Activity-centric desktop management to minimize the
configuration work for different parallel activities;
2. Activity sharing that allows users to share and deploy ac-
tivities in a collaborative multi-device setup; and
3. Activity-centric collaboration tools (including file shar-
ing and messaging) thereby moving communication chan-
nels into the activity abstraction.
We present the design and implementation of co-Activity
Manager, report on a 14 day field deployment in a multi dis-
ciplinary software development team, and discuss the lessons
learned from the implementation and deployment of the sys-
tem.
RELATED WORK
The earliest approach to update the desktop interface was the
introduction of virtual workspaces in the Rooms system [17].
There are, however, many other systems and applications that
use virtual workspaces as an approach to solve some of the
problems of the desktop interface. Systems such as Groupbar
[33], Quickspace [20] and Task Gallery [31] use the desktop
workspace in different ways. Unfortunately, although virtual
desktops partly solve the workspace shortage, they increase
the cognitive load when more than four desktops are used, as
users must remember themselves what information is located
in which virtual desktop [30].
Amongst others, Kaptelinin and Czerwinski [23] summa-
rized a number of novel approaches that have been pro-
posed to restructure the desktop interface. These novel ap-
proaches are based on fundamental concepts such as time
(e.g., LifeStreams [15]), the relation between information
(e.g., Haystack [1]), physics (e.g., Bumptop [2]), virtual
workspaces (e.g., Rooms [17] and GroupBar [4, 33]), tasks
(e.g., TaskTracer [8]) or activities (e.g., ABC [4], Giornata
[35], CAAD [29] and Umea [22]). In this paper, we follow
the latter approach.
Several approaches have introduced higher-level structures in
the form of tasks or activities. Taskmaster [6], e.g. uses a
traditional email layout to organize activities. This imple-
mentation is very helpful as a tool to enhance communication
and to keep track of work flow but is too limiting as the users
can only use a set of pre-defined objects inside the application
rather than their normal desktop workspace. Some solutions
try to reduce the mental load by automatically generating con-
text (files and folders) that is based on data collected by mon-
itoring the user and the system. CAAD [29] automatically
generates context structures based on the user’s work flow.
Task Tracer [13] creates task profiles based on user actions.
Umea [22] monitors users’ actions in order to create activity
histories that it uses to determine the relevance of resources.
Umea also includes personal information management tools
and communication capabilities. These are, however, central-
ized in an standalone application rather than integrated into
existing technology (operating systems). This forces users to
work in two separate modes which could lead to the develop-
ment of two mental models: one of the desktop system and
one of the activity system.
A number of approaches aim to address the problems of
knowledge workers in the digital age by integrating activ-
ity management into the desktop interface (e.g [22, 29, 33]).
Project Colletta [28], Giornata [35] and the ABC system [4]
closely integrate with the operating system by using a virtual
desktop-like system as a structuring mechanism for activities.
The latter two also consider communication and collabora-
tion. Giornata [35] provides a contextually populated contact
palette that can be used to share files via email and also serves
as a visual cue on the amount of unread emails. In the ABC
system, file sharing and real-time collaboration are supported
through a pervasive framework that was designed for hospital
environments [5]. Finally, Activity Explorer [27] successfully
introduced an activity sharing system but limits its approach
to predefined objects that are confined inside the application.
In summary, prior work has primarily focussed on either in-
tegrating individual activity/task management in the desktop
interface or shared collaborative task management in sepa-
rate, stand-alone applications. However, as pointed out by
Moran and Zhai [26], the issues they address are dimensions
of the same problem. We argue that in order to support a
system that allows users to truly manage the activities they
perform, the configuration of tools, coordination with collab-
orators and articulation (meaning distribution of awareness)
of their ongoing work needs to be integrated into one desktop
system. We therefore position this work at the intersection of
these related works and re-analyse these three related prob-
lems informed by activity theory.
The core contribution of this paper is the design of a desk-
top manager that supports personal and collaborative activity-
centric workflows with integrated activity-centric collabora-
tion and interruption management tools. The novelty of this
work is in how configuration, collaboration and awareness
tools are included in a desktop interface; thus allowing them
to become an inherent part of the integrated activity-centric
workflow, rather than another tool that introduced interrup-
tions or that needs repeated (re-)configuration.
MOTIVATION
Based on the literature review above and informed by the
seven dimensions of change as described by Moran and Zhai
[26], we focus on the following three problems that knowl-
edge workers experience in working with contemporary desk-
top interfaces:
Pr1 : Configuration – it is cumbersome to structure the
desktop and manage documents according to the wide va-
riety of tasks one typically performs. Especially in a work
setting with many parallel activities, switching between
these working contexts requires a constant reconfiguration
of the desktop environment thereby increasing the mental
and work load of the users. The general movement from
“low-level tasks to higher-level activities” (dimension 7 in
[26]) requires a re-conceptualisation of the desktop inter-
face.
Pr2 : Articulation – despite the shift “from personal to in-
terpersonal to group to social interaction” (dimension 6 in
[26]), communication and collaboration tools are separated
from the tasks that use them. Most are also explicit, which
means that unless users actively share information on their
work context and progress, this information is not available
for other users.
Pr3 : Coordination – as we are moving “from interaction
with one device to interaction with information through
many devices” (dimension 3 in [26]) there is still little sup-
port for sharing activities between different users and de-
vices. The desktop work setting is intrinsically tied to the
individual work context, and there is no structural support
for sharing this work context with other users (which might
depend on its content) or other devices.
Survey
To explore if these three problems Pr1, Pr2 and Pr3 are ac-
tually considered real problems by modern knowledge work-
ers, we conducted a large scale survey. For this survey we re-
cruited 145 participants (58% male, 42% female, average age
of 33 (σ=10,06)) to reflect on these three problems through
25 representative 5-point Likert scale questions (1 = strongly
disagree; 5 = strongly agree) and an open comment section
(we received 112 comments). Most respondents (89,66%)
described themselves as knowledge workers while 98,62%
claimed to use a computer for work. Participants rated their
computer literacy very high (µ= 3.93; x˜= 4; σ= 0.87 on a
5-point likert scale) and have different backgrounds (28%
academic/research, 27% education, 22% IT and 23% from
various other backgrounds including government, healthcare,
design and media).
On average, participants owned about three devices (µ= 2.70;
σ= 1.59) that they actively use, which is in line with the
findings of Dearman and Pierce [12] and demonstrates that
knowledge workers nowadays indeed use multiple devices.
Interestingly, participants were very divided on whether the
general management of the desktop is a problem (µ= 3.03; x˜=
3; σ= 1.26) and if the desktop is cluttered with to many icons
and windows (µ= 2.8; x˜= 3; σ= 0.97). In the open question
section, however, there were numerous comments that did in
fact expose serious issues:
“If you don’t have a well thought out workflow, your
desktop/computer becomes a mess. And if you want to
customize your interface, you need programming skills”.
“Because of the diversity in our team (Windows/OSX
users, men/women, French/English speaking, working at
the office or from home,..)’, we need an accessible, ro-
bust and flexible system”.
Email is considered one of the most important means for col-
laboration (µ= 4.4; x˜= 5; σ= 0.83). This was emphasized by
the fact that most respondents generally do not mind being
interrupted from their work by email (µ= 3.5; x˜= 4; σ= 1.09).
Interrupts via instant messaging on the other hand were not
appreciated (µ= 2.4; x˜= 2; σ= 1.14). Participants also con-
firmed that they regularly share documents with colleagues
(µ= 4.09; x˜= 4; σ= 0.90).
It was clear that sharing files and folders with contacts (µ=
3.3; x˜= 4; σ= 1.01) and devices (µ= 3.5; x˜= 4; σ= 1.03)
should be much easier. Surprisingly, most respondents ex-
perience few problems in managing their open windows (µ=
2.6; x˜= 2; σ= 1.02). This might be explained by the small
number of open windows (7) that populate their desktop (µ=
6.48; x˜= 5; σ= 4.29). Other comments revealed that man-
aging child windows of a multi-window application often
causes frustration and is considered to be more difficult to
manage as single window applications.
In general, the survey responses demonstrated issues with the
lack of separation between applications, tasks and data by the
operating system. Users have to deal with the difficult task of
organizing the different activities in a workflow1 (Pr1). Un-
fortunately, no appropriate mechanisms are provided by cur-
rent systems to automate this which leads to task fragmenta-
tion as demonstrated by [7, 11, 25]. The results of the sur-
vey also confirmed problem Pr2: most communication tools
(such as email, instant messaging,...) require the user to pro-
vide nearly instant feedback, even if the communication re-
ceived is not related to the task at hand. This is an interruption
of the workflow [3, 9, 10, 36] and an important cause of frag-
mentation of work over time. Furthermore, users expect the
availability of multiple devices [12] for similar or identical
tasks, and also expect to be able to make smooth transitions
between devices dedicated for work purposes (Pr3).
Activity Theory
To deal with these three fundamental problems, we ground
our design in Activity Theory (AT) [14, 24], a descriptive psy-
chological framework that seeks to explain human activity as
a mediated and asymmetrical relation between a subject, an
object and a community. An activity is engaged by a subject
(S) that translates a need into a motive or object (O). This S
- O relation is embedded in a community (C) involved in the
creation of this relation. As such, the community plays an
important role in the creation, development and outcome of
the activity. AT suggests making these social structures part
of the activity itself rather than defining them as merely exter-
nal influences [24]. Finally, the S - O - C relation is mediated
by tools, rules and division of labour. These mediators de-
termine how the activity is engaged and how it is framed in a
broader social context.
In order to make Activity Theory more concrete in context of
the three problems of the contemporary desktop interface, we
present three guidelines (labelled G1, G2 and G3 for future
reference) that map directly on the problems discussed earlier.
Even though these guidelines are very high level, the next
section will show how these guidelines are refined into design
properties that help apply Activity Theory to the design of
activity-centric interactive systems.
G1: Provide a shared higher level structure for organizing
tasks, documents and resources
An Activity Theory informed system should organize work
using meaningful structures. Since human activity can not be
reflected in a static structure but needs an evolving and dy-
namic structure, users should be able to redefine and change
activities in the course of their work. This implies that users
should be able to define and use activities according to their
personal preferences. Users might use the same activities
but in a different context, or just switch between activities
1With workflow we refer to the work practices of users.
Figure 2. The interface of co-Activity Manager consists of (A) a per-activity workspace, (B) an activity task bar to visualize activities to the user, (C)
an activity start menu to manage activities and applications, and (D) a collaboration manager to interact and share with contacts. Each contact is
visualized with an avatar, name and status field. The interaction menu (E) can be used to share a folder, chat or share an activity (F).
and save the current one to resume it later. Activity-centric
software structures the workflow by connecting resources,
data and activities in a semantic network specifying what re-
sources and data are required or used by which activities. The
user can manually link resources to activities or have it done
automatically by the software. (Targeting Pr1).
G2: Support collaboration and sharing
Activity Theory includes the community explicitly and an
activity-centric system should reflect this. We identify “com-
munity” as the participants of a social network that is mak-
ing use of an activity centric system. This means that people
have a shared interest in the system which should thus allow
multiple people to participate in its usage and provide func-
tionality to share (parts of) the activity of one user with other
user. There must be support to distribute representations of
the ongoing activities to both the user itself and other collab-
orators. Consistent with guidelineG1, sharing an activity im-
plies providing the structure of the activity as it was defined
by the initiator of an activity. Collaboration and communica-
tion are part of the structure of activity and become part of an
activity itself. Because communication and collaboration are
an integral part of the activity, it must also be included in the
representation. (Targeting Pr2).
G3: Ensure transparent context-aware views on activities
Most activities are not limited to a specific type of device,
environment or setting which exposes the necessity of a
portable activity structure that has the ability to transcend the
individual device or user. A device-specific view on activi-
ties can be built around this portable structure. Additionally,
besides the different platforms and devices, other contextual
events come into play. E.g. the physical location of an indi-
vidual could be used to determine the relevance of an activity.
Because activity is a description that depends on space and
time, it is relevant for an activity-centric system to capture
both the history and context of each activity. The combina-
tion of activity transparency and context awareness provides
a computational representation that maps very well on the
Activity Theoretical structure of human activity. (Targeting
Pr3)
CO-ACTIVITY MANAGER
co-Activity Manager (cAM) (Figure 2) [19] is a collaborative
activity-centric desktop interface that (i) provides an activ-
ity workspace that supports ad hoc configuration of the ac-
tive desktop working context, (ii) includes an activity shar-
ing mechanism that allows for the distribution of an activ-
ity workspace, and (iii) provides built-in tool support for
activity-centric collaboration. cAM deals with project frag-
mentation as well as communication interruptions by provid-
ing users with an activity-centric interface that allows them to
(re-)organize their documents, applications and files as well
as their communication and collaboration with other partici-
pants in activities.
Activity-Centric Design Properties
Activity-centric computing has proven to be a useful com-
puting paradigm [23, 35], but remains difficult to translate
into concrete software features. We therefore refine our three
guidelines into six design properties which we used to inform
the design of co-Activity Manager.
D1: Activity-Oriented Workspace: the design of interactive sys-
tems for knowledge workers should be focused on support-
ing activities. Because activities are computational repre-
sentations of human activity, they should be visible in the
user interface. To optimize this effect, the system should
integrate with existing technology. Users must be able to
create, edit, manage, consume and switch between exist-
ing computational representations of activity (refinement
of G1).
D2: Activity Sharing: because activities are the central focus
of this paradigm, activities must also (like files) be inter-
changeable with other users and devices. This will allow
users to externalize (parts of) their activities to other con-
texts. Activities must therefore be platform and device in-
dependent as well as interchangeable. Activity sharing is
thus not limited to the interchange between users, but also
between devices (refinement of G2 and G3).
D3: Activity-Centric Communication and Collaboration: in-
stant messaging, file sharing and other community related
actions should be embedded into the activity structure
to minimize “out-of-context” interruptions: interruptions
generated in the context of another activity that interfere
with the workflow on the current activity (refinement of
G2).
D4: Activity-Centric Presence: as users will be able to choose
their workflow as well as collaborators in the context of
each activity, an advanced presence system that allows
users to define availability according to the current activ-
ity is required (refinement of G2).
D5: Activity-Centric Cloud Storage: because activities must be
interchangeable between devices and platforms and typi-
cally need to be persistent over longer periods of time, they
have to be transparently stored in the cloud instead of on
the local device (refinement of G3).
D6: Activity-Oriented Context Recognition: an Activity
Theory-informed system should not only focus on provid-
ing mechanisms to create and use activities, but also to rec-
ognize changing context, such as changes in location (re-
finement of G3).
Activity-Oriented Workspace
‘Activities’ are implemented in co-Activity Manager as a data
model that includes all resources, contacts and other (meta)
information relevant to the ongoing desktop work context in
an effort to reflect a physical task or activity a user is perform-
ing. The system thus provides a first class object that aligns
the computational representation of data with the intention of
use; the task or activity of the user.
co-Activity Manager extends the Windows 7 desktop inter-
face with an activity-centric workspace. For each activity, a
separate virtual desktop (Figure 3), that confines the work-
ing context defined by the activity, is constructed. We la-
bel this augmented virtual desktop as an activity workspace
(on Figure 2 A). The scope of all opened windows, files and
documents is limited to the activity workspace related to that
activity (although windows can be transferred between or du-
plicated over desktops). When the user switches between ac-
tivities, the workspace and Windows task manager is repop-
ulated with windows that are related to that activity. Each
activity workspace is equipped with a custom desktop folder
that contains the data related to that activity. Users can sim-
ply pile their files and documents on the desktop per activity
rather than using the hierarchical structure of the inherent file
system (though this is still possible).
In order to present activities to the user, we designed an ac-
tivity taskbar (Figure 2 B) that is used to manage and work
on activities. By clicking the ’add’ action button or by using
the start menu (on Figure 2 C) the user can create a new ac-
tivity. Newly created activities are by default anonymous and
given a default name and icon. The user can choose to keep
the activity anonymous or configure it for more persistence.
The name, icon and other information can be changed at any
time by simply launching the context menu. For each newly
created (or loaded) activity, the system adds a new activity
button to the dock. By pressing an activity button, the associ-
ated activity workspace is loaded causing the desktop icons,
windows and the build-in collaboration manager (Figure 2 D)
to update.
All activities that are located on the activity dock of the
taskbar are part of the same activity workbench. Users
can create and delete workbenches or change existing work-
benches to configure them according to their personal work
preferences. This can happen both before and after sharing
an activity with others. Activity workbenches are introduced
as a feature to deal with both activity clutter or overpopula-
tion of the activity taskbar as well as provide a meta structure
to manage activities.
For the design of this activity taskbar, we mimicked the stan-
dard Windows 7 taskbar but redesigned it to be suited for ac-
tivity management (Figure 2 B) as demonstrated in prior work
[4, 33]). By exploiting user’s familiarity with the taskbar, we
expected to get a higher level of user acceptance since activ-
ity management can be operated similar to how one manages
applications. Documents, windows and applications are no
longer loosely coupled elements that float around the desktop
but are embedded in an activity. When one switches activities,
all documents, windows and applications will also change ac-
cordingly.
Activity-Centric Cloud Services
To overcome the fragmentation that is caused by the wide va-
riety of devices being used [12], we make use of cloud stor-
age. This means that files, documents and activities are stored
online but are transparently accessible through the desktop
interface. This approach is an effort to integrate the Per-
sonal Information Cloud [26] into cAM. cAM allows users
to save and load activities, and their containing files and con-
figuration from the cloud storage. cAM automatically builds
an XML file of the activity and saves this along with all re-
sources. This file can afterwards be imported on another de-
vices that runs cAM or another piece of software that supports
this format. In the current version, cAM integrates with the
Figure 3. Each activity has its own activity workspace.
Dropbox API 2 to support cloud storage, but because of the
use of the XML standard, any type of storage can be used.
Activity-Centric Communication and Collaboration
The activity management system of co-Activity Manager
does not only consider windows, applications and documents
but also includes tools for communication and collaboration.
Since most local task fragmentation is caused by interruptions
of instant messengers and other communication tools, we ar-
gue that the workflow can not be restructured without explic-
itly including built-in communication and collaboration. By
including both communication and collaboration tools in the
structure of an activity, we thus aim to decrease work frag-
mentation.
cAM includes a collaboration manager (Figure 2 D) that can
be used to interact with collaborators. First of all, we sup-
port standard chat messages. The chat window is equipped
with an automatic sharing system, that allows users to drag
and drop documents they want to share on top of the chat
windows. These files are then automatically uploaded to the
cloud storage and shared through the chat window. Secondly,
the user can define a shared folder for each contact per activ-
ity. All these folders and their content are stored in the cloud
storage and can be used as a persistent sharing mechanism or
to share large amounts of data. Finally, users can also share
activities (on Figure 2 F).
Because one of our goals was to create a usable and scal-
able system, we use the Gmail infrastructure for communica-
tion and collaboration. Since their email system is free, al-
ready widespread, very robust and also provides a distributed
contact list, it was best suited for integration into co-Activity
Manager. Additionally, Gmail also provides XMPP [32] sup-
port for real-time communication, which allows us to develop
custom XMPP extensions for other purposes (including ac-
tivity sharing). Summarized, cAM integrates messaging, file
sharing and activity sharing into the desktop interface.
Activity-Centric Presence
As the collaboration manager (on Figure 2 D) is included in
the design of the activity workspace, it can be populated for
each activity. Users can choose which contacts they finds rel-
evant for each activity. By adding these contacts to the col-
laboration list of the specific activity, they define a group of
contacts who are allowed to communicate with them and who
2https://www.dropbox.com/developers
are made visible for the users themselves. By default, all col-
laborators are added to the list, but not added to the activity.
The collaboration manager also provides association and on-
line/offline filters (Figure 2 E) to customize the list to personal
preferences for each activity. These filters remove or show of-
fline/online or associated/not associated contacts. When users
switch between activities, the collaboration list is updated and
the contacts will see the user appear as offline or online de-
pending on if they are added to the loaded activity or not. If
the user is online, the name of the activity the user is currently
engaging will be distributed to all collaborators.
This activity-centric presence system allows users to not only
control their workflow but also their communication flow. We
believe that by allowing users to control who is allowed to in-
terrupt them, they can also better control the entire workflow,
therefore decreasing task and work fragmentation. In order
to add or remove a user, the user simply clicks the light bulb
(on Figure 2 E) button that is located on the interaction menu
of each contact. When the light is on, the contact is asso-
ciated with the activity and thus allowed to interact with the
user. In this case, the user will be reported as available in the
contact list. When the light is off, the contact is not associ-
ated with the activity. In this case, the user will be reported
as unavailable in the contact list (but still online) and cannot
interrupt the current activity by sending a direct message. In
order to distribute these presence changes to all contacts, we
use a custom XMPP extension that carries the activity-based
presence information to all collaborators.
Activity Sharing
Since the entire approach is focused on activities and its com-
ponents, we also argue that this structure must be interchange-
able between users and devices. This implies that the user is
not only defining their own ad hoc workflow, but can also
suggest the workflow of their collaborators or other devices.
This vision also embraces an entire activity life cycle rather
than perceiving activities as a individual local organizational
structure.
In the collaboration manager (Figure 2 D) the user can launch
an activity delegator window (on Figure 2 F), that can be used
to describe the activity the user wants to share. These de-
scriptions include a name, a textual description of the goals
and motivation of the activity, a set of resources (e.g. local
documents, folders, applications), relevant contacts and the
previously recorded history as configured in the local activity
workspace. After resources are stored in the cloud, the system
sends the description of the activity to the selected contact.
The receiving user is notified that there is a new activity;
accepting it will cause the system to construct a new local
activity, based on the description in the XML file that was
received. The name, icon, description and other activity in-
formation is used to define the local activity; the related re-
sources are downloaded from the cloud to the workspace of
the activity and the collaboration manager is populated with
relevant contacts. The activity is grabbed from the cloud and
locally deployed. This mechanism thus allows users to pre-
configure an activity and share this configuration with other
collaborators, who in turn can deploy and customize it based
on their personal preferences.
Activity-Oriented Context Recognition
Although we want to emphasize the importance of context
recognition for a holistic approach to activity representation,
this has not been the main focus of co-Activity Manager. As
a proof of concept, we developed a workbench switcher that
dynamically changes activity workbench depending on the
connected wireless network SSID. This implies that the user
can couple a set of related activities to a specific physical en-
vironment. The contextual workbench switcher was included
to deal with activity clutter. We did not include any addi-
tional support for context awareness in this prototype, but in-
cluded an API that can be used by external context-awareness
or monitoring systems such as Subtle [16] and PersonalVibe
[8] in order to update or change the interface based on exter-
nal events.
FIELD DEPLOYMENT
co-Activity Manager was deployed for a two week period in
a five-person multidisciplinary software development team –
consisting of software engineers, a graphic designer and his-
torian. The team specializes in developing interactive setups
for cultural heritage sites such as museums or tourist attrac-
tions. We selected this software development team for four
reasons: (i) they spend several hours a day using a desktop
interface; (ii) they all tend to collaborate in (partially) over-
lapping subgroups (see Figure 1); (iii) due to its multidisci-
plinary character, the team is composed of people with vary-
ing computer expertise; and (iv) they each currently tend to
structure their workflow in different ways, which allowed us
to discuss the value and potential of activities as a workflow
structuring mechanism.
The primary goal of this evaluation was not to assess the us-
ability of co-Activity Manager but rather to explore the feasi-
bility of a collaborative activity-centric desktop interface for
knowledge workers through a case study. Because this cannot
be tested in a lab environment [34], we deployed the system
on the primary computer of all participants and asked them to
use it for their daily work activities during office hours. Al-
though this study provides valuable insights in the multi-user
usage patterns and immediate issues arising from using this
type of system in a real world setting, additional longitudi-
nal studies are needed to confirm the usability for a broader
spectrum of users.
Experimental Setup
The team consisted of five people in total (3 male, 2 female;
mean age = 31): three software engineers (P1, P2 and P3),
a graphic designer (P4) and a historian (P5). Before deploy-
ing the system, we conducted a short pre-study interview in
which we discussed with participants how they structure their
work on the desktop and with which other team members they
regularly collaborate. Before the deployment, participants re-
ceived a short demonstration of the features of co-Activity
Manager.
For the two-week deployment, participants were instructed to
use the system in the course of their day-to-day work. During
this period, participants were observed and interviewed regu-
larly to detect potential problems and discover emerging be-
haviour. At the end of this period, participants were asked to
complete a short questionnaire which was used as a basis for
a semi-structural interview in which we discussed the user’s
experiences and opinions of the usefulness of the concepts of
co-Activity Manager.
Results
During the pre-study interviews, all participants reported do-
ing both individual and highly collaborative work. Moreover,
we also observed that participants used quite diverse ways
of structuring their workflow, including the way they stored
important documents, organized their windows and managed
communication and collaboration with others. We were inter-
ested to see how these differences would affect their appre-
ciation of co-Activity Manager, and if co-Activity Manager
would be flexible enough to cope with these different ways of
working.
Table 1 lists the results of the 5-point likert scale survey which
ranges from ”not at all useful” (1) to ”very useful” (5).
Questions Min Q1 x˜ Q3 Max Iqr
Usefulness cAM 3 3.75 4 4 4 0.25
Activity-centric concept 1 3.25 4 4.25 5 1
Sharing Activity Workspace 1 3.25 4 4 4 0,75
Activity-centric collaboration 3 3.75 4 4 4 0.25
Activity Cloud support 3 3.75 4 4 4 0.25
Table 1. The result of the 5-point likert survey that was used as a basis
for the interview. The table shows an overview of the minimum, maxi-
mum, median (x˜) and the inter quartile range (iqr).
Activity Workspace
When asked about the design of co-Activity Manager, partici-
pants reported that they liked the overall design of the system
as it helped them focus better on the active working context as
well as find the information inside this working context faster
(x˜= 4; iqr= 0.25). Participants also appreciated the general
notion of activities (x˜= 4; iqr= 1). However, in strong con-
trast to his colleagues one participant (P3) did not like the
concept of activity at all as he argued that it would increase
complexity rather than decrease it. Surprisingly, during our
observations he in fact did use activities (to show or hide a
remote desktop connection).
The graphic designer (P4) also liked the idea of activities but
did not like the implementation because it did not match with
his Mac OS X workspace. P1 felt that activities were very
useful as they allowed him to structure his workflow based
on the parallel ongoing projects. He also felt that using ac-
tivities helped him focus better on his work because he felt
less distracted. P2 used activities in a similar manner as P1
as she created an activity for each project. The historian (P5)
used activities in a rather unexpected way. At the beginning
of each workday, she created a set of activities which mapped
directly to tasks she was planning to do that day. During the
day she would work through the list of activities one by one,
keeping the finished ones as a reference. Although we did
not anticipate participants would use activities for managing
a to-do list, this approach worked very well for her.
Activity Sharing
Activity sharing (x˜= 4; iqr= 0.75) did not occur frequently but
was rather used as an initiation process for a new long term
collaborative project. During the observation, we noticed that
when P1 received information (documents, images and other
resources) for a new project that also involved another col-
league (P2), he created a new activity that contained all this
information and shared it with P2, who then accepted the ac-
tivity and deployed it on her own machine as a local activity
workspace. They both liked that instead of having to copy
all the documents and resources manually, they could simply
share an entire context which is automatically deployed on
a new desktop. We also noticed that after receiving and de-
ploying the activity, P1 and P2 would both customize (i) the
activity itself as well as (ii) the activity workspace to their
specific role. During the interview, P2 explained:
“It is much easier to just receive an entire activity and
then customize it, than to find and collect all information
separately”.
Both users reorganized the activity workspace based on their
own preferences but more importantly deleted files, folders
and contacts that were not relevant for their specific part in
the activity.
Activity-Centric Collaboration
The integrated collaboration features, such as folder sharing
and per-activity contact lists were used much more than the
activity sharing mechanism. Most participants argued that the
per-activity communication filter was very useful (x˜= 4; iqr=
0.25) as a tool to channel communication streams into the ac-
tive working context. It was especially considered important
for people that do a lot of multitasking or that are working at
several active projects on the same time. The historian (P5)
found this way of working very valuable as she argued that
now all relevant information as well as contacts were visi-
ble and managed inside one desktop workspace. During the
deployment it also quickly became clear that the integrated
instant messenger would not be used very much. Because all
participants in this study were physically collocated there was
no active need to have a chat communication channel with all
participants.
P1, e.g., used the per-activity contact list as a starting point
for file and activity sharing but confirmed our observation that
the IM functionality was a second communication back chan-
nel since most of the discussions were done face to face in
the room. He also requested to add functionality that would
allow certain contacts to be automatically added to all activ-
ities. In his case, he wanted to be available to his wife at all
times regardless of what working context he was in. Finally,
the historian (P5) also saw the potential in per-activity IM
functionality, but she argued that the main advantage of this
would be in the case when external collaborators that were
not physically collocated would also use cAM.
During the study, a number of privacy issues arose from the
mixture of private and work-related communication. As co-
Activity Manager integrates with the Google Mail infrastruc-
ture, the activity-centric presence of all users was automat-
ically distributed to all contacts in their Google Talk contact
list. This side-effect of the chosen technology raised some se-
rious privacy, reliability and confidentiality issues. A friend
of P2, e.g., confronted her with a still undisclosed name of a
project she was working on. Because she named one of her
activities according to this new project, this name was dis-
tributed to all Google Talk contacts.
Automatically distributing people’s current work activity was
perceived to be very useful but also intrusive. In general peo-
ple liked having an overview of who was working on what
project since this knowledge would spark ad hoc meetings or
collaborative work. However, it also had some disadvantages.
P3, e.g., renamed one of his activities so that it would seem as
work-related, even though in fact the activity only contained
personal content such as a chat window to his wife and his
music player:
“I didn’t like that other people could see I was in an ac-
tivity that was not strictly related to my work. In the end
I renamed the activity, but you should have the ability
to determine for each activity if you want to share the
content”.
He felt that this information was irrelevant for his colleagues
and he therefore did not want his colleagues to be informed of
this. Finally, the interviews exposed that the per-activity con-
tact list would, at times, cause inconvenient situations. Par-
ticipants sometimes switched activities during a conversation
which resulted in muting the other contact (if they did not
happen to be part of that other activity). The muted contact
would then have no way of leaving a message or response.
P2 argued that asynchronous messaging should therefore be
integrated into the system (as also proposed earlier by Voida
et al. [35]), but P1 disagreed with this as he argued that email
could be easily launched as part of the ongoing activity.
Activity Cloud
All participants in our study were actively using two to four
devices so most of them valued the idea (x˜= 4; iqr= 0.25)
of saving their activities in a cloud store as it would enable
them to load and save activities on different devices that was
equipped with a co-Activity Manager. P1 liked cloud support
not only because it could be used to distribute activities over
multiple devices, but also because the cloud storage mecha-
nism allowed him to backup contextually meaningful struc-
tures rather than just a set of files.
DISCUSSION: LESSONS LEARNED
The central focus of co-Activity Manager is to provide an
integrated activity-centric solution for the (i) configuration,
(ii) articulation and (iii) coordination problem that occurs
in modern knowledge work. In this section, we discuss the
lessons learned from the implementation and deployment of
the study as well as future directions.
Our study demonstrates that a relatively lightweight and open
activity workspace allows for flexible activity management in
different work practices. All participants in the study used
activities in different ways, e.g., to organize projects, as a to-
do list or simply as an extra desktop. And both the duration
as well as the scope of the activities greatly differed between
users.
Figure 4. Activity Lifecycle – activities always start as empty anonymous
ad hoc activities before disappearing or evolving into short or long-term
defined activities. From within these defined activities, new ad hoc activ-
ities would emerge, that in turn would disappear or evolve.
Activities created and used during the study, can be catego-
rized as either (i) long-term defined activities, (ii) short-term
defined activities and (iii) ad hoc anonymous activities. The
long term activities were given a proper name, icon and de-
scription, and were mostly used for long term projects or per-
manent activities (such as personal activities containing a mu-
sic player and open email client). The short-term activities
were also marked with an icon and named but had a shorter
life span. The to-do approach of one participant is an ex-
ample of using short-term activities, which were created in
the morning and deleted at the end of the day. The differ-
ence between the different types of activities is not necessary
the duration but rather the intentionality of the activity; the
reason why the activity was created and used. Finally, most
users also used ad hoc anonymous activities. Because creat-
ing a new activity is easy (one button press and no a priori
configuration requirement), it was used for basic operations
that required a clean desk or separate working context (e.g.
writing a quick email or copying files from one folder to an-
other).
The typical lifecycle of an activity is illustrated in Figure 4.
Each activity starts as an empty ad hoc anonymous activity
but evolves over time to a short or long-term activity with a
proper name, definition and visualization depending on the
content or the ongoing work context. From within emerging
activities new ad hoc activities would be spawned that either
died very quickly or evolved into another short or long-term
defined activity. By allowing users to store the configured
activity into a cloud store, they become usable beyond the
individual device.
A key goal of co-Activity Manager was to include communi-
cation and articulation channels into the activity abstraction.
By providing a collaboration manager that is customizable
for each activity, we provide a mechanism for users to tun-
nel communication into the appropriate working context. In
our implementation, we focus specifically on frequently used
collaboration and communication tools.
Activity-centric collaboration emerged in two distinct phases:
(i) a sharing phase in which a short- or long term activity
would be prepared, shared and deployed by collaborations in
order to start the (ii) coordination phase in which other users
would use the per-activity collaboration manager to actually
consume the collaboration inside a workspace. This process
allowed users to use the configurations of their collaborator
as a starting point for the configuration process of their own
activity as part of the collaboration. The effect of this is that
users can essentially template a work context and share it as a
joint starting point in a collaborative setup for a team. Partic-
ipants themselves proposed the notion of workflow to define
this process and argued that this mechanism could even be
used in a more restricted way.
As new activities would emerge for a local user, new collab-
orations would be spawned from within existing activities by
using the collaboration manager. This per-activity collabora-
tion manager, however, had several other roles. First of all,
it was used as a default starting point for all types of com-
munication and collaboration. Despite the fact that our pro-
totype had technical limitations (e.g. we only support one IM
protocol), it was used as intended and participants had many
suggestions for improvements. During interviews, however,
it became clear that for users to accept this type of system,
it needs to integrate with the tools (protocols) they know and
use now. Second, the manager also functioned as an aware-
ness tool as it distributed the working context of all collabo-
rators, thereby sparking face-to-face discussions and collabo-
rations.
During our study, a number of privacy and confidentiality
problems arose because of the automatic distribution of infor-
mation of the active work context. Some of these problems
were related to the technological implementation but further
investigation exposed a more complex problem at the inter-
section of organizational policies and personal preferences.
The team that was part of our user study was allowed by its
employer to use email and instant messaging for both work
and personal purposes. This, of course, greatly complicates
the process of distributing information as private and public
space is mingled into one interface. Potential solutions to
this could include a higher level of control (e.g. Access Con-
trol Lists) over the distribution process (which would greatly
complicate the process) or organizational policies that define
the scope of the distribution on an infrastructural or protocol
level.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we introduced co-Activity Manager (cAM), an
activity-centric extension of the Window 7 interface that aims
to deal with the problems and limitations of the desktop in-
terface in context of collaborative knowledge work. cAM in-
cludes (i) an activity-centric workspace to minimize the con-
figuration load, (ii) an activity sharing mechanism that can
be used to distribute collaborative activities, and (iii) a per-
activity collaboration manager that helps users tunnel com-
munication channel and setup collaborations. We reported on
a 14 days deployment in a multi-disciplinary software devel-
opment team. Our study showed that the activity workspace
is flexible enough to accommodate different individual and
collaborative work practices and that activity-centric collabo-
ration is a two-phase process consisting of an activity sharing
and per-activity coordination phase.
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and user interface. As an approach to this re-engineering prob-
lem, we introduce NooSphere, an activity-centric infrastructure and
programming framework that provides a set of fundamental dis-
tributed services that enables quick development and deployment
of distributed interactive systems. In this paper, we describe the re-
quirements, design and implementation of NooSphere and validate
the infrastructure by implementing three canonical real deployable
applications constructed on top of the NooSphere infrastructure.
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With the widespread introduction of mobile devices (such as tablets
and smartphones) and increased availability of large displays (such
as situated displays and tabletops), setups in which users are en-
gaged with multiple devices at the same time are becoming more
common outside of the traditional smart space environment (such
as Gaia [35] or iLand [37]). Heterogeneous multi-device environ-
ments have the potential to introduce new cross-device interaction
techniques, support seamless shared information spaces based on
the users’ tasks or provide a new platform to explore collaborative
setups. More general, distributed interaction refers to a paradigm
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in which interaction with a computer system is dynamically dis-
tributed over one or multiple (i) users, (ii) devices and (iii) loca-
tions. These three elements change over time and are in an ad-hoc
and dynamic way related to the tasks or activities people are do-
ing. Information is no longer tied to one specific personal device
but multiple personal devices are rather mediators to the ubiquitous
personal information space provided by the internet.
However, as pointed out by Edwards et al. in “The infrastructure
problem in HCI’’, applications and user interfaces are not designed
in isolation but on top of toolkits and infrastructures [15]. In fact,
underlying technology determines to a great extend the capabilities
and limitations of the interactive application. The problems with
designing systems for distributed interaction lies in the fact that
support for a large number of important distributed interconnected
services needs to be in place. In an environment of changing users,
devices and locations, these requirements pose a challenging and
time consuming task to developers. First, there are a large number
of problems related to the storage, sharing, replication, synchro-
nization and contextualization of data and information. In order to
provide seamless support for these, developers need to deal with
complex dynamic network setups, synchronization between net-
work protocols and concurrency issues. Second, there are a number
of challenges related to the discovery and pairing of heterogeneous
devices as well as the integration of distributed interaction systems
in application-oriented platforms. Designing, prototyping and de-
veloping stable distributed interaction applications that are deploy-
able in the wild is extremely challenging because it requires de-
velopers to engineer a stable infrastructure to support a number of
distributed services that support the user interfaces. Moreover, the
complexity of defining and managing a data and context model that
provides the appropriate support for distributed interaction systems,
is intrinsically tied to the architecture of the underlying infrastruc-
ture.
As an approach to this re-engineering problem and exploration into
infrastructure design, we introduce NooSphere, an activity-centric
infrastructure that provides a flexible platform for the prototyping
of distributed interaction systems. We report of the architecture
and components of NooSphere and describe three canonical appli-
cations built on top of NooSphere. The paper concludes with a
reflection on the merits and limitations of our approach.
2. RELATED WORK
Smart space approaches have originally initiated the research into
infrastructures and architectures that support distributed user in-
terfaces (DUI). The seminal work of Marc Weiser [41] at Xerox
PARC describing a ubiquitous vision that includes pads, tabs and
large displays originated a vast body of research in interactive smart
spaces. One of the earliest smart spaces is iLand [37] which used
the roomware BEACH to create shared information spaces that
stretch different displays and devices. Another classic smart space
system, iRoom [22], provides the ability for pointer redirection,
content replication and collaboration through an infrastructure- cen-
tric approach based on an event and data heap.
Project Aura [16] is a pervasive smart space system based on an
adaptive infrastructure that supports surrogate clients that amplify
the capabilities of mobile devices, nomadic file systems through
data staging and network advisors. Aris [8] supports the redirec-
tion of windows and input between different types of devices in-
cluding private devices and public displays in an effort to support
a multi-user legacy user interface environment. Other approaches
that provide support for pointer redirection are Pointright [23] and
Impromptu [9]. XICE allows for the extension of input and out-
put of mobile devices by annexing it to a smart space wall or table
displays [1]. The Gaia Operating system [35] is a meta operating
system that provides support for the coordination of software en-
tities distributed over heterogeneous networked devices contained
inside a physical space. Finally, Shared Substances [17] is a novel
data oriented middleware that proposes to decouple functionality
from data to support the design of multi-surface applications. A
number of systems have been proposed to move beyond the smart
room into smart buildings. ReticularSpaces [5], e.g., is built on top
of a peer-to-peer event system that supports distributed hash maps
to share data between different devices. More recently, the Window
Brokers system [2] introduced an approach to annex devices into a
shared workspace using display servers.
In literature, many existing approaches to pervasive middleware
have been described over the years (including [6, 10, 12]). Several
approaches focus specifically on collaboration inside a pervasive
environment using platform compositions [33], context-awareness
and semantic technologies [39], missions [24], proxy devices [38],
services [34] and roles [18]. Ecora [32] is an agent-based perva-
sive framework for the construction of context-aware applications
that focuses on heterogeneity, scalability, communication and us-
ability. A similar infrastructure is GlobeCon [27] which provides
support for distributed and pervasive computing in large-scale envi-
ronments, thus moving beyond rooms or buildings. For a complete
overview and classification of context-aware systems, we refer to
[19] and [3]. Recently, a number of cloud platforms [25] includ-
ing Google Apps Engine, Microsoft Azure and Amazon S3, have
empowered developers to create applications in which data and ser-
vices transcend the individual device and can be consumed on any
device with internet access. This model adheres much more to the
idea of a personal information cloud [28].
Most of these smart space systems and pervasive infrastructures
however, suffer from three main issues. First, they are contained
in one physical environment (room or building), neglecting some
of the impact of mobility and interconnectivity. Second, most of
these systems are extremely complex to deploy and do not integrate
with existing applications and platforms, putting a great strain on
developers and users. Finally, because these systems transcend in-
dividual devices, they introduce context or aggregation models to
support end-users. However, many of these models are arbitrary
context models and do not reflect the tasks or activities people do
with these systems. NooSphere draws from this previous work to
provide a lightweight infrastructure and programming framework
that unifies the interconnectivity of cloud platforms with the dy-
namics of smart room technology. The core contribution of this
paper is a novel generic and reusable infrastructure that represents
data and context in an activity-centric approach, which reflects the
actual tasks people do with these systems. Informed by prior stud-
ies on activity-centric computing approaches [5, 20], the infrastruc-
ture and all its services are thus designed specifically around this
notion of activity.
3. REQUIREMENTS
Based on the related work discussed above and prior research into
approaches for distributed environments, we have derived 7 core
requirements for distributed interaction systems:
R1: Persistence – the infrastructure should provide a persistence
mechanism that can be used to store data and information
from any location, device type, or context. This will allow
data and information to transcend the local space and context
and become a truly ubiquitous concept based on an extensive
life cycle re-use as described by Moran and Zhai [28]. Ad-
ditionally, to support persistence during offline sessions, the
infrastructure should cache data and events locally.
R2: Distribution – the infrastructure should support synchronous
and asynchronous distribution of data models and files both
in a local space as well as outside of this space. This allows
for the connection of different distributed systems from dif-
ferent domains into one shared distributed interaction space.
R3: Discovery and Pairing – to allow applications and devices
to seamlessly join a distributed space, the system must pro-
vide built-in support for (i) discovery of services, and (ii) an
automatic pairing system that annexes different devices or
applications into one seamless space. Since computer use is
shifting from device specific applications and files to cross-
device information and services, support for aggregation and
composition of multiple devices should be an inherent part
of the infrastructure.
R4: Coordination and Communication – as information and
data is increasingly being used at the same time by multi-
ple users, the infrastructure should support the notion of user
multiplicity by allowing the attachment of specific artifacts,
events, workflows or messages to the underlying data model.
This ensures that applications or devices can support multi-
user coordination and communication tools.
R5: Configuration – configuration refers to the process of deter-
mining the state of an application or device. To seamlessly
move information between different applications or devices,
the infrastructure should support the configuration of infor-
mation on one or multiple devices for one or multiple users.
This will allow users to manage data and services on differ-
ent devices or applications.
R6: Context Handling – to support the use of context-aware
functionality (e.g. location trackers) or embedded systems
(such as Gadgeteer or Arduino), the infrastructure should
provide a mechanism for system specific context processors
that allow for the distribution of context information over all
connected applications and devices.
R7: Interoperability – to fully support a multi-device configu-
ration, the infrastructure should provide support for different
operating systems and platforms by implementing a platform
independent protocol. This will allow future inclusion of new
technologies or platforms.
In order to support quick prototyping, development and deploy-
ment of distributed interaction systems, the requirements should
be implemented with an appropriate level of abstraction, leaving
e.g. networking and file management transparent to the developer.
At the same time, the infrastructure should be extensible to meet
new requirements. NooSphere is a lightweight and scalable toolkit
that implements these requirements and can be used to design, pro-
totype and develop interconnected activity systems for distributed
interaction.
4. NOOSPHERE
NooSphere is an activity-centric service-based infrastructure and
programming framework to support the development and deploy-
ment of distributed interactive systems. It is built on the concept of
communicating activity systems [21]: by using a standardized data
model and a two layered infrastructure consisting of a cloud and
local distributed system, it allows for the deployment of different
distributed interaction applications that can be interconnected. This
implies that data and services are not confined within one system
but can be consumed in all interconnected systems through adap-
tation of the context. This allows developers to built very com-
plex distributed applications that consist of different domain spe-
cific system that are interconnect through the cloud. As illustrated
in Figure 1, NooSphere is therefore composed of two fundamental
components: (i) NooCloud, a cloud platform, and (ii) NooSystem,
a distributed activity system.
Figure 1: The architecture of NooSphere is composed of two
components: (i) NooCloud, a cloud infrastructure that sup-
ports data storage, event distribution and activity management,
and (ii) NooSystem, a dynamic distributed system that supports
cross-device activity management, file and event distribution as
well as a discovery and pairing mechanism.
4.1 Activity-Centric Computing
Activity-centric computing (a concept that was originally intro-
duced by Apple Research [30]) is an interaction paradigm that pro-
vides support for the users’ activities, rather than the tools they use
to perform those activities. An activity is a higher level structure
that encapsulates all resources and tools relevant to a specific task in
order to represent an intention of work. Over the years several ap-
proaches to activity-centric computing have been successfully de-
ployed to support (i) desktop multitasking, (ii) context handling and
(iii) augmented interaction. The paradigm has been applied to dif-
ferent areas in Human-Computer Interaction (HCI), ranging from
task management to collaborative work on the desktop interface [4,
13, 20, 29, 40]. However, more recently the approach has also been
applied to distributed user interfaces and pervasive computing [5, 7,
11, 26] demonstrating its merit as a context model in a multi-device
environment. Based on the experiences and lessons learned from
successfully deploying these activity-centric systems, we propose
to move to a more generalized activity-centric infrastructure, which
will allow for more advanced prototyping and deployment.
Figure 2: NooSphere uses activity as a first class object in all op-
erations. The minimal activity object is composed of (i) users,
(ii) meta information and (iii) actions, which are subtasks that
contain resources such as files or links to web services..
4.2 Activity Model
The main advantage of activity-centric computing is that the activ-
ity model is a reflection of real physical tasks and activities that
people do. Compared to other arbitrary context models (like those
discussed in the related work section), the close mapping between
the intention of the user’s interaction and the digital representa-
tion of that intention allows users to easily use, appropriate and
configure the model thereby minimizing intelligibility problems [5,
20]. The activity model includes information (such as files and re-
sources), coordination information (such as users and roles) and
configuration states (such as application descriptions) making it a
well suited match for a multi-user, multi-device and multi-location
environment. The first class object in the NooSphere infrastructure
is thus an activity, as illustrated in Figure 2. In its minimal con-
figuration, an activity is composed of (i) users, (ii) actions which
contains resources and (iii) meta data.
Users. Users are digital representations of human agents that in-
teract with the activity. They are part of the activity, they own,
shape, define, consume, and share activities by interacting with the
system. While the activity has one owner (the creator of the activ-
ity), it can be accessed by multiple users based on roles or other
limitations imposed on the user object. All changes to the activ-
ity are shared with all users associated with the activity. The user
multiplicity is an inherent part of the infrastructure and can thus be
used to determine how actions and resources of an activity should
be shared or consumed by the application.
Actions. Each activity is subdivided into a set of actions, which
are tasks that are part of the activity. Actions structure how users
interact with the different resources, such as files, folders and web
services. Additionally, actions can be modelled as workflows, which
are structured or unstructured sequences that are imposed or de-
fined by the user. Actions thus describe functions of work as well
as resources that are part of the activity.
Meta Data. Each event that occurs within the activity is logged
and stored into the activity itself for persistence and reflection. The
history can be used to track changes in parts the activity, create
awareness on different actions or simply to visualize the develop-
ment. Each activity is uniquely defined by an identity which con-
sists of meta data such as a name, image or description and a unique
reference number (e.g. GUID). An activity can be connected to
other activities creating hierarchical relationships or references be-
tween activities.
4.3 NooCloud
NooCloud is an event-driven cloud-based service platform that sup-
ports (i) persistence of the activity model, (ii) storage capabilities
for files, events and activity models, and (iii) cloud-based event dis-
tribution. The main component of NooCloud is the activity cloud
controller (ACC), a cloud infrastructure exposed by a RESTful HTTP
API. The ACC is the entry point of the framework and provides a
number of activity-centric services grouped into a set of controllers,
based on the Front Controller design pattern. Each controller is
responsible for every create, read, update and delete (CRUD) op-
eration performed upon its certain area of responsibility and re-
lated tasks are thus forwarded by the ACC to the correct controller.
All controllers are aggregated in the ACC and exposed as an ac-
tivity manager cloud service (AMCS). This service accepts HTTP
requests for all functionality, ranging from file to activity manage-
ment and is thus the public access point. Through the API, users
can create, read, update and delete activity models and containing
resources through pure HTTP requests. On top of this service runs
a public website, which has two main purposes: (i) providing doc-
umentation on the API and (ii) allowing users to create an account
or manage existing accounts.
4.3.1 Storage Controller
The storage controller (SC) provides support for the storage of all
the infrastructure primitives, which are entire activity models, ac-
tions, users, devices and events. The SC supports two types of
storage: (i) registries, which are entries that are stored in a NoSQL
database and (ii) pure storage, which is binary serialized data. Reg-
istries store basic information for quick lookup and support ad-
vanced search and retrieval. The registry supports retrieval of en-
tire activity models, actions, devices and users based on the GUID
described in the entity base class. Because the activity model in
NooCloud needs to be very flexible, a pure storage is implemented
that stores the serialized extensions of the data model objects as
well as actual files in the object cloud storage. This means that the
activity itself and all its resources are saved directly in the cloud
storage while keeping a reference in the lookup registry. (Imple-
menting R1: persistence)
4.3.2 Event Controller
A local activity system can connect to the NooCloud through an
HTTP endpoint that is exposed by the AMCS and handled by the
event controller (EC). When a user or local system connects to the
AMCS, it passes the login attempt to the EC, which establishes a
persistent HTTP connection and returns a connection ID if the ac-
count is found. This ID is then used by the local system as a basic
authentication token and is passed on as a parameter in each of the
following HTTP requests. Users can connect several devices or lo-
cal systems to the same cloud account causing the EC to register the
connection to multiple devices or systems. Whenever a controller
(e.g. storage controller) has handled a request that either changes
data, or is relevant for other users or devices, the EC is asked to
notify the relevant connected devices. The event is pushed to lo-
cal users or systems over the persistent HTTP connection. The EC
uses a centralized key-value store to store events before forwarding
them. Through the EC, the infrastructure supports synchronous up-
dates and work on multiple devices involving multiple users. (Im-
plementing R2: distribution)
4.3.3 Contact Controller
Through the AMCS, a contact controller (CC) takes care of the
handling of user management. A user can prompt another user to
become a contact, and a contact request is thereafter stored in the
registry as well as send to the prompted user. They can then choose
to accept the request, after which the two users are connected and
automatically subscribed to each others activities upon connect. A
contact can be removed at any time, disabling the notifications from
the other user. (Implementing R4: communication and coordina-
tion)
4.4 NooSystem
NooSystem is a dynamic service-based infrastructure that supports
the distribution of activity model instantiations, files, communi-
cation and coordination messages and context representations in
a local multi-device information space. The infrastructure uses a
flexible service model that during compile time can be accessed
through a DLL or class files, while each service at runtime is ac-
cessible through a REST HTTP service that is hosted in its own
url-based service host. The infrastructure is composed of five dis-
tributed subsystems: (i) the activity system, (ii) publish-subscribe
event system, (iii) a file system, (iv) a discovery and pairing system
and (v) a context monitoring system.
4.4.1 Activity System
The activity system is subdivided into two components: activity
manager and activity client. The activity manager (AM) is used as
a coordinator between different local clients and/or managers that
are connected inside the local NooSystem and is directly connected
to one account of the activity cloud controller (ACC). The activity
client on the other hand, is used to consume the activities on local
devices and is directly connected to a local AM, which distributes
the activities to the clients.
The activity manager (AM) is typically connected to an instance
of NooCloud and thus is synchronized with all activities stored in
the cloud for a particular user account. The AM is connected to
the ACC through a Local Activity Controller (LAC), which creates
and maintains a persistent HTTP connected with NooCloud. All
events that are distributed by the ACC are handled by the LAC and
passed on to the AM, which distributes the events through a local
distributed publish / subscribe system to all connected clients. The
AM caches all activities locally to deal with network interruptions
and to speed up the distribution of activities and resources. The
AM is exposed to the local NooSystem through RESTful http ser-
vices. The AM can also be used only in a local setting (without the
cloud link) and can even be connected to the activity store of an-
other AM. The activity client (AC) is composed of a netcontroller
and a platform client. Each AC is connected to a local activity man-
ager (AM) through the netcontroller which registers itself with that
AM with a callback service address that runs a client REST HTTP
service to which the AM can send distributed events. The platform
client (PC) converts the netevents into native events (e.g. C# del-
egates) which are then exposed to the platform integration layer.
Both the activity client (AC) and activity manager (AM) are com-
posed of four local distributed subsystems: (i) event system, (ii)
file system, (iii) discovery system and (iv) context monitor system.
(Implementing R5: configuration)
4.4.2 Event System
The distributed event system (ES) is an HTTP REST publish/subscribe
service that supports the distribution of messages, activity events,
device events, user events, file events and external events. When an
activity client is connected to an activity manager, the client sends
an HTTP request to the manager that contains a device object, de-
scribing the device, and a callback service address on which the
activity client device is running the callback services. The activ-
ity manager registers the activity client and active device and pub-
lishes all events and messages to the host address of the activity
client. These events include system messages which contain either
user content (such as chat messages) or control messages (such as
reconnect requests). The event system also distributes changes to
the activity collection (such as added, removed, changed or locked)
to inform all connected clients to update the local visualization.
Next, every time a device containing an activity client connects to
or disconnects from the activity manager, device messages contain-
ing information about changes in the device collection are sent to
all connected clients. (Implementing R2: distribution)
4.4.3 File System
Both the activity client and activity manager are equipped with a
file system. The file system is composed of a file server, which is
responsible for saving (to disk) and loading files (to stream), and a
file store, which is a key-value store that registers all files that are
part of the loaded activities (NoSQL database). The file service dis-
tributes file events through the event service (request to download,
request to upload and deleted), when files are changed at the activ-
ity manager. The source can be both local (in the NooSystem) but
also external (by an external NooSystem that is connected through
the NooCloud). When a new file is added to an activity by an activ-
ity client, the activity model is first updated to the activity manager,
which will in turn send a request to upload message to the client.
When the client uploads the file to the file store of the manager,
the activity manager sends an request to download to all other con-
nected activity clients as well as the NooCloud. The NooCloud in
its turn will request the local activity manager to upload the file to
the cloud storage. Because all updates are sent to all attached activ-
ity clients and managers, local applications using the infrastructure
can decide how to handle file consistency and potential conflicts.
(Implementing R1: persistence and R2: distribution)
4.4.4 Discovery and Pairing System
Each activity manager is equipped with a broadcast service, which
broadcasts the manager’s name, host address and device informa-
tion (type, physical location and ID) over the local network. When
the broadcast service is started, a separate host with a dedicated
address is launched. The broadcast service can be dynamically (re-
)configured and (de-)activated at runtime, to allow developers to
toggle discovery support. In order to find activity managers on a
local network, both the activity client as well as activity manager
are equipped with a discovery service. This service searches the lo-
cal network for available activity managers and exposes them to the
main controller for consumption. The current version of NooSys-
tem implements both Webservice Discovery as well as Apple Bon-
jour protocols to support different types of devices and operating
systems. (Implementing R3: discovery and pairing)
4.4.5 Context Monitor System
To add support for context-aware and embedded devices (such as
Arduino or location trackers), the activity manager and activity
client are equipped with a context processor. This processor tracks
a collection of IContextService objects which are monitored in sep-
arate threads. Each event triggered by the context processor is dis-
tributed through either the event system (as a context message) or
via a UDP multicast system (for real-time services) that is dynam-
ically launched and attached to the context processor. (Implement-
ing R6: context handling)
Figure 3: The local infrastructure NooSystem, can be deployed
in different configurations: (a) manager and client on the same
devices, (b) peer to peer connection between manager on differ-
ent devices, (c) traditional client server approach with a man-
ager on a dedicated devices or (d) hybrid setup composed of
both dedicated and local managers.
4.5 Deployment
The infrastructure is designed to be modular and scalable and can
thus be used in combination (NooCloud and NooSystem) but also
separate. Since NooCloud provides an open API, any developer
can design a custom activity system using any language or platform
that supports REST HTTP calls. NooSystem on the other hand has
the ability to work with local activities only, thereby removing the
necessity of connecting to the cloud part to use activities. (Imple-
menting R7: interoperability)
The NooSystem is also modular on a local level. Since both the
client and manager are lightweight services, they can be spawned
on either the same or different devices (Figure 3 a) using HTTP ser-
vices. Activity managers can also connect to each other, emulating
a peer to peer system (Figure 3 b). With this approach, different
managers can exchange activities of different users. In case one
device is dedicated for the activity manager, the setup can also be
configured as client-server (Figure 3 c). Because of the service-
based approach, hybrid approaches that merge dedicated managers
and local managers can be connected to form one NooSystem (Fig-
ure 3 d). Finally, the code library provides the ability to use the
activity manager and client directly in code without the need for
dynamic REST HTTP services. Because of the architecture of the
system, the network code is completely transparent for developers,
who simply need to connect to a running service from within their
application. All network code is made transparent by wrappers that
translate network events send by the NooSystem to local delegates.
The NooCloud infrastructure is built on top of the ASP.NET Web
API Framework and runs on the AppHarbour cloud platform. The
event system is implemented using SignalAR in order to support a
cloud-based real-time publish-subscribe mechanism. The NoSQL
database used by NooCloud to create the registries is MONGODB
The cloud infrastructure is exposed to the web through a REST
HTTP API. The Noo System is implemented using Mono WCF
(Windows Communication Foundation), Web API and runs on Win-
dows, Linux OS X and Android. Each service (activity, discovery
and file) runs in a custom built service host (using Owin) which ex-
poses the service through a REST HTTP service. The local storage
is implemented using RavenDB.
5. CASE STUDIES
To validate the functionality of the infrastructure and test the stabil-
ity, performance and feasibility of the architecture, we present three
canonical distributed activity-centric case studies [14] that repre-
sent real deployable and testable system similar to those found and
tested in research and industry. Table 1 provides an overview of the
three applications and their use of the underlying features provided
by NooSphere.
Building different reference applications on top of an infrastruc-
ture has been proposed as a robust research method for evaluating
infrastructures [14, 15]. These applications demonstrate the func-
tionality of the infrastructure and can be used as input for its appli-
cability for supporting application development. In this section, we
present three such case studies, and discuss how they benefit from
using the NooSphere platform. In the case studies we present:
– Case Study #1: co-Activity Manager – reimplementation
of an existing application [20].
– Case Study #2: Dynamic Device Composition – construc-
tion of an application using the basic infrastructure.
– Case Study #3: SmartWard – rapid prototyping of an ad-
vanced research application by leveraging the features of the
infrastructure.
5.1 CS #1: co-Activity Manager
Description. Task- and activity-based desktop systems have been
proposed as a mean to contextualize desktop usage as they re-organize
information based on tasks people do. With the more widespread
availability and usage of tablets and e-readers, significant research
have been investigating how to seamlessly integrate the exchange
of contextual files between different types of devices and users.
In this application, we reimplemented co-Activity Manager [20]
(cAM), an activity-centric desktop manager using the NooSphere
infrastructure and extended its functionality so it seamlessly sup-
ports resource sharing with a tablet containing an e-reading appli-
cation.
Figure 4: co-Activity Manager [20] (cAM) is a multi-user ac-
tivity centric desktop interface that contains an activity bar at
the top of the screen (A). Each activity button represents an on-
going activity; clicking the button will load the virtual desktop
related to the activity as well as repopulate the desktop back-
ground. Files can be related to the activity by dragging and
dropping them on the desktop background of a loaded activ-
ity. The tablet (B) can be paired to cAM by selecting the device
from the auto-detect menu. Users can simply drag and drop
files they want to use on a tablet on the activity bar located at
the top of the screen.
Using the Infrastructure. Using NooSphere as underlying in-
frastructure, the entire network, activity management and commu-
nication code base from the original project (roughly 3000 lines of
code) could be replaced by 50 lines of code required to initialize the
infrastructure. The user interface and features are identical as in
the original implementation. However, the reimplementation that
uses the activity client and activity manager from NooSphere, sim-
ply needed to setup the activity system and hook the user interface
components to the events produced by the infrastructure. Figure 5
shows the code used to set up the activity client using the Noo-
Sphere infrastructure. The code sample first demonstrates how to
create and initialize a new user and device and associate them with
the new activity client and activity manager. It also shows a num-
ber of example event available through the activity client object.
The callbacks hooked to these events are part of the infrastructure
and designed to de-serialize the JSON objects used by the infras-
tructure into native typed c# objects. After opening the activity
client, an activity repository is created (or loaded in case a previous
session is detected), a file server is started and the REST and dis-
covery services are run automatically in the background. Because
the infrastructure automatically includes support for sharing activi-
ties and their containing resources and contacts with other devices,
we extended the system with a tablet application that can be used
for active reading and resource browsing. The tablet application
also implements an activity client, which connects automatically
to the activity manager of cAM using the built-in discovery mech-
anism. All changes to resources are automatically synced by the
Feature #1: Reimplementation #2: Device Composition #3: Extending the infrastructure
Persistence Activities and files across devices in the
cloud
Activities and files in the cloud Local data store and file system
Distribution Synchronisation of activities and re-
sources
Sharing and synchronisation of files Synchronisation of activity states
Discovery Automatic detection of tablet through
background discovery service
Ad hoc pairing triggered by vision sys-
tems
Automatic ad hoc pairing based on lo-
cation /proximity
Coordination Friend list, sharing activity models
through cloud
Device control (master-slave) Activity-centric messaging (nurses
records)
Configuration Structure desktop using activities that
can be deployed on any device.
File management across multiple users
and devices
Multi-user synchronized activity man-
ager
Context No Pointer and touch redirect Location tracker, Arduino support for
RFID scanner
Interoperability Abstracts activities into a shareable
form (JSON)
Resources to encapsulate native files Abstracts activities into a shareable
form (JSON)
Table 1: An overview of the three canonical applications and how they each utilize different features provided by the NooSphere
infrastructure.
Figure 5: The basic infrastructure programming framework
provides developers with a number of objects that hide all the
underlying complexity. This short code sample e.g. exposes all
underlying network, synchronization, serialisation and context
handling through basic events that send back a native usable
object.
infrastructure and presented to the UI by native events. Some mi-
nor updates to the UI of cAM were required to deal with immediate
updates from the tablet device (e.g. dispatch the received object to
the UI thread), but no extra infrastructure code was required to add
an additional device. Table 1 shows how the reimplementation of
cAM uses almost all basic services except context handling, which
was not a requirement for this particular project.
User Experience. The basic services provided by NooSphere
allows for a seamless multi-device experience, in which users need
to perform very little manual setup, or configuration work, in order
to pair devices or share information with other devices. Because
of the built-in discovery system, the user can simply pair devices
by clicking a button. There is thus no need to setup shared fold-
ers, add credentials or install third party applications. Through the
user interface of cAM, the user can simply drag and drop resources
(such as files or contacts) on top of an activity button, which causes
the infrastructure to automatically transfer it to the attached tablet
that visualizes the newly added resources in context of the existing
activities. The consistent use of activities as structuring mechanism
thus provides users with a consistent mental model across devices.
5.2 CS #2: Dynamic Device Composition
Description. Mobile devices such as tablets and smart phones
provide users with a high degree of mobility in accessing informa-
tion such as emails, images and other resources. However, because
of the limited size of their screens, these devices are not appropriate
for accessing large quantities of resources. Because of this, a body
of work (e.g. [36]) has explored the connection between small mo-
bile devices and large situated horizontal displays like tabletops. In
this case study, we demonstrate the ability to pair a mobile device
(a tablet computer) to a tabletop display (Figure 6).
Figure 6: The public tabletop (A) connected to a tablet (B). The
user walks up to an empty public interactive table (C) and sim-
ply places his device on top of the tabletop. The table will rec-
ognize the device and use the discovery to find and connect to
the activity manager of the tablet. All resources related to the
active activity on the mobile device are deployed on the interac-
tive surface (D). When the user switches between activities, the
interactive desk is repopulated with resources related to that
activity. Users can utilize the desk to exchange, modify or man-
age files and resources. Additionally, the system allows the user
to redirect input from the table, thereby providing remote con-
trol over the surface.
Using the Infrastructure. The main complexity and challenges
in any application that supports multi-device composition on an
interactive surface are (i) detecting and pairing with devices, (ii)
file and resource synchronization and (iii) multi-user context (e.g.
what resources belongs to what user). The interactive surface ap-
plication was designed on top of the NooSphere activity client and
activity manager (as seen in Table 1). However, in contrast to the
co-Activity Manager application, the activity clients are dynami-
cally started when a new device is detected. When the interactive
surface detects a new device (using the vision system and static
markers), it automatically launches the built-in discovery system to
find a device with a running activity manager (in this case a tablet)
of which the broadcast code matches the byte value of the detected
tag. The broadcast code is taken from the device object that is ini-
tialized when the activity manager on the tablet is created. When
the activity client on the surface computer pairs with the detected
activity manager, all shared resource (images in this case) are au-
tomatically synchronized between both devices, and visualized on
the surface. Because each loaded image is associated to a specific
activity and its user, the system can distinguish the image set of
each user. Additionally, rather than simply distributing files, the in-
frastructure provides a Resources object which encapsulates a file
and annotates it with meta data. This data can be used by the appli-
cation to do version control or check the association with multiple
users and their activities. To support pointer redirect between dif-
ferent devices (allowing for remote control), the surface and tablet
applications both implement a basic Context Service, which trans-
lates touch events from one device to another. The infrastructure
adds the services to the running activity clients (e.g. as seen in the
code sample in Figure 5) and automatically sets up and distributes
the context information over a UDP multicast connection. Again,
all complex multi-threaded network code, context modelling and
device synchronization is hidden for the developer, allowing them
to focus on the user interface and experiences. Because of all the
supported services of the infrastructure, the total lines of code for
the surface application is less than 800 lines.
User Experience. The synchronized activity state allows users
to easily swap their set of resources on the interactive table. In
a multi-user experience, this thus means that by simply selecting
a different activity on the tablet, the user updates his part of the
shared view. Because the infrastructure allows for easy addition
of new resources, users can simply drag and drop resources from
other users to their device. Again, very little configuration work is
needed to exchange information or update the shared view. The
pointer redirect can be enabled with a simple button click. Al-
though some work on the side of the developer is required to sup-
port relative mapping, the master-slave negotiation and distribution
of coordinates over the built-in UDP connection, creates an easy
to use and transparent system for the end user. The user is thus
given a very simple interface with advanced functionality hidden in
NooSphere.
5.3 CS #3: SmartWard Research Prototyping
Description. In hospital patient wards, the whiteboard and pa-
tient record are two important artifacts to coordinate information
concerning patients. In this case study, we demonstrate the first
rapid prototype implementation of an ongoing research project in
which we are constructing a distributed patient management system
which supports multi-device configuration of patient cases as well
as coordination through a number of automatic tracking, awareness
and communication tools.
Figure 7: The SmartWard system consists of a large interac-
tive whiteboard to display shared information on patients reg-
istered on the ward using RFID (A), a location tracker used to
detect which patients are at the ward or in surgery (one node
visible in B) and a tablet (C) used by doctors and nurses for
more detailed information on the patient.
Using the Infrastructure. As illustrated in Table 1, this proto-
type uses all basic services provided by NooSphere. As in the other
case studies, SmartWard uses activity clients and activity managers
to synchronize activities, user information and resources across all
devices. However, for this more domain specific application, we
extended the infrastructure with a WardNode layer and special-
ized activity models (e.g. Patient, Nurses, Doctors,...). Figure 8
shows the code used by the application to (i) launch an activity sys-
tem (manager or client) and (ii) and connect the distributed patient
repository to a ObservableCollection that can be consumed by the
UI. The WardNode is also connected to a Sonitor ultrasound loca-
tion tracker (Figure 7 B) using NooSphere. The location tracker
is a specialized context processor which runs in a separate service
host managed by NooSphere. This means that the developer can
simply enable the location tracking and use native events to deal
with detections. Finally, the NooSphere event systems allows for
the decoration of activities with custom tags and messages. In the
SmartWard system, the patient records are attached to the custom
patient model as activity-centric messages.
Figure 8: The Wardnode class is a thin infrastructure exten-
sion which transforms NooSphere into a domain specific de-
ployment. The code allows developers to create a distributed
synchronized patient repository, which can be easily consumed
by a MVVM application.
User Experience. To support coordination between clinicians,
the infrastructure provides a patient activity for each active patient
at the ward. This patient activity model is used to keep a strict
synchronized whiteboard view but can also be used to share in-
formation with other clinicians. Since the information exchange
services (such as writing nurse logs or updating the color state of a
patient) are coupled directly to the patient activity model, there is
no additional configuration work in locating the relevant contacts
or starting an additional tool. Simply attaching information to the
patient case will automatically distribute it to all relevant clinicians.
The built-in support for location tracking provides clinicians with
an easy to use and transparent search tool for other clinicians or
artefacts (such as e.g. the patient record) at the ward.
6. DISCUSSION
Distributed interaction is a concept that has been around for many
years, yet very few infrastructures, toolkits or programming frame-
works that support the prototyping, development and deployment
of these types of systems are actively in use. The central goal of
NooSphere is to introduce a new intermediate [15] activity-centric
infrastructure and programming framework that is aimed at pro-
viding a set of fundamental services required to design and deploy
distributed interaction systems.
NooSphere uses activity as a first class object in an effort to re-
flect the intention of users in the modelling of information spaces
that are spread over multiple devices, multiple locations and mul-
tiple people. Compared to traditional smart space and pervasive
computing systems, this data model maps to the real physical tasks
and activities people do in the information spaces provided by the
infrastructure. This close match between the users’ psychological
interpretation of work and the digital aggregation of the resources
required to perform this work, provides users with a stable men-
tal model that has the capability to transcend the individual device.
The model supports the notion of actions to structure work and re-
sources and user multiplicity to allow multi-user access to the same
activity model. Because of this activity model, the infrastructure al-
lows for the creation of activity-centric coordination, configuration
and communication tools that are part of the same activity system.
A central contribution of NooSphere is the aggregation of a cloud
infrastructure, that is used for persistence and distribution of events,
and a local dynamic distributed roomware infrastructure (similarly
to COAST [37]). However, one of the core differences to prior
smartspace systems is that NooSphere does not require specialized
equipment or user interface frameworks but is usable with exist-
ing operating systems and UI toolkits. NooSphere thus encapsu-
lates a number of complex services and systems into one activity-
centric infrastructure, which is exposed through an API or standard
REST interface. The main purpose of this approach is to provide
a truly distributed and persistent platform that provides the ability
to interconnect systems distributed over different locations all over
the world. Combining a dynamic smart room environment with
the persistence of an integrated cloud platform opens up possibil-
ities for new collaborative setups distributed over multiple loca-
tions. This simplification of interconnections between distributed
services or “‘Power in combination” [31] results in a new design
and prototyping platform. By providing a standard architecture and
model for activity-centric computing, we provide developers with
a framework to built interconnectable tools.
Prototyping complex activity-centric distributed system is easier
as a developer is provided with a set of basic services which are
flexible, easy to set up and transparent. All network code, dis-
covery mechanisms, file and activity synchronization, and context
handling are abstracted into the infrastructure and presented to the
developer as basic Mono C# objects and delegates. Because of
this, prototyping and designing distributed user interfaces is sig-
nificantly faster as it requires less lines of code (to debug). Be-
cause of the abstract model iterative changes to the design (e.g.
induced by user-centric design) do not require the re-engineering
of (parts of) the infrastructure. The architecture of the infrastruc-
ture is extensible as controllers and services can be added, allowing
for modifications, extensions and integration with other platforms.
The infrastructure is designed to support a broad range of technical
setups ranging from traditional local client-server-cloud (e.g. Case
Study #1) and peer to peer (e.g. Case Study #2) setups to large
complex cloud-based hybrid setups (e.g. Case Study #3). Because
of the two-layered architecture and component based design, the
infrastructure is scalable and reusable for complex distributed ap-
plications.
The infrastructure currently also has a number of challenges and
limitations. Some services, such as the context processor or dis-
covery mechanism, provided in the local activity system are not
usable in the cloud. Although the infrastructure allows for messag-
ing between activity systems using the cloud event controller, this
approach is practically not feasible for e.g. discovery or high band-
width real-time context data. The current two-tier architecture of
NooSphere is grounded in the design rational that any device that
is part of the activity system is connected to a local network. This
implies that a local device can always be setup as a local activity
manager, thus providing a node with the necessary services. How-
ever, there are a number of use case (e.g. using smartphones on a
3G network) where these services can currently not be provided.
E.g. if the tablet from Case Study #1 would be connected to the
activity cloud over 3G, the local system would not be able to de-
tect it. Although the device would be in the same room, the event
distribution would be done over the cloud, not the local system.
Because of the high level of abstraction of the activity model and
infrastructure design, some use cases require a thin infrastructure
layer on top of the standard NooSphere API. E.g. in Case Study
#3, a domain specific layer was constructed to encapsulate some
of the dynamic ad-hoc node creation as well as an implementation
of the location tracker. This thin layer is not a formal requirement
as the same functionality can be achieved on the bare framework
code. However, adding this thin layer can facilitate development
and help to manage the complexity of more advanced setups. Al-
though NooSphere provides developers with a number of C# ob-
jects and event and a REST API for other programming environ-
ments, there is currently still an integration problem. Because the
infrastructure is primarily focused on data, event and context distri-
bution, the development and integration of these concepts into the
user interface is still left in the hands of the developers. Although
NooSphere greatly reduces the amount of work on the distribution
part, building activity-centric user interfaces (such as [4, 13, 20, 29,
40]) is still a challenging task. A next step could thus be to extend
the API of the infrastructure to deeply integrate with existing op-
erating systems and widely used systems and tools, to provide an
even broader development platform, or activity-based toolkit.
7. CONCLUSION
In this paper we introduced NooSphere, an activity-centric service-
based infrastructure for the prototyping of distributed interaction
systems. We described the motivation, architecture and compo-
nents, and presented three example applications build using Noo-
Sphere. We are currently using the infrastructure for different re-
search projects aiming at deploying multi-device computing sup-
port in hospitals, interactive desks for knowledge workers, and dis-
tributed collaboration in global software development.
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Recent studies have shown that knowledge workers are
increasingly using multiple devices, such as notebooks,
tablets and smartphones to interact with different types of
information that are part of their daily activities. Using
multiple devices introduces a configuration overhead as
users have to manually reconfigure all devices according to
ongoing activities. Especially in an environment such as
an office, where the use of multiple devices is more
common, the process of configuring them in context of
ongoing activities is cumbersome. In this paper, we
present the initial explorations of the ActivityDesk system,
an interactive desk that supports multi-device
configuration work and workspace aggregation into a
personal ad hoc smart space for knowledge workers. The
main goal of ActivityDesk is to reduce the configuration
work required to use multiple devices at the same time by
using an interactive desk as a configuration space.
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Introduction
Studies have shown that knowledge workers spend on
average 30% of their work time outside their office [11].
Many computing devices, such as notebooks, tablets and
smartphones facilitate this mobility greatly by allowing
users to carry information with them. Rather than being
tied to one environment, they allow people to roam
between different places. Because of the different
properties of these devices, users can tailor interaction
with information according to the current context,
situation or environment.
Recent studies [5, 9] confirm this trend and show that
users increasingly use multiple devices to access
information in office settings but in the meantime also
struggle to manage this information as it is scattered
across devices. As concluded by Dearman et al. [5]:
“ Using multiple devices is increasingly the
norm.” However, “[..] participants reported
that managing information across their devices
as the worst part of using multiple devices.”
Figure 2: Devices can be used as
(1) master, (2) slave or (3)
mediator.
The device multiplicity and poor support for information
exchange techniques and distributed workflows has
increased the load on users as they are left with the
burden of manually reconfiguring the devices based on the
ongoing work context. Reconfiguration in this context
refers to (i) finding the relevant documents and launching
the correct application while moving or distributing work
between one device to another device, (ii) dealing with
interruptions generated by the different devices in use and
(iii) updating the settings of a device. Especially, in an
office setting, where the use of multiple devices is more
common, the process of reconfiguring them in context of
ongoing work is cumbersome because information and
services are scattered across different devices.
We introduce the ActivityDesk system (Figure 1), an
interactive desk that supports (i) multi-device
configuration work and (ii) workspace aggregation into a
personal ad hoc smart space for knowledge workers. The
main goal of ActivityDesk is to reduce the reconfiguration
work required to use multiple devices at the same time by
using an interactive desk as a configuration space. In this
paper, we describe the motivation for this work through
an exploratory field study of the use of desks and the
initial user-centric design of the ActivityDesk system.
Multi-Device Configuration Work
Configuration work is the amount of work required to set
up an environment so it enables the user to perform a task
or activity. It is the effort required to control, manage and
understand information, applications and services that are
distributed over all used devices. The reconfiguration
problem when multitasking on a single device has already
been recognized and widely addressed by a myriad of
approaches. However, with the introduction of device
multiplicity and multi-user interaction with information,
this problem is greatly amplified.
Technological advances have lead to a myriad of
approaches (including iLand [12], Gaia [6], Interactive
Workspaces / iRos [8] and Impromptu [4]) that deal with
information exchange between displays and devices in
complex smart space setups. In contrast to these systems,
in which the central focus is on the interaction with
applications and services across devices, we propose the
use of activity [2, 7] as a central configuration mechanism
that can be used across devices.
Activity is a description of a work context (including files,
applications and other meta information) that is a
reflection of the real ongoing activity of the user. By
making all used devices activity aware, activities can span
different devices and thus form one activity system.
Similarly, prior work has tried to reduce the
reconfiguration overhead by representing and structuring
the ongoing work context into tasks or activities. The
majority of related work focuses on the configuration or
re-framing of the desktop interface [7] but more recently
the approach has also been applied to distributed user
interfaces and pervasive computing [2]. The focus of
these approaches are set on a per-device configuration of
information. However, the concept of activities has the
potential to transcend the device and be used as a
mechanism to relate and structure distributed information,
services and interruptions.
Figure 3: A selection of desks
used for the analysis.
The role of a device can play an important factor in
supporting personal workflow [5] as it allows the device to
adapt to the situation based on a specific configuration. A
tablet computer could e.g. be used as the main device
when moving from or to the office or when participating
in a meeting. When the device, however, is imported into
the office and put on the desk, the tablet may become
secondary to another device and thus extend the digital
workspace of the main device. Additionally, the type of
device plays an important factor in determining its role.
While tablets, smart phones and notebooks are an
excellent candidate for both master and slave role, there is
also the potential for devices to play a mediating role. An
interactive table e.g. has the potential of replacing paper
documents but also to be used as a mediator between
other devices that are placed on the table.
We thus envision three types of device roles: (i) master,
(ii) slave and (iii) mediator (Figure 2). A master device
holds control of a specific environment as it has the
central focus of the user. In an office environment, this is
typically a stationary desktop computer or notebook.
Since the master device has the focus of the user, any
other device in the space is a slave, that is linked to the
main device and serves as an extension to the periphery of
the main device. The mediator finally, is used to facilitate,
visualize or manage the connection between a master and
slave device. Note that any device can hold multiple roles
and evolve from one role to another based on the
configuration of the user or predefined rules.
Interactive Desk
Exploratory Field Study
During an exploratory field study, we performed a
contextual inquiry as well as an analysis of the desk space
of 15 knowledge workers (Figure 3). The study showed
that many participants use multiple devices in their office
setting (including tablets, notebooks and phones) but also
peripherals to extend screen space. Participants also seem
to use these devices as part of the same general activity.
Especially the tablet computer seems a popular device for
use in combination with a desktop computer or notebook.
Participants claimed high ownership over their desk. The
arrangement of artefacts and devices on the desk was
highly personal but differed slightly between different
participants. All desks could be abstracted into a
meta-desk (Figure 4) that consists of two planes with
different zones. First, the visualisation plane is used for
the output of interaction on the desk. Participants
seemed to use external screens to widen the periphery and
argued that the added screen space helped them configure
the different applications they are using. Second, the
interaction plane (or the desk itself) consists of three
different zones: (i) storage and archiving zone, (ii) input
and interaction zone and (iii) the active space.
The storage and archiving zone is primarily used to store
documents, objects or other artefacts that are not used.
The input and interaction zone is a space that is used for
input devices such as a mouse or keyboard but also for
physical input devices such as pens, markers or pencils
that are used in conjunction with notebooks and post-its.
Additionally, this space is also used to store and use
mobile devices such as tablets or mobile phones. Finally,
the active zone is the space right in front of the user that
is used for highly focused work. The artefacts in this zone
are objects and tools brought over from the other zones.
Figure 4: The zones defined in this meta-desk were found in
all analysed desks.
Figure 5: The desk was designed
through a user-centric design
process involving a number of
knowledge workers.
Previous studies and our exploratory field study show that
modern knowledge work is composed of both (i) mobile
(or nomadic) work, which refers to a scenario where the
users move between locations while doing work, and (ii)
stationary work, in which the user uses a space over which
they claim ownership. In the latter context, the work desk
seems to play an important role in managing documents,
devices and artefacts related to knowledge work. Our
purpose is to design a system that allows users to
seamlessly move devices between a nomadic and
stationary context by using the office desk as an
interactive mediating device.
Similar observations have been made in prior work which
explored how tabletops or augmented desks can be used
to (i) expand the screen space to a broader periphery [14],
(ii) include support for real objects and artefacts [1], (iii)
create aggregated information spaces [3, 10] or (iv)
support multi-plane desktop interaction [13]. ActivityDesk
builds on this prior work to explore the usefulness and
impact of an activity-centric approach to the multi-device
configuration problem.
Based on the field study and prior work, we conducted 3
participatory design workshops with 5 knowledge workers
to co-design the interactive desk and applications for
notebook and tablet to interact with the desk. During the
workshops, we used a scenario-based approach as a
starting point for paper-based mockups (designed by
participants), that were discussed and evaluated. The last
workshop also included a technology probe, to spark
discussion on previous designs and expose participants to
the actual technology (Figure 5).
ActivityDesk
The current prototype consists of the interactive table (a
Microsoft Pixelsense 1 mounted in a normal desk) running
the ActivityDesk (Figure 6) application, and a notebook
and tablet. When the user places a notebook or tablet on
the desk, it will attempt to pair with the recognized
device and start a new activity session. Removing the
device will stop the session and remove all shared
information or resources on the desk. The desk is thus a
semi-public mediator and configuration space that can be
used by different people.
1http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/pixelsense
The notebook runs an activity manager (Figure 7) that
visualizes ongoing activities on a taskbar [7]. Each activity
is assigned to a dedicated virtual desktop, which contains
all files and applications that are part of that activity.
Adding files to the active desktop workspace will add
them to the ongoing activity and clicking an activity
button on the taskbar updates the working context to the
appropriate virtual desktop and/or all other connected
devices. The tablet (Figure 7) is equipped with an active
Figure 6: The anatomy of the
bare ActivityDesk system.
reading, resource viewer and an image editing application.
Each application is activity-aware, and has the ability to
interpret and visualize resources (documents, images and
activities themselves).
When the desk successfully pairs with a notebook or
tablet, it will display the resources (documents) that are
marked on the detected devices as shared, and allow the
users to interact with them. Adding additional devices
(that can be recognized and are authorized) will add them
to the ongoing activity. All connected devices are merged
Figure 7: The desktop activity
bar and resource viewer on the
tablet.
into one workspace (activity system) with access to all
shared resources and services. To allow for local mobility,
a paired device can be pinned to the desk. By clicking a
button on the side of the visualisation of the detected
device, the resources remain shared on the desk, but the
device can be physically removed from the desk without
losing the connection. A thumbnail representing the
device is added to the table to indicate a still open
connection with the device.
The desk can be used for multiple purposes. First of all, it
Figure 8: Managing deployed
resources on the desk.
functions as an extension of the workspace of the users, as
it allows users to move documents and resources to a
large surface (Figure 8). The multi-touch desk includes
the ability to annotate documents, create to-do notes or
doodles, or simply organize documents in activities. In
addition, to facilitate interaction with large amounts of
resources, users can dock resources to the side of the desk
causing the desk to only show a thumbnail and short
name for overview.
Second, the desk can be used to engage in cross-device
resource management as users can simply drag and drop
files between devices, using the table. When the user
drags e.g. a pdf file to the tablet, the built-in activity
manager will propose a number of applications that can
handle that particular resource. The user can then select
an application by clicking the appropriate button on the
desk. In this mode, the desk is used for meta- or
configuration work, which refers to setting up the device
for use in a particular activity.
Finally, the desk can be used to select input mode. All
devices that have the ability (and are configured) to share
input devices can be connected through the activity
session. This means that multi-touch input of the tablet
application can e.g. be redirected to the desktop system.
The ActivityDesk system is built on top of an
infrastructure, that is composed of a number of cloud-
and local distributed activity services (including file
syncing, HTTP REST publish/subscribe event system,
bonjour discovery and a distributed UDP context
processor). Each device has an activity client installed
that hooks into these services and thus allows the device
to become activity-aware. For long term persistence and
distributed collaboration, the local activity information is
replicated into a cloud-service and exposed through a web
service. All activity related events (CRUD 2, discovery,
device added,...) are automatically distributed to all
devices that are connected to a local activity system.
2Create, Read, Update and Delete
Future Work
We presented the initial explorations of the ActivityDesk
system, an activity-centric interactive desk that supports
multi-device configuration work and workspace
aggregation into a personal ad hoc smart space for
knowledge workers. We are currently in the process of
evaluating and refining the design of the first iteration of
the prototype. We hypothesize that by using activities as
a configuration mechanism and the interactive desk as
configuration space, there will be a decrease in overhead
when using multiple devices in a personal working context.
However, we are also interested in side effects of the use
of an interactive desk such as the positioning of devices,
the possibilities of using the extra screen real estate and
the perception of the user towards an interactive desk.
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Figure 1. The configuration space is activated by placing the master device in the space (A). All other devices that are added to the space become part
of the same activity space (B). The space visualizes the resource attached to each device (B). Resources can be moved between devices or stored in the
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ABSTRACT
Mobile devices have become an intrinsic part of people’s
everyday life. They are multifunctional devices providing
ubiquitous access to many different sources of information.
Together with traditional personal computers, these devices
form a device ecology that provides access to an overlapping
information space. Previous studies have shown that users
encounter a number of fundamental problems when interact-
ing with these device ecologies, such as lack of transparency,
control, intelligibility and context. To mitigate these prob-
lems, we introduce ActivitySpace: an activity-centric configu-
ration space that enables the user to integrate and work across
several devices by utilizing the space between the devices.
This paper presents the conceptual background and design of
ActivitySpace and reports on a study with nine participants.
Our study shows that ActivitySpace helps users to easily man-
age devices and their allocated resources while also exposing
a number of usage patterns.
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information and allow users to consume as well as to produce
information by selectively choosing the appropriate modal-
ity, input and output bandwidth, and interaction techniques.
Together with laptops and desktop computers, these devices
have become part of a device ecology in which each device
acts as a specialized portal into users’ personal or shared in-
formation space. The user-device mapping is quickly chang-
ing from being a one-to-one to a one-to-many or even to a
many-to-many relation. In this setup, complex device ecolo-
gies are constructed and maintained by users to access collab-
orative distributed information spaces.
Although file sharing systems such as DropBox work across
several devices, they are mostly designed according to a tra-
ditional single device paradigm, providing little or no support
for more complex workflows that engage multiple devices
simultaneously in the interaction. Previous studies [14, 31,
36] have highlighted numerous problems when using these
tools, including lack of transparency, control, intelligibility,
and context. In response to these issues, a large body of prior
work has explored interaction techniques used to move in-
formation visually from one device to another (e.g., [12, 18,
34]). However, these approaches neither consider the users’
ongoing activity nor how users construct these cross-device
configurations. Therefore, these attempts are oblivious to the
set of resources relevant to the user’s activity, the ecology of
devices used to manipulate those resources, and the role that
such resources have within the activity. In essence, employ-
ing multiple devices to execute a particular task requires users
to put a significant effort in what we call configuration work,
the effort required to setup, manage, understand and use in-
formation, applications and services, which are distributed
across several devices.
To mitigate this distributed configuration problem, we intro-
duce ActivitySpace, a distributed activity-centric information
management system that visualizes the active work setup of
the user across all connected devices using the surrounding
space between the active devices. As illustrated in Figure 1,
ActivitySpace provides a configuration space that works as
a mediating interface between the user interfaces of all con-
nected devices. A configuration space allows users to (i) man-
age and aggregate all devices that are part of the same device
ecology, (ii) visualize all resources that are part of the ongo-
ing activity across all devices, and (iii) configure devices by
manipulating resources through interaction or by the physical
properties of the configuration space.
In this paper, we first present the conceptual background of
activity-centric configuration spaces. We continue by dis-
cussing the design, interaction techniques and technical im-
plementation of the ActivitySpace system. Finally, we present
a scenario-based user study and conclude the paper by dis-
cussing the lessons learned from the implementation and
evaluation of the system.
RELATED WORK
ActivitySpace draws upon different fields of related work: (i)
smart spaces and distributed user interfaces, (ii) interactive
tabletops, and (iii) activity-centric computing.
The seminal work by Weiser [43] has originated a large body
of research into smart spaces and distributed user interfaces
(DUI). Early systems such as iLand [41] and iRoom [23] pro-
vided the first information spaces spanning across multiple
screens. Aris [6] focused on supporting legacy application
relocation through an interactive space window manager. Im-
promptu [7] supports the sharing and distribution of legacy
application across different devices. Shared Substances [17]
proposed to explicitly decouple data from functionality to in-
crease support for multi-device environments. These multi-
device environments have opened up a design space for cross-
device interactions ranging from basic techniques such as
Pick and Drop techniques [34], Touch and Interact [18], and
Touch and Point combinations [10] to more advanced cou-
pling of devices such as Deepshot [11], which uses a camera
to move applications between devices.
Augmented Surfaces [35] is one of the earliest attempts of
using projectors to augment a table for creating a seamless
workspace and cross-device interaction techniques. The Di-
amondTouch system [15] is a multi-user touch system sup-
porting collaborative work. Similarly, UbiTable [38] used
the DiamondSpin toolkit [39] to support quick and seam-
less collaboration using shared and private zones on the table.
DeskJockey [45] moved away from the explicit interaction
on the table and explored its use for passive extension of the
workspace. Bluetable [44] introduced a technique based on
computer vision and Bluetooth to pair mobile devices to a sur-
face. The FourBySix [19] system extends the tabletop with a
flexible mouse and keyboard input system. PhoneTouch [37]
allows users to touch the surface with their phones to support
a range of interaction techniques. Tide [40] is a lightweight
device composition system that allows users to access their
smartphone applications on a tabletop using a VNC proto-
col. Finally, MagicDesk [5] augments the physical desk to
bridge the gap between multi-touch interfaces and traditional
WIMP interfaces. Despite the success of tabletops in a range
of scenarios and domains, supporting complex device ecolo-
gies around tabletops remains an open issue [4]. The main
difference to prior work is that the primary role of the desk
in ActivitySpace is to mediate the interconnections between
different devices that are in use. Although the desk can be
used to interact with resources, it is primarily a visualizer of
cross-device information exchange.
Task- or activity-centric computing has been proposed as a
computing paradigm that supports users’ activities rather than
the resources and tools used to perform such activity. Activ-
ities are computational representations of work that encapsu-
late all resources and tools relevant for a specific work set-
ting. Much of the prior work focused on the re-framing of the
desktop interface [29, 16, 3, 42, 21], but a number of systems
have also explored the sharing of activities across different
heterogenous devices [1, 2, 26]. These systems primarily fo-
cus on simply replicating the activity model on other devices.
However, in a multi-device setting this approach has severe
limitations as it lacks support for distributing parts of the ac-
tivity over all devices used by the same user.
PROBLEMS IN MULTI-DEVICE MANAGEMENT
On average, users own about three to six computing de-
vices [14, 21, 36], including desktop computers, laptops,
smartphones, tablets, game systems and e-readers. With the
inclusion of additional devices, such as cameras, music play-
ers and smart watches, this number can increase up to 10
devices per user [24]. Although a number of tools provide
support for cross-device management, studies (e.g., [14, 31,
36]) show that users encounter several challenges when doing
so. These challenges can be categorized as problems associ-
ated with (i) managing one coherent work activity across sev-
eral devices; (ii) aggregating and pairing devices; (iii) getting
a clear model of what role a device plays in a multi-device
setup; and (iv) managing resources across multiple devices.
Activity Management
One of the core problems in multi-device management is that
devices are designed with a focus on applications and files,
not on the activities people are using them for [14, 21]. Often
users’ tasks are not confined within a single device, but span
these devices in different configurations based on the work
condition. In highly mobile situations, people might prefer
to use information on one mobile device, but once they are
in an office, they might want to change that configuration. In
essence, we need to move away from viewing devices as a
single source of information to considering them as portals
into an information space [28]. Supporting users to seam-
lessly move or partition parts of their task in the form of re-
sources or UI controls across devices, allows them to better
appropriate the interactive capabilities of the different devices
used for working on the task (activity) they are performing.
Using and pairing devices
Device multiplicity allows users to choose the appropriate
form factor, input bandwidth and interaction techniques for
a particular resource. However, although using multiple de-
vices has become common practice, devices are designed
and optimized for a single-user/single-device user experi-
ence. This implies that devices are not aware of each other
or their capabilities, unless they are equipped with special
sensors. Basic operations such as moving files, redirecting
input or quickly changing tasks are therefore cumbersome,
as they require multiple steps and interactions with all de-
vices in use [14]. Additionally, incorporating and pairing
new devices in ongoing work creates a device setup over-
head, which influences and determines whether a device is
used at all [31]. To allow multiple devices to form one seam-
less distributed workspace, devices would benefit from mu-
tual awareness about the information they contain, includ-
ing their location and proximity, sensors and input capabil-
ities [27]. This would also allow for more advanced interac-
tion techniques such as cross-device drag and drop or push
and pull information between devices [12, 18, 34].
Device role
Users frequently consider their devices as being either the
primary or master device or being a secondary or slave de-
vice [24]. Most applications running on these devices, how-
ever, do not represent or incorporate this notion of device role.
Specially, in the recent shift of mobile devices from support-
ing specific tasks to becoming full information accessors, the
changing role of these devices can play an important part in
cross-device interaction. If devices can be aware of their role
and use pattern, they would facilitate cross-device applica-
tion and resource management [14]. One example of such
role-based functionality, is the ability of a laptop (used as pri-
mary device) to send SMS’s from a desktop interface over a
connected smartphone (attached as secondary device) [31].
Resource management
Many modern tools such as Dropbox or iCloud provide use-
ful functionality such as automatic synchronization, but often
lack visibility and control. Although they are a valuable tech-
nical distribution mechanism for file sharing, they neither im-
mediately communicate which other users have access to the
shared data nor whether the device can actually meaningfully
consume the data [36]. Additionally, users do not always trust
automatic file sharing. They often find it difficult to under-
stand what actions are applied to their information and how
they can reverse or undo these actions [14], pointing at a lack
of intelligibility about the functioning of the data synchro-
nization. There is a clear need for an additional control layer
on top of these technical infrastructures that makes these un-
derlying processes more visible to the end-user. Managing
and accessing information across devices still poses signifi-
cant configuration problems [14].
CONFIGURATION SPACE
As a conceptual background for describing the challenges
and solutions for multi-device management, we introduce the
three core concepts of configuration work, activity configura-
tion, and configuration space.
Configuration work is defined as the meta work required to
find and set up all necessary resources needed to perform a
specific task. It is the overhead required to setup, manage, un-
derstand and use information, applications and services that
are part of the ongoing interaction. Next, we define activ-
ity configuration as a description of a work context (includ-
ing files, applications and other meta information, coordina-
tion and communication tools) that is a reflection of the real
ongoing activity. This concept inherits from activity-based
Figure 3. Activity configurations allow multiple users to access the en-
capsulated resources and services using multiple devices.
computing [2] and as illustrated in Figure 3, an activity con-
figuration specifies which participants are part of the activity,
what resources are used, and what devices are used as part
of the activity. Compared to the traditional activity-based
computing model [2] we introduce a new device layer. In
addition to sharing or distributing an activity configuration
between users, activities can be also fragmented across de-
vices. Thus, a single activity configuration and its resources
can span across several devices, and changes to its state are
propagated and visualized on these attached devices. By ex-
plicitly using activities as fundamental first-class computa-
tional structures, such activity configurations can be (i) con-
structed, (ii) shared, and (iii) restored across devices. Thus,
the notion of activity configuration is designed to reduce the
amount of configuration work.
A configuration space is designed to support activity config-
urations and reduce configuration work across multiple de-
vices and activities. A configuration space is defined as a
digitally augmented physical action space [33] that visualizes
the activity of the user across all connected devices, using the
surrounding space between the active devices. Figure 1 il-
lustrates a configuration space. The space is created using
a specialized device (such as a projector, interactive surface,
or a body worn projector) that mediates the interaction be-
tween other devices and their user interfaces. A configuration
space can be either public or private and has three fundamen-
tal functions:
Device management – Dynamically and visually create and
manage device ecologies by coupling or decoupling de-
vices. Based on the changing focus of the users, the space
allows users to automatically or manually change the role
of the device.
Activity management – Create, copy, move, share, dis-
tribute, and fragment activity configurations across all
devices in the ecology. The space allows for auto-
configuration of devices using the configuration of previ-
ous activity states or other similar devices.
Interaction – Configure devices by manipulating resources
through interaction or by the physical properties of the con-
figuration space. By leveraging the physical dimensions of
the space or interaction techniques, users can pair devices,
move resources between devices and re-configure activity
configurations.
Figure 2. ActivitySpace supports activity-centric resource management spanning across (A) laptops, (B-C) tablets and (D) phones using an (E) interactive
desk as mediating configuration space. The configuration space visualizes all devices (H-I) and their allocated resources (F-G), that are part of the
current activity. Additional devices can be added by placing them in the configuration space. Moving resources to a device is done by drag and
drop. When the user suspends an activity, the entire space configuration on all linked devices is persisted. When the activity is resumed, the entire
configuration is reestablished.
ACTIVITYSPACE
ActivitySpace is an implementation of the configuration space
concept. It is a distributed activity-centric information man-
agement system that allows users to create, manage and dis-
tribute applications, resources and services across several de-
vices. Figure 2 shows ActivitySpace, which uses an inter-
active surface (e.g., a desk or meeting table) (Figure 2E) as
a configuration space that allows users to interconnect and
move information between devices on top of it. ActivityS-
pace consists of three parts: (i) a configuration space appli-
cation that mediates the linkage to other clients; (ii) a num-
ber of platform specific clients for laptop, tablet, and phone
devices; and (iii) a distributed activity-centric infrastructure
that is used both for distribution of activities and resources,
as well for discovery and pairing of devices.
Configuration Space
ActivitySpace is built around a personal interactive surface
that works as the configuration spaces (Figure 2E). This space
allows users to (i) easily add or remove devices to the on-
going work context, (ii) fragment resources across available
devices, and (iii) save and restore such cross-device configu-
rations when resuming and suspending activities.
Device Management
Activity-centric devices can run in three modes: (i) isolated,
(ii) master, and (iii) slave. When set to isolated, devices shield
all activities to become a single device activity system that
does not allow any external connection to access the local
set of activities. Whereas, if set to either of the remaining
modes, devices participate in a distributed activity system. In
master mode, a device allows attached devices to access its
activity system making it distributed, which results in all ac-
tivities part of the system being visualized on the devices. In
slave mode, the device is attached to the activity system of
a master device, which implies that the device has only ac-
cess to resources assigned by the master device. When a new
device is placed on the interactive space, the surface detects
the device and adds a new visualization to indicate that it was
added. If no other device is associated with the space, the
newly detected device is marked as master device, meaning it
has active control over other devices added to the space. If the
device is not the first detected device on the space, it will sim-
ilarly add a visualization to the space, but by default connect
the device as a slave to the master device. Removing slave
devices from the space will disconnect them from the master
and cause their visualization in the space to be removed. If
the master device is removed while there are connected slave
devices, the first attached slave device will become the mas-
ter. If no slave devices are connected, the space terminates
the session. The device visualization includes a frame sur-
rounding the physical device and two icons (Figure 2I). The
first icon, visible only in case of connection failure, indicates
whether the device is successfully connected to the activity
system. The second one, located on the side of the device, is
used to pin the device to the surface. Pinning a device allows
users to physically remove the device from the space to allow
for local mobility; in this condition, the frame surrounding
the physical device becomes the placeholder representing the
linked device. Finally, when multiple devices are added to
the space, the resources connected to each specific device are
visualized (Figure 2F). This mechanism supports both indi-
vidual workflows in which all devices are owned by the same
user, but also collaborative workflows where devices of other
users are added to the activity system, thus providing them
with access to the shared resources and activities.
Resource Management
Each time the configuration space is refreshed by linking a de-
vice as master or by switching activity from a master device
already linked, the entire configuration space layout is saved
and updated to the correct one. This allows users to create
and switch between cross-device spatially organized activity
configurations. Switching an activity on the master device
causes all attached devices to change accordingly, thus, up-
dating the attached resources visualized on the space. Creat-
ing a new activity clears all resources and provides users with
a blank canvas, similar to a virtual desktop. By default each
resource is shown in a iconized state. Users can use touch
input to interact with the resources. The configuration spaces
do not provide any occlusion handling when resources are
in full scale mode. However, when iconized, resources can
never be occluded by devices as they will automatically snap
to either the device or dock on the side closest to the loca-
Figure 4. The configuration space provides a number of basic techniques to interact with resources and devices. User can copy (A), scale (B) or dock
(C) resources on the space or drag them to another device (E). The space also allows users to pin their device (D), copy entire device configurations (G)
and use spatial orientation to configure device properties (H).
tion of the resource (similar to [25]). This ensures that icons
can be managed efficiently without moving the configuration
problem to the physical space.
User Interaction
Figure 4 provides an overview of the interaction techniques
supported in ActivitySpace, designed to facilitate visual and
physical management of resources and devices on the space:
A : Copying – To support the copying of resources (e.g., to
share with another user), users can double tap the icon,
causing the space to create a carbon copy of the resource.
If the copied resource is in the space and not assigned to
another device, it will be connected to the original icon
with a visual line to indicate the relation between the nodes.
This connection is removed either when one of the nodes
is attached to a device by dragging it to the visualization,
or by double tapping one of the icons to delete the copy.
B : Viewing – By using the pinch gesture, users can seman-
tically scale the resource from the iconized view to a full
representation in a window (see Figure 2G). This window
can be moved, rotated and scaled. Users can iconize a win-
dow by using the pinch gesture to scale down the touch
window to less than 150 pixels, by using the minimize but-
ton or by double tapping the resource.
C : Docking – Users can organize the space, by docking re-
sources to the edges of the space. Dragging the resource
(iconized or in a window) to the edge of the space will
cause the space to render the resource as an icon and fix it
to the side of the space. By dragging the docked icon back
into the space, the previous state is restored.
D : Pinning – Users can pin the device to the space by tap-
ping the icon next to the visualization. A pinned device
can be removed from the space without losing connection
to the space.
E : Moving – Icons can be dragged onto the space itself, thus
detaching them from the devices. This allows users to uti-
lize the entire configuration space to manage, compare or
simply store resources.
F : Sending – Icons can be dragged and dropped onto the
visualizations of other devices. This will cause the under-
lying activity system to send the resource to that device,
which in turn will show the full resource on the screen.
The visualizations of the devices are updated to reflect the
changes in the device configuration. To avoid accidentally
sending the resource to a device on the space, they can only
be sent to another device while in icon mode.
G : Reconfiguration – To support fast and easy device re-
configuration, entire device configurations can be copied
by bumping either the real devices or their visualizations
together. The configuration is copied from the device that
is moved first to the second device. This allows multiple
users to quickly and easily copy an entire working context
without manually dragging all resources to the space, sim-
ply to move them to another device.
H : Availability – Devices (e.g., phones) can be put in silent
mode by simply rotating them to a specific angle. The visu-
alization updates accordingly and shows an icon that com-
municates the state of the phone. This approach allows
users to very quickly reconfigure their availability without
actually having to interact with the phone UI.
Activity-Centric Devices
Figure 5 shows the activity-centric desktop interface used
on the laptop devices. This design leverages prior work in
activity-centric computing for personal computers [3, 21] and
provides users with an activity workspace supporting ad hoc
configurations of windows, applications, and files. Ongoing
activities are visualized on an activity bar, which mimics the
normal Windows Taskbar and can be docked on any side of
the screen. Clicking the buttons on the activity bar will cause
the activity node to repopulate the desktop workspace with
the windows and files associated with that activity. The bar
is also used to create new activity workspaces and to modify
activities. Files can be added to an activity by dragging and
dropping them on the activity buttons in the activity bar.
Figure 6 shows the mobile interface used on tablets and
phones that provides users with an activity-aware resource
viewer and reading tool. The interface presents an overview
of all resources related to an activity and allows users to anno-
tate and modify the resources. Users can either switch activi-
Figure 5. The activity-centric desktop application runs an activity man-
ager allowing users to organize files and applications into an activity
workspace (B). Activities are accessed and managed using the activity
bar (A). Clicking an activity button on the bar will load the workspace
of the associated activity.
ties using the activity sidebar on the tablet (master or isolated
mode) or connect the tablet to the activity node running on
the configuration space (slave mode).
Activity-centric Infrastructure
ActivitySpace is built using NooSphere [22], which is a dis-
tributed activity-centric infrastructure for management of ac-
tivities, resources, devices, and users. It provides a set of
basic technical services related to distributed activity config-
urations. The services provided range from distributed event
management (using web sockets) to file and resource syn-
chronization, from ad hoc broadcast and discovery (using Ze-
roconf) to a distributed context processor. The infrastructure
allows the persistence of entities in the form of activities, re-
sources linked to activities, users, and device data models.
Additionally, the system supports the distribution, sharing,
and fragmenting of activities across different connected de-
vices.
Each device in ActivitySpace runs a specialized activity node,
which is composed of an activity manager and an activity
client. When running in master mode, the activity manager
(AM) is used as a proxy to activities that are stored locally or
in the cloud. The AM allows the device to share and distribute
activities with other devices through a REST interface and
web sockets. To allow other devices to connect to the AM, it
runs a discovery and broadcast service (using Zeroconf). The
activity client (AC) is used in slave mode and simply connects
to another AM that is currently running. Using a similar dis-
covery service, it searches for nearby AMs. Each device is
augmented with a fiducial marker that uniquely identifies the
device. The value encoded in the marker matches the identi-
fier that is part of the information broadcasted by the device.
The interactive surface application runs a specialized activity
node that is composed of several activity clients. When the
surface applications detects a fiducial marker, it launches a
discovery service to search for a device with a matching AM
identifier. If no other devices are connected to the space, it
loads all the activities of the AM of the detected device, and
visualizes them on the space. If the AM of an other device is
already connected to the space, the surface application com-
mands the device into slave mode, and attaches the AC of
that device to the AM of the previously detected master de-
vice. When the slave device is removed from the interactive
space, the surface application disconnects the device from the
Figure 6. Mobile devices (tablets and smartphones) run an activity-
aware resource visualizer and active reading tool (B). The activity bar
(A) lists available activities and tools.
AM of the master device and resets the disconnected device
back to its original mode. The surface application thus ac-
tively mediates the ad hoc peer to peer configuration between
attached master and slave devices.
When multiple devices are connected through the interactive
space, they are essentially all connected to the AM of the
master devices. This means that the activities of that AM are
shared and fragmented on the interactive space and slave de-
vices. All devices (including the surface) use an event mech-
anism to send and receive information on (i) which devices
are located on the space, (ii) which activity is currently se-
lected in the AM of the master device and (iii) what resources
are assigned to each device. All interactions with the inter-
active space are tunneled to the AM of the master device and
propagated to all slave devices using the event system. The
different cross-device activity configuration states (including
location of devices, allocated resources, and spatial layout on
the interactive space) are stored in the AM of the master de-
vice. The surface application can access these configurations
to visualize and update them when users explicitly interact
with the space or attached devices.
STUDY
To verify the usefulness of the configuration spaces concept
and collect user feedback on the design of the ActivitySpace
system, we conducted a scenario-based user evaluation [13].
The goals of this study were to (i) observe how participants
would use the system for cross-device tasks, and (ii) elicit
user input on the perceived usefulness of using mediating
spaces for cross-device configuration work.
Study Setup
Nine users (two female and seven male, mean age = 30, σ
= 4,85) from different backgrounds (such as clinical work,
software development, business, and research) participated in
the study. Participants rated themselves as generally experi-
enced computer users (x˜= 4; iqr= 2 on 5-point Likert scale)
and reported to be highly experienced with using multiple de-
vices (average amount of devices = 6, σ = 1,74 including lap-
tops, desktop computers, tablets, phone, and smart-TVs). The
study was conducted in a controlled lab environment in which
an interactive desk was deployed. The desk consisted of a Mi-
crosoft PixelSense built into a normal adjustable office desk.
The other devices used in the experiment were a standard
Lenovo X100 laptop running Windows 7, two HP Elitepads
running Windows 8, and an iPhone. All interactions with de-
vices where logged and the experiment was videotaped.
Method
The study consisted of three phases. First, users were intro-
duced to the general concept and functionality of the system.
They were then asked to conduct a scenario using the think
aloud method. The scenario focused on six key features of
the system: (i) device coupling and decoupling, (ii) cross-
device resource allocation, (iii) activity switching, (iv) multi-
user interaction, (v) interruption management, and (vi) mo-
bility. Participants were asked to complete both individual
tasks, covering more basic functionality of the system, and
collaborative tasks, focusing on the sharing of resources and
activities. In the scenario, participants collected, compared
and shared a number of example websites, logos and other
data needed to build a new website for a company using avail-
able devices. After they successfully organized the required
information in activities, they prepared a tablet with the in-
formation needed to give a presentation. After returning from
the presentation, they continued to work on finding informa-
tion across different activities, until interrupted by their boss
who asked if the user could provide him with website designs
and logos thus starting a collaborative session on the desk. Fi-
nally, after completing the scenario, participants were asked
to complete a short survey, which was used as the basis for
a semi-structured interview in which they were asked (i) to
provide feedback on the usefulness of ActivitySpace and (ii)
to explore potential use cases for configuration spaces.
Results
User Feedback
Figure 7 presents an overview of the results of the question-
naire on the usefulness of the different aspects of the system.
Participants argued that activities provided them with a sta-
ble cross-device information management concept (Q1: x˜=
4; iqr= 1). During the scenarios, we observed how partici-
pants quickly became accustomed to using activities and even
reasoned in activities. Switching between activities on all de-
vices was considered easy (Q2: x˜= 4; iqr= 1) and most par-
ticipants used both the tablets and the laptop computer to con-
trol the currently selected activity. They simply used the de-
vice that was most convenient. The consistent and persistent
spatial configuration of devices and resources helped users to
quickly switch between different work context without loos-
ing overview:
– “When you organize all files into activities, you avoid
having too many files and clutter on the desk. You only
have what you need or what you are working on.” – P4
We also observed different activity creation patterns. Some
users would create a new activity for each specific sub-task
right before they initiated the sub task, while others would
create a number of empty activities up front. Participants
also used a wide range of names and icons for the activi-
ties, as it helped them reflect better on the content of the
activities. During the scenarios, some users would also up-
date the name or icon to “make it better reflect the work they
Figure 7. The results of the a 5-point Likert-scale questionnaire on the
usefulness of the different parts of the system. The numbers in the bar
represent the amount of participants.
were doing” – P1. Because the activity structure is essen-
tially an open ended configuration tool, participants used ac-
tivities and switched between them in very different ways. As
one user argued: “flexibility is super important as not every-
one thinks the same.” – P8 Although the configuration space
itself would actively display the name of the ongoing activ-
ity, very few users noticed this, as the spatial organization
as well as the views on the devices were enough informa-
tion to recall the activity. In general, most participants felt
comfortable using activities across devices since they already
achieved this to a certain degree in their usual device ecology
using workarounds:
– “I guess that organizing information in activities is
something everyone already tries to do, but with a lot of
effort and workarounds.” – P3
Utilizing the configuration space to connect different devices
to the same activity was considered very useful (Q3: x˜= 4;
iqr= 1). Many users mentioned in the interviews that con-
necting devices to exchange one piece of information is of-
ten a tedious process that involves cloud storage or multiple
interactions with devices. Using a physical connection be-
tween the mobile device and the space to add the device to
the ongoing activity session was considered to be very use-
ful and intuitive. Pinning the devices to the desk to allow for
local mobility was also considered as a very useful feature
(Q4: x˜= 5; iqr= 1). Participants generally mentioned during
interviews that the device thumbnails helped in creating con-
sistency between situations where the device was placed on
the desk or when it was used in mid-air. Using the physical
orientation to configure properties of the device was consid-
ered less important (Q5: x˜= 3; iqr= 1). Most participants
considered this a “nice feature” – P2, but not really relevant
to maintaining cross-device information overview.
Moving resources between different connected devices was
perceived as very easy and useful (Q6: x˜= 4; iqr= 1). Par-
ticipants appreciated the simplicity of dragging information
across the space from one device to another (Q7: x˜= 4; iqr=
1). The externalization of resources on the space was consid-
ered as the best feature of the system. Because each of the de-
vices visualized the associated resources in an iconized state,
participants had a good overview on (i) which resources were
part of the activity, and (ii) on which device the resources
were allocated (Q8: x˜= 5; iqr= 1). This allowed them to
efficiently fragment resources contained in an activity across
different devices in use. Participants easily switched between
the different resource viewing modes using the pinch gestures
demonstrating the effectiveness of the modal interaction sup-
ported through semantic zooming. All participants agreed
that that use of a configuration space provided them with a
clear overview of all their activities, devices, and contained
resources (Q9: x˜= 4; iqr= 1). The idea of using a physical
space to make the connection between devices more visible
was considered as very useful:
– “I really like the idea of using the empty space between
devices to show what’s on them. Most of my devices are
currently already on or around my desk, so why not use
this space.” – P4
Even during the relatively short scenarios, we observed how
participants quickly took ownership over the desk. Concep-
tually, the configuration space is a public mediating infras-
tructure that requires a master device from a user to actually
access that user’s information. Participants liked this idea of a
public space that can be used to “do multi-device work” – P2
and mentioned that, similar to normal tables and desks, most
of them are public until one person claims ownership over it.
In that case, they argued that the configuration space should
be able to store local session information. The desk could
for instance be used as a master log-in device that provides
automatic authentication for all applications across devices.
The configuration space concept was considered to be use-
ful for both individual and collaborative work as users argued
that the fundamental problem in both cases lies in provid-
ing easy and quick task and information exchange capabili-
ties. However, the highly social character of the multi-user
sharing model was received with mixed feelings. Since shar-
ing essentially happens by one user allowing another user to
place their device in their configuration space, some users ar-
gued that this might have some privacy implications related to
what activities or what resources the visiting user can access.
Observations
While using devices and resources on the configuration space,
we observed a number of distinct patterns of use, that oc-
curred with most participants:
Pull and push devices – When working with information that
was on both the device and on the desk, participants often
moved devices around the configuration space to make more
room for interacting with resources that were located on the
space. Participants would consistently push devices to the
back when they were no longer being used, and pull them
back to the front of the space when needed.
Device on the edge – When some secondary devices (such as
a mobile phone or tablet) were not in active use, participants
would pin them to the desk, and place them on the edge of the
configuration space outside of the tracked zone. Although the
devices were not in use, participants generally kept them con-
nected to the configuration space, “just in case”.
Figure 8. Touch interaction data of 9 users plotted on the desk space.
The data shows circular movements of resources around visualisations
(orange color). Other colors represent the touch input of participants
which is primarily focussed in the front middle of the desk.
Implicit zones – During the multi-user scenarios, users would
implicitly create zones in which each of the devices of the
different users were located. The structure of these zones
differed between users, but participants generally organized
their devices in physical proximity to each other. The prox-
imity of the devices as well as their spatial position were
thus a helpful tool for users to distinguish between devices
but also to get an overview of all the resources on the desk.
Maneuvering around devices – When moving resources or
devices around in the space, users would often carefully ma-
neuver them around other devices that were located on the
space (orange plot in Figure 8), to avoid that a resource was
accidentally associated with a wrong device.
Interaction zone – As seen in Figure 8, most interactions with
resources and devices were done on the front middle of the
desk, within the private zone of users. Users would move
resources and devices into a focused interaction zone and es-
sentially use the rest of space as a permanent peripheral dis-
play for configuration work or storage [20].
Devices as folders – Some users would drag and drop a num-
ber of resources to a specific device that was pinned to the
space but not actively in use. This was done not to actu-
ally use them on the device, but to simply bundle them inside
one physical device. Therefore, they used devices as a physi-
cal folder to organize a number of related resources into one
manageable structure that can be moved around in the physi-
cal space.
Cross-device drag and drop – Because iconized resources
can never be occluded by a device as they automatically snap
to the overlaying device, we observed that long drag and drop
operations across the configuration space would often result
in several discrete drag and drop operations between inter-
mediate devices. So rather than occluding the resource, the
device would simply “absorb” and “pop up” the iconized re-
source at the bottom of the device.
DISCUSSION
The central goal of ActivitySpace is to provide users with a
transparent platform for creating, maintaining, and sharing ad
hoc device ecologies in which devices are visually connected
on a configuration space using activity as a central computa-
tional concept.
As devices are increasingly becoming portals into a shared
and collaborative ubiquitous information space, it has become
apparent that devices can no longer be considered separate
entities, but rather part of larger artifact ecology [24]. As one
user concluded:
– “None of the things that we are currently using [in
our company] is really working. We need to rethink how
devices are connected and used.” – P1
Users essentially do not act with computing devices, but
rather through computing devices. Bødker and Klokmose [8]
therefore proposed to relate the notion of artifact ecolo-
gies [24] to human activities because “the artifact ecology of
an individual is highly dynamic” [9] as it is constructed by the
user through their activities. We build on this concept as we
describe users’ device ecologies as ad hoc and dynamic in-
terrelations between interconnected devices which are part of
the same motive-oriented activity or task. By connecting the
activity of users explicitly to their devices, users are presented
with a cross-device representation that moves away from the
predominant application and document-centric paradigm.
ActivitySpace employs the concept of a configuration space
to embrace this notion of activity-centric device ecologies. It
supports visual and direct feedback on the connection of de-
vices and the distribution of resources that are part of the same
ongoing activity. By providing users with a physical space
that has clear affordances and boundaries, users were able to
easily manage multiple tasks containing multiple resources
across different devices. The explicitness of placing devices
in the configuration space provided users with a stable con-
cept that helped them better understand and manage which of
their devices are currently being used as part of their active
device ecology. This point of view allowed users to appropri-
ate individual devices as physical proxies for digital informa-
tion [35] that could be included or excluded from their active
device ecology.
ActivitySpace currently allows users to select one activity to
be visualized on the configuration space and on the connected
devices. Although individual devices can be decoupled from
this shared activity view, the space can only visualize one ac-
tivity: the one it is mediating. Participants however discussed
that this could be greatly expanded by, e.g., using the space
to compare a number of different activities at the same time.
During the interviews, many participants essentially argued
for moving more management or configuration tools to the
desk, and step away from the use of the notebook as master
device. One user proposed to have a cross-device task bar on
the desk that could be used to switch tasks on different de-
vices, but also give access to the sound and display properties
of the device and even have a centralized notification mecha-
nism. Participants also argued that visual feedback on the ac-
tual sending process of resources between devices, could be
made even more explicit by using animations or other patterns
that visualize the transition between devices in a more gradual
way as described in the Gradual Engagement Pattern [27].
Sharing activities or specific resources is done using a social
sharing model, in which users physically allow each other to
place devices into their configuration space. Including the
sharing of activity configuration into the fundamental con-
cept improves some of the technical issues related to finding
and agreeing on which tool or platform to use. However, it
also creates a continuous public-private tension that is intrin-
sic to any interconnected artifact [32]. Allowing another user
to enter one’s private space is an explicit act of breaking the
boundary between the self and other users [32] and is part
of a continuous negotiation of intent [30]. A confirmation of
this negotiation process observed during the evaluation is that
each participant explicitly allowed the second user to access
the configuration space, but only in a zone that was implic-
itly created through the spatial configuration of the devices
of the owner. Although this highly social and spatial shar-
ing model provides a stable concept for sharing information,
it also opens discussion on what happens when the owner of
the configuration space is not physically there. This privacy
tension also explains why participants were so explicit about
the purpose of configuration spaces as either public spaces—
usable by anyone—or private spaces—clearly owned by one
user.
ActivitySpace currently uses augmented tables and desks, us-
ing build-in interactive surfaces. This concept can however be
expanded to other approaches using for instance top-mounted
projectors to cover even larger spaces or support tracking
of devices above and around the configuration space. Fur-
thermore, mobile devices such as augmented reality glasses
or body-worn projectors can support mobile configuration
spaces. Finally, future work could explore in more depth how
task management across devices can be unified in one cen-
tralized access point.
CONCLUSION
This paper introduced ActivitySpace, which is a distributed
activity-centric information management system that allows
users to create, manage and distribute applications, resources
and services across different devices that are part of the same
activity. ActivitySpace uses interactive surfaces as mediating
configuration spaces that visualize the active device ecology
of users. The scenario-based study demonstrated the useful-
ness of activity as a central concept for distributed interaction,
and how the configuration space provided users with a stable
concept for managing their device ecology. Finally, the study
highlighted a number of usage patterns on how users appro-
priated the space for multi-device work.
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ABSTRACT 
People increasingly use smartwatches in tandem with other 
devices such as smartphones, laptops or tablets. This allows 
for novel cross-device applications that use the watch as both 
input device and output display. However, despite the in-
creasing availability of smartwatches, prototyping cross-de-
vice watch-centric applications remains a challenging task. 
Developers are limited in the applications they can explore 
as available toolkits provide only limited access to different 
types of input sensors for cross-device interactions. To ad-
dress this problem, we introduce WatchConnect, a toolkit for 
rapidly prototyping cross-device applications and interaction 
techniques with smartwatches. The toolkit provides develop-
ers with (i) an extendable hardware platform that emulates a 
smartwatch, (ii) a UI framework that integrates with an ex-
isting UI builder, and (iii) a rich set of input and output events 
using a range of built-in sensor mappings. We demonstrate 
the versatility and design space of the toolkit with five inter-
action techniques and applications. 
Author Keywords 
Smartwatch; Toolkit; Cross-Device Interaction; Rapid Pro-
totyping; Gestural Interaction; Interface Design 
ACM Classification Keywords 
H.5.2. Information Interfaces. User Interfaces – input de-
vices and strategies, prototyping. 
INTRODUCTION 
Smartwatches give people lightweight and immediate access 
to messages, notifications, and other digital data while on the 
go. While already powerful as standalone devices, the capa-
bilities of smartwatches increase significantly when used in 
tandem with other devices that people carry, such as their 
phones or tablets, which allows for novel cross-device inter-
action techniques (e.g. [7,24]). However, so far there are only 
a relatively small number of explorations into watch-centric, 
cross-device interaction techniques. Building and exploring 
cross-device interaction techniques and applications is a dif-
ficult task, as most existing development kits have only lim-
ited support for input gesture recognition, different sensor 
hardware configurations, rapid interface designs, or cross-
device connectivity and transfer of information.  
To bridge the gap between concept design and full imple-
mentation, we introduce WatchConnect, a rapid prototyping 
toolkit for watch-centric cross-device interaction techniques 
and applications (Figure 1). The toolkit provides (i) a modu-
lar and extendable hardware platform that emulates a smart-
watch, (ii) a runtime system and user interface components 
that support quick prototyping of watch interfaces using an 
existing UI framework, and (iii) a rich set of input and output 
events and gestures using a range of built-in sensor mappings 
and simulators. The contribution of this paper is a novel ap-
proach for rapidly prototyping and designing smartwatch-
centric cross-device applications and interaction techniques, 
using simulated hardware and software building blocks. 
In this paper we first sample key related work and introduce 
the design of the WatchConnect toolkit. We proceed with the 
details of the architecture and components of the toolkit. 
Next, we demonstrate the versatility and generality of the 
toolkit by implementing five applications using only the 
basic building blocks of the toolkit. We conclude this paper 
with a discussion and reflection on the design and features of 
the toolkit, compared to other approaches. 
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Figure 1. WatchConnect toolkit consists of (a) wired prototyp-
ing smartwatches with sensors through a (b) flexible and ex-
tendable hardware layer, (c) a software development platform 
providing user interface components and a rich set of input 
and output events and gestures, facilitating (d) cross-device in-
teractions with (e) other interactive surfaces. 
RELATED WORK 
WatchConnect builds on work on interaction techniques for 
smartwatches, cross-device setups, and toolkit designs. 
Smartwatch Interactions 
Most smartwatches allow for touch input. Ashbrook et al. [1] 
explored interaction techniques for round touch-enabled 
watch faces. Facet [22] allows for multi-screen interactions 
by expanding the watch to multiple touch-enabled watch 
faces arranged as a bracelet. Later, Duet [7] introduced a set 
of cross-device interaction techniques using both the touch 
screen and sensors of the watch. TouchSense [18] expanded 
the touch bandwidth of a watch screen, by augmenting the 
human finger with an IMU. Finally, Mayer et al. [24] em-
ployed the touch screen of a watch to interact with objects in 
the environment. A number of other approaches moved 
touch interaction to the bevel and band of the watch face. 
Blasko et al. [4] support bidirectional strokes on the frame of 
the watch providing tactile feedback. Oakley et al. [29] ex-
panded this idea to the side of the bevel providing high reso-
lution capacitive input. Xiao et al. [38] moved away from a 
static bevel and introduced mechanical input such as pan-
ning, twisting, tilting and clicking the bevel. Watchit [33] is 
the first approach that moves touch interaction and scroll 
gestures to the wristband. More recently, Funk et al. [8] ex-
plored using the wristband for touch-enabled text entry. Fi-
nally, Abracadabra [12] is a system that supports above the 
device interaction using a magnetic input sensor. 
Other systems expanded interaction with a smartwatch by us-
ing the arm or hand for gesture or touch input. One of the 
first explorations into smartwatches, was Gesturewrist [35], 
augmenting a watch with sensors to allow for hand gesture 
and arm posture recognition. Gesture Watch [19] augments 
a watch face with sensors for the detection of swipes gestures 
above and around the watch. Similarly, the Haptic Wrist-
watch [32] allows for detection of gestures such as covering 
the watch, turning the bevel, or swipe over the watch. Aug-
mentedForearm [30] took this concept further, stretching the 
touch display of the watch across the entire forearm. Knibbe 
et al. [20] augmented the watch with proximity and acoustic 
sensors to detect hand postures and multi-finger interactions. 
Finally, Skin buttons [21] project touch-enabled interface el-
ements on the skin. Other approaches include interaction 
with the back of a small display [3], and with small spatial 
aware displays such as Siftables [25].  
Cross-Device Interaction Techniques 
Cross-device interaction techniques have been explored in a 
wide range of other device configurations. Pick and Drop 
[34] introduced cross-device direct manipulation. Hinckley 
et al. [17] allow users to bump devices together into a single 
workspace, using synchronized gestures. Another approach 
is to stitch devices together to allow for cross-device pen in-
put [16]. Hardy et al. [11] proposed to use the back of the 
phone to select and interact with information on a large dis-
play. Similarly, PhoneTouch [36] allows users to interact 
with an interactive surface, using their phones as a personal 
device to configure or change the interaction with the sur-
face. Cross-device interaction techniques were described in 
function of proxemics in the gradual engagement pattern 
[23]. Only recently, systems explicitly used smartwatches for 
cross-device interaction. Duet [7] introduced a number of in-
teraction techniques and gestures to support distributed inter-
action between a watch and smartphone. Mayer et al. [24] 
proposed “user interfaces beaming” to interact with objects 
that are in the focus of a head-mounted display. SleeD [40] 
uses a sleeve display for interaction techniques distributed 
between the sleeve and a large interactive wall display. 
Toolkits and Programming Interfaces 
In recent years, a number of novel cross-device interface de-
sign toolkits have been proposed to mitigate the engineering 
challenges in building distributed interfaces. HydraScope 
[14] supports multi-surface interfaces by transforming and 
synchronizing existing web-based applications. Conductor 
[10] is a prototyping framework that allows for the construc-
tion of cross-device applications and provides task-, session-, 
and information-management. Panelrama [39] is a web-
based toolkit for DUIs that supports built-in UI synchroniza-
tion across devices by allowing developers to specify the 
suitability of groups of UIs (or panels) that are used by an 
algorithm to automatically distribute panels across devices. 
XDStudio [27] is a GUI builder that supports interactive de-
velopment of cross-device interfaces through the simulation 
of devices, or by actual on-device authoring.  The Tandem 
Browsing Toolkit [15] is a proxy-based online multi-display 
application toolkit that provides developers with a declara-
tive framework to define multi-device web pages. XDKinect 
[28] is a cross-device interface toolkit that uses a Kinect 
depth camera to mediate interaction between different de-
vices. The toolkit allows for proxemic-aware interaction, 
body tracking and multi-modal input. Finally, PolyChrome 
[2] is a toolkit for multi-device collaborative applications 
that provide support for concurrency management. A small 
number of commercial application programming interfaces 
(APIs), such as the Pebble [41], Sony SDK [42] or Apple’s 
WatchKit [43] are available for developers.  
These toolkits and APIs, however, are designed for existing 
hardware platforms and interfaces and provide no support for 
novel hardware designs, custom sensor mappings or watch-
specific cross-device interfaces. Although they provide 
means to synchronize UIs and events, using custom hard-
ware or designing specific gestures and postures would still 
require substantial engineering. While still possible to build 
single smartwatch applications (as seen in the related work), 
the challenges to build those prevent rapid prototyping and 
experimentation [9]. Existing commercial watch APIs re-
quire proprietary hardware and lack support for rapid proto-
typing of cross-device applications. In contrast, WatchCon-
nect provides holistic support for the entire prototyping cycle 
including (i) hardware design, abstraction and mapping, (ii) 
built-in machine learning and gesture recognition, (iii) dis-
tributed user interface and event systems, and (iv) a high 
level visual programming framework and tools. 
INTERACTION SPACE 
To summarize the challenges of supporting interaction be-
tween a watch and an interactive surface, we present an over-
view on the interaction space that emerges when connecting 
the input and output space of both the watch and surface.  
Watch Input Space 
Prior work shows that the sensors built into smartwatches 
provide three interaction spaces: 
W1: On the watch interaction. A watch allows 
for direct interaction through physical contact 
with the device. Users can touch the screen of the 
watch [1,7,18,22,24], grab and interact with the 
bevel of the watch face [4,29,38] for discrete touch input, or 
interact with a touch-enabled wristband to provide continu-
ous input [8,33]. Combining these different modalities into 
one watch design provides users with a very rich input device 
that allows for combinations of screen, bevel and strap input. 
W2: Above the watch interaction. Users can 
perform gestures with the non-watch-arm in the 
three dimensional space above the watch. Alt-
hough proximity sensors and depth cameras are 
becoming increasingly popular, only Abracadabra [12] cur-
rently supports above the watch interaction. However, a 
watch equipped with distance sensors or light sensors, that 
are frequently used to support mid-air gestures such as in 
SideSight [5], can provide both continuous and discrete in-
put. This allows for a range of gestures above the watch such 
as covering the watch face, hovering and holding above the 
edges of the watch, zooming by moving the hand closer and 
away from the watch face or simply using the measured dis-
tance as discrete input. 
W3: Interaction via internal sensing. Inte-
grated watch sensors can provide data on the ac-
celeration and orientation of the device that allow 
for a wide range of both implicit and explicit ges-
tures. Implicit gestures can be used to, e.g., automatically 
turn the watch screen on or off depending on the orientation 
of the watch. As demonstrated by Duet [7], TouchSense [18] 
and GestureWrist [35], explicit gestures allow users to 
switch interaction modes or express hand posture and ges-
tures. A high granularity of input allows one to use the watch 
as a game controller or to express different input forms with 
the watch hand. Similar to other interaction spaces, the inte-
grated sensors support both continuous and discrete input. 
Interactive Surface Input Space 
When wearing a watch to interact with another touch screen 
– for example a tablet or a digital whiteboard – the setup has 
three basic input spaces (informed by [37]): 
S1: Interaction Connector Point. Because the 
watch hand can be recognized using the built-in 
sensors (as demonstrated in Duet [7]), it can be 
used to identify the user and to connect a specific user ses-
sion to the interactive display. Identifying the user behind a 
touch input, as done by Schmidt et al. [36] using a mobile 
phone, allows applications and interaction techniques to in-
corporate user specific functionality, to personalize the user 
interface or to use the input for authentication. 
S2: Interaction Collision Plane. When touch-
ing the external touch screen with the watch 
hand, a two dimensional input space is created 
that is merged with the normal touch-based input space. The 
screen can differentiate between touches performed with the 
watch hand and non-watch hand. This allows applications 
and interaction techniques to consider bimanual input in 
which specific modalities or functionality is assigned to a 
specific hand. Furthermore, the built-in sensors allow the 
screen to detect touches from the watch hand with a higher 
degree of granularity, thus allowing for the detection of, e.g., 
back of the hand, knuckle or nail touches [7]. 
S3: Interaction Volume. The orientation and ac-
celeration of the watch hand can be used for ex-
pressive input, adaptive user interfaces or even 
mid-air gestures. Furthermore, by combining three-dimen-
sional spatial interaction with touches from the non-watch 
hand, applications and interaction techniques can support ad-
vanced scenarios. Examples include navigation in three-di-
mensional applications, game input, gestural interaction, and 
gradual transitions of UI elements between devices [23]. 
Joint Output Space 
When using the watch and interactive surface, the combina-
tion of both displays creates an output space that can be used 
in three configurations: 
O1: Output on interactive display. The output 
of the interaction technique or application is 
shown only on the display of the interactive 
screen, and not on the watch. This configuration can support 
scenarios in which the watch is used purely as an input sensor 
(such as, e.g., detecting how the watch hand is touching the 
screen [7]) or when user-specific personalized user interface 
elements are shown on the display [37] based on touch input. 
O2: Output on watch display. The output of the 
interaction with the interactive display is only 
shown on the small watch display. This setup can 
be used to provide a private or contextual view  (such as, e.g., 
a peephole metaphor on a static map) of the data shown on 
the interactive surface [37]. 
O3: Output distributed across displays. The 
output or feedback of the interaction between 
both devices is distributed or shared across both 
displays [37]. This configuration allows for scenarios in 
which both the interactive display and the watch display are 
updated to reflect or visualize cross-device interactions. 
Temporal Synchronized Interaction 
User actions in this interaction space combine input and out-
put spaces of both devices. By performing temporally se-
quenced touches, postures and gestures, users can express in-
put and interact with the dual setup. Temporal interactions 
provide users with a fine-grained distributed interaction 
framework. Interaction designers can combine touches, pos-
tures or gestures in any arbitrary sequence. WatchConnect is 
designed to support the prototyping of temporal interactions. 
TOOLKIT 
To mitigate the challenges in designing and prototyping 
watch-centric cross-device interaction, we present the 
WatchConnect toolkit. The major goal of the toolkit is to pro-
vide a fast event-driven platform for rapid prototyping of 
watch-centric cross-device interaction techniques and appli-
cations. The WatchConnect toolkit is composed of two parts: 
(i) a flexible and extendable hardware platform that emulates 
a smartwatch, and (ii) a software platform providing user in-
terface components and a rich set of input and output events 
and gestures, based on default sensor mappings. The toolkit 
is integrated with an existing visual user interface design tool 
(WPF Visual Studio) to support a rich set of existing UI com-
ponents and framework, and existing platforms for rapid 
hardware prototyping (Phidgets [44] and Arduino [45]). In 
this section, we provide an overview of the architecture and 
components of the toolkit.  
 
Figure 2. An overview of the WatchConnect toolkit. 
Hardware 
The WatchConnect toolkit is built around a wired prototyp-
ing watch, a smart watch emulator (Figure 2A and Figure 3) 
that is composed of a miniature display, a number of touch 
and motion sensors, and a microprocessor integrated into a 
form factor that resembles a smart watch. Using a physical 
cable, the prototyping watch is connected to the base station 
(Figure 2B) which converts and sends the data from the sen-
sors and screen over a USB cable to the development com-
puter (e.g., tablet or a large interactive surface) that runs the 
emulator software as well as the main toolkit (Figure 2C).  
The default prototyping watch (Figure 3) is built around the 
Arduino platform and contains a light sensor, two infrared 
proximity sensors, an 8 channel capacitive touch sensor, a 
six-axis MEMS motion tracker (gyro + accelerometer), an 
RGB led, a flexible force sensing potentiometer and a 2 inch 
TFT display. The hardware components are soldered on a 
PCB, which slides into the 3D printed enclosure that is 
mounted on a wristband. Because of this setup, developers 
can easily extend the design with additional sensors, recon-
figure the layout of the sensors or even redesign the existing 
watch hardware. Although the default watch uses Arduino, 
the toolkit also supports Phidgets to allow for fast plug and 
play prototyping (but somewhat bulkier components) with-
out the need to write code for the hardware emulator.  
The base station, which is connected to the development 
computer device using a USB and a VGA cable, consists of 
an Arduino microprocessor, a Phidgets interface kit, a USB 
power supply and VGA to component converter. All sensors 
are connected to either the Arduino or Phidget interface kit, 
which push the sensor readings over a serial protocol to the 
master device. The VGA converter converts the screen out-
put from the development computer into a component signal, 
which is shown on the miniature display. To allow the soft-
ware toolkit to analyze sensor data, a structured data ex-
change protocol is used which is composed of three parts: (i) 
a header that describes the sensor, (ii) the body that contains 
the sensor readings and (iii) the closing symbol that signifies 
the end of a package. 
 
Figure 3. The Arduino-based watch probe with sensors. 
Software 
The toolkit's software architecture consists of six modules 
(Figure 4): (i) an interface library that includes a runtime and 
UI framework for the watch, (ii) an input library, providing 
touch, gesture and tracking input, (iii) a hardware and (iv) 
processing layer that abstracts the hardware and machine 
learning into events and gestures, (v) a network library that 
wraps REST and web socket services around the watch 
runtime and (vi) a tools library that provides applications to 
inspect and calibrate raw sensor data. In this section, we pro-
vide more details on the different modules. 
Toolkit.Interface 
The WatchRuntime is the central object of the toolkit in 
which all other toolkit components are merged into a single 
runtime environment that is used by developers to create a 
new watch application. The runtime, that can be configured 
and setup by using the WatchConfiguration, initiates all in-
put, sensor management, processing and output into a watch 
window. When the hardware base station and watch probe 
are connected, the Window Manager of the runtime will push 
the watch window to the probe. If no hardware is connected, 
the runtime launches a native window to show the output. 
Watch applications can be designed using standard c# Win-
dows Presentation Foundation (WPF) components in Visual 
Studio and the Expression Blend UI designer.  
The only requirement for compatibility with WatchConnect 
is that watch applications are designed as user controls that 
inherit from the WatchVisual class, provided by the toolkit. 
Applications can be added and launched in the runtime by 
simply adding them as a new visual. Internally, the runtime 
manages all applications using a WatchManager that pro-
vides developers with a basic operating system-like environ-
ment to swap out watch applications. Through the 
WatchRuntime, the developer can access high level abstract 
gesture, touch and tracking events, which can easily be inte-
grated into the interface design. Although we expect that 
most developers' needs reside in this high level abstraction 
space, we will later show how developers can make use of 
all lower level layers, right down to the hardware.  
 
Figure 4: The architecture of the WatchConnect software. 
Toolkit.Input 
The input module provides three built-in input managers: a 
touch manager, gesture manager and tracker manager. First, 
the TouchManager encapsulates all “on the device touch sen-
sors” - such as the SlideTouch device for the wristband, and 
a BevelTouch device - and presents the developer with high-
level events including TouchDown, TouchUp and Touch-
DoubleTap events but also more complex and specialized 
events such as, e.g., SliderDown, SliderUp or BevelMulti-
Grab. Second, the GestureManager encapsulates “above the 
device sensors” –  such as a light sensor and infrared prox-
imity sensors, and tracks the internal state of the sensors us-
ing configurable thresholds and gesture detection algorithms 
to detect higher level gestures and postures. The abstract ges-
ture events accessible in this manager include SwipeLeft, 
SwipeRight, HoldLeft, HoldRight and Cover. Finally, the 
TrackerManager encapsulates all the “interaction via inter-
nal sensors” such as the accelerometer, gyroscope and mag-
netometer. Similarly to the other managers, the TrackerMan-
ager monitors the internal state of the sensors and presents 
the developer with abstract high-level gestures or postures. 
These include an abstract IMU representation that includes 
the raw acceleration data, the world acceleration data, the an-
gular motion, magnetic data and the yaw, pitch and roll. Us-
ing machine learning methods (defined in the Toolkit.Pro-
cessing module), the manager can also detect gestures and 
postures that are defined by the developer who can provide 
training data and labels to the manager through the Watch-
Configuration. This data can be collected using the data cap-
ture tool (provided in the Toolkit.Tools module). The gesture 
detection events provide users with the detected label as well 
as the probability and score of the detection. All three man-
agers provide access to raw fused sensor data and can easily 
be extended by developers who can add new sensors, create 
new events or even add new managers (e.g., for “on the skin 
sensors”). Finally, each manager has a built-in simulator that 
allows developers to trigger events using simulated input 
such as a 3D controller or simulated data.  
Toolkit.Hardware 
The toolkit operates using an abstract HardwarePlatform, 
which can be an Arduino, Phidget or any other hardware plat-
form that supports the WatchConnect protocol. The hardware 
module provides low level plug and play serial port manage-
ment and allows managers to hook into the serial data loop 
to filter for specific data packets. Individual sensors are cre-
ated and initiated in the managers, but use the packet defini-
tion to internally update their values. Although the toolkit 
supports a wide variety in sensors, there are four high-level 
abstract sensors: touch sensor, multi-touch sensor, proximity 
sensors and an IMU. These can represent a wide range of low 
level sensors ranging from flexible linear force resistant po-
tentiometers to multi-channel capacitive sensors, various 
types of IMUs, and light and distance sensors. Although the 
managers provide high level events, developers can add cus-
tom lower level events directly to the sensor in order to listen 
or monitor changes in the internal values. Every sensor in-
stance has an internal dynamic event mechanism that allows 
programmers to define events with a custom condition, 
which is checked and triggered from the internal value up-
date function. This is achieved by allowing developers to in-
ject methods into the execution body of the sensor. Finally, 
if new sensors are added to the setup, developers can add a 
new and custom hardware packet listener to the managers. 
This packet listener can be included in an existing manager, 
a newly defined manager or be used directly inside the exist-
ing watch application setup.  
Toolkit.Processing 
To support gesture, posture and pattern recognition, the 
Toolkit.Processing module provides a number of machine 
learning algorithms and data structures, that are built using 
the Accord framework and are integrated into the toolkit. The 
processing module includes a dynamic decision tree genera-
tor and a dynamic time warping (DTW) template engine that 
both use the training data and labels provided in the Watch-
Configuration. The toolkit will use the training data to gen-
erate internal structures that are used by the managers to 
match recorded templates (e.g., for “above the device” prox-
imity sensors) or monitor for gestures inside a time window. 
Toolkit.Network 
To allow multiple watches (connected to the same or multi-
ple master computer devices) to interact with each other, the 
toolkit includes a network module that provides a websocket 
service that wraps the WatchRuntime and exposes all events 
over a real-time data connection. The module also includes 
Bonjour Discovery services to allow for zero-configuration 
networking support and broadcasting of watch addresses. It 
also provides a number of abstractions to distribute and share 
descriptions of the watch applications. The network module 
distributes watch data, meaning that each watch renders the 
data locally if new data is received from other watches. 
Toolkit.Tools 
To support developers in debugging and using the software 
framework, the toolkit includes a number of tools. First, the 
InputVisualizer provides developers with a number of visu-
alizations that present the raw sensor data and allow for the 
testing of the machine learning and pattern matching data. 
Second, the DataRecorder provides a visual interface to rec-
ord sensor data. Developers can select the data, sample rate 
and file location of the captured data. The recorder also al-
lows developers to label the data as it is being recorded.  
CROSS-DEVICE INTERACTION TECHNIQUES 
To demonstrate the functionality and test the feasibility and 
applicability of the toolkit for the design of cross-device ap-
plications, we present five different interaction techniques 
implemented in realistic applications. The implementations 
of all applications and techniques use only the standard 
toolkit components, events and machine learning of the 
toolkit and do not include any specialized code or external 
tools.  Table 1 provides an overview of the applications (with 
lines of code), and how the applications utilize the input and 
output of the interaction space. All applications were de-
signed using a drag and drop editor for all UI elements, with 
minimal background code to link the UI to the underlying 
toolkit through high level objects and events. Although all 
applications are demonstrated on a laptop with interactive 
touchscreen, these techniques and applications are also usa-
ble and suitable for tablets and large horizontal or vertical 
surfaces. The purpose of these example applications is to 
demonstrate the types of advanced applications that can be 
constructed using only default components of the toolkit. 
Although these applications can be built using other methods 
(as demonstrated in [7,24,40]), these include custom hard-
ware design, machine learning and other advanced computer 
science skills that many interaction designers do not have. 
Application 1: Data Transfer 
One of the core problems in multi-device information spaces 
is the fast, intuitive and easy transfer of files and resources 
across different devices [23]. A body of previous work (e.g., 
[23,34,36]) has explored how information can be seamlessly 
transferred across devices. These techniques can be ex-
panded to smartwatches that have the potential to become 
wearable mediating storage devices that allow users to easily 
move their personal information to any display or device on 
hand. The touch and swipe technique allows users to connect 
their smartwatch to a display and use a mid-air swipe gesture 
to send information to the display. Users first touch the dis-
play with the watch hand to create a connection between the 
two devices. After the watch hand touch is recognized and 
the user touches an empty space, the user interface reveals a 
colored rectangle that is filled up over a period of two sec-



































































































 Application  Lines of Code Watch Screen  Output 
Data transfer  164          
Privacy  50          
Navigation  98          
Reading  132          
UI distribution  47          
Table 1. Five example applications with their lines of code and 
how they use the interaction space. 
watch, and the filling of the rectangle visualizes the time win-
dow in which the user can perform gestures to move the re-
source to the display. If the time window passes, the system 
dismisses the watch connection and treats the touch as a nor-
mal touch input. If the user performs a left to right swipe dur-
ing the time window, the resource on the watch is sent to the 
display and shown as a touch-enabled resource (Figure 5A-
B). To select which resources to send to the display, the user 
can use the wristband touch sensor to scroll between the dif-
ferent resources stored on the watch.  
 
Figure 5. Users can perform gestures to move information be-
tween the display and the watch (A-B). The UI reveals part of 
the resource in the form of a color and shape (C-D). 
If the user touches an existing resource on the display, the 
watch will update the UI to reveal that the watch can receive 
the resource, by showing a colored border on the right side 
of the watch (Figure 5 C-D). If the user performs a right-to-
left swipe during the reveal time window, the resource is re-
moved from the display and sent to the watch. When inter-
acting with the resources on the surface, the UI can distin-
guish between left hand and right hand touches. As a conse-
quence the UI only offers time windows to send information 
between devices, if a touch is linked to the watch hand. 
The application leverages the entire software stack of the 
WatchConnect toolkit and was built in only 164 lines of code 
in a single class. It uses the built-in gesture recognizer to de-
tect the watch hand. The UI elements are simply relocated 
between the watch runtime and the full screen application. 
The different type of touch inputs (watch hand, non-watch 
hand) are channeled through events and coupled directly to 
the UI. The input layer on the watch automatically captures 
touch input on the bevel and updates the UI on the watch. 
 
Figure 6. Users log in with the non-watch hand (A) or use the 
index finger or flat hand to show the password on the watch or 
screen (B-C). Users reset the password using the knuckle (D). 
Application 2: Privacy and Password Access 
The next technique facilitates access to highly private data 
such as passwords, bank account data or personal email. The 
pose and touch interaction technique provides users with a 
rich set of interactive capabilities to enter or correct a pass-
word field. Similar to the previous technique, the watch is 
paired to the display by touching the screen. However, in this 
case, the screen will monitor the posture of the hand at the 
moment of touching the screen. This means that the screen 
cannot only detect if the watch hand is touching the screen 
but also with which part of the hand (similarly to [7,13]). 
Touching the button with the non-watch hand validates the 
password and provides appropriate feedback (Figure 6A). 
The user can reveal the content of the hidden password field 
on the watch display, by touching the button with the index 
finger of the watch hand (Figure 6B), or on the touchscreen, 
by touching the button with the flat watch hand (Figure 6C). 
Users can reset the password field by touching the button 
with the knuckle of the watch hand (Figure 6D). 
The application uses the gesture recognizer to distinguish be-
tween four different hand postures. Each posture is pushed 
to the UI as a different event, allowing the UI code to simply 
switch states and push the correct UI to the watch runtime or 
full screen application. This example was built in 50 lines of 
code and allows developers to focus only on the UI. 
Application 3: Supporting Map Navigation 
Interacting with maps often requires users to modify the 
view, find a location, or start route planning. Most maps cur-
rently provide little support for using additional devices to 
expand or distribute the view on the map. The touch and push 
interaction technique allows users to modify a custom sec-
ondary view on the display of the smartwatch, while using 
the interactive touchscreen for an overview of the general en-
vironment they want to explore. After touching the screen 
with the watch hand, the maps on both displays are synchro-
nized (Figure 7A). The watch map has a default zoom level 
that is twice that of the main map. This allows users to 
quickly glance at the watch for more details as they explore 
the map. By touching the bevel of the watch, users can zoom 
in and out of the customized view, or toggle the watch map 
between a satellite view or the traditional map view (Figure 
7C). When users interact with the map on the touchscreen, 
the map on the watch follows the movement, thus keeping 
both views synchronized. When users explore the custom-
ized view on the watch in more detail, they can synchronize 
the main map to that of the watch by using the touch and 
swipe gestures (Figure 7D). Finally, for selecting small tar-
gets, such as placing pushpins or route marks, the display of 
the watch can be used as a scope to zoom and find the exact 
location (Figure 7B). The user can touch the screen and press 
the left bevel of the watch to mark the point on the main map. 
 
Figure 7. The watch screen shows a mini map (A), and allows 
users to zoom (B), change view (C) or mark locations (D). 
This example was built in 98 lines of code, and utilizes the 
input layer to channel input from above and on the watch 
probe to the main interface on the surface. The application 
uses the temporal events to synchronize views between the 
watch runtime and main application, but integrates with a 
standard Bing maps component available in WPF / C#. 
Application 4: Support Active Reading Applications 
With the increasing availability of touch-enabled devices, ac-
tive reading applications integrate new forms of touch-based 
interaction. The gesture and touch interaction techniques 
support a range of input techniques designed to create a fluid 
active reading application. In this application, the non-watch 
hand is used for passive browsing and reading, while the 
watch hand is used for active editing. Users can simply scroll 
through the text by performing on-screen swipe gestures us-
ing the non-watch hand (Figure 8A). By touching the bevel 
of the watch, users can browse through the menu items, thus, 
changing the selected option, which determines the effect of 
touching the screen with the watch hand (Figure 8B). The 
finger of the watch hand thus becomes a reconfigurable in-
strument that can be used for basic annotation with a black 
pen (Figure 8C), painting with a translucent brush (Figure 
8D), marking text with a yellow marker (seen in Figure 8E) 
or as an eraser. Users can use the knuckle of the watch hand 
to select and copy text to a clipboard (Figure 8F). 
This example was built in 132 lines of code, and again lev-
erages the ML and processing features of the toolkit to aug-
ment a basic e-reader with advanced gestural interactions. 
The recognizer of the toolkit channels the recognized labels 
through events to the UI, which can simply be updated. Sim-
ilar to all other examples, the UI itself is designed using drag 
and drop WPF C# components available in the Visual Studio 
IDE. WatchConnect simply connects the gestures and sen-
sors of the watch to the already existing UI components. 
 
Figure 8. Users can browse text with the non-watch hand (A), 
configure the watch hand (B) into a pen (C), pencil (D), 
markers (E) or use the knuckle to select text (F). 
Application 5: User Interface Beaming 
One important research challenge in cross-device infor-
mation spaces is how user interface elements can be seam-
lessly moved between different connected devices. Prior 
work has proposed the notion of “user interface beaming” 
[24] for mixed reality environments, or the flashlight meta-
phor [6] for transferring user interface elements from one de-
vice to another. Smartwatches can play a mediating role in 
defining, exchanging and using interface components or 
data. In this touch and beam technique, a UI element is ini-
tially only shown on a watch. After connecting the watch to 
an interactive surface by touching the display, the user inter-
face is sent to that bigger display, to provide a bigger space 
for the output and utilize the potentially more advanced fea-
tures provided by that device. E.g., an incoming phone call 
on a smart watch (Figure 9A) is simply transferred to a big-
ger display with better sound and camera by touching the dis-
play and connecting the watch. The hand acts like a flashlight 
that beams the interface on a larger canvas  (Figure 9B), thus, 
increasing the interaction space for the user interfaces. 
This example was built with 47 lines of code and uses the 
layout engine of the watch runtime to relay UI components 
based on synchronized event triggers. Designers do not need 
to define a multi-device context but can simply rely on the 
toolkit to move UI elements between the watch runtime and 
the main surface application.  
 
Figure 9. UI elements (A) can be beamed to the surface (B). 
DISCUSSION 
Designing, prototyping and testing cross-device interaction 
techniques with smartwatches is a complex task. To mitigate 
these challenges, we introduced WatchConnect, which uses 
a watch prototyping emulator to provide developers with a 
platform for the rapid design and prototyping of cross-device 
interaction techniques. Developers can create their own sen-
sor and hardware configurations and use the software frame-
work for easy and fast access to those hardware designs. In 
this section, we thematically compare WatchConnect to other 
approaches using Olsen’s framework [31]. 
Problem Not Previously Solved  
Commercial smartwatch APIs (such as [41,42,43]) provide 
limited support for existing hardware and single screen user 
interfaces. These APIs are designed to provide a path of least 
resistance towards specific UIs, but are not designed to ex-
plore novel interaction techniques and alternative designs. In 
contrast, WatchConnect allows designers to experiment, 
build and evaluate a range of different hardware designs, in-
teraction techniques and gestural cross-device applications 
without any knowledge on distributed computing,  hardware 
development and interfacing, data processing and sensor fu-
sion, machine learning and networked setups. With the use 
of smartwatches and other mobile and wearable devices, 
providing tool support for designing UIs across an ecology 
of devices, becomes increasingly important and relevant.  
Earlier cross-device UI toolkits – such as HydraScope [14], 
Conductor [10], or XDStudio [27] – lowered the threshold 
for developing applications spanning the ecology of devices. 
WatchConnect builds on top of these toolkits, and extends 
this work with a specialized support and focus on smartwatch 
specific interaction techniques, support for diverse hardware 
platforms, custom sensor mappings or creation of watch-cen-
tric gestural interactions. The toolkit also draws from previ-
ous work in watch-centric cross-device applications (such as 
Duet [7], UI Beaming [24] and SleeD [40]) to generalize 
these approaches and allow for rapid prototyping of complex 
cross-device interaction techniques using different display 
sizes and novel sensor input.  
Reduce Solution Viscosity 
Compared to other methods to develop watch-centric cross-
device applications, WatchConnect dramatically reduces de-
velopment viscosity [31] by providing a flexible architecture 
that allows for expressive leverage. The example applica-
tions demonstrate the range of scenarios that are supported 
by the toolkit. By moving all complex processes into high-
level objects and events, designers can create complex ges-
tural interactions with little overhead. However, designers 
with expert skills can leverage the toolkit and access, modify 
and create complex low level sensor mappings, custom hard-
ware protocols and advanced machine learning approaches. 
Furthermore, the layered architecture allows for potential re-
placement of the UI layer with another existing cross-device 
toolkit (such as HydraScope [14], Conductor [10], or XDStu-
dio [27]) to leverage existing multi-device features, while 
still using the watch-centric features of WatchConnect. 
Empowering New Design Participants  
Without adequate toolkit support, exploring watch-centric 
cross-device systems remained the domain of designers with 
highly specialized computer science skills. This is reflected 
in the very few watch-centric cross-device systems so far, 
and the number of simulation techniques used (e.g., using 
smartphones as watch proxies or relying on Wizard of Oz 
approaches). WatchConnect focuses in particular on making 
this emerging technology accessible to new, non-expert pro-
grammers. Complex applications and interaction techniques 
that support gestures, postures and multi-device synchroni-
zation can be designed in a short period of time without in-
depth knowledge of distributed computing or machine learn-
ing. The toolkit lowers the threshold [26] for beginning the 
exploration of cross-device smartwatch applications, and it 
allows designers to focus their efforts on creative design so-
lutions [9] for the actual cross-device user experience and in-
terface design. In particular, the software abstracts sensor in-
put from above, on and in the watch into abstract high-level 
events and objects for easier configuration and use. While an 
in-depth study of developers applying the toolkit in practice 
is part of our future work, we see WatchConnect as a funda-
mental step towards rapid iterative smartwatch prototyping, 
facilitating the exploration of novel cross-device behaviors.  
Power in Combination  
WatchConnect combines distributed UIs, machine learning, 
hardware management, data processing and simulation into 
one toolkit. Each building block is highly decoupled, allow-
ing for the design of new layers or the inclusion of other ap-
proaches. The basic building blocks of WatchConnect can be 
used in complex temporal and spatial sequences that provide 
a power by combination [31].  WatchConnect integrates with 
C# / WPF to support a major and stable development plat-
form that provides designer-level abstractions and a flexible 
and broad UI framework with numerous tools and libraries 
[9]. Once the design of the interaction technique or applica-
tion transcends the prototyping phase and is verified and val-
idated, designers can move the design to more permanent 
platforms, using standard SDKs and commercial hardware.  
Generality 
Using five example applications that include both novel and 
replications of state of the art interaction techniques, we 
demonstrate the versatility and generality of the toolkit, as 
well as the expressivity of the building block components 
[31]. The fundamental limitation but also strength of this 
toolkit is that it is based around a watch prototyping emulator 
and not a real – and wireless – watch. We argue that for the 
rapid prototyping and creative stage of the design process 
this is an acceptable trade-off. It brings the advantage that 
developers are not bound by existing hardware limitations or 
existing device designs, but can design and use their own 
setup to develop compelling and forward looking cross-de-
vice interaction techniques. We expect that in the near future 
more accessible smartwatch hardware platforms will emerge 
and future versions of the toolkit could support some of these 
smartwatches for prototyping. Furthermore, an in-depth test-
ing of the toolkit and its expressive power with developers 
can provide us further insights into the prototyping process 
with smartwatch cross-device applications. 
CONCLUSION 
WatchConnect allows for rapid prototyping of smartwatch-
centric cross-device applications and interaction techniques, 
using custom hardware designs and a software framework 
that removes complex machine learning, sensor fusion and 
hardware management into high level objects and events that 
are integrated with an existing drag and drop UI framework. 
The toolkit reduces development complexity and lowers the 
threshold for developers to design for complex device ecol-
ogies using a smartwatch as mediating instrument. The 
toolkit allows for future explorations of a wide range of novel 
multi-device interaction techniques, hardware designs and 
collaborative multi-surface environments. Future work in-
cludes integrating WatchConnect with other cross-device 
toolkits and smartwatch platforms to support existing frame-
works and a wider set of setups and development platforms. 
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ABSTRACT
The patient record is one of the central artifacts in medical
work that is used to organize, communicate and coordinate
important information related to patient care. In many hospi-
tals a double record consisting of an electronic and paper part
is maintained. This practice introduces a number of config-
uration problems related to finding, using and aligning the
paper and electronic patient record. In this paper, we de-
scribe the exploration into the Hybrid Patient Record (HyPR)
concept. Based on design requirements derived from a field
study, followed by a design study using a technology probe,
we introduce the HyPR Device, a device that merges the paper
and electronic patient record into one system. We provide re-
sults from a clinical simulation with eight clinicians and dis-
cuss the functional, design and infrastructural requirements
of such hybrid patient records. Our study suggests that the
HyPR device decreases configuration work, supports mobil-
ity in clinical work and increases awareness on patient data.
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INTRODUCTION
The patient record is one of the most important artifacts in
medical work in hospitals as it is used as a central legal doc-
ument to organize patient data, communicate relevant infor-
mation with other clinicians and departments, and coordinate
complex patient treatment procedures. In recent years, the
Electronic Health Record (EHR) has been introduced in an ef-
fort to provide a higher level of quality in healthcare through a
more efficient, safer and unified workflow. EHRs have a num-
ber of important advantages over traditional paper records, in-
cluding a higher degree of security, simpler workflows, stan-
dardized documentation and more accurate and widely avail-
able access to patient data [26].
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Figure 1. A Hybrid Patient Record (HyPR) device augments the pa-
per patient record with color configuration and location tracking, while
allowing clinicians to pair a tablet which shows the digital information
associated with the paper record.
However, by attempting to replace paper records with an elec-
tronic counterpart, the affordances (such as handleability, ma-
nipulability and portability [15]) of paper-based interaction
are removed. In many hospitals, the paper record is therefore
still actively used as a central artifact for day to day work,
despite the widespread deployment of EHR systems [25, 33].
These paper records are also frequently used for the storage
of more informal documentation such as e.g., nursing notes
or other working records, which again adds to their impor-
tance. Prior studies have even shown that paper helped some
clinicians to be more efficient in their work [21]. Conse-
quently, a typical setup in many hospitals is that the EHR
system does not replace the paper-based record, but instead a
double record consisting of both an electronic and paper part
is maintained.
This double medical record introduces a number of configu-
ration problems related to finding, using, and managing both
the paper and electronic representation of the patient record.
First, the usage of both electronic and paper records causes
synchronization problems between both representations [27],
forcing clinicians to deal with the paper and digital informa-
tion simultaneous. Since digital information is often only
available through desktop computers, it requires clinicians to
sit at a desk when interacting with patient data. Second, since
many hospitals require the use of a unique paper record, it
is often transferred between different departments and wards
as patients and clinicians move throughout the hospital. This
causes paper records to be physically misplaced in the ward
or even lost between departments resulting in clinical staff
tracking down the record.
To mitigate these configuration problems, we introduce the
Hybrid Patient Record (HyPR) device as shown in Figure 1.
The paper-based medical record can be augmented with the
HyPR device, which supports notifications (color and sound),
location tracking, and provides an easy way to link to the elec-
tronic patient record. This paper reports on the user-centered
design and implementation of the HyPR device and presents
four contributions: (i) we propose three design principles for
hybrid patient records that are derived from a field study; (ii)
we report on a design study, in which ten clinicians partici-
pated in a design walkthrough of a technology probe; (iii) we
describe the design and technical implementation of a HyPR
device and supporting infrastructure; and (iv) we analyze the
preliminary results of a clinical simulation of the HyPR de-
vice.
RELATED WORK
A large body of research has explored the connection or link-
ing of paper to digital data. One of the earliest approaches is
DigitalDesk [29], an interactive desk that adds electronic fea-
tures to physical paper and physical attributes to digital infor-
mation using a top mounted camera and projector. Inspired
by this work, the Paperlink [2] system attempted to scale
this approach down by using a portable video pen. Based
on this idea of a digitized pen (and commercial versions such
as Anoto), other approaches such as the Paper Augmented
Digital Documents (PADDs) [7], Paperproof [28] and Pa-
pierCraft [13] provide support for digital annotation of paper
documents using pen gestures.
To increase support for mobility, several approaches proposed
to use PDAs or phones as mediator between paper and dig-
ital information. Circa [9] proposes the “paper PDA” con-
cept in which they use the StickerLink approach to link pa-
per and digital information. A-book [16] overlays physical
notes with a PDA and Pacer [14] uses a phone to link pa-
per documents to digital versions based on visual features.
Prism [24], S-Notebook [19], and ButterflyNet [31] further
explored the design and impact of hybrid approaches in which
paper notes and digital counterparts were linked together. Fi-
nally, a number of approaches explored the creation of broad
hybrid workspaces, that included support for paper docu-
ments. Magictouch [18] is an early approach that uses RFID
technology to detect the location of physical documents in a
defined space. The Designers’ Outpost [11] recognizes paper
documents using a rear camera. IdeaVis [6] provides a hy-
brid brainstorm space by augmenting paper documents with
interactive zones. Finally, Penbook [30] is a hybrid approach
providing a touch screen together with a built-in projector in-
tegrated with a wireless pen to support handwriting for pre-
scriptions or patient registration in hospitals.
A number of approaches have explored different ways to aug-
ment or enhance the medical record. Rodriguez et al. [20]
demonstrated a location-aware information system for med-
ical work, which estimates the clinicians’ location to find
available patient data and display it on a mobile device. Sim-
ilarly, the MobileWard system [23] provides a context-aware
mobile patient record system for hospital wards aimed at sup-
porting autonomous adoption to the changing tasks or loca-
tion of the nurses. A more radical approach to context-aware
computing in hospitals is presented in the Activity-Based
Computing project [3], which proposes a new paradigm for
context-aware information access and collaboration in patient
wards, using activity as a central construct. The augmented
paper chart [32] augments a single paper chart with an Anoto
interface, thus supporting seamless integration of traditional
paper-based notes and digital storage. However, despite the
fact that several studies point to the importance of the phys-
ical paper record, it has received remarkable little attention
in the development of these new pervasive interactive patient
record and information systems.
In general, prior work has primarily focused on ad hoc track-
ing and local linking of single paper documents to their elec-
tronic representation. But as pointed out by many studies of
hospital work, medical workflow is highly nomadic and col-
laborative [3, 25]. The nomadic nature of clinical work puts
forward a set of fundamental challenges in terms of locating
and tracking artifacts, while the collaborative nature implies
that support for exchanging and sharing artifacts, material,
resources, and devices should be part of the system design.
Compared to prior work, the core contribution of this paper is
the physical/digital integration of the entire medical record in
the nomadic and collaborative work setting of a hospital, thus
complementing per-document approaches. The novelty of the
HyPR device is thus its unique attempt to connect and align
the entire medical record using a mediating sensor platform.
FIELD STUDY
To understand in depth how paper and electronic patient
records are used, we conducted a field study. Over a pe-
riod of two months, we studied five different medical depart-
ments, covering two patient bed wards, two surgical depart-
ments, and the emergency department. We performed task-
centric, artifact-centric, and place-centric observations, con-
textual inquiries through shadowing of nurses, and post-hoc
interviews.
The medical record
The hospital in this study uses one unique paper-based medi-
cal record for each admitted patient. It is a legal requirement
that this patient record is present at the ward or department
that is treating the patient. The paper record is made of a
plastic binder with explicit color-coded sections for patient
data, continuation (treatment history), nursing notes, various
schemes and forms, observations, test results (e.g., blood tests
and radiology examinations), and correspondence with other
medical professionals. On the front, the binder has a label
with the patient’s name and ID written both in text as well
as encoded in a bar code. On average the patient record is
between 2 and 3 cm thick.
In parallel to the paper record, the hospital uses a number
of specialized health information systems, such as radiology,
medication, patient administration, and blood bank systems.
Access to these systems have been collated in a portal, which
is referred to as the electronic medical record. The paper and
electronic medical records are used simultaneously in patient
treatment and are equally important for medical work. Most
information is duplicated in both records, whereas other in-
formation only exists in one or the other. This creates sig-
nificant synchronization problems between the two versions
of the records, which again leads to extraordinary work in
manual updating, verification, and cross-referencing. For ex-
ample, a lot of work is put into printing from the electronic
medical record and storing print-outs in the paper records.
This leads to significant problems of updating and replacing
the printed documents in the paper record, when information
changes in one of the electronic systems.
The different health information systems are primarily used to
request or create new medical information, such as ordering
blood tests at the hospital lab. The physical medical record,
on the other hand, is primarily used to archive patient infor-
mation. Because lab results e.g., need to be put into the paper-
based record, the lab system is configured in such a way that
when a lab result is ready, it is sent directly to the request-
ing ward’s printer. In this way, the test results are physically
presented and the printer becomes a coordinative artifact that
signals when test results are ready. At a patient ward, there
are typically up to 25 records of active patients. But since
records from dismissed patients are stored at the ward, hun-
dreds of archived records are at the department. Finding the
right paper record is challenging as there is no visual differen-
tiation between records; they are all stacked upon each other
and scattered all over the ward in the nursing station, the sec-
retary offices, and in the archiving room.
Patient Record in Nomadic Work
Medical work in hospitals is inherently nomadic [4], which
implies that clinicians and the tools they use (including the
patient record) move around inside wards, departments, and
the entire hospital. The paper records are mostly used in of-
fices, nursing stations, doctors’ offices, and at the bedside of
the patient. As mentioned earlier, it is a legal requirement that
the record is present during medical treatment, which implies
that the record always ‘travels with the patient’. For exam-
ple, when patients are send to other wards (e.g., for x-ray
or surgery), the record is mounted in a special container on
the side of the patient bed and travels with the patient to the
receiving department. Moving the record around inside the
hospital again causes it to get lost or misplaced both inside
the ward and in other departments.
HYBRID PATIENT RECORD CONCEPT
Prior research on medical work (e.g., [5, 17]) and our field
study have identified a range of challenges associated with
handling medical records. At its core, these challenges are
tied to clinicians’ need to handle, align and coordinate phys-
ical and digital information simultaneously. One way of ap-
proaching this challenge is to digitize all information in med-
ical work – a strategy that is being pursued in the creation
of integrated electronic medical records (EMR) and hospi-
tal information systems (HIS). However, several studies (in-
cluding [17, 25, 33]) show that despite the ‘successfulness’
of the deployment of EMRs, paper documentation, artifacts
and records are still widely used in documentation as transi-
tional artifact [5] or as redundant information source in med-
ical work. As such, the findings from the medical domain
back up findings from the office environment about the ‘myth
of the paperless office’ [22]. Therefore, rather than design-
ing for the ‘paperless hospital’, there is a need to design for
the parallel management of both paper and electronic medical
records, thereby creating a hybrid medical record. Inspired
by our field study and prior work, we propose the following
three principles for the design of patient records.
D1 Dual Use – Because the paper and electronic version of
the record are almost always used simultaneously, setting
up and removing the connection between the paper record
and a device representing the electronic record should be
instantly and easy. Both representations should be usable
separately, without any changes to their original purpose or
use. Since the paper record is used to identify the patient
case, the hybrid record should use this patient context to
load and visualize the correct data. To facilitate the usage
of the double record, it should be integrated with existing
practices, devices and technology.
D2 Recognizability – To support easy identification and
recognition of a patient record (e.g., in a cluttered office
space) the patient record should be able to relay and display
various kinds of status and awareness information. Tempo-
ral visual and auditory cues (similar to the analogue affor-
dance of e.g., sticky notes) should be supported to provide
clinicians with an easy and fast configuration mechanism
for self-reflection or coordination with other clinicians.
D3 Mobility – The patient record should support the nomadic
workflow in hospitals, meaning that both the electronic and
paper representation of patient data should be available in
a portable and traceable form factor. To support clinicians
in finding and managing the location of the record, the sup-
porting infrastructure should support location tracking and
remote access to the state of the paper record. Additionally,
the location should be used to ease information retrieval.
To address and support dual use, recognizability and mobility
in patient records, we propose the concept of a Hybrid Patient
Record (HyPR). Conceptually, a HyPR setup consists of three
parts: (i) the traditional paper patient record as used in hos-
pitals today, (ii) the electronic record accessed from a tablet
or phone, and (iii) a mediating platform that augments the pa-
per record with a number of configurable properties and con-
nects the paper record to the digital record on the tablet. The
central purpose of this concept is to integrate the electronic
patient record into the existing physical and mobile workflow
of clinicians. By explicitly attaching digital information and
notification systems to the existing paper record, the HyPR
presents clinicians with a patient record that encapsulates ex-
isting practices but augments it with digital capabilities. In
summary, the HyPR device allows for ad hoc integration of
paper-based and digital information, authorized and fast ac-
cess to digital information, customization of the record using
the sensing platform, and traceability by location tracking.
DESIGN STUDY
To explore the feasibility of the HyPR device concept and
to get a better understanding of the design and clinical im-
plications of hybrid devices, we conducted a design study
involving a group of clinicians from two different hospitals.
The goal of this study was to get feedback on the design of
a technology probe and use this as input for the design and
implementation of the device. The study had two parts. First
we introduced the concept of hybrid patient records to the
clinicians in order to open up a discussion and brainstorm on
the design dimensions and implications of the HyPR devices.
Second, based on the use of a concrete prototype, we asked
for detailed input on the perceived usefulness of the HyPR
device in clinical work and the usefulness of its different fea-
tures.
Technology Probe
Because it is often hard for clinicians to envision how they
could benefit from technology, we performed a design walk-
through on a fully working prototype. The technology probe
was designed as an augmented hard-cover box with room for
both the digital and physical paper version (Figure 2). To
bridge the size mismatch between modern tablets and the pa-
per record, the enclosure provides a dock for the tablet (Fig-
ure 2 B) and a slot for the paper record (Figure 2 C). The slot
on the side allows for easy access and pushes the record to-
gether so it does not fall out while moving. The tablet dock
is specifically designed so clinicians can securely mount their
device, while still being able to use it. When interacting with
both the paper and digital patient data, clinicians can simply
remove the paper record from the slot and browse the paper
and tablet data at the same time. The device is activated by
inserting a patient record in the slot and mounting a tablet to
the dock (Figure 2 A). The color and sound of the device can
be controlled by using the application on the tablet. The en-
closure thus creates a temporal connection between the paper
record and tablet.
Study Setup
In total 10 clinicians (all female, mean age = 42, σ = 5,37)
from two different wards participated in two separate design
sessions. The first session included three clinicians from a
surgical ward that the original field study discussed earlier,
while the second session included 7 clinicians from the psy-
chiatric ward of a different hospital that was not part of the
prior field study. Participants included two doctors, a psy-
chologist, a clinical specialist, a medical secretary and five
nurses. All participants were highly experienced in day to
day medical work in patient wards and rated themselves as
average computer users (x˜= 3; iqr= 0). The design sessions
were done in situ at the hospital ward of the participants.
Method
The design study consisted of three phases. First, participants
were introduced to the concept of a hybrid patient record
through a demonstration of the functionality of the technol-
ogy probe. The introduction used a number of scenarios
that were designed based on the field study discussed ear-
lier and validated by the head nurse from the ward. After
the introduction, a semi-structured interview and discussion
session was initiated to allow the clinicians to provide feed-
back on the scenarios and the design of the technology probe.
The data from the sessions were collected using audio and
video recordings, note taking and pictures. After the semi-
structured interviews, participants completed a 5-point Likert
scale questionnaire, which was used to discuss the design and
functionality of the technology probe.
Figure 2. A fully working industrial prototype used as technology probe.
Results
In general, clinicians found that the HyPR device would be
useful in clinical work. Although hospitals are trying to im-
plement the vision of a ‘paperless workflow’, many clini-
cians realize that there are limitations to this vision, since
much paper-based information does not exist in the digital
world. This lack of one-to-one documentation between paper
and digital information also greatly limits options to digitally
augment individual records with e.g., Anoto technology. The
basic functionality of being able to pair a paper-based and
electronic record was considered as very useful. The contex-
tualization of the visualized patient data, based on the paper
record that was paired with the probe, was deemed as very
important:
– “One of the key things of this device is the easiness of
accessing patient data by getting rid of fixed computers
and looking up patient data by simply placing the device
on top of the paper record. That would save us a lot of
time, and make the workflow a lot easier.” – P3
This instant and ad hoc pairing ability was especially valued
for emergency cases in which patients are admitted with an
acute problem:
– “Often when I have to treat acute patients – which
I don’t know in advance – this device would make it a
lot easier to pair the paper record and the data in the
electronic record. And I can do it anywhere and not only
in front of my PC.” – P8
The ability to add color to the medical record was perceived
as very useful. Clinicians mentioned that color is often used
as a general coordination mechanism at the ward. For exam-
ple, colored post-it notes are often used to indicate status in-
formation on patients. Tracking the device, thus locating the
patient record was also considered very valuable. Clinicians
responded that this would save them a lot of time and energy
in finding the paper record, which can be stored anywhere,
even “under a pillow or in a drawer” (P1). As explained by
one clinician:
– “Not only tracking the record in the system is useful,
but also providing visible and audible feedback which
makes the record easier to find when you know what
room it is in – just like the key finder gadgets where you
can whistle and it then makes a sound”. – P2
Although the working area and input/output bandwidth is sig-
nificantly lower than desktop computers, all clinicians pre-
ferred to use a tablet over a PC for all day to day medi-
cal work. In general, the inclusion of a portable tablet into
the system setup was considered an improvement for clinical
workflow.
However, there was a general consensus that the size of the
system – in this case the docking station – should be designed
to fit into the pocket of a standard white coat. Several clini-
cians argued that the mediating device (i.e the docking station
for the tablet) should be much more closely integrated with
the physical folder of the paper record, arguing that the cur-
rent HyPR device should somehow be merged into the paper
record:
– “The idea of having a device that communicates with
the paper journal, and using the journal to retrieve in-
formation on the device is super. However, I think the
device as a separate object makes it laborious, and does
not really fit the current work practice. If the clinician
had his own tablet, which could interact with the patient
record by simply placing it on top, would make it a lot
more useful”. – P5
Finally, clinicians in general argued that since the patient
record follows the patient throughout the hospital, the device
should be usable in different types of wards and clinical con-
ditions, such as in operating rooms or the x-ray department.
Summary
Clinicians first of all argued that most of the functionality pro-
vided by the mediating enclosure of the technology probe,
such as location tracking and visual cues, would also be use-
ful once the patient record is archived and thus no longer ac-
tive at the ward. These requirements extend the concept of
the HyPR device from an ad hoc temporal mediator for active
patient cases to a permanent augmentation and deep physical
integration with the paper record. Second, clinicians stressed
the importance of the HyPR device’s ability to cope with
the medical environment. The device should e.g., be strong
enough to survive being dropped; interaction with the device
should be possible while wearing latex gloves; and clinicians
should be able to sterilize the device. Furthermore, the de-
vice should be constructed from food-safe plastic. Finally,
clinicians generally argued that having the tablet physically
docked to the record would not support their work practices
very well. The general consensus was that the HyPR device
should be usable with different size tablets and even phones,
and that pairing the tablet to the device should be faster.
HYBRID PATIENT RECORD DEVICE
Based on the design principles and the results from the design
study, we constructed the Hybrid Patient Record (HyPR) de-
vice as shown in Figure 1, 3, and 4. The HyPR device and its
underlying infrastructure (Figure 7) are designed to integrate
paper-based and digital patient information into the nomadic
workflow of clinicians. The HyPR device supports dual use
by allowing for ad hoc pairing between the paper and digital
information. And, it provides clinicians with a mechanism
to dynamically change some of the physical properties (color
and sound) associated with the record. Finally, the device is
equipped with a location tracker to allow clinicians to easily
find the paper record. The HyPR device works within a larger
infrastructure that supports location tracking, device manage-
ment, and access to the electronic medical systems.
Figure 3. Two clinicians interacting with a number of HyPR devices
scattered in the patient ward.
Design
The HyPR (Figure 3) consists of three distinct parts: (i) a
traditional paper record, (ii) a tablet used to access the elec-
tronic record and (iii) a HyPR device. The HyPR device is
a rectangular plastic plate with the same width and height as
the paper record. Compared to the technology probe, it does
not have any layers as all the electronics are integrated in the
plate. The paper record is attached to the plastic plate using
metal clips to create a permanent connection to the device.
In contrast to the technology probe in which an active patient
record is loaded into the device by inserting it into the slot,
this version of the HyPR device is a permanent augmentation
of the record. This means that the HyPR device becomes an
inherent and inseparable part of the paper record.
Functionality
The HyPR device provides three features: (i) pairing of the
tablet and the paper record using proximity sensing, (ii) light
and sound system that can be used to augment the record or
notify other clinicians, and (iii) an integrated location track-
ing unit that allows clinicians to locate the record.
Clinicians can interact with the HyPR by placing a tablet on
top of the paper record and HyPR device. By doing so, they
pair the tablet to the record, causing the underlying infrastruc-
ture to fetch the digital patient information and push this to
the active view of the tablet. Any changes made to the elec-
tronic record are immediately propagated through the infras-
tructure and synchronized with any other paired devices. This
process essentially eliminates extra configuration work dur-
ing e.g., ward rounds or during emergency situations in which
manually fetching information would be too time consuming
or inappropriate. The device is thus used as a proxy that pro-
vides clinicians access to the activity of the patient. Although
the initial pairing process is done by proximity, both the tablet
Figure 4. The color of the HyPR device can be configured to signal a
wide range of things. For example, the colors can represent a specific
nurse, patient status, or simply be used to highlight a patient record in
an information dense environment.
and paper record can be used separately. When a user re-
moves the tablet from the HyPR device, the data will remain
coupled to the initial paper record until the user manually se-
lects another patient, or pairs the tablet with another HyPR
device. Furthermore, clinicians can also remotely connect to
the record by selecting the patient case from the application.
This allows multiple clinicians to work on the same patient
case, while only having one physical journal. Only the paper
record – not the tablet computer – is uniquely coupled to a
HyPR device to ensure the infrastructure can correctly track
and manage each record. (Supporting D1: Dual Use)
The HyPR device supports concurrent use and updates of
both paper-based and digital information. For example, ad-
ministration of medication in the medicine system can be
done directly in the electronic medical record via the tablet
computer. Similarly, ordering of lab tests can be done elec-
tronically by accessing the order-entry system. Simultane-
ously, paper-based information can be accessed from the
paper-based record and ad hoc written notes can be added
and stored temporarily in the physical folder. Moreover, elec-
tronic information – such as the lab results coming out of the
printer – can be added in paper format to the folder. As such,
the HyPR record supports blending paper-based and digital
information in ‘both directions’. (Supporting D1: Dual Use)
Once the device is paired, clinicians can change the physical
properties of the HyPR record by changing its color scheme
or identification sound. Figure 4 shows a number of different
color configurations. These configurations can be used to re-
lay status information. For example, a color can be associated
with a specific nurse, thereby revealing who is the contact
nurse for a specific patient. Or a color can represent a sta-
tus change, by e.g., highlighting that there is a lab test result
available for the patient. Moreover, sound and/or color can
help locate records, which may be scattered all over the de-
partment. When the record is located in a cupboard or drawer,
sound can be used to draw attention to the record. (Support-
ing D2: Recognizability)
The HyPR device supports nomadic medical work in several
ways. First, in order to support location of medical records,
the HyPR device is equipped with a location tag that broad-
casts a unique value. This value is associated to a particular
paper record, when the HyPR device registers the patient ID.
Clinicians can look up the location of each patient record.
Second, to minimize the burden of carrying both the aug-
mented record and tablet, microsuction tape is attached to the
front of the paper record to keep the tablet in place. Finally,
the tracking capabilities of the HyPR device can be used to
contextualize the patient’s information. For example, if the
HyPR device is taken to the patient’s bed side (e.g., as part of
a ward round), basic patient information and the latest entry in
the record is shown, whereas the patient medicine treatment
is shown if a nurse takes the HyPR record to the medicine
room. (Supporting D3: Mobility)
Figure 5. The physical parts of the HyPR device.
Technical Implementation
Figure 5 shows the design of the HyPR device. It consists of
two different parts: (i) a rectangular plate of 2.5 mm food-safe
transparent plastic, and (ii) an enclosure holding the electron-
ics embedded into the side of the plate. Figure 6 shows the
electronic architecture, which uses an Arduino ATmega168
chip 16 MHz crystal for basic processing; a RFID module
with an antenna (125 kHz); a Texas Wifi CC 3000 module
with antenna; an array of three high power RGB LEDs; a
2kHz range buzzer; an integrated rechargeable Volt battery
pack with USB connector; a power switch; and a 35–45 kHz
ultrasound tag with a dedicated 3V lithium battery.
Figure 6. The electronics of the HyPR device.
To support two way communication between the tablet and
the HyPR device, the firmware provides support for a custom
protocol with a set of command messages. One set of mes-
sages allows the device to start a handshaking protocol when
a tablet is paired and to send ‘alive messages’ that indicate
that it is operating correctly. Other command messages al-
low the tablet to operate and configure the device’s on-board
buzzer and the RGB LED array based on e.g., user input or
infrastructure changes. The RFID module continuously reads
all nearby RFID tags and sends tag IDs to the Arduino board.
Figure 7. The HyPR infrastructure (B) is a distributed context-aware in-
frastructure designed to support multi-device location-aware collabora-
tive workflows in patient wards. The infrastructure uses an ultrasound
location tracker for location-aware services (A) and is built on top of a
general purpose activity-centric infrastructure [10] (C).
When a new tag is detected, the device sends a message over
Wifi to the infrastructure, which then pushes the data to the
tablet. Similarly, any changes made on one of the paired
tablets is send over Wifi to the HyPR device.
Infrastructure
Figure 7 shows the HyPR device infrastructure, which is
an activity-aware patient management and information sys-
tem designed to support multi-device location-aware collab-
orative workflows in patient wards. The infrastructure sup-
ports (i) large interactive screens for shared collaborative
workspaces, (ii) tablet applications for mobile personalized
tasks and detailed patient information, and (iii) desktop sys-
tems for integration with existing applications and services.
The HyPR infrastructure is build on top of a generic dis-
tributed activity-centric infrastructure (detailed in [10]) that
includes support for multi-device information management,
context-awareness and ad hoc discovery and pairing of de-
vices.
The infrastructure abstracts basic events, data, pairing, dis-
covery and context services into a distributed activity configu-
ration. These configurations connect all patient-related infor-
mation resources, users and devices into one central reusable
data model. This model is managed and distributed across all
devices that are part of the same activity systems [10]. De-
vices such as tablets, pc computers, large displays are thus
interconnected into one ad hoc distributed activity system, in
which patient information is managed, synchronized and dis-
tributed as computational activity configurations. The hard-
ware inside the HyPR device also connects to the infrastruc-
ture over Wifi and reports which tablet is detected. The infras-
tructure uses this information to push the right patient data to
the paired tablet, or to update the properties of the HyPR de-
vice made through any of the connected devices.
Application
The HyPR application running on the tablet is a web-based
stripped down electronic patient record that consists of a
patient overview screen (Figure 8A) and a detailed patient
record (Figure 8B). In the overview screen, all patients that
are currently at the ward are listed with basic information in-
cluding their name, medical procedure, assigned color and
room number. Using this patient overview, clinicians can
set to colored lights of a specific patient record to “blink-
ing”, thus asking for attention. Clinicians can also turn on
the buzzing sound (which automatically stops after 15 sec-
onds) of the record to quickly locate it when it is in a drawer
or on a stack of other records.
Figure 8. The details of the patient record.
The tablet is synchronized with the paper record through
physical proximity. Placing the tablet on top of the paper
record, automatically opens the detailed patient information
of that patient to the tablet (Figure 8B). This view lists all de-
tailed medical information and allows clinicians to add new
medical data or messages. It can also be used to change
the colored representation of the patient state. Changing this
color in the details view updates the color on the HyPR de-
vice (Figure 4). When medical information is added remotely,
through another tablet or computing device that is not phys-
ically paired to the paper record, the device’s colored lights
start blinking to signify an update. Once a clinician pairs the
tablet, the new data is shown and the record stops blinking.
CLINICAL SIMULATION
To explore how clinicians would use the HyPR setup, we con-
ducted a clinical simulation. Specifically, the study was set
up to frame the use of the HyPR record within existing work
practice as previously studied in the wards. In the medical
domain, a clinical simulation is a frequently applied method-
ology used to train and educate clinicians in critical clinical
scenarios, such as surgery, medicine prescription and admin-
istration, and emergency cases. It has proved very efficient
and reliable for the initial phase of training and assessment
of clinical staff [1]. Since the clinical simulation approach at-
tempts to bring the dimension of clinical context into stronger
focus, the method has lately been used also as a method for
testing clinical systems with representative users doing repre-
sentative tasks, in an ecological valid setting [12]. The goal
of this simulation was to explore (i) the usefulness and usabil-
ity of the HyPR device and (ii) the impact of HyPR devices
on clinical work practices. Although a full description of the
study is beyond the scope of this paper, we presents findings
relevant to the system design of the HyPR device.
Study Setup
Over a period of 2 days, 8 clinicians (5 female + 3 male,
mean age = 46, σ = 12,95) from three different wards (psy-
chiatry, surgery, and emergency departments) participated in
a clinical simulation. Participants included 5 doctors, 2 nurses
and a psychologist. All clinicians were highly experienced in
day to day medical work that involves managing and interact-
ing with patient records, and rated themselves as experienced
computer users (x˜= 4; iqr= 1). The clinical simulation was
performed in a training–simulation ward that is identical to a
full scale patient ward, and included both simulated patients
(simulation dolls) as well as one human who was acting as a
patient. The ward was organized and equipped as an oncol-
ogy ward, but the scenarios were generic enough to be per-
formed by clinicians with different clinical backgrounds. The
study was conducted by two researchers, performing the roles
of facilitator and observer.
Method
The study consisted of three phases. First, participants were
introduced to the system and physical layout of the ward. Af-
ter the introduction, participants were asked to complete three
scenarios in pairs. The scenarios (that were based on ob-
served situations from the field study) included (i) dual use,
in which clinicians performed a ward round and calculated
an early warning score (EWS) for four patients, (ii) recog-
nizability and awareness, in which clinicians coordinated the
arrival of a paper blood result, and (iii) mobility, in which
clinicians searched for a lost record. Data from the scenario
performances were captured by using video and audio record-
ings. Afterwards, participants completed a 5-point Likert
scale questionnaire and an interview was conducted.
Results
Table 1 shows the results of the questionnaire on the useful-
ness of the final design and its specific features. The results
of the questionnaire indicate that clinicians consider the final
design of the HyPR device to be usable and useful in clinical
work (x˜= 4,5; iqr= 1).
HyPR Usefulness (N=8) Min Q1 x˜ Q3 Max Iqr
In general, the HyPR is useful 3 4 4,5 5 5 1
Pairing the PR and ER is useful 3 4 4 5 5 1
Color feature is useful 3 3,75 4 4,25 5 0,5
Tracking the PR is useful 4 4 5 5 5 1
Table 1. The results of the 5-point Likert scale questionnaire on the
usefulness of the basic functions of a HyPR device. The table shows the
minimum, maximum, median (x˜) and the inter quartile range (iqr) of
the scores. PR:paper record; ER:electronic record.
Dual Use
The ability to simply place the tablet on top of the device to
get instant access to digital data of a patient, was considered
as very useful (x˜= 4; iqr= 1). During the ward round, almost
all clinicians would immediately pair the device to the patient
record, before actually checking the vital signs or talking to
the patient. They thus preferred to configure and align both
the electronic and paper record before commencing with as-
sessing the patient. After this configuration, clinicians would
often detach the tablet from the HyPR device. One clinician
would typically hold the paper record to check the official
early warning score (EWS) form, while the other clinician
would check for messages on the tablet and add the EWS to
the electronic record.
Although the feedback on the design of the HyPR device was
more positive compared to the technology probe used during
the design study, clinicians generally agreed that the device
was still too heavy and too thick. In essence, they argued
that for this device to be usable on a large scale, it has to
be integrated in the paper record, thus being flat and flex-
ible. There were also some issues with detecting the right
HyPR device. When clinicians tried to pair the tablet with
a HyPR device that was placed on a stack of other devices
(e.g., Figure 4), the tablet would sometimes receive incorrect
patient data. This opened discussion on security and privacy,
as some clinicians mentioned that detailed access to patient
data should be restricted to the assigned doctor and nurse. On
the other hand, clinicians also saw the HyPR system as an op-
portunity to increase security. One suggestion was to actually
physically lock the paper record to the HyPR enclosure until
an authorized tablet is paired. This would ensure that only
authorized browsing of the paper record would be possible.
Recognizability and Awareness
In general, most clinicians argued that using color was useful
(x˜= 4; iqr=0,5) for coordination and communication between
staff. During the scenarios, clinicians quickly adapted to us-
ing the color coding as part of the workflow. Although none
of the clinicians felt that the color coding dictated a patient
order for the ward round, most of them argued that having
an extra layer of awareness on patient cases could improve
coordination at the ward but also could help clinicians to re-
flect on their work. One doctor, for example, mentioned that
the colors improved the structure of his round as they helped
him prioritize patients. The blinking light feature when new
critical messages were added to the electronic record received
mixed responses. Some clinicians felt that using the colored
lights on the record as a notification mechanism was very
useful as they do not always carry a tablet when doing their
work. Without the notification on the record, they felt that
they might miss critical information. Other clinicians felt that
the blinking colored lights were too distracting. Specially in
cases where many records were in the same place, it could
quickly escalate in a “Christmas tree”.
During the interviews, the clinicians suggested a number of
use cases for the color coding. One theme of suggestions
was based around coordination between clinicians. Exam-
ples such as triage, allocation of nurses and even to reflect the
current state of the patient, were proposed as use cases for
dynamic colors. A common argument was that one color did
not provide enough granularity to communicate more com-
plex information and communication streams. Most clini-
cians agreed that more colored light indicators could be added
to support more applications. A second theme of suggestions
was based around patient involvement. One example pro-
posed by clinicians was to use the lights as a road map or
guide for the patient, so they could keep track of the differ-
ent steps in their procedure. However, some clinicians also
argued that using these colored lights might worry or even
frighten patients who might be unaware of the significance of
the changing color. One clinician suggested that the device
should include a ‘silent switch’, that would turn of the visual
and auditory notifications.
Mobility
Tracking the patient record was considered as one of the
most useful features of the system (x˜= 5; iqr=1). During the
scenarios, most clinicians would follow a similar pattern in
which they would first find the room of the patient and the lo-
cation of the record. They would then proceed to the location
of the record, and if the record was not immediately visible
they would start the blinking light. If the record still could
not be located, they would turn on sound. Most clinicians ar-
gued that this was an important feature as patient records get
lost regularly. The color blinking feature was useful to find a
record in stacks of other records, but clinicians would mostly
use the sound to find the record inside a room. Although some
of the records were inside the patient room, we observed that
clinicians would still use the sound indicator, even if patients
were sleeping in that room. Most clinicians agreed that find-
ing the record was important enough to disturb a patient.
A main point of criticism on the current system was the sound
of the buzzer. Some of the clinicians suggested that rather
than using “another medical sounding sound”, the HyPR de-
vice could use radically different sounds such as a singing
bird, as this would sound less stressful or disturbing for pa-
tients. Clinicians also proposed to use the location tracking
capabilities in a more integrated way. Rather than “simply”
tracking the record, they suggested to set up more advanced
functionality such as e.g., automatically check-in when the
patient and record arrive at the ward.
DISCUSSION
Often, the term paperless workspace points to a vision of a
completely digitized work environment in which paper is re-
placed by digital devices. However, an increasing body of ev-
idence indicates that despite increased digitization, paper is
still an important resource in accomplishing everyday work
and collaboration. This is true for office environments [22]
but also for medical work in hospitals [17, 25, 33]. The cen-
tral focus of the HyPR device prototype is to explore the func-
tional and clinical design of an augmented hybrid medical
record bridging across both the physical and digital records.
Our design study and preliminary evaluation show that clin-
icians generally agreed that such a hybrid record would sig-
nificantly improve the existing workflow. As such, the HyPR
device could be viewed as part of a solution to two long stand-
ing problems in nomadic clinical work [3]: configuration and
mobility work.
The HyPR device provides clinicians with a tool to synchro-
nize and merge the paper and contextual digital representa-
tion of patient data, which significantly reduces configuration
work, i.e. the amount of work required to setup a working
context for a specific patient. The augmented record becomes
an entry point into the digital patient record. Many clinicians
argued that automatically loading patient data on the tablet
when placed on top of the HyPR device, would significantly
reduce this configuration work. The location tracking fea-
tures of the HyPR device provide clinicians with a spatial co-
ordination tool designed to help reduce mobility work. Us-
ing the wall-based displays, clinicians can look up and track
the physical location of the device throughout the ward and
the hospital, and the interface of the tablet provides location
awareness cues on the location of the patient record.
The HyPR device is designed to support the highly collabo-
rative workflow in hospitals. It supports user multiplicity by
allowing multiple tablets to be connected to the same HyPR
device. This allows multiple clinicians to work simultane-
ously on the same patient case – some using the paper record
and some using the digital counter-part. This feature mim-
ics the way that paper-based records are often shared among
clinicians in colocated collaboration (e.g., by the bed side or
during a medical conference).
One of the central limitations of the current approach, how-
ever, is the deliberate absence of digital support for separate
paper documents and forms. Although the current design
does not exclude the integration of Anoto or similar pens to
automatically digitize written notes and forms, this would re-
quire a substantial change of existing hospital work practices.
The paper forms and electronic records simply do not align
one to one, thus posing fundamental questions on how these
tools can be integrated and how they would effect work prac-
tices. Furthermore, our study showed that support for paper
documents should in particular also incorporate support for
handling legacy documentation for both legal and practical
reasons. The HyPR provides support to align, not to inte-
grate, information from the paper and digital records into one
system. As such, the HyPR concept allows for a fluent and
gradual approach to digitizing the entire medical work.
The current HyPR design still places a large emphasis on
the use of a physical paper record, which is augmented for
easy connections to the digital workflow. The form factor
of the HyPR device leverages the shape of the paper record.
This implies that at the cost of the weight of the back plate
and electronics, the HyPR provides affordances (such as flex-
ibility, markability, portability, and accessibility [8]) that are
very similar to those of the paper record by itself. This allows
clinicians to manipulate and use the HyPR in the exact same
way as the paper record, thus embracing a number of exist-
ing practices. As with many electronic devices, the battery
life of the device often limits its full potential. The current
design of the HyPR allows for up to 6 hours of continuous
use but includes a standard USB connector for easy recharg-
ing. However, for real long term deployment, this would not
be a workable solution. Although battery use can be greatly
optimized, digitizing mobile patient records will require the
careful design of charging strategies that are mobile and fit
into the existing workflows of clinicians that use the record.
The notion of a Hybrid Patient Record opens up a number
of interesting questions for future work. HyPR devices could
be augmented to support complex multi-device interactions
including interactive whiteboards or desktop computers. Ad-
ditionally, the role and design of printers can be re-thought: a
printer could e.g., only print patient results when the record is
physically moved into the nurse’s station. Finally, the phys-
ical design of the HyPR device could consider a smaller and
more flexible form factor embedded into the patient record
binder.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduced the novel concept of a Hybrid Pa-
tient Record (HyPR). Based on a field and design study, we
presented the design and implementation of a HyPR device
that supports (i) dual use, by allowing the pairing of the paper
and digital information, (ii) recognizability, by allowing for
dynamic color and sound coding of the record, and (iii) mo-
bility, by using a portable form factor and location tracking.
We presented initial feedback from a clinical simulation in-
dicating that the HyPR device decreases configuration work,
supports mobility in clinical work, and increases awareness
on patient data.
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ABSTRACT
The medical record is a central artifact used to organize,
communicate and coordinate information related to patient
care. Despite recent deployments of electronic health records
(EHR), paper medical records are still widely used because of
the affordances of paper. Although a number of approaches
explored the integration of paper and digital technology, there
are still a wide range of open issues in the design of technolo-
gies that integrate digital and paper-based medical records.
This paper studies the use of one such novel technology,
called the Hybrid Patient Record (HyPR), that is designed to
digitally augment a paper medical record. We report on two
studies: a field study in which we describe the benefits and
challenges of using a combination of electronic and paper-
based medical records in a large university hospital and a de-
ployment study in which we analyze how 8 clinicians used
the HyPR in a medical simulation. Based on these empiri-
cal studies, this paper introduces and discusses the concept
of collaborative affordances, which describes a set of proper-
ties of the medical record that foster collaborative collocated
work.
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INTRODUCTION
Information management in medical work in hospitals is cen-
tered around medical records: a legal document containing
detailed information about the patient’s treatment. Medical
records are organizational and coordinative artifacts that are
used to share, communicate and manage complex treatment
procedures [7]. To improve efficiency and quality in care,
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the Western world is investing significant resources in dig-
itizing healthcare with a special focus on creating an inte-
grated Electronic Health Record (EHR) [16]. The EHR offers
a number of fundamental advantages over the Paper Medical
Record (PMR) related to quality of health care, efficiency in
use and a higher level of patient safety [11].
Despite this ongoing trend, hospitals still use PMRs as part
of the daily workflow [5, 12, 37]. The significance and af-
fordances of paper have been drawn together in Sellen and
Harper’s book — The Myth of the Paperless Office [36] —
and are also highlighted in reflections on PMRs in clinical
work [16]. Studies show that paper makes clinicians more
efficient at their work [34] and that the use of paper forms
increases significantly after the introduction of an EHR [35].
In fact, there is little to no evidence about the actual effec-
tiveness of some of the new digitized workflows [8, 43] or
EHRs [19]. Moreover, the EHR often operates as a passive
information repository and is therefore often supplemented
with a PMR which holds more informal documentation, such
as ad hoc notes, as part of a working record [15]. Further-
more, PMRs frequently function as transitional artifacts [12]
that mediate the information flow between day to day work
in the hospital and the EHR, while also providing redun-
dancy of information [10, 14]. As a consequence, clinicians
“... continue to maintain a hybrid documentation environ-
ment” [13][p. 160] and a typical setup in many hospitals is
that the EHR system does not replace the PMR, but a double
record consisting of both a paper and electronic part is main-
tained. This double medical record, however, introduces a
number of configuration and coordination problems related to
finding, using, updating, communicating and managing both
records.
To address the ubiquity of paper in workplaces like hospitals,
a number of technologies that integrate paper and digital tech-
nology have been proposed. Paperlink [2], or the commercial
solution Anoto, provides a digital pen as a synchronization
mechanism between written documents and digital storage
of that data. Building on this idea, other examples such as
the Paper Augmented Digital Documents (PADDs) [20], Pa-
perproof [39] and PapierCraft [27] provide support for dig-
ital annotation of paper documents using pen input. Other
approaches focus on the medical record. Penbook [40] sup-
ports capturing handwritten prescriptions by providing a hy-
brid setup using a touch screen and projector equipped with a
digital pen. NOSTOS [3] supports data capture in emergency






















Figure 1. The physical layout of one of the wards from our field study. A typical ward consists of an administration desk, a number of patient rooms
(PR), stations for the nurses, offices for the doctors, storage and medication rooms for medical equipment and finally bath- and living rooms for patients.
rooms and combines digital pens, wall displays and a digital
desk to augment and enhance the PMR and form with digital
patient information. Finally, the Augmented Paper Chart [41]
provides seamless integration of paper notes with digital stor-
age by using the Anoto pen.
This paper investigates one specific approach, called the Hy-
brid Patient Record (HyPR) (Figure 7) [23], for integrating
the paper-based and electronic medical record. The HyPR
device is attached to the PMR (like a notepad clip) and aug-
ments it with a notification system (color and sound), location
tracking and ad hoc integration to a tablet that provides access
to contextual relevant electronic patient data. By supporting
various mechanisms to integrate the PMR and the EHR, the
HyPR is designed to be a transitional artifact [12] that helps
clinicians to gradually introduce digital tools in their use of
medical records.
In this paper we make three contributions. First, we provide
results from a detailed field study on the collaborative align-
ment and integration of PMR and EHR in different medical
departments of a university hospital. This study verifies prior
findings on collaboration in hospitals, but also contributes to
the body of knowledge on the relationship between paper-
based and electronic medical records. Second, we describe a
study of the HyPR in a clinical simulation environment where
8 clinicians used the HyPR devices over two days performing
scenarios originating from the field study. This study pro-
vides detailed insights into the use of hybrid or mixed reality
technologies in collocated clinical work. Finally, we intro-
duce and discuss the concept of ‘collaborative affordances’,
which is used to understand what features of a tool (be it
paper-based or electronic) foster and support collocated col-
laboration. We analyze the collaborative affordances of the
existing paper-based medical records and describe how they
translate to the hybrid technology. Collaborative affordances
thus extend the set of paper affordances identified by Sellen
& Harper [36].
STUDY OF DOUBLE RECORD KEEPING
To thoroughly understand the nature of double record keep-
ing, we conducted a field study on the use of the PMR and
EHR in a large university hospital. The objective of the study
was twofold; first, to obtain insights into the mechanisms
clinicians adopt to collaboratively align and configure the two
medical records in daily work and second, to prepare for the
clinical simulation study of the HyPR technology.
Setting
The study took place in a university teaching hospital with
about 3,000 employees providing care for a municipality of
about 400,000 people in greater Copenhagen, Denmark. The
study involved five connected medical departments, cover-
ing two patient bed wards, two surgical departments and the
emergency department. All five departments are located in
the same building and work in close collaboration with each
other. Patients treated in the surgical or emergency depart-
ments are sent to the bed wards for recovery and post-op
care. Each of the bed wards admit 20 to 30 patients and em-
ploy about 15 staff members including doctors, nurses and
administrative personnel. The bed wards share the same ar-
chitecture and consist of a set of patient-related rooms, in-
cluding patient rooms, living area, bathrooms and a set of
rooms used by doctors, nurses and secretaries including the
meeting room, nurses stations, medication room, ward offices
and the administrative room (Figure 1).
Method
The field study applied participant observations, contextual
inquiries and interviews. Observations included task-centric,
artifact-centric, place-centric and person-centric observations
of work in all the wards and departments. Task-centric obser-
vations provided an understanding of the tasks and activities
performed in the different wards and departments. Artifact-
centric observations studied the use of paper-based artifacts
including the PMRs; the different medical information sys-
tems used including the EHR; other computing devices, such
as digital whiteboards, mobile PDA devices, traditional desk-
top computers; specialized medical equipment and monitors;
and other physical artifacts like whiteboards, carts and medi-
cal equipment. Place-centric observations studied the flow of
work in and between departments, wards, meeting rooms and
patient rooms. Person-centric observation comprised of con-
textual inquiries of nurses and doctors for one day followed
by a post-hoc interview to get a more detailed understanding
of the work in each department. In total there were 7 shadow-
ing sessions, 5 follow-up interviews and 10 days of observa-
tion material (images and notes). The data were collected and
recorded using photographs, audio tapes and extensive note
taking, and were analyzed into reports, diagrams and work-
flow charts. To conclude the study, we conducted a follow-up
workshop after the observations in which our findings were
presented and verified.
The Medical Record Workflow
At the hospital, the medical record consists of a unique PMR.
It is a legal requirement that this record is at all times present
at the ward that is currently treating the patient. Although
the content of the PMR varies between different departments,
the record itself is standardized within the entire hospital.
The record consists of a plastic cover that is marked with
color-coded sections for different types of documentation
(Figure 2). Documentation includes basic patient data, the
narrative treatment record (called the ‘continuation’), nurs-
ing documentation, various schemes and forms, observations,
test results (e.g., radiology examinations) and messages from
other medical professionals. Each record carries a label that
uniquely identifies the patient by stating name and social se-
curity number both in text and encoded in a barcode. This la-
bel is attached to the front of the record. Normally, the PMR
is between 2 and 3 cm thick, but the size of a record can
take extreme proportions. In one case, the record of a cancer
patient had to be distributed over several physical folders be-
cause of the large amount of documents accumulated over a
long treatment period. At a patient ward, there are typically
up to 25 active PMRs in use.
Figure 2. The standard PMR consists of a plastic folder that is labeled
with the name and ID of the patient. The record holds all patient doc-
umentation and provides separate color-coded sections, e.g., for nurse
notes, treatment history or other forms and observations.
Next to the PMR, the hospital provides a set of Health Infor-
mation Systems (HISs), such as a Radiology Information Sys-
tem (RIS), an Electronic Medication System (EMS), a Patient
Administration System (PAS), a Blood Bank System (BBS)
and many others. Clinicians can access these applications
through a system portal, which collates all applications into
one interface, that is referred to as the EHR. Both the pa-
per and digital information are often used simultaneously and
are of equal importance. But in order to have electronically
stored information ‘ready-at-hand’, information like lab re-
sults and radiology examinations are printed and added to the
physical PMR.
Figure 3 shows the four main processes involving the medi-
cal record. The color code indicates whether only the PMR
(blue), only the EHR (green) or both records (red) are used for
that part of the process. The patient is referred to the hospital
(e.g., for surgery) by the general practitioner (GP), who fills
in an online form. This form is printed by the administration
of the hospital when setting up an appointment for the pa-
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Figure 3. The life cycle of the PMR consists of a (A) preparation phase,
(B) admission phase, (C) treatment phase and (D) dismissal phase (GP:
general practitioner; MD: medical doctor).
to the ward responsible for the patient (Figure 3A – prepara-
tion phase). In the hospital, the general workflow surround-
ing the PMR is primarily managed by the ward secretaries
and the nurses. When a patient is admitted to the hospital, the
ward secretary locates the PMR. Most patients are readmit-
ted to the same department and this ‘home’ department hence
physically stores the PMR in the storage room. However, if
a patient was previously treated at another department, lo-
cating the PMR can be a rather cumbersome process. Once
located, the referral letter (e.g., from the GP) is added to the
PMR. If a new patient with no PMR is admitted to the ward,
one is created. The record is then sent to the nursing station
the day before (or on the morning) the patient arrives. Dur-
ing the morning conference between the doctors and nurses,
the record is used to prepare the arrival of the patient and to
plan the treatment (Figure 3B – admission phase). Once the
daily treatment and care of the patient has ended (Figure 3C
– treatment phase), the medical continuation is updated by
a ward secretary while nurses update the nursing record, the
medicine scheme and add relevant examination results to the
record (Figure 3D – dismissal phase). Once the patient is dis-
charged from the department, the PMR is finalized and stored
at the ward. This implies that hundreds of archived records
are at the department.
FINDINGS
The field study on the use of (double) medical records pro-
vided three main findings related to: (i) establishing work-
flows, awareness and coordination; (ii) micro- and macro-
mobility of medical records; and (iii) how medical record
sub-artifacts are collated and aligned. These findings relate
well to those from other studies of the use of (electronic) med-
ical records in hospital environments, but also add a detailed
insight into how medical professionals handle such double
record keeping.
Workflow, Awareness and Coordination
Several studies (e.g., [12, 33, 37]) have shown that the PMR
serves as a key coordination mechanism between clinicians,
which is confirmed in our study. The PMR is used as a co-
ordination mechanism between nurses and doctors inside the
patient ward where the doctor can give orders concerning the
patient via the PMR and in turn, the nurses note information
in the record that helps the physician decide what to do next
for the patient. In our study, we found that the PMR is ac-
tively used during coordination of patient treatment and care
during the morning conference. The content of the record in-
cluding the latest examination results is key in deciding on
treatment and care as well as the allocation of doctors and
nurses to the patient. As such, the record is essential in coor-
dinating treatment within and between departments, which is
reflected in the fact that the record is always required by law
to follow the patient to other departments.
Figure 4. The placement of a PMR (e.g., spatial orientation or opening
the record) is used to signal information to other clinicians.
The PMR is also key in a more subtle coordination inside the
ward as its physical form helps to achieve local coordination
and awareness. The physical placement of records often re-
veals status information and can be used for signaling and
for drawing attention to important matters. For example, the
PMRs shown in figure 4 are deliberately placed on the desk
by a nurse to signal to the doctor that the paper forms in the
record should be inspected and validated. Similarly, the PMR
would often be placed in the bed of the patient inside a patient
room, visible from the hallway. This is a signal to the porter
that this patient is ready for pick-up and can be moved, e.g.,
to surgery. This phenomenon of signaling through document
placement was also observed by Ba˚ng et al. [3] who noted that
if, e.g., a physician wanted a laboratory test, the request was
attached to the folder that was then placed at a designated spot
on the desk. Hence, our study confirms that the processes of
signaling and monitoring are used in medical work to consti-
tute mutual workplace awareness [6]. However, an interesting
addition to prior research is that in this case, not only humans
but also computational devices work as active signaling ac-
tors. For example, printing lab results directly on the ward’s
printer is a signal from the lab to the ward. In general, the
spatial arrangement of documents bestows local importance
on the workplace and provides an overview and deposition of
information that facilitates memory recall and the tracking of
work processes. The placement of a record inside the ward,
the nurses station, the filing cabinet or storage room convey
information about their role in the overall workflow.
Micro- and Macro-mobility
Medical work in hospitals is inherently nomadic [4], which
implies that clinicians and the tools they use move around in-
side wards, departments and the entire hospital. This mobil-
ity includes the PMR, which moves between different depart-
ments, wards and locations within the ward [32]. As such, the
mobility affordance of PMRs fits medical work well, as they
are easy to move around inside a hospital. Our study showed
that the PMR is primarily moved around inside the patient
ward and is mostly used in the ward offices, nursing stations,
doctor’s offices and at the bedside of the patient. However,
since it is a legal requirement that the record is present dur-
ing medical treatment, the record always ‘travels with the pa-
tient’. For example, when patients are sent to other depart-
ments (e.g., for x-ray or surgery), the record is mounted in a
special container on the side of the patient’s bed and travels
with the patient to the receiving department. This flexible mo-
bility affordance of the PMR, however, also introduced sig-
nificant challenges since it often was lost or misplaced both
inside the ward and in other departments. Significant time
was spent looking for records, especially by the ward secre-
taries. Hence, a core challenge to a paper-based workflow is
that sometimes the physical record is misplaced or not avail-
able. As one of the nurses explained:
“Doing background research on a patient can be diffi-
cult when the patient does not belong to our ward. Then
the PMR is elsewhere and the digital data might not be
up to date. All we can do is wait for the patient and
improvise.”
But also finding records inside the ward offers its own set of
challenges. Finding the right PMR is difficult because there
is no visual differentiation between different records; they are
all stacked upon each other and scattered all over the ward
in the nurses station, the secretary offices and in the storage
room.
In addition to mobility on a macro level, micro-mobility of
a PMR plays a central role in medical work [28]. Micro-
mobility is the way in which an artifact can by mobilized and
manipulated for various purposes around a relatively circum-
scribed, or ’at hand’, domain. For example, during the ward
round a physician and nurse jointly worked on a PMR by
standing next to each other reading the record. They handed
over parts of the record to each other, pointing out specific
results. Furthermore, the record was often broken open and
the individual records, results, forms and graphs were spread
out on, e.g., a desk for better overview. This micro-mobility
affordance of a PMR hence supports clinicians in achieving
an overview of the medical situation at hand [9].
Figure 5. A nurse completing a form while using a PDA to scan the
vacutainer after taking a blood sample.
Moreover, as seen in figure 5, nurses often ‘break open’ the
record by only taking parts of the record with them, while
interacting with patients. In this specific case, a nurse has
brought the record and placed it on the table before taking a
blood test from the patient, scanning the tube with the PDA
and adding the form to the PMR. In current work practices,
this kind of micro-mobility alignment between paper and dig-
ital information is often cumbersome. Additionally, since the
PDA only provides limited access to the patient data (in this
case only the blood work), the clinician will have to return to
the nurses station to manually add any data to the electronic
record. The mobile device as such is only used to ensure the
blood test was taken from the correct patient.
Artifact Collation and Alignment
Core to medical overview and decision making is the colla-
tion and alignment of information from many sources. This
includes both the many different paper forms and records in
the PMR, as well as the information located in the EHR.
Hence, significant effort was put into collation and alignment
of medical information for several sources to get a compre-
hensive overview of a patient’s medical state. As seen in fig-
ure 6, both the paper and digital information are of equal im-
portance and are thus often used simultaneous. This implies
that while some information is duplicated in both records,
other information only exists in one of both.
Figure 6. Clinicians are using both the PMR and EHR to coordinate
information.
Managing the dual record introduces a number of configu-
ration challenges related to managing, synchronizing, com-
municating and cross-referencing both versions of the record.
Current work practices still include printing a significant
amount of information, which is then stored in the PMR. Fur-
thermore, most of the digital applications can only be used to
request or add new medical data (such as blood test or MRI).
The results of these requested tests are often still sent by pa-
per trough internal mail or by sending the results to the printer
located at the requesting ward. This places a large and impor-
tant coordinative role on the printer, which essentially oper-
ates as a communication and awareness mechanism. It also
implies that although a lot of time and effort is invested in
printing, often these printouts are quickly outdated compared
to the digital record, or even get lost throughout the printing
process. There was a general recognition that aiming for a
completely ‘paperless hospital’ would be naive. Moreover,
information on large whiteboards were also constantly up-
dated to align information across several records and other
coordinative artifacts. The need for collation and alignment
of information across such a ‘web of coordinative artifacts’ is
known to be essential for the general flow and coordination
of medical work [5].
HYBRID MEDICAL RECORD TECHNOLOGY
As argued above, there is a significant set of configuration
challenges related to managing, synchronizing, communicat-
ing and cross-referencing both versions of the medical record.
Figure 7. The HyPR device augments the PMR with a notification sys-
tem (color and sound), location tracking and near-field communication
that uniquely identify the medical record, which allows clinicians to pair
a tablet with the HyPR to display the digital information associated with
the present PMR.
In order to provide a technical design to mitigate these prob-
lems, we have previously proposed an augmented hybrid pa-
tient record or HyPR device (Figure 7) [23]. The HyPR de-
vice is a small sensing and computing platform that supports
notification through colored light and sound, location track-
ing and unique identification using near-field communication
(NFC). The HyPR device is designed to be ‘clipped on’ to the
paper-based record as an augmentation of the plastic folder
used now. Hence, one HyPR device should be deployed for
each PMR in use in a hospital department.
As shown in Figure 7, the HyPR device is attached to the
PMR and, by placing a mobile device like a tablet computer
or a smart phone on top of the record, relevant electronic in-
formation from the EHR is loaded and displayed. The HyPR
embeds a unique id, which is communicated to the mobile
device using NFC and Wifi and is used to retrieve relevant
patient information in the EHR. On the side of the HyPR
device, an array of LED lights can be used for signaling pur-
poses and the device also has a small buzzer for sound noti-
fications. These notification features can be used to convey
status information about a patient, such as when the patient is
ready for the ward round or should be prepared for surgery.
The HyPR also embeds a location tracking tag that allows for
tracking the location of the physical paper record. This allows
clinicians to retrieve the location of a record when missing.
Additionally, they can turn on the buzzer or set the colored
lights to blink, to visually or auditory locate the HyPR.
The overall design goal of the HyPR approach is to create
a transitional artifact allowing clinicians to easily move be-
tween paper-based and digital records. Clinicians thus ben-
efit from both the portability and flexibility of paper-based
records as well as the easy access and information process-
ing capabilities of electronic medical records. As such, the
goal is to reduce the amount of configuration work required
to use and setup this dual record. Specifically, the HyPR
approach supports: easy and fast configuration of the dual
record by allowing clinicians to connect the paper and digital
information, coordination by providing a notification system
equipped with dynamic colored lights and sound and mobil-
ity by including location tracking capabilities to the portable
device. The HyPR approach supports flexible and dynamic
configuration of paper and digital information, which allow
for a gradual transition between paper and digital. For exam-
ple, paper-based forms can be digitized and stored in the EHR
or digital material can be printed and stored in the PMR, all
of which can be handled by the HyPR approach.
HYBRID MEDICAL RECORD STUDY
Previous studies of the HyPR device have only provided pre-
liminary insights into its overall usability and usefulness [23].
Therefore, there is a need to understand the details of how
this technology supports collaborative work in hospital de-
partments, in particular, how it helps alleviating configuration
challenges related to managing, synchronizing, communicat-
ing and cross-referencing both versions of the medical record.
The study investigated to what degree the HyPR supports and
potentially enhances existing clinical practices.
Since doing a field deployment of this type of technology is
technically, legally and organizationally unfeasible, we con-
ducted a clinical simulation in a separate 1:1 simulation en-
vironment. In the medical domain, a clinical simulation is
a methodology frequently applied to train and educate clini-
cians in critical clinical scenarios, such as surgery, medicine
prescription and administration and emergency cases. It has
proved very efficient and reliable for the initial phase of train-
ing and assessment of clinical staff [1]. However, since the
clinical simulation approach attempts to bring the dimension
of clinical context into stronger focus, the method has lately
been used also as a method for testing clinical systems with
representative users doing representative tasks, in an ecolog-
ically valid setting [24]. The main source for this medical
simulation was the data and insights obtained from the origi-
nal hospital field study, which provided input for the physical
setup, the scenarios and the configuration of the technology.
Figure 8. The simulation setup was comprised of a medical ward with
five zones including two patient rooms, a nurse station, a coffee room and
a hallway. The simulation facility is equipped with hidden cameras and
an observation room behind a one-way mirror. The simulation included
three simulation dolls (patients) and one human acting as a real patient.
Setting and Participants
The study was conducted at a 1:1 clinical simulation and
training facility in a large hospital. This simulation facil-
ity supports the simulation of different hospital departments
ranging from patient wards to surgical department and emer-
gency ones. For our study, we set up the facility to be iden-
tical to a fully equipped patient ward with two patient bed
rooms. Figure 8 shows the layout of the setup consisting of
five zones: two patient rooms, a nurse station, a coffee room
and the hallway. One human actor performed as a patient
in a bed in room 2 (Figure 7, green dot). The other patient
beds were equipped with simulation dolls, each connected to
a monitor displaying the vital signs of the ‘patient’ (such as
heart rate, saturation, blood pressure, temperature, etc). The
setup included artifacts such as a traditional whiteboard with
patients’ data, desks in the nursing station with a stationary
computer and nursing carts with medical equipment.
During the two-day simulation, 8 senior clinicians with dif-
ferent specialties (such as surgery, psychiatry and intensive
care) participated in the experiment. Participants included
5 doctors, 2 nurses and a psychologist. The entire simula-
tion was recorded using video and audio as well as exten-
sive note taking and observations from inside the observation
room through a one-way mirror.
Method
The study applied a scenario-based evaluation of the HyPR
approach. The scenarios were drawn directly from the initial
field study and revolved around interacting with the patients
(both the actor and simulation dolls) to assess the patient case,
update the status in the EHR and add or remove all necessary
documents to the PMR. Scenarios included:
S1 Ward Round – Clinicians were asked to perform a ward
round to assess the situation of four patients. By examin-
ing the patients and monitoring vitals signs on the monitor,
they had to calculate an Early Warning Score (EWS) to de-
scribe their current status.
S2 Blood Result – Clinicians were asked to order a blood test
result while working on the case of patient P1. After re-
ceiving the results they had to visit the patient, re-calculate
the EWS and discuss the situation with the patient.
S3 Lost Record – Clinicians were asked to find a number of
PMR, which, after a shift change, were not at their usual
place. For this scenario, they could employ information on
the patient’s location, the last treating doctor, the current
treatment procedure and the location of the HyPR.
After welcoming the participants, a brief introduction was de-
livered on the concept, the system and the physical layout of
the ward. Participants were then asked to perform the three
scenarios above. We did not provide any detailed instructions
on how to perform the scenarios, which patients to look at
first or how to use the system. Because we were interested in
how clinicians would leverage their existing practices while
using the HyPR setup, the scenarios were deliberately open
ended: no explicit instructions or training on the system was
given to them and the facilitator only intervened to solve tech-
nical issues. Because the initial field study showed that most
medical work is highly collaborative, involving both doctors
and nurses, the scenarios were conducted in pairs of two clin-
icians from the same department.
Artifact and Technology Setup
A list of patient cases with realistic names, backgrounds, so-
cial security number and medical background was compiled
for the study. The PMRs used in the simulation contained real
blood tests, EWS forms, admission forms, doctor and nurse
notes and other medical information. The whiteboard placed
in the nurse station listed all the patients with room number,
treatment plan, responsible doctor and nurse and admission
date. Four HyPR devices and three Nexus 7 tablet computers
were used. We equiped the simulation facility with the Soni-
tor1 ultrasound location tracking system in all rooms, exclud-
ing the hallway.
Since there was no open access to the medical information
system in the hospital, we implemented a simple Activity-
Centric EHR application to be used in the simulation. This
application contained all patient cases with a set of medical
entries such as blood test results, continuation records and
nursing notes. The adaptable web application runs on phones,
tablets and desktop computer and supports two views: (i)
an overview screen and (ii) a patient details screen. The
overview screen lists all patients currently active on the ward
and provides basic information, such as name, assigned color,
room number and ongoing medical procedures on each pa-
tient (Figure 9A). Using the ‘Blink’ button causes the colored
lights of the HyPR to start blinking (Figure 7), asking for
attention until a tablet is paired. The ‘Buzz’ button can be
used to turn on a buzzing sound to quickly find a record. The
buzzing sound is automatically stopped after 15 seconds.
Figure 9. The details of the patient record.
By placing the tablet on the HyPR device, the patient infor-
mation (Figure 9B) is displayed. This screen allows clinicians
to inspect prior observations and update medical information
(e.g., EWS), add a message, or change the status color of the
patient. Changing this color in the EHR will cause the color
of the HyPR device to change accordingly (see Figure 7).
The EHR on the tablet computer can also be used while not
paired with an HyPR device. In this case, if new data (medi-
cal observations or a message) for a patient is entered into the
EHR application, the patient’s HyPR device (attached to the
patient’s PMR) will start to blink. In this way, the physical
record signals changes in the digital record. Once a tablet is
paired with the HyPR record, the patient information is dis-
played and the device stops blinking. All patient information
is thus organized in ‘patient activities’ which are visualized in
the overview screen and can be quickly and easily accessed
through physical or remote interaction.
FINDINGS
The objective of the simulation was to study how work prac-
tices observed in the field study would translate to the HyPR.
As such, we were interested in relating the observations of
1http://www.sonitor.com
the HyPR approach to current work practices at a medical
ward. The discussion of the simulation findings are there-
fore framed in the three main findings from the field study
on the use of medical records in the hospital; (i) establish-
ing workflows, awareness and coordination; (ii) micro- and
macro-mobility of medical records; and, (iii) how medical
record sub-artifacts are collated and aligned.
Workflow, Awareness and Coordination
Since the HyPR encloses the PMR, it was used as a coordi-
nation mechanism in exactly the same way as seen during the
field studies. Clinicians would use the record for information
sharing, during clinical conferences and as the key coordina-
tion mechanisms between doctors and nurses during, e.g., the
ward round. It was, however, interesting to observe how the
features and functionality of the HyPR sparked new work-
flows, awareness and coordination practices.
Figure 10. Clinicians glance at the PMRs (A) and notice that a colored
light is blinking, indicating a new message (B). They pair a tablet com-
puter with the record to read the message on the tablet (C) and finally
consult the paper forms for more details (D).
First, the colored lights of the HyPR triggered a number of
novel workflow coordination mechanisms. The color was
quickly appropriated as part of the externalization of the
EWS. This meant that clinicians would use the color to orga-
nize and structure their ward round. One doctor, for example,
mentioned that the colors helped him prioritize his patients
during the ward round by using blue, green and red colors
to indicate low, normal and acute patient cases. Colors were
also used to reveal workflow status information. For example,
during one of the ward round scenarios, a nurse had already
appropriated the use of colored light as a method to keep track
of the workflow:
“This [patient record] is green and it is not blinking, so
he is fine.” – P7
Colors were also used for revealing if new content was added
to the PMR. Figure 10 shows a video fragment of two nurses
picking up a new message via the HyPR. First, the two nurses
pass by the nurse station and glance at a number of PMRs in
active use (Figure 10A). One nurse notices a blinking colored
light indicating that new content has been added to the record
(such as a new observation, message, or lab test result) (Fig-
ure 10B). The clinicians approach the record and, by placing
the tablet on top of the record, they are able to read the up-
dates (Figure 10C). They realize that they need more detailed
information and align it with the paper documentation (Fig-
ure 10D) to construct a shared overview of all patient data.
Second, placement of the HyPR combined with the color light
was also used for deliberately signaling status information.
Placing PMRs in the patient’s bed was a signaling mecha-
nism often observed during the field study. The simulation
study showed that this work practice was continued and en-
hanced using the HyPR. We observed that clinicians carefully
considered location and orientation when placing the HyPR.
In the patient rooms, for example, clinicians would often po-
sition the records in such a way that the lights were visible
from the hallway. This mechanism was adopted so that clin-
icians could easily glance inside the room and check if the
colored light was changed or if a new message was received.
They considered the colored lights to be an important collab-
orative affordance that helped them share and externalize the
status of the patient in a fast and efficient way.
Figure 11. The clinician uses the record (A), checks if the colored light
matches her assessment (B) and places both records in such a way that
they are visible from the hallway (C).
Figure 11 shows a video fragment of a nurse using the HyPR
for signaling. After finishing assessing the patient case (Fig-
ure 11A), the clinician double checks the color to see if it
matches her assessment color (Figure 11B) and then posi-
tions the record to allow for visibility from the hallway (Fig-
ure 11C). Interestingly, this positioning was done differently
depending on the location of the bed in the patient room:
“Then I should place it so one can see the light.. now
it lies across his legs, then I should probably move it..
there!” – P8
As seen in Figure 11C, the record on the second bed in the
background is positioned differently than the one on the bed
in the foreground. This was done because the bed in the fore-
ground was close to the wall, implying it would not be visible
from the hallway if it were flat on the bed. With the current
positioning both records where visible from the hallway.
Micro- and Macro-mobility
The HyPR device is designed to maintain the macro-mobility
affordance of regular PMRs. The medical simulation study
clearly showed that a HyPR was carried around in the simu-
lation facility just like regular PMRs are carried around. This
can be seen in the video fragments in Figures 11, 14 and
16. However, as observed during the field studies, there are a
number of problems related to mobility in clinical work, in-
cluding the problem of lost PMRs and the lack of support for
accessing the EHR while roaming the ward or hospital. The
HyPR was designed to mitigate these problems by supporting
location tracking of the HyPR and by allowing access to the
EHR via a tablet that is paired with the PMR.
During the simulation, clinicians very quickly appropriated
these features and we observed a number of recurring pat-
terns in the mobile use of the HyPR. Figure 12 shows a video
Figure 12. Clinicians use the color blinking (A) and buzzing feature (B)
to identity the location of the record (C).
fragment of two clinicians searching for a lost PMR. The
search strategy was very similar for most clinicians. First,
they use the tablet computer to look up the location of the
HyPR PMR. Since location tracking is room-based, they en-
ter the room and look for the record. If it is not immediately
visible, they use the tablet to turn on a blinking pattern on the
record (Figure 12A). This approach only works if the PMR is
in plain sight, e.g., on a desk or on a stack of other records,
but not if the record is in a cupboard or drawer. Clinicians
therefore turn on the buzzing sound and divide the mobility
work between both of them. One clinician holds the tablet
and repeatedly presses the buzz button while the other clin-
ician tries to identify the location of the record with the in-
structions of the clinician that is holding the tablet and who
has a better idea on where the sound is coming from (Fig-
ure 12B). After finding the tablet, it is still blinking from the
initial search attempt, thus helping them verify that they have
found the correct PMR (Figure 12C).
Figure 13. Clinicians inspect a pile of PMRs (A), select the one that they
need (B) and position it strategically on the table while discussing it (C).
Afterwards the doctor takes it (D) and places it in the out-tray with the
colored lights clearly visible (E)
The field study also revealed extensive micro-mobility of
PMRs; the spatial orientation and positioning of the record
often carry a meaning as it symbolizes and reflects work pro-
cesses. During the simulation, we observed similar micro-
mobility use patterns with the HyPR as depicted in the video
fragment in Figure 13. Clinicians inspect a pile of records
and spatially categorize them based on their importance (Fig-
ure 13A). After selecting and inspecting a particular PMR
(Figure 13B), the doctor places the record on the corner of
the table (Figure 13C) to indicate that this is the record they
are currently using. After discussing the patient case, they re-
alize that this patient is no longer at the ward and the record
is therefore no longer needed at the ward, but has to be sent to
another ward (Figure 13D). The doctor then places the record
in the out-tray with the colored lights facing upwards and
clearly visible (Figure 13E).
Artifact Collation and Alignment
The original field study revealed significant work associated
with aligning and collating PMR with EHR. A first obser-
vation from the simulation study reveals that record align-
ment and collation no longer takes place at the desk in the
nurses station (as seen in Figure 6), but can be done by clin-
icians while roaming around inside the entire ward. All clin-
icians followed a very similar strategy in aligning the PMR
and EHR. Figure 14 shows a video fragment showcasing the
new approach available through the HyPR, performed by the
patient’s bedside. The clinicians first pair the paper and digi-
tal record to get an overview on the patient case (Figure 14A).
They then jointly inspect both the paper and digital informa-
tion and explicitly check if any new observations were added
to the digital or PMR (Figure 14B). After discussing the case
with the patient, they add a new observation to the digital
record and place the paper forms back in the record (Fig-
ure 14C).
Figure 14. Clinicians first align the paper and digital record (A), then
inspect both types of documentation (B) and finally update the docu-
mentation in both records (C).
While interacting with a patient, clinicians would divide the
PMR between both of them. One clinicians would thus hold
the PMR and inspect all the printed blood tests and paper
forms, while the other clinicians would consult the paired
tablet for the EHR. However, while moving to another pa-
tient or room, one clinician would carry both the HyPR and
tablet, while the other clinician would focus on the patient.
One clinician is thus often “left behind”. Busy adding in-
formation to the electronic record using the tablet, the other
clinician moves to the next patient. Interestingly, we also
observed that although clinicians had easier access to both
records, they sometimes were reluctant to use all its features.
At one time a nurse, for example, whispered to the doctor:
“I am very much against that we should be writing it in
here. We should do this at the nurses station.” – P4
She essentially disliked using the system in front of patients,
as she argued that it detached the contact between the clini-
cian and the patient.
During the EWS assessments of patients, we often observed
that clinicians would spatially organize information that was
needed to better understand the case. The video fragment in
Figure 15 shows two clinicians doing a ward round while us-
ing the patient bed to organize and collate all the paper forms
stored in the PMR and in the tablet computer. They first col-
late the prior blood results paper, EWS forms and digital mes-
sages (Figure 15A). Based on this information, they discuss
Figure 15. Two clinicians are using the patient bed to spatially organize
both the paper and digital record of the patient (A-B), before adding
content to the digital record (C).
the patient case and compare the previous data to the live in-
formation on the monitor (Figure 15B). Finally, they com-
plete a new EWS form and add the form to the PMR while at
the same time recording the EWS score to the digital record
(Figure 15C).
When a physical surface was not available for spatial organi-
zation, clinicians would perform the collation in a much more
mobile setting. The video fragment in Figure 16 depicts two
clinicians that are collating medical forms, blood tests and
digital record entries. While talking to the patient, the doc-
tor (Figure 16A — on the right) is studying previous data.
Based on the vital signs on the monitor, he requests the other
clinician (Figure 16B — on the left) to update the electronic
record with his assessment. He also asks the other clinician to
update the color of the record to match his assessment (Fig-
ure 16C). Before leaving the patient room, the doctor checks
the HyPR to see if the color has been updated based on his
assessment of the patient (Figure 16D).
Figure 16. During the ward round, two clinicians are collating the paper
and digital record (A-B) of the patient while standing at the bed assessing
the patient case (C-D).
DISCUSSION
Prior studies [5, 12, 37] as well as this paper show that paper
documentation remains to play an important central role as it
is persistently and pervasively used during medical work in
hospitals. This intensive use of paper documentation seems
to be independent from the degree to which EHRs are in-
tegrated as paper simply makes clinicians more efficient in
parts of their work [34]. Based on Gibson’s theory of affor-
dances [18], Sellen and Harper have argued that paper in gen-
eral possesses a set of affordances, that makes it especially
efficient in use [36]. These affordances include the ability
to quickly navigate through documents, read across multiple
documents at once, mark up a document while reading and
interweave reading and writing. Looking more specifically
to the medical domain, Harper et al. [21] point to the affor-
dances of flexibility, markability, portability and accessibility
of the anesthesia record that makes it easy to fill out, share
and use during surgery.
Collaborative Affordance - Affords the ability to
Mobility and Portability
Physically carry, share and use the record in different places
Collocated Access
Simultaneous and collocated read and update the record
Shared Overview
Collectively create an overview of the content on the record
Mutual Awareness
Signal and monitor information between users
Table 1. The Collaborative Affordances of PMR and HyPR.
Based on the two studies reported in this paper, we argue
that the core benefit of a paper-based medical record does
not solely lie in its core basic affordances, but that a set of
collaborative affordances exist that support clinicians in co-
ordinating work. Rather than applying the original definition
of affordance provided by Gibson [18], we rely on Norman’s
interpretation for human-computer interaction2, in which af-
fordance refers to those action possibilities that are readily
perceivable by an actor [29]. In this definition, affordances
depend not only on the physical capabilities of an actor, but
also on the actor’s goals, plans, values, beliefs and past ex-
periences. Gaver describes that the perception of affordances
is “embedded in the observer’s culture, social setting, expe-
rience and intentions” [17]. Although affordances exist as a
configuration of physical properties, its perceptible meaning
is often dependent on the social strata and can thus change
or differ between environments or social setting. Within the
framework of distributed cognition, Zhang and Patel [42] re-
fer to this dependency to culture as cognitive affordance. Us-
ing Activity Theory, Kaptelinin and Nardi reconceptualize
affordances in a social-culture background describing them
as mediating actions [25]. Similarely, Vyas et al. [38] de-
scribe that affordances in interaction exist between the user
and environment, emerges from activities and practices and
are therefore socially and culturally constructed. Finally,
Kreijns and Kirschner [26] introduced social affordances as
properties of collaborative environments “which act as social-
contextual facilitators relevant for the learners social interac-
tions.”
Based on these prior interpretations of the social role of af-
fordances, we describe collaborative affordances as ‘physi-
cal’ properties that afford — make possible different actions
for a person perceiving the object — collaborative percep-
tions and actions within a specific social context. Collabo-
rative affordances do not replace the normal affordances of
paper, but rather contextualize them in a social structure. Ta-
ble 1 lists four basic collaborative affordances of the medical
record which were observed in both studies. As technology
comes closer to paper (as in the HyPR approach), questions
arise on how these collaborative affordances translate to tech-
nology. Using the field study and the clinical simulation as
case studies, we describe below how the four collaborative
affordances described in Table 1 were observed in the initial
study and how they translate into the HyPR approach.
2Although Norman nowadays prefers the terms perceived affor-
dance [30] or signifier [31] over affordance.
Mobility & Portability
Portability, the ability to carry, maneuver and navigate, is
an important affordance of paper [36], hence, also of the
PMR [21]. From a collaborative stance, the portability and
mobility of PMRs is a central reason for its success in medi-
ating cooperative medical work. As argued by Østerlund [32],
a PMR serves as a portable place in the sense that it can
move across space and time but retain the indexical structure
which points out relevant participants, places and times. This
collaborative affordance allows several clinicians to use the
record on the move as they continuously perform care activi-
ties for many patients across multiple locations. Such macro-
mobility inside and across patient wards was also found in
both of the presented studies: PMR as well as HyPR were car-
ried around and used during care activities (e.g., ward rounds)
and this portability of the record helped clinicians to jointly
accomplish their work. Although the HyPR in its current
state is relatively heavy and bulky due to the sensor platform,
the technology essentially incorporates support for mobility
as there was less mobility work [4] required to configure the
work setup. The mobility and portability affordance of the
HyPR is much closer to that of a PMR, specially if compared
to other approaches that attempt to include mobility use for
the EHR (e.g., Computers on Wheels (COW) [37]). By us-
ing the PMR as a contextual surface that auto-configures the
paired tablet, HyPR mitigates the high cost of information ac-
cess [37] and physical [21] challenges of handling digitized
medical information at the bedside.
Collocated Access
Paper has a high degree of configurability as it affords simul-
taneous access through reading and writing [36]. These af-
fordances are key to PMRs, since working records [15] and
transitional artifacts [12] are used by clinicians as a coordi-
native reflective tool to bridge the gap between day to day
work in the hospital and managing the EHR. In the course of
the working shift, clinicians keep these documents to contin-
uously gather information on the move and gradually transfer
them back to the official record [32]. Our studies of the use
of PMRs and the HyPR approach emphasize the collabora-
tive nature of such simultaneous access to medical records.
Records were often used in a collocated setting in which typ-
ically a pair of a nurse and a doctor would break open the
record and simultaneously inspect and access the documents
and forms. Examples of situations in which collocated access
of the medical record is evident include the ward conference
situation and the use of the record at the patient’s bedside dur-
ing a ward round (Figure 14). Such situations are examples of
standard operation configurations [4] in a hospital, which are
spatial setups fostering easy cooperation because of a com-
mon knowledge and agreement as to how to use and navigate
the artifacts involved. A core requirement for medical records
is that they embed this collaborative affordance of collocated
access, which enables them to be part of such standard oper-
ation configurations. Using HyPR provides clinicians with a
high degree of plasticity to import a digital device into stan-
dard operation configurations. Furthermore, by using a tablet
computer with a size that fits into the clinicians’ white coat
pockets, the tablet can easily be brought in and out of the
configuration. Although the sensors of the HyPR device are
clearly visible to the clinicians, the technology was consid-
ered to be transparent as clinicians did not mention the medi-
ating hardware at all, but rather talked about the HyPR as a
‘smart paper-based medical record’.
Shared Overview
One of the most prominent affordance of paper is that it sup-
ports quick and flexible navigation and simultaneous access
of multiple documents [36]. This is extensively used in a clin-
ical setting, in which the PMR is key in obtaining an overview
of the treatment and care of a patient [9]. Our studies of both
the PMR and HyPR showed that this creation of an overview
is primarily a collaborative effort, as the records afforded the
creation of a shared overview by aligning documents. In
the case of the PMR, we observed that clinicians would col-
late and align medical information from several sources (both
PMR and digitally, as shown in Figure 6) to get a comprehen-
sive overview of a patient’s medical state. Moreover, during
the study of the HyPR record, we often observed that clin-
icians would spatially organize information that was needed
to better understand the case. For example, the video frag-
ment in Figure 15 shows two clinicians doing a ward round
while using the patient bed to organize and collate all the pa-
per forms stored in the PMR and in the tablet computer. The
micro-mobility associated with this specific operation config-
uration, thus includes digital devices that can essentially be
handled similar to another paper artifact while providing a
portal into the EHR. As concluded by Bossen and Jensen:
“Collaborative overview requires a display that can be
shared by two or more people in the many ad hoc conver-
sations that take place, for example a display that can be
carried and handed around like paper (like the printed
lists), providing essential overview, but also making it
possible to go into specifics” [9][p. 11].
How the device contextualizes, integrates and visualizes
large, complex and specialized EHRs to achieve seamless in-
tegration remains an important open question [14]. Never-
theless, HyPR can be used as a long term stable concept for a
gradual movement towards a higher degree of integration and
a less paper-centric hospital.
Mutual Awareness
Paper is not only easy to annotate and manipulate, but also
provides an intrinsic historical account on these actions or
changes [36]. Physical records are extensively used in achiev-
ing workplace awareness [6] in a hospital setting, as also ev-
ident in our studies of the PMR and HyPR. For example, the
PMRs shown in figure 4 are deliberately placed on this desk
to signal the hand-over from the nurse to the doctor. And,
while using the HyPR record, clinicians positioned the HyPR
in various ways (e.g., in the patient bed) to signal a status
change, as seen in the video fragment in Figure 11. Similarly,
clinicians were able to monitor places to pick up awareness
information on status changes. For example, monitoring the
printer in the ward office for lab results, as well as the HyPR
records in the out-tray for status changes (Figure 13). Mu-
tual awareness is a collaborative affordance as the medical
record should allow the creation and perception of awareness
information through the physical artifact. The physical prop-
erties of a PMR allow for placement in different places and
positions — something that the EHR does not. HyPR did not
remove any of the original collaborative affordances of the
PMR, but rather supports and amplifies existing ones. The
colored lights, for example, were used as signifiers [31] that
allowed clinicians to externalize work practices into signals
that helped them to optimize and prioritize interaction with
patients. As such, medical records — PMR, EHR or HyPR
— should be designed with the affordance of mutual aware-
ness in mind, thus, providing clinicians with tools to config-
ure awareness [22].
CONCLUSION
Medical records are key in coordinating treatment and care of
patients in modern hospitals. Historically, they were paper-
based, but due to the increased digitizing of medical infor-
mation, more and more patient information is stored in dif-
ferent medical information systems. This creates a situation
in which clinicians need to maintain and use a double record
consisting of both a paper-based and electronic part. A de-
tailed field study of the use of such a double record in a large
university hospital revealed that a paper-based medical record
is key in the subtle coordination inside the ward as its physical
form helps to both achieve local coordination and awareness,
as well as facilitates micro- and macro-mobility. These re-
sults echo previous findings, but our study highlighted that
these paper-based affordances are not transferred to the elec-
tronic medical record used in the hospital. Specifically, our
study showed that managing the dual record introduces a
number of configuration challenges related to managing, syn-
chronizing, communicating and cross-referencing both ver-
sions of the record. Different technologies for bridging the
gab between paper-based and digital records have been pro-
posed and we did a detailed study of one particular technol-
ogy called the HyPR device. The study was conducted in a
simulated medical ward environment with 8 clinicians per-
forming a set of scenarios. Although the study was limited
to 8 clinicians, it already showed that the HyPR approach has
the potential to function as a transitional artifact that helps in-
tegrate and synchronize paper-based and digital information
while maintaining some of the benefits from both the paper-
based and digital records. Based on these two studies we
introduced the concept of collaborative affordances, which
denotes a set of properties of physical devices and artifacts
that supports collaboration. These collaborative affordance
include: mobility and portability, collocated access, shared
overview and mutual awareness. The concept of collabora-
tive affordances can be used in the analysis and design of col-
laborative technologies.
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